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Abstract

This thesis is about the performance modelling and evaluation of all-optical

switching techniques for the wavelength-division multiplexed layer. We clas-

sify an all-optical approach to switching as either optical burst switching

(OBS), optical circuit switching (OCS) or optical packet switching. The

scope of this thesis is confined to OBS and OCS as well as hybrid approaches

that are derived by combining the two to allow for a polymorphic optical

layer. We develop teletraffic performance models for several forms of OCS

and OBS, including:

• Wavelength-routing;

• Distributively and centrally controlled variants of dynamic OCS, where

we define dynamic OCS as any form of OCS capable of statistically

multiplexing wavelength capacity on at least a millisecond timescale;

• Time-slotted forms of dynamic OCS;

• OBS with limited and full wavelength conversion; and,

• OBS with deflection routing.

All the models we develop are open-loop loss models either for a backbone

network or a stand-alone link. Our generic model for a backbone network

consists of edge routers at which packets are enqueued and a core of optical

cross-connects that are interconnected via wavelength-division multiplexed

links. We particularise this generic model by specifying how packets are

switched from one edge router to another. For the particular models we
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develop, we derive analytical approximations for the three important tele-

traffic performance measures of: end-to-end blocking probability; the pre-

transmission queuing delay distribution experienced by a packet enqueued

at an edge router, or the mean of this distribution if the distribution itself is

too difficult to accurately approximate; and, wavelength capacity utilisation.

Computer simulation is used to verify the accuracy of each approximation.

As such, we divide the task of performance evaluation into three steps: model

development, model analysis and analysis verification. Most chapters in this

thesis are devoted to implementing this simple three-step recipe for a particu-

lar switching technique. The exceptions are Chapters 3, 8 and 10. Chapter 3

is devoted to the cross-layer optimisation of the logical topology, and routing

and wavelength assignment in a wavelength-routed network, while Chap-

ter 10 proposes a new approximation for blocking probability in overflow

loss networks. And in Chapter 8, we use our performance models to quan-

tify how well OBS stacks up against OCS from a teletrafficist’s viewpoint.

We see that a two dimensional delay/blocking plot can be divided into four

quadrants corresponding to OBS-only and OCS-only quadrants, an OBS or

OCS quadrant and a quadrant encompassing unattainable delay/blocking.

We are able to determine which of OBS or OCS should be used to achieve

a prescribed delay/blocking while maximising utilisation. We also see that

sacrificing an assurance of no blocking at each optical cross-connect with

the use of OBS is not as attractive in optical networks as its analogue of

tell-and-go was in ATM networks. The main contribution of this thesis is a

comprehensive suite of approximations and exact analytical results that can

be used for dimensioning and quantitative evaluation. We present several

such applications and numerical examples at the end of each chapter.
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Preface

This thesis presents much of the work I have undertaken during my three

and a half year PhD candidature. The content of each chapter is closely

aligned with one or more research papers that I have co-authored during my

candidature. Therefore, much of the content of this thesis has already been

peer reviewed. In most chapters, I have presented fewer numerical results

than in the corresponding research papers. Furthermore, I have included

substantially more background in this thesis.

The order of chapters almost corresponds to the chronological order in

which I have pursued my research. The only exception is that Chapter 8

and Chapter 10 should have been swapped. I decided against this though to

improve the continuity between Chapter 8, which quantifies how well OBS

stacks up against OCS, and the preceding chapters, which focus either on

OBS or OCS.

The structure and organisation of each chapter beyond Chapter 3 is simi-

lar. A typical chapter in this thesis begins with the development of a network

or stand-alone link model for a certain optical switching technique. Then,

using the analytical approach to performance evaluation, approximations for

otherwise computationally intractable teletraffic performance measures are

derived. Finally, the accuracy of each approximation is verified with com-

puter simulation. As such, a typical chapter comprises three parts: model

development, model analysis and analysis verification.

All the performance models developed in this thesis are open-loop loss

models. There has been interest recently in “closing the loop” by modelling

the presence of a retransmission protocol. Closed loop models are not con-

sidered in this thesis.
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Chapters 4 and 5 apply this three-part approach to OBS, while Chapters

6 and 7 to OCS and Chapter 9 to optical hybrid switching. Chapter 8 is

a culmination of the four preceding chapters in that it relies on the models

developed in these chapters to quantify how well OBS stacks up against OCS.

The exceptions are Chapters 2, 3 and 10. In Chapter 2, I outline the

focus and contributions of this thesis. Chapter 3 covers my early work on the

design and optimisation of wavelength-routed optical networks. And Chapter

10 presents a new approach for analysing general network loss models with

overflow, such as the model for OBS with deflection routing developed in

Chapter 5. I have included some background on OBS with an emphasis on

performance modelling aspects at the beginning of Chapter 4. I have decided

to include this short survey because the performance modelling of OBS is a

relatively new area on which hundreds of research papers have been published

recently.

One of the most tedious tasks in compiling this thesis was ensuring that

notation and nomenclature remain consistent from chapter to chapter. Al-

though I have devoted countless hours to this task, some terms are used

interchangeably. For example, an edge router, edge buffer, edge node and

source router all refer to one and the same thing in this thesis. An inevitable

consequence of ensuring notational consistency has been that the notation

used in a particular chapter rarely matches up with the notation used in the

research papers corresponding to that chapter.

I have taken for granted many of the fundamental ideas that have been

postulated by experts working in the area of photonics and become ingrained

in the pencil-and-paper research community to which I belonged during my

candidature. For example, I have taken for granted that limitations on elec-

tronic processing speeds will indeed gives rise to electronic bottlenecks that

can be overcome with photonics. And I have taken for granted that a clear

divide exists between the edge and core of a network. There are several oth-

ers that I could list. Whether or not these assumptions are valid is beyond

the scope of a thesis that is primarily grounded in teletraffic modelling.

This thesis is just as much my own as it is the many people who have

made substantial contributions to the work herein. The contributions of the
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these people have been acknowledged in Section 2.4. The outline of this thesis

and its contributions by chapter have been summarised in Section 2.1.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Internet is growing at an astronomical rate. Within Australia alone,

the number of households with access to the Internet has quadrupled from

1.1 million to 4.4 million households since 1998 [1]. More than one in two

Australian households have access to the Internet today.

It is not only the Internet’s level of penetration that is growing. The

Internet is also growing tremendously in terms of the amount of traffic it

carries per user. Within the US, Internet traffic has on average doubled

every year since 1997 [34]. The doubling-every-year phenomenon has been

coined as a kind of Moore’s Law for the Internet. As shown in Fig. 1.1,

Australia has not bucked this trend.
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The complementary relation between the next big ‘killer’ application and

technological advances is the biggest factor fuelling Internet growth. During

1995, the coinciding and rapid proliferation of the World Wide Web and

email placed huge demands on the telephony network, which at that time

formed the infrastructure for the Internet. In response, a new market was

opened up for digital subscriber lines (DSL) [169] and cable modems, which

provide bandwidths per user in the order of 1 Mb/s, contrasted to the 56

Kb/s available over a dial-up line. The cost of bandwidth fell in the years

that followed, which spurred the creation of a new generation of even more

bandwidth hungry applications, namely file sharing and streaming video,

though neither of these applications have been as popular as the Web and

email. As new technology continues to be rolled-out, history dictates that

the cost of bandwidth will fall further and the cycle will repeat with the

creation of new applications.

Voice over IP [67, 193] is touted as the next big application. It promises

unlimited and un-timed phone calls to far-flung destinations that cost nothing

above a broadband flat-rate access fee. As voice over IP proliferates, Internet

traffic is set to skyrocket due to migration of traffic from telephony networks

and lack of cost disincentives to keep the frequency and duration of calls to

a minimum. Furthermore, a voice over IP call requires a bandwidth of 90

kb/s, whereas a traditional call typically uses only 64 kb/s.

The telecommunications researcher and the telecommunications industry

had a bonanza in the golden decade preceding the dot-com bust in 2000. Fi-

bre transmission technology advanced to provide higher bit-rates over longer

distances. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) [122] was rolled-out as a

complementary approach to fixed time-division multiplexing. WDM allowed

transmission on multiple carrier wavelengths within a fibre. A 10 Gb/s link

could be achieved with 4 WDM channels at 2.5 Gb/s each instead of a single

mode fibre at 10 Gb/s. Today, WDM fibres providing 1 Tb/s are in com-

mercial use [143]. While in 2001, NEC set a record by providing 10.9 Tb/s

over 117 kilometres using 273 WDM channels at 40 Gb/s each [55].

During the golden decade, the optical transmission layer underwent an

evolution that spanned three generations of optical networks. The first and
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second generations are in commercial use and provide much of the infrastruc-

ture for the Internet today. While the third generation is still largely confined

to research laboratories. With each new generation, more and more function-

ality traditionally provided by upper layers in the protocol stack1 migrated

to the optical layer and certain higher layers disappeared all together.

Third generation optical networks promise unsurpassed bandwidth to

inspire the next big application and sustain the growth of existing ones.

Whether or not there is another ‘killer’ application on the horizon is another

question all together—some have doubts. In the meantime though, giant

strides are being taken to develop cost-effective enabling technologies. It is

these giant strides that lie at the cutting edge of present-day telecommuni-

cations research.

1.1 The First and Second Generations

First generation optical networks use single mode optical fibre simply as

an alternative transmission medium to copper cable. Fibre provides higher

bandwidths and lower bit error rates than copper. The optical layer is there-

fore a network of point-to-point ‘pipes’ that provide a certain bandwidth to

the layer residing above it.

1.1.1 The Synchronous Optical Network

In first generation optical networks, the SONET (Synchronous Optical Net-

work) [106, 143] layer resides above the optical layer and is still predominantly

used today in the US, while the closely related SDH (Synchronous Digital

Hierarchy) is used in Europe and Japan.

SONET provides several functions [143]. It provides and manages end-

to-end circuit-switched connections that may traverse multiple spans of fi-

1The protocol stack is imagined as set of layers stacked vertically. Each layer is respon-
sible for providing certain functions to higher layers. These functions include switching,
routing, providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees, restoration in the event of failures
and multiplexing. The optical layer resides at the bottom of the protocol stack. See
[106, 169].
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bre. Each connection guarantees a fixed amount of bandwidth once set

up. SONET provides fixed time-division multiplexing to interleave low-speed

streams. For example, low-speed 64 kb/s voice streams or 1.5 Gb/s private

lines can be multiplexed up to 2.5 Gb/s or even 10 Gb/s for transmission

across a circuit-switched connection [143]. SONET also provides functional-

ity to support restoration in the event of failures and extensive monitoring

abilities to allow verification of connections. All the functions provided by

SONET are performed electronically.

The infrastructure of first generation optical networks consists of sin-

gle mode fibres terminating at transponders and interconnected by SONET

add/drop multiplexers (ADM). A SONET ADM is able to drop one or more

low-speed streams from their parent multiplexed stream, and conversely, add

one or more low-speed streams to a high-speed multiplexed stream.

A transponder provides the interface between the optical and SONET

layer. Its primary function is to modulate an optical signal suitable for

transmission across a fibre with a high-speed multiplexed stream. This is

performed using an electrical-to-optical (E/O) converter, while the reverse

operation of recovering a high-speed multiplexed stream from an optical sig-

nal is performed using an optical-to-electrical (O/E) converter.

Residing above the SONET layer is a network layer that is responsible for

performing functions such as statistical time-division multiplexing, routing

and possibly providing quality of service (QoS) guarantees. To the network

layer, the SONET layer below is perceived as a set of virtual circuit-switched

connections between client layer network elements. It is the network layer’s

job to aggregate a variety of low-speed voice, data and private line services

and use the functionality provided by the layers residing below to perform

the end-to-end routing of these services by taking them from their source

and delivering them to their destination.

1.1.2 To Packet or Circuit Switch?

The network layer can offer either connection-oriented or connectionless ser-

vices. The difference between the two lies in the way traffic is switched from
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one virtual circuit-switched connection to another. Connection-oriented ser-

vices use circuit switching. A circuit-switched network provides an end-to-

end circuit-switched connection from a source to a destination that guaran-

tees a certain bandwidth, delay and bit error rate once set up.

The traditional telephony network is an example of a circuit-switched

network. It provides a connection between two end users that guarantees a

fixed bandwidth of typically 64 kb/s for the duration of a phone call. The

SONET layer itself is another example. It provides virtual circuit-switched

connections to the network layer residing above. Private line services are

an example of gigabit circuit-switched connections that are leased by car-

riers to customers demanding a connection offering guaranteed QoS over a

long period. Guaranteed end-to-end delay is a feature of connection-oriented

services that is essential to voice and other real-time applications such as

streaming video.

Bandwidth utilisations of less than one tenth of a percent are not uncom-

mon for circuit-switched connections [128, 164]. This is because a circuit-

switched connection is allocated a fixed amount of bandwidth equal to the

peak bandwidth demand that is expected throughout its duration. However,

some applications generate traffic that demands a lot of bandwidth for a

short period and no bandwidth during the silent periods that lie in between.

The Web is the predominant application generating this bursty [104] kind

of traffic. Even the shortest circuit-switched connections in first and second

generation optical networks are usually of a duration that is long enough

to span many silent periods. Bandwidth is tied-up but not utilised by a

circuit-switched connection during each silent period.

Connectionless services are intended to improve bandwidth utilisation

with statistical multiplexing at the expense of the guaranteed end-to-end

delay provided by connection-oriented services. Connectionless services use

the store-and-forward approach of packet switching. In a packet-switched

network, traffic streams are segmented into packets of fixed or variable size.

Associated with each packet is a header that specifies the packet’s intended

destination. At each intermediate node, a packet is buffered in random access

memory (RAM) while its header is read to determine which outgoing link
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the packet should be switched to next enroute to its destination. Packets

owing to a particular traffic stream are reassembled and reordered at their

destination.

Statistical time-division multiplexing is possible in a packet-switched net-

work because the active periods during which a lot of traffic is generated and

the silent periods that lie in between are rarely synchronised among traffic

streams. Bandwidth utilisation is improved by provisioning each link only

with sufficient bandwidth to cope with the average bandwidth demand it can

expect, as opposed to the peak demand provisioned for in a circuit-switched

network. The tradeoff is that it is possible that some packets may require

further buffering beyond the time required to read a header if they are to be

switched to an outgoing link that already has all of its bandwidth utilised

by other packets. Therefore, end-to-end delay cannot be guaranteed because

a packet may undergo a random queueing delay at each intermediate node

that depends on how many packets are queued ahead of it. A packet-switched

network is said to provide best-effort service because the best is done to keep

end-to-end delay to a minimum, but no guarantee is possible due to random

queueing delays.

Three standards exist for the network layer. SONET was the first and

provides a connection-oriented service in the form of virtual circuit-switched

connections. SONET is adept to voice and private line services.

Telephony and data networks have traditionally been separate. ATM

(Asynchronous Transfer Mode) [56, 106, 144, 169] is a network layer that

was introduced in the mid-eighties with the intention of integrating existing

telephony networks with the emerging data networks to gain economies of

scale. If data and voice traffic were to share the same network, QoS would

have to be allocated on a per application basis to ensure a guaranteed end-

to-end delay for voice and other real-time traffic and efficient bandwidth

utilisation for best-effort traffic. ATM provides a connection-oriented service

that is able to support QoS guarantees such as bandwidth and delay on a per

application basis, even while using statistical multiplexing of packets to make

efficient use of bandwidth [143]. ATM results in a packet-switched network

that uses virtual circuits to discriminate between packets with different QoS
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requirements. The main network element in an ATM network is an ATM

switch and the basic transmission unit is a 53 byte cell.

The rise of the Web saw the composition of traffic undergo a massive

shift from voice to data. Some claim that by the end of 1994, Web traffic

formed more than half of the volume of commercial traffic [34]. IP (Internet

Protocol) [61, 106] is a packet-switched network layer that gained dominance

as the composition of traffic began to shift. Due to the success of the Internet,

IP has emerged as the dominant network layer today. IP is a best-effort

service that does not offer the QoS support provided by ATM. The main

network element in an IP network is an IP router and the basic transmission

unit is an IP packet.

Today, an ATM and IP layer often reside above the SONET layer. The

SONET layer provides a set of virtual circuit-switched connections between

ATM switches or IP routers. This is referred to as ATM or IP over SONET

over optical. Using SONET as an intermediate layer is a legacy of the heavy

investment carriers made into SONET and the ability of SONET to provide

functionality to support QoS, restoration in the event of failures and exten-

sive monitoring abilities to allow verification of connections. SONET is also

directly used for private line services.

Many carriers today are in the business of providing best-effort services

that render superfluous much of the functionality provided by SONET. It

is anticipated that as better QoS support is developed for IP in the near

future, IP over optical without an intermediate SONET layer will emerge as

the predominant architecture [61]. In the meantime, the network layer will

remain a mishmash of SONET, ATM and IP. SONET provides a coarse level

of granularity to cater for high-speed traffic streams demanding strict QoS

support, while IP provides a finer level of granularity to cater for best-effort

low-speed traffic streams that can benefit from statistical multiplexing.

ATM was initially intended as a replacement for IP as it provided better

QoS support. However, ATM never really blossomed and it seems that it is

set to wither as MPLS (Multiprotocol Label Switching) [5, 143] is deployed

to provide QoS support for IP.

Fig. 1.2(a) shows a typical node architecture for first generation optical
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networks.
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Figure 1.2: Typical node architectures

The key deficiency of first generation optical networks is that all traffic

passing through a node is switched electronically within the SONET ADM.

With new fibre technologies allowing for rapid increases in fibre bit-rates, it

became clear that electronic switches would not provide sufficient capacity

to switch all the traffic passing through a node. An approach was needed to

allow pass through traffic to bypass electronic switches via the optical layer.

It would then only be the comparatively small volume of add/drop traffic

that is local to a node that would be switched electronically. Without an

optical bypass for pass though traffic, electronic switches were destined to

become the foci of network congestion.

1.1.3 Second Generation Optical Networks

The evolution from first to second generation optical networks was driven

by the necessity to reduce the burden placed on electronics. The advent of

the optical cross-connect (OXC) [30, 143] and WDM allowed this evolution

to take place. An OXC comprises an optical switch capable of waveband

switching or switching on a per wavelength basis. An electronic switch and
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other electronic processing capabilities usually reside above an OXC to cope

with local add/drop traffic, to groom low-speed traffic streams, to regener-

ate an optical signal and to provide wavelength conversion functionality in

the case that an optical signal requires conversion from one wavelength to

another. Wavelength conversion functionality can also be provided optically

[47] by sharing a pool of wavelength converters or dedicating a wavelength

converter to each ingoing WDM wavelength channel [49]. Fig. 1.3 shows a

possible OXC architecture with a shared pool of wavelength converters and

an electronic switch to cope with local add/drop traffic.
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Figure 1.3: Possible OXC architecture with a shared pool of wavelength
converters and an electronic switch to cope with local add/drop traffic

In the beginning, an OXC was referred to as an optical add/drop mul-

tiplexer (OADM). The term OXC came into use as it became possible to

select the desired wavelength channels to be added and dropped on the fly.

The first types of OADM were static devices for which dynamic reconfigu-

ration with remote software control was not possible. Instead, they required

manual reconfiguration. Today, the term OXC is usually reserved for an op-

tical switch that is capable of terminating multiple WDM fibres and that is

dynamically reconfigurable on at least a millisecond timescale with remote
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software control.

Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) [16, 30] technology is a process

for device fabrication that has been used commercially to produce optical

cross-connects that are highly scalable and offer a switch reconfiguration time

in the order of 50 ms [80]. Reconfiguration times in the order of a nanosecond

have been experimentally demonstrated [57] using a 4 × 4 OXC fabricated

with semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) gates. The disadvantage of an

SOA-based OXC is that it is polarisation sensitive, does not offer the same

scalability as a MEMS-based OXC and requires coupling devices that may

degrade the optical signal [143].

OADM usually refers to a static optical switch in which only a specific

number of fixed wavelengths can be added or dropped. An OXC gives carriers

the flexibility to adjust their networks to shifting traffic demands over short

timescales with the minimum of fuss. This flexibility has led to coining of

the term automatically switched optical network (ASON) [79], which is used

to describe optical network architectures that are evermore reliant on the

dynamic switching capabilities of the OXC.

Fig. 1.2(b) shows a typical node architecture for second generation op-

tical networks. To avoid the shortcomings of SONET, architectures are in

commercial use today in which ATM and IP reside directly above the optical

WDM layer, while SONET remains to support voice and private line traffic.

Second generation optical networks rely on the concept of a lightpath

[28, 120]. A lightpath is an optical connection from one node to another

that is set up by using an OXC to switch a common wavelength provided

by WDM through each intermediate node traversed by the connection. A

lightpath is akin to a virtual circuit-switched connection provided by the

SONET layer, except that it is switched optically at each intermediate node

instead of electronically.

A lightpath can be used to set up an all-optical connection from one IP

router to another instead of using a virtual circuit-switched connection pro-

vided by SONET. Using a lightpath in favour of a SONET connection offers

two benefits. First, traffic passing through intermediates nodes enroute to

the destination IP router does no require electronic switching. An electronic
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switch is usually designed to cope with a certain switching capacity, an opti-

cal switch is bit-rate independent and only limited by the number of ports it

contains [143]. For example, a hundred port optical switch can switch either

a hundred 2.5 Gb/s or a hundred 10 Gb/s WDM channels, whereas an elec-

tronic switch with a total switching capacity of 100 Gb/s cannot sustain the

latter. Second, a lightpath offers transparency to the particular transmission

protocol used. For example, it can switch either a 10 Gb/s Ethernet signal,

a 10 Gb/s SONET signal or a 10 Gb/s ATM signal. In contrast, an elec-

tronic switch requires separate port cards for each interface type to convert

the signal into a format suitable for the switch fabric [143].

Some other benefits of allowing switching functionality to migrate to the

optical layer include a reduction in power consumption, port cost, equipment

cooling cost and footprint size. The cost of a port on an optical switch is bit-

rate independent, whereas the cost of a port on an electronic switch increases

with bit-rate, uses a larger footprint, consumes more power and dissipates

more heat. Therefore, switching optically offers a range of benefits that will

gain weight as bit-rates are scaled up. The main disadvantage is a reduced

signal performance monitoring capability.

Wavelength conversion [28, 47] is a functionality that allows greater flex-

ibility in the process of setting up a lightpath and ultimately improves the

utilisation of WDM channels. Wavelength conversion functionality provides

the ability to switch an ingoing wavelength to a different outgoing wave-

length. Without wavelength conversion at each node, a lightpath is con-

strained to a common wavelength within each link it traverses. This is re-

ferred to as the wavelength continuity constraint [153]. Including wavelength

conversion functionality allows relaxation of the wavelength continuity con-

straint. Therefore, setting up a lightpath only requires some wavelength to be

available within each link, whereas without the functionality of wavelength

conversion, a common wavelength must be available within each link. Fig.

1.4 shows an example explicating this difference.

Converting one WDM wavelength to another can be achieved electroni-

cally or with use of a wavelength converter. Electronic conversion is simple to

implement but defeats the transparency and all-optical nature of a lightpath.
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Figure 1.4: An example explicating the flexibility provided by wavelength
conversion functionality: to set up a third lightpath from OXC 1 to OXC 3,
wavelength conversion functionality is required in OXC 2 to convert wave-
length λ1 to wavelength λ2. Otherwise, wavelength continuity constraints
preclude the set up of a third lightpath from OXC 1 to OXC 3.

Electronic conversion is achieved by passing the ingoing signal through an

O/E and using the resulting electrical signal to modulate an optical signal

on the desired outgoing wavelength.

A wavelength converter is an optical device that provides the same func-

tionality optically by employing techniques such as four-wave mixing in semi-

conductor optical amplifiers, cross-gain modulation and cross-phase modu-

lation [47]. Due to inefficiencies of these techniques, wavelength converters

usually only provide a limited conversion range. For example, to maintain a

satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), conversion of an ingoing wavelength

is usually restricted to the neighbouring two or three wavelengths in the

WDM spectrum that reside above and below [42, 153].

Deploying wavelength conversion in every node is an overkill for partic-

ular network topologies. For example, it has been proven that utilisation

in any ring network cannot be improved by providing more than one node

with wavelength conversion functionality [142]. The cost and technological

immaturity of wavelength converters has precluded them from commercial

use today.

Lightpaths form the basis of the predominant wavelength-routed net-

works [59, 120] of today. Wavelength-routed networks gave rise to the term

all-optical and form part of a more general class of optical networks called

optical circuit-switched networks. The term all-optical refers to the fact that

ideally a lightpath provides an end-to-end transparent ‘pipe’ that ensures

a traffic bearing signal remains confined to the optical layer throughout its
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transmission. In practice however, this is usually not the case. Electronic

processing may be required to periodically regenerate an optical signal or

to convert an optical signal from one wavelength to another. Moreover, a

sufficient number of wavelength channels may not be available to dedicate

an end-to-end lightpath to each source and destination pair. And even if

there were a sufficient number of wavelength channels to do so, the indivisi-

ble bandwidth granularity of a WDM channel may be far too coarse to ensure

efficient bandwidth utilisation.

The scarcity and coarse granularity of WDM channels means only a se-

lect number of source and destination pairs can be connected via end-to-end

lightpaths. The others are connected via a route consisting of a contiguous

sequence of lightpaths that begin and/or end at intermediate nodes. Rout-

ing of an optical signal at an intermediate node to an adjacent lightpath is

performed electronically via an IP router or ATM switch. This requires O/E

and E/O conversion as well as an additional port. To improve utilisation, a

lightpath that begins and ends at an intermediate node is electronically time-

division multiplexed using the IP or ATM layer between multiple source and

destination pairs. Therefore, the design of wavelength-routed networks in-

volves a tradeoff between dedicating an end-to-end lightpath to each source

and destination pair, which results in a truly all-optical network with possi-

bly many poorly utilised WDM channels, or setting up lightpaths between

intermediate nodes, which requires fewer WDM channels, improves utilisa-

tion, but requires additional ports, reduces transparency and increases the

burden placed on electronics.

The IP or ATM layer perceive a wavelength-routed network as a logical

topology that is interconnected via lightpaths. The logical topology is in turn

set up over the physical fibre topology provided by the optical WDM layer. A

node of the physical topology at which a lightpath does not begin or end does

not appear in the logical topology. The design of wavelength-routed networks

involves determining an optimal logical topology, routing the logical topology

over the physical fibre topology and assigning a wavelength to each lightpath

without violating any wavelength continuity constraints. The first problem is

referred to as the lightpath topology design (LTD) problem [141]. Routing a
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lightpath topology over the underlying physical fibre topology and assigning

wavelengths to each lightpath is referred to as the routing and wavelength

assignment (RWA) problem [140].

1.2 The Third Generation

The lightpaths underpinning second generation networks are set up on a

semi-permanent basis and usually have a lifetime spanning several months

or years. They are set up and torn down manually. This is unlikely to be the

case for much longer though. Present-day optical cross-connects fabricated

using MEMS technology [16, 30] allow reconfiguration of a logical topology

on a millisecond timescale [80] under remote software control. Short reconfig-

uration times open up the possibility of performing statistical time-division

multiplexing at the optical layer, rather than at the IP or ATM layer. An

optical network that performs statistical multiplexing at the optical layer is

considered a third generation network. The evolution from second to third

generation optical networks has yet to take place.

Although a long way of yet, third generation optical networks are ulti-

mately headed towards providing a packet-switched service. This is referred

to as optical packet switching (OPS) [17, 76]. One benefit of OPS is that it of-

fers a connectionless service that is potentially capable of switching hundreds

of Tb/s of traffic, whereas an electronic packet-switched service is limited to

about 1 Tb/s, which is total switching capacity of present-day electronic

switches [143].

1.2.1 Optical Packet Switching

OPS will essentially provide another packet-switched layer that resides below

the existing packet-switched layer provided by IP or ATM. The additional

statistical multiplexing gain achievable with a second packet-switched layer

depends on whether or not traffic reaching the optical layer remains bursty

enough to benefit from a second round of statistical multiplexing. Some argue

that the aggregation and multiplexing performed at the electronic layer will
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deliver almost constant bit-rate traffic to the optical layer, in which case a

second round of statistical multiplexing is useless, whereas it is well-known

that the aggregation of self-similar [104] traffic streams results in an aggregate

stream that is no less bursty than its constituent streams [52, 143].

OPS is not likely in the near future. Technologies enabling OPS either

do not exist or surrogates developed in their absence are either immature,

expensive or bulky. For example, true OPS requires a form of optical RAM

to buffer a packet for a fixed amount of time at an intermediate node while

its header is read to determine which outgoing link the packet should be

switched to next enroute to its destination. A packet may require further

buffering for a variable amount of time until a suitable wavelength in the

desired outgoing link is free for an unbroken period spanning the packet’s

transmission time.

Optical RAM capable of buffering a packet indefinitely does not exist.

Fibre delay lines have been proposed as a surrogate for optical RAM. A fibre

delay line is essentially a long length of fibre that provides a fixed amount

of delay. Delay times are simply given by the product of the length of fibre

used and the speed of light. For example, three kilometres of fibre provides

a delay of about ten microseconds. Using a length of fibre in a feedback

loop can provide a longer delay by recirculating the signal again and again

through the length of fibre, but the maximum delay is still limited due to

signal degradation, crosstalk and synchronisation errors. Dedicating several

kilometres of fibre to each ingoing wavelength at each intermediate node is

costly and gives rise to a bulky design. Furthermore, different lengths of

separate fibre are required to achieve delays of different length.

Instead of delaying a packet until a suitable wavelength in the desired

outgoing link is free, an alternative is to convert and switch the packet to a

different wavelength channel that is free in the desired outgoing link. This

requires use of a wavelength converter though.

A second alternative to delaying a packet involves intentionally switch-

ing the packet to an outgoing link other than its desired outgoing link that

contains a suitable wavelength channel that is free. This is called deflec-

tion routing because a packet is deflected from its preferred route and is
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forced to traverse a usually longer alternative route to its destination. De-

flection routing introduces several problems including increased delay due to

packets traversing longer routes, decreased throughput, packets arriving out

of sequence at their destination and positive feedback that results when a

deflected packet triggers the deflection of several other packets [189].

Fig. 1.5 shows a typical OPS node architecture that uses both fibre delay

lines and a pool of shared wavelength converters [49] to resolve contention.

A set of N variable length fibre delay lines is dedicated to each output fibre.

The fibre delay lines are based on WDM and can simultaneously delay pack-

ets corresponding to different wavelengths. The shortest delay available is

T , which in synchronous OPS is set equal to the slot length, while in asyn-

chronous OPS, T is a parameter to be optimised. A packet may undergo a

maximum delay of NT by passing through the longest length fibre delay line.

The outputs of each set of N variable length fibre delay lines are combined

and the resulting WDM signal is applied to the corresponding output fibre.

In the case that two packets contend for a common wavelength in a common

output fibre, either one of the packets is delayed until the other completes

transmission or one of the packets is converted and switched to a different

wavelength channel that is free in the desired outgoing link.

The OPS node architecture in Fig. 1.5 has been shown [21] to perform

well for synchronous OPS with fixed packet lengths, where time is there-

fore slotted and switching is performed at slot boundaries. However, IP

packets are variable-sized. In the more realistic case of asynchronous OPS

with variable-sized packets, more sophisticated architectures are required to

attain acceptable packet blocking probabilities. Most popular are architec-

tures comprising of multiple stages of variable length fibre delay lines that

allow cascading of any combination of fibre delay lines from each stage on a

per packet basis. Each of the N stages consists of M fibre delays lines, where

stage n = 1, . . . , N can produce any delay equal to

0,MN−nT, 2MN−nT, 3MN−nT, . . . , (M − 1)MN−nT.

By cascading the appropriate fibre delay line at each stage, all delays that are
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Figure 1.5: Typical OPS node architecture incorporating both fibre delay
lines and a pool of shared wavelength converters to resolve contention; a
set of N variable length fibre delay lines are dedicated to each output fibre,
resulting in possible delays of 0, T, . . . , NT

multiples of T in the range 0 to (M − 1)MNT
∑N

n=1 M−n can be produced.

Each stage is interconnected via an M × M switch. The advantage of a

multistage architecture is that a finer delay granularity is achievable without

resulting in a substantial reduction in the total delay range.

For example, if there are three stages consisting of four fibre delay lines

each, the following delay matrix shows which fibre delay line should be cas-

caded at each stage to produce the desired delay:

n=1 n=2 n=3

m = 1 0 0 0

m = 2 T 4T 16T

m = 3 2T 8T 32T

m = 4 3T 12T 48T

To achieve a delay of say 47T , the 3T , 12T and 32T fibre delay lines in each

of the respective stages should be cascaded. The maximum achievable delay

is 54T , which is achieved by cascading the 3T , 12T and 48T fibre delay lines.
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The total amount of fibre required is equivalent to a single fibre delay line

that would produce a delay of 128T . In contrast, a maximum delay of 15T

is achievable in a single stage architecture providing the same granularity of

T and not using more fibre than would be required by a single fibre delay

line producing a delay of 128T .

Lack of optical RAM is not the only technological constraint holding back

the advancement of OPS. True OPS requires the processing of a packet’s

header to be performed optically. However, the optical control logic required

for this purpose exists only in a primitive state. Headers are therefore pro-

cessed electronically in today’s experimental OPS setups [57]. Electronically

controlled optical switches fabricated in lithium niobate are most commonly

used [143]. A packet’s destination is read from its header electronically and

the OXC is then reconfigured to ensure the packet is switched to its desired

outgoing link soon after, assuming the absence of contention. The key point

is though that the technology required to process headers optically is unlikely

in the near future. True OPS is therefore set to remain a pipedream for some

time yet.

Another problem with OPS is that switch reconfiguration times offered

by MEMS technology is about one order of magnitude greater than the time

required to transmit a small packet. This results in poor bandwidth util-

isation. For example, a packet of size 1.5 kB can be transmitted in just

over 12 µs at 10 Gb/s, whereas the switch reconfiguration time of present-

day MEMS-based technology is in the order of about 50 ms [80]. Switching

groups of packets together as a single entity is one way to reduce switching

overheads.

1.2.2 Optical Burst Switching and Optical Circuit

Switching

OPS is not the only switching technique that performs statistical multi-

plexing at the optical layer. Several alternative switching techniques have

been portended as possible candidates to underpin third generation networks.

They are aimed at overcoming some of the shortcomings of OPS and may be
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considered an intermediate stepping stone in the optical network evolution

that is ultimately headed towards the era of OPS, which is some time away

yet due technological constraints. These alternative switching techniques

fall under one of the two umbrella terms of optical burst switching (OBS)

[80, 136] and optical circuit switching (OCS)2. Most switching techniques

that allow for statistical multiplexing at the optical layer can be classified as

belonging to either the OBS or OCS family.

There is no mutually agreed upon set of characteristics that determine

whether a switching technique belongs to the OCS or OBS family. The

characteristic predominantly used to distinguish between OCS and OBS is

whether or not a packet can be blocked at an intermediate node. A switching

technique for which blocking is possible at an intermediate node falls under

the classification of OBS, whereas a switching technique for which blocking

is not possible at an intermediate node falls under the classification of OCS.

Equivalently, a switching technique falls under the classification of OBS

if bandwidth is reserved using a one-way unacknowledged process whereby

packets begin transmission without any guarantee that sufficient bandwidth

is available on each link required to complete end-to-end transmission, while

a switching technique falls under the classification OCS if bandwidth is re-

served using a two-way acknowledged process whereby packets only begin

transmission after a delay during which a guarantee that sufficient band-

width is available on each link required to complete end-to-end transmission

is given. In this way, OBS trades off an assurance of no blocking at each

intermediate node for a reduction in delay.

Whether a switching technique relies on acknowledged or unacknowledged

transmission is not a universally accepted classifier to distinguish between

OCS and OBS. For example, according to this classifier, wavelength-routed

2OCS is also used to refer to wavelength routing in second generation optical networks.
To avoid confusion, OCS in the context of wavelength routing is usually called static
OCS, while OCS in third-generation optical networks is called either dynamic or fast OCS.
The key difference between static and dynamic OCS is that the latter allows statistical
multiplexing at the optical layer, while the former does not. Both however provide a
connection-oriented circuit-switched service at the optical layer. Throughout this thesis,
OCS is always used in the context of dynamic OCS and never to refer to wavelength
routing.
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OBS (WROBS) [44] belongs to the OCS family because it relies on acknowl-

edged transmission; however, as the name suggests, WROBS is considered by

many, including those that proposed it, as a switching technique belonging

to the OBS family because it satisfies other characteristics common to OBS.

An all-optical switching technique is not necessarily amenable to classifi-

cation as either OCS or OBS. For example, wavelength-routed networks are

all-optically switched but they do not belong to either the dynamic OCS or

OBS family because lightpaths are set up on a semi-permanent basis, which

does not allow for statistical multiplexing. In summary, most all-optical

switching techniques that allow for statistical multiplexing belong to either

the OCS or OBS family, depending on whether they rely on acknowledged or

unacknowledged transmission, respectively. However, this classifier has not

been universally adopted across the research community.

1.2.3 Optical Burst Switching

OBS emerged in the late nineties as an all-optical switching technique allow-

ing for statistical multiplexing without the need for optical RAM and the

unrealistically short switch reconfiguration times demanded by OPS.

Bursts are the basic most transmission unit of OBS. A burst is a group of

packets sharing a common destination that have been grouped together at a

common source. Associated with each burst is a header. A source generates

a header each time a sufficient number of packets have been grouped together

to constitute a burst. Each burst is separated in time from its header. Switch-

ing groups of packets together instead of individually and separation in time

between headers and their payloads are the two fundamental differences be-

tween OPS and OBS. By amortising switching overheads, the first difference

allows for longer switch reconfiguration times without decreasing bandwidth

utilisation. The second difference averts the need for optical RAM. In par-

ticular, the second difference renders OBS a cut-through approach, which is

in contrast to the store-and-forward approach of OPS.

A header precedes its burst at all times and a burst always traverses

the same sequence of intermediate nodes enroute to its destination as did its
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header. At each intermediate node, a header is processed electronically at the

IP layer and then forwarded to the next intermediate node via an out-of-band

wavelength. Processing a header involves reserving a wavelength channel

for the soon to arrive burst and reconfiguring the switch accordingly. The

switch can be reconfigured either immediately after the header is processed or

reconfiguration can be delayed until just before the burst is expected to arrive.

The latter is called delayed reservation and may offer better performance

than the former because a wavelength is not unnecessarily tied-up during

the period beginning from the time the switch is reconfigured and ending at

the time the burst arrives. This period is referred to as the residual offset

period.

A header usually contains a field specifying the length of its corresponding

burst. This ensures that a reserved wavelength channel can be released as

soon as the burst for which it was reserved passes.

To fully exploit the benefit of delayed reservation, computationally inten-

sive scheduling algorithms [181] are required to utilize the voids that arise

between consecutive reservation periods. Ultimately, a store-and-forward

approach overcomes the hindrances of both the former and the latter cut-

through approaches. Therefore, if optical RAM was no limitation, separating

a header from its burst in time should be avoided.

The processing of a header at each intermediate node is not instantaneous.

It requires O/E and E/O conversion of the header, reading a destination and

other fields such as QoS requirements from the header, searching a look-

up table to determine the required outgoing link and running a scheduling

algorithm to determine a reservation period. Therefore, a header is delayed

at each intermediate node for a fixed amount of time to allow these processes

to take place. To accommodate for this per node processing delay, a burst

is preceded in time by its header to ensure it cannot reach an intermediate

node at which its header has yet sought to reserve a wavelength channel.

Separation of a burst and its header is achieved by delaying a burst at its

edge buffer for an offset period that is equal to the sum of per node process-

ing delays its header incurs. Separation is maximum at an edge buffer and

decreases incrementally by one per node processing delay at each subsequent
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intermediate node.

Fig. 1.6 is a timing diagram for a typical form of OBS using delayed

reservation. A burst that traverses three intermediate nodes enroute to its

destination is shown. The three intermediate nodes are labelled n1, n2 and n3.

The header is represented by a solid line, α denotes the switch reconfiguration

time, ∆ denotes the per-node processing delay and c denotes the propagation

time from one node to another. The switch at node ni begins to reconfigure

at time ti. Therefore, the base offset period is 3∆ + α, while the minimum

residual offset period at node ni is (3− i)∆+α. The minimum residual offset

is the minimum separation in time between burst and header at a given

intermediate node.
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Figure 1.6: Timing diagram for a typical form of OBS using delayed reser-
vation; the burst traverses three nodes labelled n1, n2 and n3, the header
is represented by a solid line, α denotes the switch reconfiguration time, ∆
denotes the per-node processing delay and c denotes the propagation time
from one node to another

Numerous variations of the basic OBS technique have been proposed over

the last decade. Current journals and conference proceedings in the area of

optical communications and the allied fields are littered with variations of

the basic OBS concept that claim to offer order of magnitude improvements

in blocking performance, better utilisation or reduced delays.

A shortcoming of OBS is that a burst may be blocked at any intermediate

node due to contention. A burst that is blocked at an intermediate node
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plunders the bandwidth that was reserved for it at each of the preceding

nodes. This plundered bandwidth could have been utilised by other bursts.

As with OPS, deflection routing and wavelength conversion can be used to

resolve contention and improve blocking performance. New approaches to

contention resolution that are specifically tailored to OBS have also been

portended. Burst segmentation [41, 167] is an example. The need to manage

potentially high blocking probabilities is one of the limitations of OBS and

was a key factor driving the development of OCS.

1.2.4 Dynamic Optical Circuit Switching

OCS averts the possibility of packet blocking at an intermediate node at

the expense of increased delay. Numerous forms of OCS exist. Some forms

closely resemble OBS and differ only in that headers are obliged to make the

return journey back to the source from which they were issued. The process

of grouping packets together into bursts remains. Upon returning, the header

acknowledges that a wavelength channel has been reserved in each link that

is to be traversed by the awaiting burst. To ensure the possibility of blocking

is averted, a burst cannot begin transmission until its header returns with

an acknowledgement. Fig. 1.7 is a timing diagram for this particular form

of OCS.

The tradeoff for acknowledgement is that a burst must be delayed at its

source for the sum of per node processing delays plus the time required for

the header to propagate from source to destination and return. In particular,

if N denotes the number of intermediate nodes traversed from source to

destination, a burst is delayed at its source for a period of length N∆ +

2(N − 1)c. In contrast, using OBS, a burst is delayed by the base offset

period N∆ + α. The switch reconfiguration time is much smaller than the

round trip propagation delay; that is, α≪ 2(N−1)c. Wether or not this form

of OCS is to be favoured over OBS depends on the magnitude of propagation

delay from source to destination, which in turn depends on network diameter.

Round trip propagation delay can be substantial relative to the transmission

time of a burst in networks of large diameter. For example, the transmission
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time of a burst comprising 2000 ATM cells is about 85 µs at 10 Gb/s, whereas

the round trip propagation delay for a source and destination separated by

100 km of fibre is in the order of a millisecond.
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Figure 1.7: Timing diagram for a particular form of OCS; the burst traverses
three nodes labelled n1, n2 and n3, the header is represented by a solid line, α
denotes the switch reconfiguration time, ∆ denotes the per-node processing
delay and c denotes the propagation time from one node to another

To maintain a throughput commensurate to that attainable with OBS,

this form of OCS requires use of bursts consisting of a greater number of

packets to counteract the reduction in throughput caused by increased pre-

transmission delay. However, increasing burst size introduces the detrimental

side-effect of reducing the granularity at which statistical multiplexing is

performed. Whether or not bandwidth acknowledgement is worth waiting

for is therefore not a clear-cut issue.

Other forms of OCS are centrally controlled and essentially provide a form

of dynamic wavelength routing that allows rapid adaption on a millisecond

timescale. Lightpaths are set up and torn-down by a central controller as

requested by sources. Some time after signalling an intention to establish a

lightpath, a source receives a return signal either acknowledging or renounc-

ing establishment of the lightpath from the central controller. In the case

that a request is renounced, another request is issued, possibly after an ex-
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ponential back-off time. Centralised control offers a specific advantage in

optical communications due to its ability to reduce blocking attributable to

wavelength continuity constraints.

To provide differentiated services at the optical layer, hybrid approaches

to all-optical switching have been proposed [168]. Wavelength routing, OCS

and OBS can coexist to provide a polymorphic [135] optical layer that offers

both guaranteed end-to-end delay for voice and other real-time services and

significant statistical multiplexing for best-effort traffic. For example, data

and voice could be switched using OBS and OCS, respectively, while private

lines could be wavelength routed. OCS is typically given priority to network

resources, thereby relegating OBS to play the role of a scavenger. OBS

scavenges the remaining network resources, which have not been utilised by

OCS, to switch best-effort traffic. Better statistical multiplexing is achievable

with a polymorphic optical layer in contrast to dedicating network resources

to multiple monomorphic layers, each of which offers a QoS tailored to a

particular application.

In summary, Fig. 1.8 shows a possible timeline for the evolution of ap-

proaches to optical switching in terms of the timescale at which statisti-

cal multiplexing is performed at the optical layer. OPS provides the finest

granularity of statistical multiplexing, while SONET-based point-to-point

approaches provide the coarsest.
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Figure 1.8: Possible timeline for the evolution of approaches to optical switch-
ing shown in terms of the timescale at which statistical multiplexing is per-
formed at the optical layer
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Thesis Focus, Outline and

Contributions

Whether developing a greenfield solution or upgrading a legacy network,

telecommunications carriers in a free market economy must develop business

models at whose heart lies a question that reads along the following lines.

Given a strategic business time frame and subject to an agreed

QoS, how should traffic be switched across an optical communi-

cations network to maximise the accrued revenue less the accrued

operational and capital costs?

It would be far from the truth to claim that this thesis provides an utterly

comprehensive treatment of this question. Indeed the scope of this thesis is

confined to the perspective of a teletrafficist, whereas the scope of this ques-

tion stretches far beyond the confines of teletraffic. In particular, the focus

of this thesis is on the development and analysis of performance models for

the classical teletraffic metrics of blocking probability, delay and utilisation.

The QoS part of this question translates straightforwardly to constraints

on blocking probability and delay. However, to answer this question holisti-

cally, one would have to develop complementary economic models that bolt

alongside the performance models developed in this thesis. Developing eco-

nomic models is a nontrivial task that requires insight into the pricing strate-

gies employed by telecommunications carriers and equipment vendors. Even

27
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quantifying present-day capital and operational costs is a nontrivial task be-

cause carriers and equipment vendors withhold this information from the

public domain due to proprietary considerations. This is one of the reasons

for not considering economic models in this thesis.

The focus of this thesis is not only on the development and analysis

of performance models for several popular all-optical switching techniques.

Other contributions include the proposal of new switching techniques that

counter deficiencies uncovered in the course of modelling existing techniques

and the development of an entirely new performance analysis methodology

that is even applicable to the age-old performance models for classical circuit-

switched telephony networks. Furthermore, emphasis is placed on addressing

the practical issues relating to the design, optimisation and dimensioning of

optical networks and their associated subsystems.

The performance models developed in this thesis are analysed using an-

alytical methodologies largely belonging to the area of operations research.

The random nature of traffic almost always calls for stochastic models that

are grounded in queueing theory. There are two complementary approaches

to the analytical approach adopted in this thesis: computer simulation and

rules of thumb.

The ever-increasing size and complexity of present-day optical communi-

cations networks gives rise to performance models that are both large and

complex. These two factors often rule out the use of computer simulation

as a feasible approach to performance analysis due to prohibitive execution

speeds. As for rules of thumb, there are numerous examples where the re-

liance on rules of thumb and ad hoc performance analysis methodologies

has led to commercial design disasters and dramatic misinterpretations of

observed performance.

Analytical performance modelling is not without its limitations though.

For one, the high complexity of the performance models developed in this

thesis usually precludes an exact analysis. Therefore, the usual discourse is

to invoke a set of assumptions making possible a tractable analysis that pro-

vides either a tight bound or simply and approximation for the performance

metric under consideration. For example, a recurring approximation invoked
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throughout this thesis is the stochastic decomposition approximation [87, 89]

whereby network elements are assumed to be statistically independent of each

other. Computer simulation is used to gauge the error attributable to this

assumption, though it is not a foolproof means of validating the accuracy of

an approximation because pathologically bad scenarios are possible in which

certain assumptions introduce unusually large errors.

Another drawback of the analytical approach is that it limits the flexibility

of performance models to rather simplistic characterisations of traffic. For

example, models in which packets arrive at network elements according to a

Poisson process and depart after an exponentially distributed period of time

can be developed to a high level of intricacy by making use of the Markov

property. Although calls arriving at a telephone exchange are well-modelled

by a Poisson process, IP packets arriving at an IP router or ATM cells arriving

at ATM switch are generally not well-characterised by a Poisson process [52].

However, corresponding models in which packets arrive according to a more

realistic self-similar process [104] and depart after a period of time that obeys

a heavy-tailed distribution cannot be developed to the same level of intricacy.

The analytical approach to performance modelling is on the decline. Ever-

increasing computer processing speeds are favourable to computer simulation.

Furthermore, the perseverance and often lengthy amount of time required

to develop and validate analytical approximations is incompatible with the

demand to generate outcomes in the shortest time frame possible to ensure

carriers maintain a competitive edge.

The principal purpose of the performance models developed and analysed

in this thesis is to quantitatively answer fundamental dimensioning questions

and ‘what if’ type scenarios. For example, how many wavelength channels

should be provisioned to attain a prescribed end-to-end blocking probability

and delay for an expected traffic demand that is switched using OBS? What

if dynamic OCS is used instead, or what if OBS is enhanced with wavelength

conversion and deflection routing? Or, what if the expected traffic demand

doubles? Does the amount of bandwidth that should be provisioned also

double?
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This thesis also seeks to shed some light on the broader qualitative issues

confronting carriers. For example, which of OCS or OBS provide the most

cost-effective stepping stone to OPS? Will a stepping stone really be required

if today’s wavelength-routed networks can hold-off until OPS is technologi-

cally practical?

Throughout this thesis, a black-box approach is adopted to model network

elements. For example, a wavelength converter is simply viewed as a black-

box that is capable of switching an ingoing wavelength channel to a different

outgoing wavelength channel. The different physical effects and impairments

that may result as a consequence of the conversion process are disregarded

insofar as they do not have a direct bearing on the performance metrics under

consideration.

That said, it would be foolish to develop models with total disregard for

realistic physical limitations and effects. For example, although this thesis

does not directly model the signal impairments resulting as a consequence

of the conversion process, an effort is made to indirectly model signal im-

pairments by limiting the range of conversion to neighbouring wavelength

channels that reside within a certain limited range of the ingoing wave-

length channel. This captures the physical effect observed with some conver-

sion techniques in which signal degradation increases with conversion range

[47, 153].

2.1 Thesis Contributions by Chapter

Chapter 3 considers the design of wavelength-routed networks. We see

that the design of wavelength-routed networks is divided into two subprob-

lems, logical topology design (LTD) and routing and wavelength assignment

(RWA). Each subproblem can be formulated as a mixed integer linear pro-

gram (MILP), each of which has been traditionally solved independent of the

other.

We formulate the combined LTD and RWA problem as a MILP. Our

formulation overcomes drawbacks inherent to several other integer program

formulations of the combined LTD and RWA problem. In particular, we
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provide a linear formulation, we do not determine a wavelength assignment

for logical links a priori and we permit a physical link to comprise multiple

fibres.

To solve the MILP we formulate for problem instances of realistic size,

we develop an approach based on pruning certain solutions from the solution

space that are identified with possibly undesirable features. Cyclic routes

are an example of one such feature in which traffic is routed back and forth

over the same physical link. Excluding cyclic routes from the solution space

reduces the computation time required to solve the MILP.

We describe a framework that prescribes which features should be pruned

from the solution space given the maximum permitted computation time.

With the ability to exclude a range of features from the solution space, our

framework is shown to offer several different tradeoffs between solution qual-

ity and computation time.

The contributions of Chapter 3 are:

1) A better MILP formulation of the combined LTD and RWA problem

2) A framework to assist in the design of wavelength-routed networks that

offers several different tradeoffs between design optimality and the time

required to compute a design

Chapter 4 is the first of several chapters that make advances in the

performance modelling of OBS networks. We restrict our attention in this

chapter to estimating end-to-end blocking probabilities in OBS networks of-

fering different forms of wavelength conversion.

We begin by reviewing the basics of OBS and the common strategies pro-

posed for resolving wavelength contention in OBS networks. We continue

by discussing how the conventional Erlang’s fixed-point approximation pro-

posed for circuit-switched telephony networks can be adapted to compute

end-to-end blocking probabilities in an OBS network with full wavelength

conversion. We see that from the perspective of Erlang’s fixed-point approx-

imation and given an assumption about residual offset periods, OBS networks

and circuit-switched networks are not too different. The only major differ-

ence is that the load offered to a link owing to a certain route is reduced
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according to the blocking probability on each of the links preceding that link

in the route, whereas in a circuit-switched network both the links preceding

and succeeding have a bearing on the amount by which the offered load is re-

duced. This is because in a circuit-switched network the load carried by each

link of a route is constant, whereas this is not the case in an OBS network

because a burst can be blocked at any link of its route.

We derive an approximation for estimating end-to-end blocking probabil-

ities in an OBS network in which the conversion of an ingoing wavelength is

restricted to a limited range of neighbouring wavelengths. To this end, the

biggest task is to derive an estimate of the probability that a burst is blocked

at a stand-alone link. This estimate is used in the same way as the Erlang B

formula is used to estimate the probability that a call is blocked at a particu-

lar trunk group in the conventional Erlang’s fixed-point approximation. The

Erlang B formula is applicable only to the case of full wavelength conversion.

We then turn our attention to the case of OBS networks in which the

outgoing wavelengths at each node share a pool of limited range wavelength

converters. We develop and analyse a model that is a generalisation of ex-

isting models in that we allow any subset of the shared converters to be

dynamically concatenated to yield a wider conversion range for a burst that

would otherwise be blocked because all unused wavelengths in its desired

output fibre lie outside the range of a single converter.

The contributions of Chapter 4 are:

1) A new approximation to estimate the end-to-end blocking probability

for each source and destination pair in OBS networks in which the

conversion of an ingoing wavelength to a different outgoing wavelength

is restricted to a limited range

2) Proposal and analysis of a shared wavelength conversion architecture

that allows any subset of the shared converters to be concatenated to

yield a wider conversion range for a burst that would otherwise be

blocked because all unused wavelengths in its desired output fibre lie

outside the range of a single converter

Chapter 5 considers deflection routing as a strategy for resolving wave-
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length contention in OBS. We verify that deflection routing can destabilise

OBS in the same way as it is known to destabilise circuit-switched telephony

networks. This destabilising effect may result in higher blocking probabilities

than if bursts were not deflected but simply blocked.

We propose and evaluate the performance of a new approach to protect

OBS networks against destabilisation. This approach is based on enforcing

preemptive priority between first-choice bursts and deflected bursts, where

a first-choice burst is defined as a burst that has not been deflected and a

deflected burst is defined complementarily. With this approach, a header as-

sociated with a first-choice burst is given the right to preempt an overlapping

reservation that has been scheduled for a deflected burst.

We develop a new approximation to estimate the end-to-end blocking

probabilities in OBS networks that have been stabilised with either wave-

length reservation or preemptive priority. Wavelength reservation is analo-

gous to trunk reservation in circuit switching, which is the usual approach

of protecting circuit-switched networks against destabilisation. We see that

preemptive priority is an approach suited only to best-effort networks.

Using our approximation, we numerically verify that preemptive priority

consistently yields lower blocking probabilities than wavelength reservation.

We also argue that preemptive priority is guaranteed to stabilise deflection

routing, whereas the stabilising properties of trunk reservation are highly

dependent on the choice of reservation threshold.

The contributions of Chapter 5 are:

1) Verification that deflection routing may destabilise OBS networks

2) Proposal and analysis of a new approach based on preemption to pro-

tect OBS networks against the destabilising effects of deflection routing

3) A new approximation to estimate the end-to-end blocking probability

for each source and destination pair in OBS networks using deflection

routing that have been protected with either wavelength reservation or

preemptive priority

Chapter 6 is the first of two chapters in which we turn our attention to
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OCS. In Chapter 6, we propose a new form of OCS in which the number of

packets comprising a burst is dynamically determined at the burst’s source

based on the bandwidth on offer during the time the burst is to be sent.

Our new form of OCS is called OCS with dynamic burst length and

requires two-way communication between the source and each intermediate

node that lies along the burst’s route. In the forward direction, the source

uses a header to issue a request for a reservation period that is at least

equal to the time required to transmit all the packets comprising the burst.

Then in the reverse direction, an acknowledgement packet is returned to the

source that informs the source of the actual time that has been reserved

and therefore the number of packets that can actually be transmitted. The

actual time that is reserved is determined according to the link along the

burst’s route for which the maximum amount of time a wavelength channel

can be reserved is shortest. Based on this information, the source removes

just enough packets from the burst before the burst is sent.

We develop a simplified model for our new form of OCS that consists of

multiples sources connected to a stand-alone link. We analyse our model to

determine the pre-transmission queueing delay distribution of an arbitrary

packet.1 We make an assumption to simplify our analysis and numerically

verify with simulation that the error owing to this assumption is fairly small.

Our analysis relies on the use of order statistics and an involved analysis of

a TDMA system presented in [126, 127].

In this chapter and the one that follows, the reader may notice that the

performance models we develop are analysed with the purpose of estimat-

ing packet delay distributions, whereas in Chapters 4 and 5 we focussed on

estimating end-to-end blocking probabilities. It therefore should come as

no suprise that this chapter and the one that follows consider OCS in one

form or another, whereas Chapters 4 and 5 deal with OBS. In particular, the

possibility of packet blocking at an intermediate node is not possible with

OCS—a feature that comes at the expense of increased delay required to wait

1The derivation of the distribution of D1 and D2 presented in this chapter has been
substantially improved from the original derivation presented in Section 3B of the confer-
ence version of this work. Note that in the conference version of this work, D1 and D2 are
lumped into the single random variable D = D1 + D2.
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for a bandwidth acknowledgment to propagate from destination to source.

This is the reason why the delay experienced by a packet is an important

performance measure for OCS, whereas end-to-end blocking probability is

probably a more important measure for OBS.

The contributions of Chapter 6 are:

1) Proposal of a new form of dynamic OCS in which the number of packets

comprising a burst is dynamically set at the burst’s source based on

the bandwidth on offer during the time the burst is to be sent

2) Development of a performance model for OCS with dynamic burst

length and the derivation of the pre-transmission queueing delay dis-

tribution of an arbitrary packet in this model

Chapter 7 considers an alternative form of OCS to the form of OCS

considered in Chapter 6—the key difference being that in this chapter, the

subset of source and destination pairs that can transmit packets during a

particular transmission slot is determined by a central controller, whereas we

considered distributive control in Chapter 6.

We develop a performance model consisting of a constant bit-rate fluid

packet arrival process, packet queueing at each source router and time-slotted

circuit-switched transmission between source and destination pairs. At the

boundary of each transmission slot, a central controller executes a circuit

allocation policy to determine which subset of buffers is allocated end-to-end

circuits during the next transmission period.

For this performance model, we derive the delay distribution of an ar-

bitrary packet given a circuit allocation policy in which circuits are proba-

bilistically allocated to a subset of source and destination pairs at which the

most number of packets are enqueued.

To ensure our analysis is computationally tractable, we decouple each of

the sources into independent sub-systems using slack variables. Therefore, we

turn the analysis of a network of inter-dependent sources into the analysis of

several independent stand-alone sources. We quantify the error attributable

to this approximation as well as the other assumptions made in our analysis

with computer simulation.
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The contributions of Chapter 7 are:

1) Development of a performance model for a centrally controlled and

time-slotted form of OCS

2) Derivation of the delay distribution of an arbitrary packet for a certain

circuit allocation policy

Chapter 8 tackles the question of which of OBS or OCS represent the

best stepping stone to the envisaged OPS era. We shed light on this question

from the perspective of a teletrafficist. We bear in mind that a teletrafficist’s

perspective is only one of many perspectives that would require consideration

in the formulation of a comprehensive answer to this question—a task that

we acknowledge is well beyond the scope of this chapter. Nonetheless, with

the foundations laid in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, we are well positioned to make

some inroads.

We develop, analyse and then numerically compare performance models

of a centrally controlled form of OCS with a conservative form of OBS. We

compare OCS with OBS in terms of the classical teletraffic performance

measures: namely, packet blocking probability due to edge buffer overflow

and blocking at intermediate nodes in the case of OBS; mean packet queuing

delay at edge buffers; and, wavelength capacity utilisation.

We adopt the same model of OBS developed in Chapter 4. The only

difference is that we explicitly model the burst aggregation process, whereas

in Chapter 4, we viewed the burst aggregation process a black-box that

generates bursts according to a Poisson process.

To match up against OBS, we develop a model for a fast adapting and

centrally controlled form of OCS bearing resemblance to our OCS with dy-

namic burst length proposed in Chapter 6. However, unlike the forms of

OCS considered in Chapters 6 and 7, we do not consider a time-slotted ap-

proach. This means an edge buffer need not wait until the boundary of a

slot to signal its intention to establish a lightpath. We see that this ensures

the fairest comparison.

For the first time, we consider a unified model comprising both edge

buffers and either burst-switched or circuit-switched transmission across a
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core network. In contrast, previously analysed models of OCS and OBS

have either been for a stand-alone edge buffer or a core network without

edge buffering.

Also for the first time, we derive the exact blocking probability for a

multi-hop stand-alone OBS route, assuming Kleinrock’s independence. We

see that this is not simply a matter of summing the stationary distribution

of an appropriate Markov process over all blocking states, as has been shown

to be the case for an OCS route.

Our main finding is that sacrificing an assurance of no blocking at each

intermediate node with the use of OBS is not as attractive in optical networks

as its analogue of tell-and-go was in ATM. We see that this is because OBS

is less apt at dealing with wavelength continuity constraints than centrally

controlled forms of OCS.

To end this chapter, we investigate the validity of the commonly held

assumption that header queueing delays in an OBS scheduler buffer are neg-

ligible. In doing so, we dimension a buffer in which headers are enqueued

during times an OBS scheduler is overwhelmed.

The contributions of Chapter 8 are:

1) Development and analysis of unified models for OBS and OCS to the

detail of packet queueing and aggregation at edge buffers with either

burst-switched or circuit-switched transmission across a core network

2) Derivation of a numerical procedure to compute the exact blocking

probability for a multi-hop stand-alone OBS route, assuming Klein-

rock’s independence

3) Comparison of OBS with OCS in terms of packet blocking probability,

packet queuing delay at edge buffers and wavelength capacity utilisa-

tion

4) A method to dimension a buffer in which headers are enqueued during

times an OBS scheduler is overwhelmed

Chapter 9 investigates the advantages of a polymorphic optical layer

that offers applications both a best-effort OBS option and a premium OCS
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option. In previous chapters, we only consider a monomorphic optical layer

providing either pure OBS or pure OCS.

We have already discussed that allowing OBS and OCS to coexist is an

approach that is called optical hybrid switching (OHS). The main advantage

of OHS is that it creates the flexibility to provide both guaranteed end-to-

end delay for voice and other real-time services and significant statistical

multiplexing for best-effort traffic.

We develop and analyse a model for a stand-alone link in an OHS network.

Unlike the models for a stand-alone link developed in the previous chapters,

we develop a more realistic finite source model for which the Poisson arrivals

assumption is no longer valid. A finite source model is more realistic because

it yields zero blocking probability if the number of wavelengths comprising

a link exceeds or is equal to the number of input wavelengths feeding the

link. In contrast, if the Poisson arrivals assumption is made, we arrive at

the unsatisfying result that blocking probability is not zero if the number of

wavelengths comprising the link exceeds the number of input wavelengths.

We see that the conventional Engset system, which has served as a pop-

ular finite source model for almost a century, is not a suitable link model

for OBS. This is because the conventional Engset system assumes a blocked

burst is dumped in zero time. To overcome this unsuitability, we review an

augmented Engset system in which a source enters a so-called frozen state

immediately after it has generated a blocked burst and remains in the frozen

state until all the packets in the blocked burst are dumped.

We generalise this augmented Engset system to the case of a stand-alone

OHS link. We foremost determine the exact circuit and burst blocking prob-

abilities and then proceeded to develop scalable approximations that can be

used to dimension OHS networks of realistic size.

Our approximations are based on lumping together states of the under-

lying Markov process to form a combined state, thereby reducing the dimen-

sionality of the state-space. An input wavelength feeding bursts and circuits

to our link can either be in the frozen state, off state, on state corresponding

to the transmission of a burst or on state corresponding to the transmission

of a circuit. Our first approximation is based on lumping together both types
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of on states, while our second fixed-point approximation is based on lumping

together the off state and the frozen state.

Throughout, we assume that burst transmission times, circuit holding

times and the off periods between any two consecutive on periods are expo-

nentially distributed. We use computer simulation to test the sensitivity of

our results to non-exponentially distributed on and off periods.

We analyse the case in which circuits are given preemptive priority over

bursts and the corresponding un-prioritised case. We see that the former

case ensures that existing levels of service provided by an existing pure OCS

network are maintained as the network is hybridised to allow for OBS. The

benefit of hybridising a pure OCS network is to improve bandwidth utilisa-

tion by allowing OBS to scavenge any scraps of redundant bandwith for the

purpose of transmitting best-effort services.

Finally, we propose a procedure to dimension our stand-alone OHS link.

We see that the conventional approach of dimensioning for a given offered

load is not feasible because offered load is state-dependent in our model.

For dimensioning purposes, we therefore use the intended offered load as a

surrogate for offered load. We verify numerically that any over-provisioning

resulting from dimensioning in terms of the intended offered load instead of

offered load is negligible.

The contributions of Chapter 9 are:

1) Analysis and development of a finite source model for a stand-alone

OHS link supporting OCS with preemptive priority over OBS as well

as the corresponding un-prioritised case

2) Development of scalable approximations that allow for the estimation

of the probability that a burst or circuit is blocked in a stand-alone

OHS link of realistic dimensions

Chapter 10 presents a new approximation for the age-old problem of

estimating end-to-end blocking probabilities in overflow loss networks. For

more than 40 years, the conventional approach to this problem has been

Erlang’s fixed-point approximation (EFPA).
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The OBS networks with deflection routing considered in Chapter 5 and

classical circuit-switched networks with alternative or least loaded routing

are both examples of overflow loss networks. In contrast, the OBS networks

with a single fixed route considered in Chapter 4 are an example of a pure

loss network. Upon comparing the numerical results presented in Chapters

4 and 5, it is evident that the accuracy of EFPA deteriorates when moving

from the fixed routing case to the deflection routing case. Indeed, it is has

been long established that the accuracy of EFPA is generally poorer for an

overflow loss network compared to a pure loss network.

We present a new approximation that is complimentary to EFPA for es-

timating blocking probabilities in overflow loss networks and systems. Given

a system for which an estimate of blocking probability is sought, we first con-

struct a second system to act as a surrogate for the original system. We see

that estimating blocking probability in the second system with EFPA pro-

vides a better estimate for blocking probability in the original system than

if we were to use the conventional approach of directly using EFPA in the

original system.

We refer to our new approximation as the overflow priority classification

approximation. This name comes about because we obtain the second system

from the original system by imposing preemptive priorities on the original

system. In particular, to obtain the second system, we classify calls in the

original system according to how many times they have overflowed and then

we allow a new call to preempt an existing call from a server if the existing

call has overflowed more times than the new call.

We present a combination of numerical and theoretical results that indi-

cate our new approximation offers a better estimate than EFPA for a certain

pure overflow loss network. Moreover, we demonstrate the accuracy of our

new approximation for OCS networks using alternative routing. We argue

that the success of our new approximation is due to its ability to utilise con-

gestion information imbedded in overflow traffic, whereas the conventional

EFPA approach fails to utilise such information.

The contribution of Chapter 10 is:

1) A new approximation to compute end-to-end blocking probabilities in
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Chapter 3

Design of Wavelength-Routed

Networks

Lightpaths that are set up over a permanent or semi-permanent time frame

form the basis of the predominant wavelength-routed networks [3, 59, 120]

of today. A lightpath provides an end-to-end all-optical ‘pipe’ from an IP

router, ATM switch or SONET ADM to another. The term all-optical refers

to the fact that ideally a lightpath provides a connection that ensures a

traffic bearing signal remains confined to the optical layer throughout its

transmission.

The IP, ATM or SONET layer perceive a wavelength-routed network as

a logical topology that is interconnected via lightpaths. The logical topology

is set up over the physical fibre topology provided by the optical WDM layer.

Each node of the logical topology corresponds to an IP router, ATM switch

or SONET ADM. Each link of the physical topology consists of one or more

fibres, which in turn consists of multiple wavelength channels.

This chapter considers the design of wavelength-routed networks. This

involves determining an optimal logical topology, routing the logical topology

over the physical fibre topology and assigning a wavelength to each lightpath

without violating any wavelength continuity constraints. The first problem

is referred to as the logical topology design (LTD) problem [141]. Routing

a logical topology over the underlying physical fibre topology and assigning

47
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wavelengths to each lightpath is referred to as the routing and wavelength

assignment (RWA) problem [140].

An ordered pair of IP routers, ATM switches or SONET multiplexers

that seek to establish a connection from one to another is called a source and

destination pair. In a fully-meshed logical topology, at least one dedicated

lightpath is set up for each source and destination pair. Multiple lightpaths

are set up between those source and destination pairs demanding a bit rate

greater than that provided by a single wavelength.

Lightpaths that are set up between the same source and destination pair

can be routed over the physical topology differently. In particular, each

lightpath that is set up for the same source and destination pair may tra-

verse a different sequence of links in the physical topology. A logical link

is a collection of lightpaths that are set up between the same source and

destination pair. The collection of all established logical links is called the

logical topology.

The scarcity and coarse granularity of a wavelength [141] means that in

practice only a select number of source and destination pairs can be connected

via dedicated lightpaths. The others are connected via a route consisting of

a contiguous sequence of lightpaths that begin and/or end at intermediate

nodes. In other words, a multi-hop lightpath network is necessary. Routing

of an optical signal at an intermediate node to an adjacent lightpath is per-

formed electronically via an IP router or ATM switch. This requires O/E

and E/O conversion as well as an additional port. To improve utilisation, a

lightpath that begins and ends at an intermediate node is multiplexed elec-

tronically using the IP or ATM layer between multiple source and destination

pairs.

The design of wavelength-routed networks involves a tradeoff between

dedicating an end-to-end lightpath to each source and destination pair, which

results in a truly all-optical network with possibly many poorly utilised wave-

lengths, or setting up lightpaths between intermediate nodes, which requires

fewer wavelengths, improves utilisation, but requires additional ports, re-

duces transparency and increases the burden placed on electronics.
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3.1 The Design Problem

The design of a wavelength-routed network can be subdivided into three

subproblems:

1) Design of a logical topology capable of providing the bandwidth de-

manded from each source and destination pair;

2) Routing each lightpath comprising the logical topology over the phys-

ical fibre topology; and

3) Assigning a unique wavelength to each lightpath comprising the logical

topology without violating any wavelength continuity constraints.

The first subproblem is referred to as logical topology design (LTD) [141],

while the second and third subproblem combined are commonly referred to

as routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) [140].

All three subproblems are dependent on each other. Therefore, optimising

each subproblem independently is likely to preclude the enforcement of a

global optimisation criterion [98, 133].

The final design of a wavelength-routed network specifies a logical topol-

ogy and wavelength assignment for each lightpath constituting each logical

link of the logical topology as well as a set of routes over the logical topology

for each source and destination pair. An optimal design must furthermore

optimise a certain objective function. Congestion is a common objective

function that is defined as the maximum amount of traffic carried by any

logical link in the logical topology. Seeking to minimise congestion on the

maximally congested logical link tends to encourage lightpaths to be set up

for source and destination pairs that carry a heavy traffic load [92]. Min-

imising the number of wavelengths required to set up a logical topology is

another common objective.

The combined LTD and RWA problem can be defined as follows. Consider

a directed graph Gp = (Vp, Ep), where Gp represents the physical topology.

Each node in Vp represents an OXC that may possibly require an electronic

router. An electronic router refers to either an IP router, ATM switch or
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SONET ADM. Each edge in Ep represents a physical link comprising one or

more fibres.

Consider another directed graph Gl = (Vl, El), where Gl represents the

logical topology. Each node in Vl represents an OXC that requires an elec-

tronic router. Each edge in El represents a logical link. The set of nodes Vl

is a subset of Vp and can be further partitioned into two mutually exclusive

sets of nodes. The first set only includes nodes corresponding to a source

and destination pair. A traffic demand matrix Λs,d quantifies the peak traffic

demand, in Gb/s say, from source s to destination d. The remaining nodes

in Vl are intermediate nodes at which an optical signal is routed from one

lightpath to an adjacent one via an electronic router. No route begins or

ends at an intermediate node. Nodes in Vp that are not in Vl do not require

an electronic router.

According to this notation, the design of a wavelength-routed network

involves determining a graph Gl, routing Λ over Gl and routing each link in

Gl over Gp.

In the beginning, the LTD and RWA problem were solved independently.

The LTD problem was formulated as a mixed integer linear program (MILP)

[124] that, for problems of realistic size, was solved using one of many heuris-

tics to determine Gl. The RWA problem was then formulated as a separate

MILP, which was also solved using one of many heuristics to route the logical

topology Gl determined in the LTD phase over the physical fibre topology

Gp without violating any wavelength continuity constraints.

3.1.1 The Logical Topology Design Subproblem

The LTD problem has been formulated as a MILP in [32, 98, 107, 141]. To

formulate the LTD problem as a MILP, some further notation needs to be

defined. Let xi,j be a binary decision variable indicating whether or not a

logical link is to be set up from node i to j, where i, j ∈ Vl. In particular,

xi,j = 1 if a logical link is set up from node i to node j, otherwise xi,j = 0. The

logical topology can be recovered by noting which of the decision variables

xi,j is equal to one.
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Furthermore, let the decision variable λs,d
i,j denote the fraction of Λs,d that

is routed over the logical link from node i to j, where i, j ∈ Vl. Constraints

are required to ensure xi,j = 1, if λs,d
i,j > 0 for any source and destination

pair, otherwise without such constraints, traffic may be routed over a logical

link that does not exist. A set of routes over the logical topology from source

s to destination d can be recovered by noting which of λs,d
i,j > 0.

The total traffic that is routed over the logical link from node i to j is
∑

s,d λs,d
i,j , which is defined as the lightpath’s congestion. The congestion on

the maximally congested logical link is given by λmax = maxi,j∈Vl

∑
s,d λs,d

i,j .

The maximally congested logical link is the bottleneck at which packets must

queue the longest before transmission. For example, assuming that packets

arrive at the bottleneck logical link according to a Poisson process and the

time required to transmit each packet follows an independent exponential

distribution with mean 1/µ, the bottleneck logical link can be modelled as

an M/M/1 queue for which the mean queueing delay is 1/(µ − λmax) [143].

Therefore, minimising congestion on the maximally congested logical link is

closely tied to minimising queueing delay.

Constraints are usually included to ensure the required number of input

or output ports per router does not exceed ∆. In particular, the ingoing

and outgoing degree of each node in Gl is constrained to ∆. This indirectly

constrains the cost of an IP router or ATM switch and constrains the total

cost of lightpaths, assuming that the cost of a lightpath is independent of its

start and end point. This also assumes a logical link requires a single input

and output port, which is not the case for logical links containing multiple

lightpaths.

With this notation in place, the LTD problem can be formulated as a

MILP taking the form:

min λmax
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subject to

∑

i∈Vl

λs,d
i,j −

∑

i∈Vl

λs,d
j,i =





−Λs,d, s = j,

Λs,d, d = j,

0, s, d 6= j,

∀j ∈ Vl; s, d, (3.1)

∑

s,d

λs,d
i,j ≤ λmax, ∀i, j ∈ Vl, (3.2)

λs,d
i,j ≤ Λs,dxi,j, ∀i, j ∈ Vl; s, d, (3.3)

∑

i∈Vl

xi,j ≤ ∆, ∀i ∈ Vl, (3.4)

∑

j∈Vl

xi,j ≤ ∆, ∀j ∈ Vl, (3.5)

λs,d
i,j ≥ 0, ∀i, j ∈ Vl; s, d, (3.6)

xi,j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j ∈ Vl. (3.7)

The objective function min λmax seeks to minimise the maximally congested

logical link.

Constraint (3.1) is a flow conservation constraint that is typical of mul-

ticommodity flow problems [14, 68]. In this context, the traffic demand for

each source and destination pair corresponds to the flow of a commodity.

The left-hand side of (3.1) is the net flow for node j ∈ Vl for a commodity

corresponding to a particular source and destination pair. Net flow is defined

as the difference between the total ingoing flow and the total outgoing flow.

The right-hand side of (3.1) forces the net flow for node j ∈ Vl equal to

zero if node j is neither the source nor the destination. This ensures none

of the commodity vanishes at node j, which would violate flow conservation.

Otherwise, if node j ∈ Vl is the source, that is s = j, the total ingoing flow

is zero and the total outgoing flow is Λs,d. Thus, the net flow is −Λs,d. And

if node j ∈ Vl is the destination, that is d = j, the total outgoing flow is zero

and the total ingoing flow is Λs,d. Thus, the net flow is Λs,d.

Constraint (3.2) forces λmax to equal the congestion on the maximally

congested lightpath. In this way, λmax provides the tightest possible bound

on congestion. Constraint (3.3) ensures that traffic cannot be routed over a
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lightpath that has not been set up. The logical link from node i to node j has

not been set up if xi,j = 0. In this case, the right-hand side of (3.3) is zero,

thereby ensuring λs,d
i,j = 0 for all source and destination pairs. Otherwise,

if xi,j = 1, the right-hand side of (3.3) is equal to Λs,d, which imposes no

restriction on λs,d
i,j because it is always the case that λs,d

i,j ≤ Λs,d for all source

and destination pairs.

Constraints (3.4) and (3.5) ensure the required number of input or output

ports per router does not exceed ∆. Constraint (3.6) is a nonnegativity

constraint, while constraint (3.7) is a binary constraint that forces the set up

of a lightpath to a yes or no decision.

Several commercial software packages can be used to solve the MILP for-

mulation of the LTD problem. However, unless the number of logical nodes

|Vl| and the number of source and destination pairs is unrealistically small,

a solution can rarely be obtained within a reasonable amount of computa-

tion time. This is because any MILP belongs to a larger class of problems

called NP-hard [68]. There is no known efficient algorithm that can solve an

arbitrary NP-hard problem.

Therefore, over the years, a plethora of heuristics and meta-heuristics

have been developed and applied to obtain approximate solutions for the

LTD MILP. Some popular heuristics for the LTD problem have been surveyed

in [107]. The performance of a heuristic is measured in terms of its running

time and how well it compares to the optimal solution or a bound for the

optimal solution.

Integer rounding is a popular meta-heuristic that was first considered in

the context of the LTD MILP in [141] and later considered in [92]. The LTD

problem reduces to a linear program (LP) if constraint (3.7) is relaxed to

0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 1 for all i, j ∈ Vl. There are well-known algorithms that can

be used to solve very large instances of an LP in a reasonable amount of

computation time. The problem is that if (3.7) is relaxed, solutions of the

resulting LP may be such that xi,j takes on a fractional value, which does

not translate to a yes or no decision.

The integer rounding meta-heuristic consists of two phases. The first

phase involves finding an optimal solution for the LP that results when (3.7)
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is relaxed to 0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 1 for all i, j ∈ Vl. The possibly fractional values of

xi,j constituting the optimal solution are arranged into a list that is sorted in

decreasing order. In this order, each xi,j is rounded to one if doing so does not

violate either of the port constraints given by (3.4) and (3.5). Otherwise, if

rounding xi,j to one does violate either of the port constraints, xi,j is rounded

to zero. This rounding heuristic is based on the intuition that priority should

be given to setting up those logical links for which xi,j is closest to one. The

first phase yields the logical topology Gl but does not specify how the traffic

demand should be routed over Gl.

A second phase is required to route the traffic demand over the logical

topology Gl found in the first phase. The second phase involves solving

another LP that is obtained by removing constraint (3.7) and fixing the

values of xi,j to their binary values that were determined in the first phase.

Therefore, each xi,j becomes an input parameter rather than a binary decision

variable. Solving this LP yields a set of routes over the logical topology

determined in the first phase, which can be recovered by noting which of

λs,d
i,j > 0.

The performance of integer rounding in the context of the LTD MILP has

been quantified in [92, 141]1. In [141], a benchmark case comprising 14 logical

nodes and a randomly generated traffic demand Λs,d was used to quantify

the congestion obtained with integer rounding in comparison to solving the

MILP directly using no more than 107 iterations of a branch and bound

routine. About 50 hours of computation time were required to perform 107

iterations. The test was repeated for different values of ∆. Solving the LP

that results when (3.7) is relaxed to 0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 1 for all i, j ∈ Vl provides

a lower bound on any possible integer solution. This is called the LP lower

bound. Table 3.1 presents the results of this comparison.

Table 3.1 shows that integer rounding often outperforms the approach of

solving the MILP directly using no more than 107 iterations of a branch and

bound routine. Furthermore, as the port constraint becomes less stringent,

the difference between the solution obtained with integer rounding and the

LP lower bound decreases. In particular, for ∆ ≥ 6, the difference is less

1Integer rounding is called the LPLDA heuristic in [141].
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Table 3.1: Congestion (arbitrary units) obtained with integer rounding in
comparison to solving the MILP for a benchmark case comprising 14 logical
nodes and a randomly generated traffic demand [141]

∆ LP Lower Bound MILP Integer Rounding

2 126.18 209.17 243.43

3 85.53 103.03 102.82

4 63.43 76.94 82.03

5 50.75 59.37 53.49

6 42.29 46.27 44.45

7 36.25 39.27 36.55

8 31.72 33.24 32.27

than 5%.

Integer rounding is not the only approach that has been considered to

solve large instances of the LTD MILP within a constrained computation

time. Several alternative heuristics and meta-heuristics have been surveyed

in [107]. For example, in [98], a search space reduction technique is proposed

to cope with large instances of the LTD problem. The search space of the

MILP is pruned by permitting only the shortest route for each source and

destination pair.

3.1.2 The Routing and Wavelength Assignment Sub-

problem

The RWA problem can also be formulated as a MILP that takes as input the

logical topology Gl determined in the LTD phase and the routing of the traffic

demand Λs,d over Gl specified by λs,d
i,j , also determined in the LTD phase.

The RWA problem entails routing the logical topology Gl determined in the

LTD phase over the physical topology Gp without violating any wavelength

continuity constraints. The physical topology is given. A common objective

function is to minimise the total number of wavelengths required.

To formulate the RWA problem as a MILP, some further notation is

required. For simplicity, we assume each link in El consists of a single fibre
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comprising W wavelength channels, each providing a capacity of C, say Gb/s.

Let W denote the set of wavelength channels.

Let λi,j =
∑

s,d λs,d
i,j , which is the total traffic demand routed over the log-

ical link from node i to node j, where i, j ∈ Vl. Furthermore, let the decision

variable pi,j
m,n(w) denote the fraction of λi,j that is routed over wavelength

w ∈ W in the fibre from node m to node n, where m,n ∈ Vp. Constraints

are required to ensure pi,j
m,n(w) = 0 for all i, j ∈ Vl and all w ∈ W if there

is no fibre from node m to n in Ep. Finally, let ym,n(w) be a binary de-

cision variable indicating whether or not wavelength w is used in the fibre

from node m to node n. In particular, ym,n(w) = 1 if traffic is routed over

wavelength w in the fibre from node m to node n, otherwise ym,n(w) = 0.

With this notation in place, the RWA problem can be formulated as a

MILP taking the form:

min
∑

m,n

∑

w∈W

ym,n(w)

subject to

∑

m∈Vp

pi,j
m,n(w)−

∑

m∈Vp

pi,j
n,m(w) = 0 ∀n ∈ Vp; w ∈ W; i, j 6= n (3.8)

∑

w∈W

∑

m∈Vp

pi,j
i,m(w) = λi,j, ∀i, j, (3.9)

∑

w∈W

∑

n∈Vp

pi,j
n,j(w) = λi,j, ∀i, j, (3.10)

∑

i,j

yi,j
m,n(w) ≤ 1(m,n)∈Gp

, ∀w ∈ W; m,n, (3.11)

pi,j
m,n(w) ≤ Cyi,j

m,n(w), ∀w ∈ W; m,n; i, j,(3.12)

pi,j
m,n(w) ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ W; m,n; i, j, (3.13)

yi,j
m,n(w) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀w ∈ W; m,n; i, j. (3.14)

The objective function seeks to minimise the total number of wavelengths

required.
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Constraints (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) are analogous to the flow conservation

constraint given by (3.1) in Subsection 3.1.1. Constraint (3.11) serves two

purposes. First, it ensures that traffic is not routed over a fibre that does

not exist in the physical topology Gp. The indicator function 1(m,n)∈Gp
is

equal to zero if there is no fibre from node m to node n, otherwise it is equal

to one. Second, (3.11) ensures at most one lightpath is assigned to each

wavelength comprising a fibre. The left-hand side of (3.11) would exceed one

if multiple lightpaths were to be assigned to the same wavelength, whereas

the right-hand side is always either one or zero as dictated by the indicator.

Constraint (3.12) also serves two purposes. First, it ensures that the

traffic carried by a wavelength does not exceed the capacity of a wavelength.

Second, it forces the binary decision variable yi,j
m,n(w) to equal one if traffic

owing to the logical link from node i to node j is routed over wavelength

w in the fibre from node m to node n. Otherwise, yi,j
m,n(w) equals zero to

ensure the minimum numbers of wavelengths are used. Constraint (3.13) is

a nonnegativity constraint, while constraint (3.14) is a binary constraint.

As with the LTD MILP, solving the RWA MILP for problems of realistic

size is intractable. A range of heuristics have been developed in [60, 92, 143,

194], many of which are based on existing heuristics for the graph colouring

problem [68].

The graph colouring problem is equivalent to the wavelength assignment

part of RWA. The wavelength assignment part of RWA can be solved as

the colouring of the path graph P (Gl) in which each lightpath in the logical

topology is a node in P (Gl) and two nodes in P (Gl) are connected via an

edge if the corresponding lightpaths traverse a common fibre in the physical

topology Gp. Wavelength assignment is equivalent to colouring the vertices

of P (Gl) such that adjacent vertices are not assigned the same colour [115].

Each colour corresponds to a wavelength.

For example, in [92], a two step heuristic was developed. The first step

uses an integer rounding approach to set up a logical topology with a ten-

tative wavelength assignment that may violate some wavelength continuity

constraints. The second step employs a graph colouring heuristic to satisfy

all the wavelength continuity constraints violated by the logical topology
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determined in the first step. A drawback of this two step heuristic is that

the second step may require provisioning of additional wavelengths to ensure

a clash free wavelength assignment. An alternative heuristic for the RWA

problem that does not rely on graph colouring was developed in [115].

It was soon recognised that the strategy of solving the LTD and RWA

problems independently precludes the enforcement of a global optimisation

criterion [98]. For example, although a certain logical topology design may

minimise congestion, performing RWA for that topology may require sub-

stantially more wavelengths than another logical topology design for which

congestion is marginally greater. In other words, the optimality of the LTD

problem can be detrimental to the optimality of the RWA problem.

Recognising the limitation of solving the LTD and RWA problems inde-

pendently, both linear and nonlinear mixed integer programs were formu-

lated for the combined LTD and RWA design problem in [8, 65, 92, 120].

In [8, 120], the combined problem was formulated as a nonlinear integer

program. A nonlinear constraint involving the product of two variables is

required to ensure wavelength continuity constraints are satisfied. The prob-

lem is that solving a nonlinear integer program is substantially more difficult

than solving a MILP. The nonlinear constraint can be removed if each node

in Vp is equipped with wavelength conversion functionality. However, today’s

wavelength-routed networks do not include any form of optical wavelength

conversion.

In [65], the combined problem is formulated as a MILP. A set of can-

didate routes for each source and destination pair is determined a priori as

well as a wavelength assignment for all logical links. The MILP is solved

to determine how the traffic demand should be distributed over the set of

candidate routes to maximise throughput. The drawback of this approach is

that optimality is limited to the set of candidate routes and the wavelength

assignment determined a priori. Higher throughout may be obtained with a

different set of candidate routes or a different wavelength assignment.

In [92], the combined problem is formulated as a MILP. Wavelength conti-

nuity constraints are enforced with a linear constraint; however, it is required

that a link does not contain multiple fibres. The wavelength continuity con-
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straints become more complicated if a link is permitted to contain multiple

fibres because the maximum number of lightpaths that can be assigned to a

particular wavelength in a link is no longer one, but rather the number of

fibres in the link. For large problem instances, the integer rounding approach

is employed in [92].

In the next part of this chapter, we formulate the combined LTD and RWA

design problem as a MILP. To overcome the weaknesses of the formulations

given in [8, 65, 92, 120], for the first time, we provide a completely linear

formulation, we do not determine a wavelength assignment for logical links

a priori and we permit a link to comprise multiple fibres. We consider an

objective function that seeks to minimise congestion.

3.2 Linear Formulation of the Multi-Fibre

Combined Design Problem

In this section, we formulate the combined LTD and RWA problem as a

MILP. We permit a link to comprise multiple fibres and we enforce wave-

length continuity constraints linearly.

3.2.1 Notation

We use the following notation for indexing:

m source and destination pair requiring bandwidth;

n node in Vl or Vp;

j link in the physical topology Gp;

f fibre in a physical link;

w wavelength in a fibre;

l logical link in the logical topology Gl;

i lightpath in a logical link; and

p route for a source and destination pair.
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3.2.2 Given Parameters

We assume the following sets are known a priori:

M source and destination pairs;

N nodes in Vl and Vp;

J links in the physical topology Gp, (J = Ep);

F fibres in a physical link;

W wavelengths in a fibre;

L all conceivable logical links in the logical topology Gl;

Pm all conceivable routes for source and destination pair m ∈M;

Hl
m routes for source and destination pair m ∈M

that traverse logical link l ∈ L, (Hl
m ⊂ Pm);

Kl physical links traversed by logical link l ∈ L, (Kl ⊂ J );

Oj logical links traversed by physical link j ∈ J , (Oj ⊂ L);

Din
n logical links incident to node n, (Din

n ⊂ L); and

Dout
n logical links incident from node n, (Dout

n ⊂ L).

The set Pm is constructed from L. Each route in Pm consists of a se-

quence of contiguous logical links chosen from L. The set Pm contains every

conceivable route that can be constructed from L.

Solving the MILP provides an optimal subset of routes Pm ⊆ Pm and a

corresponding subset of logical links L ⊆ L. Lightpaths are configured for

all l ∈ L so that each logical link l contains a sufficient number of lightpaths

to sustain the traffic that is routed over it.

Furthermore, we assume the following parameters are known:

∆ maximum number of input or output ports per router;

C wavelength capacity, Gb/s say;

Πl bound on the maximum number of lightpaths that a

logical link can contain; (Π = |W||F|); and

Λm peak traffic demand for source and destination pair m ∈M.

3.2.3 Decision Variables

The MILP is formulated with the following integer, binary and fractional

variables:
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δi
w,l δi

w,l = 1 if lightpath i in logical link l is assigned

to wavelength w, otherwise δi
w,l = 0;

δi
j,w,l δi

j,w,l = 1 if lightpath i in logical link l traversing physical

link j is assigned to wavelength w, otherwise δi
j,w,l = 0;

δf
j,w,l δf

j,w,l = 1 if logical link l is assigned to wavelength w

on fibre f of physical link j, otherwise δf
j,w,l = 0;

πl πl ∈ {0, . . . , Πl} is the number of ‘active’ lightpaths

in logical link l assigned to a wavelength;

λm,p 0 ≤ λm,p ≤ Λm is the amount of traffic from source and

destination pair m that is routed over path p ∈Mm; and

λ λ is the maximum amount of traffic carried by any

logical link in L.

The δ-group of binary variables specify a subset of logical links L ⊆ L that

correspond to an optimal logical topology. They also specify a wavelength

assignment for each ‘active’ lightpath in a logical link. The integer variable

πl enumerates the total number of ‘active’ lightpaths in logical link l. The

λ-group of fractional variables specify a subset of routes Pm ⊆ Pm that cor-

respond to an optimal routing for the traffic demand. They also specify how

the traffic demand for source and destination pair m should be distributed

across each route in Pm.

3.2.4 Objective

min λ

This objective seeks to minimise network congestion.
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3.2.5 Constraints

Traffic Routing Constraints

∑

p∈Pm

λm,p = Λm ∀m ∈M (3.15)

∑

m∈M

∑

p∈Hl
m

λm,p ≤ Cπl ∀l ∈ L (3.16)

∑

m∈M

∑

p∈Hl
m

λm,p ≤ λ ∀l ∈ L (3.17)

Constraint (3.15) forces traffic for source and destination pair m to be par-

titioned across a subset of the routes in Pm, while (3.16) ensures that the

amount of traffic routed over any logical link does not exceed its capacity.

The capacity of a logical link is given by the product of the capacity of a

wavelength and the number of ‘active’ lightpaths comprising the logical link.

Constraint (3.17) forces λ to equal the congestion on the maximally con-

gested logical link. In this way, λ provides the tightest possible bound on

congestion.

Logical Topology Degree Constraints

∑

l∈Din
n

πl ≤ ∆ ∀n ∈ N (3.18)

∑

l∈Dout
n

πl ≤ ∆ ∀n ∈ N (3.19)

Constraints (3.18) and (3.19) ensure that the number of lightpaths incident

to and from node n does not exceed ∆. For a ∆-regular logical topology [92],

the inequalities in (3.18) and (3.19) are replaced with equalities. These two

constraints are included to ensure the required number of input or output

ports per router does not exceed ∆. This indirectly constrains the cost of an
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IP router or ATM switch.

Wavelength Constraints

∑

w∈W

δi
w,l ≤ 1 ∀l ∈ L, i ∈ {1, . . . Π} (3.20)

Π∑

i=1

∑

w∈W

δi
w,l = πl ∀l ∈ L (3.21)

Constraint (3.20) ensures no more than one wavelength is assigned to a light-

path, while (3.21) enumerates the number of ‘active’ lightpaths in a logical

link.

Fibre Constraints

∑

l∈Oj

δf
j,w,l ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ J , f ∈ F , w ∈ W (3.22)

∑

l∈Oj

Π∑

i=1

δi
j,w,l ≤ |F| ∀j ∈ J , w ∈ W (3.23)

∑

f∈F

δf
j,w,l =

Π∑

i=1

δi
j,w,l ∀l ∈ L, j ∈ Kl, w ∈ W (3.24)

Constraint (3.22) ensures no more than one logical link can be assigned to a

particular wavelength in a fibre. Constraint (3.23) ensures that the number of

lightpaths in a physical link that are assigned the same wavelength does not

exceed the number of fibres in that physical link. Constraint (3.24) ensures

that each ‘active’ lightpath is assigned to only one fibre.
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Continuity of Logical Link Constraint

∑

j∈Kl

δi
j,w,l ≤ |Kl|δ

i
w,l ∀l ∈ L, i ∈ {1, . . . , Π}, w ∈ W (3.25)

Constraint (3.25) forces a logical link to be established if it contains at least

one ‘active’ lightpath. An upper bound on the maximum number of physical

links that logical link l can traverse is given by |Kl|. Therefore, (3.25) forces

δi
w,l to one if δi

j,w,l is one for any j ∈ Kl.

In the remaining part of this chapter, we develop and demonstrate nu-

merically a new approach to solve intractable instances of this MILP. The

new approach is a generalisation of the solution space reduction technique

employed in [98, 133]. We present the new approach in the form of a frame-

work for solving both the stand-alone LTD problem or the combined LTD

and RWA problem.

The framework involves reducing the solution space of the MILP to allow

for a tradeoff between computation time and solution quality. Reduction is

achieved by excluding certain subsets from the solution space. Each subset

is identified with a distinct feature that solutions of the LTD problem may

exhibit. Based on the maximum amount of computation time permitted, the

framework pinpoints subsets of the solution space that require exclusion. Ex-

cluding these subsets ensures that a higher quality solution is determinable

within a constrained computation time in comparison to exploring the entire

solution space. We demonstrate that the ability to prune only certain un-

desirable features from the solution space may provide better solutions than

the technique developed in [98, 133].

3.3 Solution Space Reduction

The MILP formulated in Section 3.2 can be solved using one of many commer-

cially available software packages. However, obtaining an optimal solution

for a problem instance of practical size may require months of computation
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time. This is because any MILP belongs to a larger class of problems called

NP-hard and there is no known efficient algorithm that can solve an arbitrary

NP-hard problem [68].

Heuristics and meta-heuristics are typically employed to generate approx-

imate solutions for intractable instances of a MILP. Some examples of popular

heuristics developed for the LTD problem and the RWA problem have already

been discussed in Section 3.1. In particular, various forms of integer round-

ing have been used for the LTD problem, while existing heuristics for the

wavelength colouring problem have been tailored to suit the RWA problem.

Meta-heuristics such as terminating the branch and bound algorithm after

a small number of iterations have been shown [8] to yield solutions within

0.1% of the lower bound provided by the LP relaxation. Genetic algorithms,

simulated annealing and tabu searches have also been applied [32, 107] to

the LTD problem with some success.

Unlike existing heuristic approaches, we develop a solution space reduc-

tion technique that allows designs to be tailored to exclude certain undesir-

able features. A cyclic route is an example of one such undesirable feature

in which traffic traverses the same physical link multiple times enroute to

its destination. Although a design comprising cyclic routes may minimise

a global optimisation criterion such as congestion, from an engineering per-

spective, cyclic routes may be considered a bad design choice and may even

violate restrictions imposed by network routing protocols. In particular,

routing traffic back and forth over the same physical link seems absurd from

an engineering perspective. A more practical design, albeit suboptimal with

respect to the optimisation criterion considered, may be possible by disal-

lowing cyclic routes. Optimal solutions comprising cyclic routes are possible

for the MILP formulated in Section 3.2 and in [92, 141].

We identify three features of the solution space that are pruned away

to reduce the computation time required to obtain a solution and to avert

possibly ‘bad’ engineering designs such as those comprising cyclic routes.
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Feature 1: Cyclic Routes

A route for a source and destination pair consists of a contiguous sequence

of logical links. We call any such route cyclic if it uses more than one input

port or more than one output port on any particular OXC. In simple terms,

a cyclic route is a route for which traffic must traverse the same physical link

more than once enroute to its destination.

For example, in Fig. 3.1, traffic from node 1 to node 3 is offered two

possible routes. The route consisting of the single logical link 1 → 2 → 3

is non-cyclic. However, the alternative route consisting of the sequence of

contiguous logical links 1 → 2 and 2 → 1 → 3 is cyclic because it uses two

output ports on the OXC at node 1. The cyclic route is wasteful because

traffic travels back and forth between node 1 and 2; hence the name cyclic.

Pruning cyclic routes from the solution space ensures better designs and

reduces the time required to solve the MILP to optimality.

2

1 3

Figure 3.1: Example of a cyclic and non-cyclic route; each edge represents a
logical link

For large instances of the combined design problem, excluding cyclic

routes from the search space may not be sufficient to ensure a reasonable

computation time. In such instances, we prune away further features from

the solution space by excluding additional routes. In particular, we include

only the routes for each source and destination pair that consist of the short-

est logical links. If the solution space is still too large, we achieve even further

reduction by considering only the shortest routes between each source and

destination pair.
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Feature 2: Shortest Logical Links

A logical link from node m to node n, where m,n ∈ Vl, is called a shortest

logical link if there are no other logical links in L from node m to node n

that traverse fewer physical links. There may be multiple shortest logical

links from node m to node n. The solution space is reduced by replacing the

set of all conceivable logical links L with the set of all shortest logical links.

The number of physical links traversed by a logical link gives a reason-

able indication of its propagation delay. Therefore, allowing only shortest

logical links ensures propagation delay is kept to a minimum, which is a de-

sirable property for wavelength-routed networks of large diameter in which

propagation delay may dominate over queueing delays.

Feature 3: Shortest Routes

The set of shortest routes for a source and destination pair consist of all

routes that traverse the least number of physical links from the source to

the destination. The solution space is reduced by replacing the set of all

conceivable routes Pm for source and destination pair m ∈ M with the

set of all shortest routes. Including the k-shortest routes for each source and

destination pair is a variation that refines the granularity at which the search

space can be pruned.

Hop-Limits

We define the logical hop-length of a route as the total number of logical

links it traverses, while the physical hop-length of a logical link is defined as

the total number of physical links it traverses. Finer control over the size of

the solution space is possible through imposing either a physical or logical

hop-limit.

3.3.1 The Framework

In this subsection, we develop a framework based on pruning the solution

space to approximately solve the MILP formulated in Section 3.2 within
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a constrained amount of computation time. The framework prescribes an

appropriate feature to prune from the solution space based on the following

three criteria:

1) Solution space dimensionality (SSD) of the MILP;

2) Maximum amount of computation time permitted; and

3) Desirable features the solution should exhibit.

The total number of enumerated routes, given by |∪m∈MPm|, is used to

approximate the SSD of the MILP. The MILP is considered solvable if the

number of routes enumerated is below a certain threshold. This threshold is

chosen depending on the maximum amount of computation time permitted.

Our experience with the MILP formulated in Section 3.2 indicates that for

a given problem instance, the computation time required is roughly propor-

tional to the number of enumerated routes, though a precise relation between

these two quantities is unlikely to exist.

The number of enumerated routes is reduced by pruning a feature from

the solution space. In particular, pruning Feature 1 reduces the solution

space by the least, thus emphasising solution quality. In contrast, pruning

Feature 3 reduces the solution space by the most, thus emphasising a rapid

computation time. Pruning Feature 2 provides a tradeoff between solution

quality and computation time, while even finer control of this tradeoff is

possible by imposing a physical or logical hop-limit. Fig. 3.2 depicts the

partitioning of the solution space into three features.

Shortest Route
sss

Shortest Routes

Shortest Logical Links

No Cyclic Routes

No SSD Reduction

Figure 3.2: Partitioning of the solution space according to three features

As depicted in Fig. 3.2, a solution space that is limited to shortest logical

links cannot include any cyclic routes. Furthermore, a solution space that
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is limited to shortest routes cannot include either non-shortest logical links

or cyclic routes. Therefore, pruning the non-shortest logical links from a

solution space also excludes cyclic routes, while pruning the non-shortest

routes excludes both non-shortest logical links and cyclic routes.

The framework comprises the following three steps:

Step 1) Prune from the solution space any solutions that are identified with

undesirable features.

Step 2) Approximate the SSD via the number of enumerated routes, given by

|∪m∈MPm|, and determine if the MILP is solvable. Solve the MILP if

the number of routes enumerated is below the threshold correspond-

ing to the maximum amount of time available to compute a solution,

otherwise proceed to Step 3.

Step 3) In the following order, sequentially prune a feature from the solution

space:

(a) Cyclic routes;

(b) Non-shortest logical links; and

(c) Non-shortest routes.

Impose a logical or physical hop-limit to gain finer control of the trade-

off between solution quality and computation time. Repeat Step 2.

In the next section, we compare the minimum level of network congestion

achievable in a small network by applying the SSD reduction techniques

discussed in this section. We also compute the congestion achievable when

the MILP is solved exactly.

3.4 Illustrative Example

To numerically demonstrate our framework and quantify its performance,

in this section, we determine the congestion in a small network after the

features defined in Section 3.3 are sequentially pruned from the solution
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space of the MILP formulated in Section 3.2. To provide a benchmark to

gauge the increase in congestion owing to the exclusion of certain features,

we also solve the MILP to optimality over the entire solution space.

The MILP formulated in Section 3.2 is considered for the four node phys-

ical topology shown in Fig. 3.3. Each directed edge in Fig. 3.3 represents a

physical link.

2

1

3

4

Figure 3.3: Four node physical topology; each edge represents a physical link

We consider the randomly generated traffic demand matrix shown in Ta-

ble 3.2. Element (i, j) equals the traffic demand for the source and destination

pair from node i to node j.

Table 3.2: Traffic demand matrix
0 0.4565 0.9218 0.4103

0.2311 0 0.7382 0.8936
0.6068 0.8214 0 0.0579
0.4860 0.4447 0.4057 0

Configuring the MILP involves enumerating the set of conceivable logical

links L. There is a total of 24 conceivable logical links for the four node

physical topology shown in Fig. 3.3. The set of conceivable routes Pm

is then constructed by enumerating every possible sequence of contiguous

logical links that define a route between each source and destination pair

m ∈M.

Pruning certain features from the solution space amounts to excluding

select subsets of routes from the set of all conceivable routes. Table 3.3 quan-

tifies the total number of routes enumerated when routes that do not satisfy

certain features are pruned from the solution space. Assuming that com-

putation time is roughly proportional to the number of enumerated routes,
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Table 3.3 shows that we can achieve four different tradeoffs between solution

quality and computation time.

Table 3.3: Total number of enumerated routes | ∪m∈M Pm|

No SSD No Cyclic Shortest Shortest
Reduction Routes Logical Links Routes

312 56 48 24

For simplicity, we limit each physical link to one fibre, that is |F| = 1.

We also set C =∞, which is equivalent to relaxing the wavelength capacity

constraint (3.16).

Table 3.4 shows the congestion obtainable when certain features are pruned

from the solution space. The MILP can be solved to optimality over the en-

tire solution space because the number of conceivable routes is 312, which

is several orders of magnitude smaller than a network of realistic size. The

congestion obtainable is shown for different constraints on the maximum

nodal degree of the logical topology, denoted with ∆, and the number of

wavelengths comprising a fibre, denoted with |W|.

Table 3.4: Congestion (arbitrary units) obtained when routes not satisfy-
ing certain features are pruned from the solution space; four node physical
topology

No SSD No Cyclic Shortest Shortest
∆ |W| Reduction Routes Logical Links Routes
1 1 3.2529 3.4783 3.4783 Infeasible
2 1 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820
2 2 1.1144 1.1247 1.1247 1.4820
3 1 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820
3 2 0.7410 0.7410 0.7410 0.8214
3 3 0.6957 0.6957 0.6957 0.8214
4 1 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820 1.4820
4 2 0.7410 0.7410 0.7410 0.8214
4 3 0.5164 0.5164 0.5164 0.8214
4 4 0.5164 0.5164 0.5164 0.8214

Excluding cyclic routes from the solution space increases congestion by no

more than 7% for the combinations considered in Table 3.4, while excluding
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non-shortest routes increases congestion by no more than 36%. Excluding

non-shortest logical links does not increase congestion any further than that

obtained with a solution space excluding only cyclic routes, but reduces the

number of enumerated routes by 14%. For the case of ∆ = 1 and |W| = 1,

the MILP is infeasible if the solution space is limited to shortest routes.

3.5 Larger Example

In Section 3.4, we solved the MILP formulated in Section 3.2 when select

subsets of routes satisfying certain features were excluded from a relatively

small solution space. However, we did not explicitly quantify the amount

of computation time required. Instead, we simply used the total number of

enumerated routes as a surrogate for computation time.

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of our framework for a

larger physical network topology defined by the NSFNET, which was also

used in [92]. Furthermore, we explicitly impose a limit on the maximum

permitted computation time. For simplicity, we use our framework to reduce

the solution space of the LTD problem in isolation.

The input parameters for the LTD MILP are chosen as follows. We

randomly generate a traffic demand matrix from a uniform distribution on

[0, 1]. The maximum degree of the logical topology is fixed at six. A physical

hop-limit of two and a logical hop-limit of three are imposed. It follows that

each route cannot traverse more than six physical links.

The CPLEX optimisation package is used to compute the best feasible so-

lution in a limited amount of computation time, which is quantified by CPU

time. Table 3.5 shows the congestion obtainable within a constrained com-

putation time when different features are excluded from the solution space.

Each entry in Table 3.5 is obtained by terminating the branch and bound

algorithm inherent to CPLEX after the maximum amount of computation

time is exceeded and then finding the solution corresponding to the best fea-

sible node of the branch and bound tree. It is likely that this will not be the

optimal solution to the MILP. A feasible solution was not computed in the

specified amount of computation time for entries marked with an asterisk.
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Table 3.5: Congestion (arbitrary units) obtained when routes not satisfying
certain features are pruned from the solution space; physical topology given
by NSFNET

Time Limit No Cyclic Shortest Shortest
(s) Routes Logical Links Routes

|∪m∈MPm| 3888 2622 536
60 * * 2.2169
300 * 3.1367 2.2023
1800 3.0343 2.8949 2.2023
3600 3.0343 2.2659 2.2023
9000 2.2659 2.1739 2.2023
10800 1.9073 2.1739 2.2023
36000 1.8659 2.0747 2.2023

Table 3.5 shows that for a maximum permitted computation time of

3600s, our framework prescribes a solution space comprising only shortest

routes. If the computation time is increased to 9000s, our framework pre-

scribes to allow non-shortest routes but to prune all non-shortest logical links

from the solution space, which results in congestion decreasing from 2.2023 to

2.1739. Finally, if the computation time is further increased to 10800s, non-

shortest logical links should remain in the solution space, but cyclic routes

should be excluded, which results in congestion decreasing from 2.2023 to

1.9073 for 10800s and 1.8659 for 36000s.

Comparable approaches for reducing the solution space presented in [98]

exclude all non-shortest routes from the solution space, irrespective of the

permitted computation time. With the ability to exclude a range of different

features, we can tailor the solution space to match the permitted computa-

tion time. In this way, compared to the approach in [98], we can improve

congestion by about 15% for a computation time of 36000s.

Our framework has been applied to other instances of the LTD problem

in isolation and the combined LTD and RWA problem in [187, 188].
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3.6 Chapter Summary

Traditionally, the design of wavelength-routed networks has been divided

into the LTD and RWA subproblems. The LTD problem involves deter-

mining an optimal topology to interconnect a network of IP routers, ATM

switches or SONET multiplexers, while the RWA problem involves routing

a logical topology over the underlying physical fibre topology and assigning

wavelengths to each lightpath comprising the logical topology. We saw that

both the LTD and RWA problem can be formulated as a MILP and gave

examples of heuristics that have been developed to solve problem instances

of realistic size within a reasonable amount of computation time.

The drawback of solving the LTD and RWA problems independently is

that the enforcement of a global optimisation criterion may not be possible.

In particular, the optimality of the LTD problem can be detrimental to the

optimality of the RWA problem. For example, although a certain logical

topology design may minimise congestion, performing RWA for that topology

may require substantially more wavelengths than another logical topology

design for which congestion is marginally greater.

In this chapter, we formulated the combined LTD and RWA problem

as a MILP. Our formulation overcame drawbacks inherent to several other

integer program formulations of the combined LTD and RWA problem. In

particular, we provided a completely linear formulation, we did not determine

a wavelength assignment for logical links a priori and we permitted a link to

comprise multiple fibres.

To solve the MILP we formulated for problem instances of realistic size,

we developed and numerically demonstrated an approach based on pruning

certain solutions from the solution space that are identified with possibly

undesirable features. Cyclic routes were an example of one such feature in

which traffic is routed back and forth over the same physical link. Excluding

cyclic routes from the solution space reduces the computation time required

to solve the MILP and averts designs that may be considered bad from an

engineering perspective.

We described a framework that prescribes which features should be pruned
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from the solution space given the maximum permitted computation time.

With the ability to exclude a range of features from the solution space, our

framework was shown to offer several different tradeoffs between solution

quality and computation time.

Finally, in this chapter, we assumed that the bandwidth demanded by

each source and destination pair remained fixed over time. In practice how-

ever, the traffic demand matrix may vary over a daily or hourly timescale.

Therefore, a logical topology may require regular reconfiguration to adapt to

a changing traffic demand. Reconfiguration should be performed with the

least possible disruption to lightpaths comprising the existing logical topol-

ogy. This is a challenge that has been addressed in [8, 100, 151].
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Chapter 4

Performance Modelling of

Optical Burst Switching

Optical burst switching (OBS) [7, 12, 26, 80, 135, 136, 137, 165] has con-

tinued to gain substantial momentum in recent years. Those that have

climbed aboard the OBS bandwagon claim that OBS strikes a balance be-

tween the wavelength-routed networks considered in Chapter 3 and optical

packet switching, in that it offers a switching granularity far finer than the

former, without the need for optical RAM, which is a must for the latter.

Given that optical RAM is not a present-day off-the-shelf technology, OBS

has been portended as a stepping stone to an era in which optical packet

switching is a reality.

We discussed in Chapter 1 that OBS has evolved into an umbrella term

that encompasses a range of approaches to all-optical switching. We saw that

as a rule of thumb, any approach to all-optical switching in which blocking

is possible at an intermediate node falls under the classification of OBS. We

also saw that a blocked burst plunders the bandwidth that was reserved for

it at each of the preceding nodes of its route. This plundered bandwidth

could have been utilised by other bursts. Contention resolution is therefore

a critical subject in the design of OBS networks.

Contention occurs when a header seeks to reserve a wavelength channel

for a period that overlaps an existing reservation. The burst corresponding

77
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to this header is called the contending burst. The traditional solution to the

contention problem is to buffer a contending burst for a variable amount of

time until a suitable wavelength in the desired outgoing link is free for an

unbroken period spanning the contending burst’s transmission time. How-

ever, buffering with electronic RAM defeats the all-optical nature of OBS,

while optical RAM is a technology that is confined to research laboratories.

Alternative strategies for resolving contention were therefore sought.

Of these, the four most popular strategies that have been considered are

deflection routing [11, 25, 71, 103, 170], wavelength conversion [145], burst

segmentation [41, 146, 167] and fibre delay lines [179]. Apart from burst

segmentation, all these strategies have been compared in [182]. Deflection

routing had already been proposed for electronic packet-switched networks,

therefore it was only natural to translate the concept to OBS. A contending

burst is switched to an outgoing link other than its preferred outgoing link

in which the required wavelength is free for an unbroken period spanning the

contending burst’s transmission time. The alternative outgoing link forms

the first hop of a deflection route leading to the contending burst’s destina-

tion. Deflection routing in OBS suffers from the same problems as deflection

routing in electronic packet-switched networks. In particular, increased delay

due to bursts traversing longer routes, packets arriving out of sequence and

positive feedback that results when a deflected burst triggers the deflection

of several other bursts. We will develop techniques to combat the last of

these problems in Chapter 5.

Wavelength conversion was another concept that had been proposed well

before the dawn of OBS in the context of wavelength-routed networks. It

had also been proposed to enhance optical packet switching. See [185] for

examples. The concept easily translates to OBS. Wavelength conversion

provides the functionality to switch a contending burst to any wavelength in

its desired outgoing link, whereas without this functionality a wavelength is

constrained to the same wavelength upon which it arrives. This is called the

wavelength continuity constraint.

Burst segmentation is a strategy for resolving contention that has been

tailored to suit OBS. It does not apply to optical packet switching. The
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reservation period sought by a contending burst may overlap only a certain

portion of an existing reservation period. In this case, the burst can be

divided into two smaller bursts. One of the smaller bursts contains all the

packets of the parent burst that do not overlap the existing reservation. This

smaller burst proceeds to traverse the same route as its parent. The other

smaller burst containing all the packets that do overlap is blocked. Therefore,

burst segmentation allows some packets to be salvaged from a burst that

would otherwise be blocked in its entirety.

Fibre delay lines can be used to delay a contending burst for a fixed

amount of time until the required wavelength in the desired outgoing link

is free for an unbroken period spanning the contending burst’s reservation

period. This is also a concept that has been translated to OBS from op-

tical packet switching. The fibre delay line architectures for optical packet

switching discussed in Chapter 1 apply equally to OBS.

Multi-pronged approaches to contention resolution have also been pro-

posed. They use different combinations of the four basic strategies described

above. For example, in [71], fibre delay lines have been proposed for use

in conjunction with deflection routing to increase the separation between a

deflected burst and its header. In particular, the residual offset period of a

deflected burst can be prolonged with a fibre delay line to overcome the ad-

ditional per-node processing delays incurred in traversing a deflection route

that comprises more hops than the original route. And in [166], deflection

routing is used in conjunction with burst segmentation. Instead of blocking

the segment of the parent burst that overlaps an existing reservation period,

an attempt is made to deflect this segment to an alternative outgoing link.

Regardless of the strategy, some contention scenarios cannot be resolved

and there is no choice but to block the contending burst, or in the case of

burst segmentation, block the offending packets comprising the contending

burst. The responsibility of retransmitting a blocked burst is relegated to

a higher layer of the protocol stack. Therefore, the proportion of bursts

that are blocked in the long run is a crucial measure for gauging the perfor-

mance of strategies for resolving contention. This measure is called blocking

probability. For burst segmentation, blocking probability is defined as the
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proportion of packets that are blocked in the long run.

This chapter develops and analyses a performance model for OBS net-

works in which wavelength conversion is the primary strategy employed to

resolve contention. Blocking probability is the performance measure that is

of most concern. Corresponding models for deflection routing are developed

and analysed in Chapter 5, while performance models for burst segmentation

and multi-pronged approaches to contention resolution have been developed

and analysed in [41, 125, 146] and [182], respectively.

We begin this chapter by elaborating the basics of OBS discussed in

Chapter 1 and reviewing the use of Erlang’s fixed-point approximation as

an approach to estimate end-to-end blocking probabilities in an OBS net-

work. The focus of this chapter then turns to developing and analysing a

performance model for OBS networks in which the conversion of an ingoing

wavelength is restricted to a limited range of neighbouring wavelengths in

the WDM spectrum that reside above or below. This is called limited wave-

length conversion. Due to inefficiencies of some techniques used to realise

optical wavelength converters, the conversion range is constrained to ensure

a satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio is maintained.

The analysis of the performance model we develop is approximative and

underpinned by Erlang’s fixed point approximation. One of the key assump-

tions we invoke is that links are statistically independent. This assumption

allows each link to be analysed as a stand-alone entity. A set of fixed-point

equations are written to characterise the behaviour of each stand-alone link.

In writing these equations, we assume bursts arrive at each link according

to a Poisson process and the residual offset period is constant. The ramifi-

cations and validity of these and other more minor assumptions we invoke

are discussed. We propose to solve the set of fixed-point equations for each

stand-alone link using an iterative approach. This yields an estimate of the

probability that a burst is blocked at a particular link in much the same way

as the Erlang B formula is used to estimate the probability that a call is

blocked at a particular trunk group in the conventional Erlang’s fixed-point

approximation. Let bi denote the estimate of blocking probability for link i.

The end-to-end blocking probability for a source and destination that tra-
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verses a route comprising of the links labelled 1, 2, . . . , N is then estimated

as 1 − (1 − b1)(1 − b2) · · · (1 − bN). This also relies on the assumption that

links are statistically independent.

The complexity of our approximation is dominated by the wavelength

conversion range and is independent of the number of wavelengths per link

under certain symmetry conditions. We use computer simulation to gauge

the error attributable to each of the assumptions we invoke in analysing the

performance model. Furthermore, we use our approximation to demonstrate

numerically that introducing even the most limited form of wavelength con-

version may reduce end-to-end blocking probabilities by several orders of

magnitude.

To end this chapter, we develop and analyse a model of a stand-alone

link in which a pool of limited range wavelength converters is shared be-

tween all wavelengths comprising the link. This is called shared wavelength

conversion and is intended to minimise the number of wavelengths converters

required to achieve a prescribed blocking probability. We discussed shared

wavelength conversion in Chapter 1. We consider a generalisation of existing

models in that we allow any subset of the shared converters to be dynami-

cally concatenated to yield a wider conversion range for a burst that would

otherwise be blocked because all unused wavelengths in its desired output

fibre lie outside the range of a single converter. The model we develop and

analyse can be used to estimate link blocking probabilities for Erlang’s fixed

point approximation.

4.1 OBS in a Nutshell

OBS is an optical analogue of the various one-way unacknowledged switching

techniques developed for ATM in the early nineties, which include tell-and-

go [29, 172] and fast reservation protocol with immediate transmission [154].

Several notable papers [73, 135, 136, 137, 164, 186] served to popularise OBS

by translating the ATM concepts of tell-and-go and fast reservation with

immediate transmission to the optical domain. It would be unfair to claim

that these papers only served to translate ATM concepts. They also refined
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the basic tell-and-go concept to ensure it suited the limitations of optical

communications. For example, separating a header from its corresponding

burst with an offset period [186] is a feature that is unique to OBS and is

used to avert the need to buffer bursts at intermediate nodes while their

headers are processed. This is an important feature due to the unavailability

of optical RAM. Another example is the concept of delayed reservation [135].

Delayed reservation ensures a wavelength is not unnecessarily tied-up during

the period beginning from the time the switch is reconfigured and ending at

the time the burst arrives.

We saw in Chapter 1 that the basic most transmission unit of OBS is a

burst. A burst is a group of packets sharing a common destination that have

been grouped together at a common source. The design issue of how many

packets should comprise a burst and whether a burst should be considered

formed once a certain number of packets have been grouped or once the

first arriving packet exceeds a certain age are addressed in Chapter 8. The

former is called threshold-based burst assembly, while the latter is called

timer-based. In this chapter and in Chapter 5, we view the burst assembly

process as a black-box. In particular, we simply assume each source generates

bursts according to a Poisson process.

Associated with each burst is a header. With most forms of OBS, a source

generates a header as soon as a burst is formed. A header precedes its burst

at all times and a burst always traverses the same sequence of intermediate

nodes enroute to its destination as did its header. At each intermediate node,

a header is processed electronically at the IP layer and then forwarded to the

next intermediate node via an out-of-band wavelength.

We discussed in Chapter 1 that processing a header involves reserving a

wavelength channel for the soon to arrive burst and reconfiguring the switch

accordingly. The switch can be reconfigured either immediately after the

header is processed or reconfiguration can be delayed until just before the

burst is expected to arrive. The latter is called delayed reservation [135] and

may offer better performance than the former because a wavelength is not

unnecessarily tied-up during the period beginning from the time the switch is

reconfigured and ending at the time the burst arrives. This period is referred
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to as the residual offset period.

The base offset period and the residual offset period feature prominently

in the discussion that follows. Before proceeding, it will therefore be useful

to recap the significance of these offset periods. In Chapter 1, we saw the

processing of a header at each intermediate node is not instantaneous. It

requires O/E and E/O conversion of the header, reading a destination and

other fields such as QoS requirements from the header, searching a look-

up table to determine the required outgoing link and running a scheduling

algorithm to determine a reservation period. Therefore, a header is delayed

at each intermediate node for a fixed amount of time to allow these processes

to take place. To accommodate for this per node processing delay, a burst

is preceded in time by its header to ensure it cannot reach an intermediate

node at which its header has yet sought to reserve a wavelength channel.

Separation of a burst and its header is achieved by delaying a burst at

its edge buffer for an offset period that is equal to the sum of per node

processing delays its header incurs. This is called the base offset period.

Separation is maximum at an edge buffer and decreases incrementally by

one per node processing delay at each subsequent intermediate node. The

remaining portion of the base offset period at a particular intermediate node

is called the residual offset period. Fig. 1.6, shown in Chapter 1, illustrates

the difference between the base offset period and the residual offset period.

After a wavelength has transmitted a burst, the wavelength can either

be immediately released for use by another burst or a trailer packet can

be sent from the source to explicitly release the wavelength. The former is

called immediate release, while the latter is called delayed release. Delayed

release unnecessarily ties-up a wavelength during the period beginning from

the time the burst completes transmission and ending at the time the trailer

packet arrives and releases the wavelength. The advantage of delayed re-

lease is that a header need not inform each intermediate node of the length

of its corresponding burst. For a timer-based assembly policy, the length

of a burst is not known until the burst is fully formed. Therefore, it may

be possible to send a header before its burst is fully formed, thereby reduc-

ing pre-transmission delays. However, this limits the choice of scheduling
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Table 4.1: Four possible forms of OBS

Delayed Release Immediate Release

Delayed Reservation (Not studied) JET

Immediate Reservation JIT Horizon
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Burst
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(a) JET: delayed reservation and immediate
release
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Burst
Setup

Setup
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Trailer

Propagate         Propagate

  Process            Process

(b) JIT: immediate reservation and delayed
release

Figure 4.1: The JET and JIT forms of OBS

algorithms to those that only require knowledge of the start time of each

reservation period but not the end time.

In contrast, immediate release requires a header to inform each interme-

diate node of the length of its corresponding burst, otherwise an intermediate

node would not know when to release a reserved wavelength. An intermedi-

ate node does not have the ability release a wavelength of its own volition

based on whether or not the wavelength is transmitting a burst.

Depending on whether or not wavelengths are reserved and/or released

immediately, four possible forms of OBS have been discussed [12], as shown

in Table 4.1. Of these: delayed reservation and immediate release, commonly

referred to as just-enough-time (JET) [135, 186]; immediate reservation with

delayed release, commonly referred to as just-in-time (JIT) [7, 171]; and im-

mediate reservation with immediate release, commonly referred to as horizon

[164], are the most studied combinations. The difference between JET and

JIT is shown in Fig. 4.1.

The term horizon refers to the end time of the reservation period on each

wavelength after which there have been no further reservations issued. The

horizon of each wavelength indicates the earliest feasible start time for a
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new reservation. An earlier start time would overlap an existing reservation

period. The advantage of horizon is that a scheduling algorithm must only

keep track of the horizon of each wavelength. In particular, as soon as a

header is processed, the required wavelength is immediately reserved as long

as the horizon of the required wavelength has already passed. The end time

of the new reservation period becomes the new horizon. The downside of

horizon is that a wavelength is unnecessarily tied-up from the time the switch

is reconfigured and the reservation begins until the time the burst actually

arrives.

JIT is essentially the same as horizon except that JIT uses a trailer packet

to explicitly release wavelengths. This allows for simpler implementation

because a header need not inform each intermediate node of the length of

its corresponding burst. And in some cases, this may also allow a header

to be sent before its burst is fully formed, thereby reducing pre-transmission

delays.

In contrast, JET employs delayed reservation and is therefore fundamen-

tally different from its counterparts in horizon and JIT. With delayed reser-

vation, reservation periods are ‘pre-booked’ at each intermediate node. The

residual offset period indicates how far into the future the start time of a

reservation should be booked. Recall that for a particular intermediate node,

the residual offset period is the period beginning from the time the header is

processed and ending at the time its burst actually arrives. With immediate

reservation, the residual offset period is unnecessarily tied-up for the sake of

scheduling algorithm simplicity.

With delayed reservation however, it is possible for a burst to utilise the

unused window that spans the residual offset period. In other words, a new

reservation period can be scheduled to lie in the so-called void between two

existing reservation periods, thereby improving utilisation. The downside of

this is that computationally intensive scheduling algorithms are required that

must keep track of the start and end time of all existing reservation periods.

These algorithms are called void-filling algorithms and have been discussed

in [77, 181].

It has recently been recognised in [9] that the full benefit of delayed reser-
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vation without the burden of void-filling is possible. In particular, if it were

possible to maintain a constant residual offset period at each intermediate

node, an optimal scheduling algorithm would only have to maintain a hori-

zon for each wavelength. It would not be required to perform void-filling.

It has been proven in [9] that void-filling is unnecessary for constant resid-

ual offset periods. Furthermore, a form of OBS called dual-header OBS has

been proposed in [9] that allows for constant residual offset periods at each

intermediate node.

The problem with dual-header OBS is that it introduces a side-effect

known as phantom bursts that may be detrimental to utilisation. To max-

imise utilisation, what is ideally sought is a form of OBS employing delayed

reservation in conjunction with immediate release that maintains constant

residual offset periods without introducing any detrimental side-effects.

In summary, delayed reservation in conjunction with immediate release

offers the best utilisation. Traditionally, this combination has been referred

to as JET. The disadvantage of JET is that it requires complicated void-

filling algorithms to make full use of the benefit offered by delayed reservation.

Furthermore, there is no known optimal void-filling algorithm that maximises

the utilisation offered by delayed reservation. Recently, it was recognised

that the full benefit of delayed reservation can be achieved with the simplest

possible horizon scheduling algorithm. This is only possible if the residual

offset period at each intermediate node does not vary from burst to burst.

If it were in fact possible to maintain a constant residual offset period, the

achievable utilisation with a simple horizon scheduling algorithm would be

unrivalled1 by the utilisation achievable with the most complicated of void-

filling algorithms. Finally, although JET offers the best utilisation, horizon

or JIT may be desirable if a simple implementation is more important than

achieving the highest possible utilisation.

In this chapter and throughout this thesis, we assume residual offset pe-

riods remain constant from burst to burst. We invoke this assumption to

avoid confronting the unsolved problem of computing the blocking proba-

bilities for an M/M/K/K queue in which customers pre-book their service

1It has been proved in [9] that it would in fact be an upper bound.
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period in advance of their arrival. For this type of M/M/K/K queue, the

blocking probability perceived by a customer depends on how far in advance

they seek to book their service period.

For the case of variable residual offset periods, if it is assumed bursts

arrive as a Poisson process and their transmission times are independent and

exponentially distributed, an M/M/K/K queue in which customers pre-book

their service period in advance of their arrival is a suitable model for a stand-

alone link. According to this model, each customer corresponds to a burst

and each service period to a burst’s transmission time.

For the case of constant residual offset periods, the usual M/M/K/K

queue for which the Erlang B formula can be used to compute the blocking

probability is a suitable model for a stand-alone link. There is no known ana-

logue of the Erlang B formula for an M/M/K/K queue in which customers

pre-book their service period in advance of their arrival.

In assuming that residual offset periods remain constant from burst to

burst, the performance models developed in this thesis are usually optimistic

in the context of the conventional forms of OBS such as JET, in which

residual offset periods vary. The question of how optimistic has been quan-

titatively answered in [9], where it was shown numerically that the average

blocking probability achievable with JET operating in conjunction with a

typical void-filling algorithm is only marginally higher compared to the case

of constant residual offset periods. However, greater variation is expected

if blocking probability is considered at the level of the end-to-end blocking

probability for a particular source and destination pair, rather than the av-

erage blocking probability over all source and destination pairs.

Another disadvantage of residual offset periods that vary from burst to

burst is that they enforce an implicit priority regime between bursts that

compete for a common wavelength. This results in unfairness because bursts

with a longer residual offset have greater success in securing a reservation

period. In simple terms, the further in advance a reservation period is sought,

the greater the probability that the reservation period is granted. It has been

proved in [10, 147] that assuming the time required to transmit a burst is

constant, say T , a burst class with a residual offset period that exceeds the
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residual offset period of all other burst classes by at least T is implicitly

given strict priority. Maintaining constant residual offset periods averts this

unfairness problem.

The many other issues surrounding OBS have been discussed in [7, 12,

26, 80, 135, 136, 137, 165] and references therein, including the design and

implementation of void-filling algorithms, mechanisms for QoS support, com-

mercial and regulatory issues, services and applications as well as experiments

and testbeds. Although of substantial importance, these issues do not have

a direct bearing to the performance models developed in this thesis and have

therefore not been discussed at any depth.

4.2 Erlang’s Fixed-Point Approximation

The rise of OBS has motivated the development of new teletraffic models

and witnessed a resurgence of old ones. Performance models geared towards

quantifying blocking probability have been of predominant interest. For a

stand-alone link l consisting of N wavelength channels, the well-known Erlang

formula

EN(a) =
aN/N !

1 + a + a2/2! + · · ·+ aN/N !
, (4.1)

has been shown [147] to provide a reasonable approximation of blocking prob-

ability in many scenarios, where a is the mean number of bursts that arrive

during an average burst’s transmission time. In using (4.1), it is tacitly

assumed that:

A.4.1) Reservation requests arrive according to a Poisson process;

A.4.2) Full wavelength conversion is available;

A.4.3) All bursts and their associated headers are separated by a constant

residual offset period; and,

A.4.4) A scheduler is able to process all requests without fail.
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Assumption A.4.1 is usually valid if the number of edge buffers feeding l

is large relative to N . Otherwise, if the number of edge buffers feeding l is

of the same order as N , an Engset-like model with an enlarged state-space

accommodating for so-called ‘frozen’ states is necessary and was proposed in

[41, 199]. In Chapter 9, we review and generalise this Engset-like model to

the case of optical hybrid switching.

Without wavelength conversion, (4.1) is used as EF (a/F ), where F is the

number of fibres comprising l. Hence, each fibre consists of N wavelength

channels. In the case of limited range wavelength conversion,

E2d+1

(
a(2d + 1)

N

)

may provide a crude approximation if F = 1, where d is the maximum conver-

sion radius. The purpose of this chapter is to develop refined approximations

for the case of limited wavelength conversion.

Assumption A.4.3 was discussed at length in the previous section. Re-

laxing A.4.3 has proved to be a challenge but is critical if routes traversing l

differ substantially in hop count. In this case, the residual offset period may

vary substantially from burst to burst. The greater the residual offset period,

the greater the probability that a reservation can be secured. The fact that

the blocking probability perceived by a burst decreases with an increase in

its residual offset period is not reflected in (4.1). Approximate models in

which A.4.3 is relaxed to an extent were proposed in [111] and revamped in

the context of OBS in [81]. Some promising work aimed at relaxing A.4.3

has recently been presented in [10, 162]. However, this remains an unsolved

problem.

Assumption A.4.4 is considered in Section 8.7 of Chapter 8. In this chap-

ter, we uphold assumptions A.4.1, A.4.3 and A.4.4, and focus on relaxing

A.4.2 to develop an analogue of (4.1) for the case of limited wavelength con-

version. This provides an approximation for the probability that a burst is

blocked at a stand-alone link. To estimate end-to-end blocking probabilities

in an OBS network with limited wavelength conversion, we generalise Er-

lang’s fixed-point approximation for OBS by replacing the Erlang B formula
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with our new approximation for a stand-alone link.

The purpose of this section is to review the use of Erlang’s fixed-point

approximation as an approach to estimate end-to-end blocking probabilities

in an OBS network.

Erlang’s fixed-point approximation was first proposed in the sixties in [37]

to dimension trunks in circuit-switched telephony networks. This approxima-

tion has remained a cornerstone of telecommunications network performance

evaluation for several decades. See [62] for further details. Some theoretical

results have been proved in [86, 87, 177] about Erlang’s fixed-point approxi-

mation and it was first considered in the context of OBS networks in [147].

In [147], assumptions A.4.1-A.4.4 were upheld.

Let r = (l1, l2, . . . , lR) be an ordered set of R links that defines a route for

a particular source and destination pair. Let R denote the set of all routes.

Each route r ∈ R corresponds to a unique source and destination pair. In

particular, we index a source and destination pair according to its unique

route.

In reality, it is a burst’s header that issues a request for a reservation

period on each link l ∈ r. However, for modelling purposes, it is more

convenient to adopt the view that it is the burst itself that issues the request.

There is no error in adopting this view as long as the residual offset period

remains constant from burst to burst, as stated in assumption A.4.3.

In adopting this view, we are simply shifting forward the time at which

requests are issued by a period that is equal to the residual offset period. We

cannot adopt this view if the residual offset period varies from burst to burst

because some requests would be shifted further ahead in time than others,

thereby reordering the sequence in which requests arrive. The convenience of

adopting this view is that there is no need to distinguish between the arrival

of a burst and the arrival of the burst’s header. We usually refer to the arrival

of a burst.

For source and destination pair r ∈ R, let ar denote the mean number

of bursts that arrive during an average burst’s transmission time. In other

words, ar is the load offered to source and destination pair r ∈ R.
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At a given time instant in equilibrium, some of the N wavelengths com-

prising link l are transmitting bursts. Let the random variable Xl = 1 if and

only if all of the N wavelengths comprising link l are transmitting bursts,

otherwise Xl = 0. Furthermore, let bl = P(Xl = 1). Finally, for r ∈ R, let

X = {Xl}l∈r.

The first assumption we make is

P(X = x) =
∏

l∈r

P(Xl = x), x ∈ {0, 1} × · · · × {0, 1}. (4.2)

This is called the independence assumption and is synonymous with Erlang’s

fixed-point approximation. It has been used in [31, 37, 86, 87, 147, 177].

In words, the independence assumption states that each link is statistically

independent of all other links. This is not the case in reality because blocking

events are correlated. In Chapter 10, we consider techniques to combat error

arising from the independence assumption.

The second approximation we make is that the time period between

two successive burst arrivals at a link is independent and exponentially dis-

tributed. This is consistent with assumption A.4.1 and is called the Poisson

assumption. The Poisson assumption is also synonymous with Erlang’s fixed-

point approximation.

The Poisson assumption is tantamount to assuming that bursts arrive at

each link according to a Poisson process. In reality, blocking events invalidate

this assumption. To see this, consider three successive bursts that are offered

to source and destination pair r = (l1, l2, . . . , lR). Assumption A.4.1 states

that the source generates bursts such that the time interval beginning at

the arrival of the first burst and ending at the arrival of the second burst

is exponentially distributed. Similarly, the time interval beginning at the

arrival of the second burst and ending at the arrival of the third burst is also

exponentially distributed. Suppose the first and third bursts are successfully

transmitted on link l1 and proceed to link l2 but the second burst is blocked

at link l1. Because the second burst does not proceed to link l2, from the

perspective of link l2, the first and third burst are successive. However, the

time period between these two bursts is not exponentially distributed and
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therefore violates the Poisson assumption.

Finally, the third assumption we make is that a burst occupies exactly

one wavelength in a particular link at any time instant during its transmis-

sion. In other words, we assume the endmost packet of a burst must first

complete transmission in link ln before the headmost packet of the burst

begins transmission in link ln+1. In reality, the endmost packet of a burst

may be transmitted in link ln, while a packet in front of it is simultaneously

transmitted in link ln+1. This assumption is discussed in greater depth in

Chapter 8.

Invoking the Poisson assumption along with the assumptions A.4.1-A.4.4,

we can write

bl = EN(al), (4.3)

for all l ∈ r, where al is the total load offered to link l that is owing all source

and destination pairs that traverse link l.

To determine the total load offered to each link, we write

al =
∑

r∈R|l∈r

ar

∏

i∈r

(1− bi)1{i<l,r}, ∀l, (4.4)

where the indicator is defined as

1{i<l,r} =

{
1, i precedes l in the ordering given by r,

0, i = l or i succeds l in the ordering given by r.

We call (4.4) the reduced-load equation. The summation in (4.4) sums

the load offered to link l owing to each source and destination pair that

traverse link l. For a given source and destination pair r for which l ∈ r, the

portion of ar that is offered to link l is given by ar(1−b1)(1−b2) · · · (1−bl−),

where l− denotes the link preceding l in the ordering given by r. The term

(1− b1)(1− b2) · · · (1− bl−) is the probability that a burst is not blocked on

any of the links in r preceding link l.
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For circuit-switched networks, (4.4) is replaced with

al =
∑

r∈R|l∈r

ar

∏

i∈r

1− bi

1− bl

, ∀l. (4.5)

In (4.5), the portion of ar that is offered to link l is reduced according to

the blocking probabilities on each of the links in r that precede and succeed

link l. This is because a call in a circuit-switched network does not engage

resources in link l unless it is certain that sufficient resources are available in

all the other links comprising r. In contrast, a burst issues a request for a

wavelength in link l if it has not been blocked at any of the links preceding

link l. However, the burst is still offered to link l even if it is destined to be

blocked at a link succeeding link l.

Given that (4.4) is already an approximation, it is reasonable to consider

a further approximation by ignoring the reduced-load effect. In particular,

we can rewrite (4.4) as

al =
∑

r∈R|l∈r

ar, ∀l, (4.6)

if the link blocking probabilities are sufficiently small. The benefit of (4.6)

compared to (4.4) is that the load offered to link l is not dependent on the

link blocking probabilities.

For cases in which the higher accuracy provided by (4.4) is required, bl

generally cannot be expressed as a closed-form expression involving {ar}r∈R.

To see this, consider two source and destination pairs, say r1 and r2. Suppose

r1 = (l1, l2, l3) and r2 = (l3, l4, l1). This corresponds to a four link unidirec-

tional ring network. We have that bl1 is a fairly complex nonlinear function

of al1 , which is in turn a function of bl3 because the load offered to l1 owing

to r2 is reduced by (1 − bl3)(1 − bl4). However, bl3 is itself a function of bl1

because the load offered to l3 owing to r1 is reduced by (1− bl1)(1− bl2).
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Substituting (4.4) into (4.3) gives

bl = EN



∑

r∈R|l∈r

ar

∏

i∈r

(1− bi)1{i<l,r}


 , ∀l. (4.7)

which in general cannot be solved for bl in closed-form.

Successive substitution is the most common numerical approach that has

been used to solve (4.7). See [62] for examples presented in the context

of circuit-switched telephony networks as well as alternatives to successive

substitution. In particular, we iteratively apply the operator defined by the

right-hand side of (4.7), thereby mapping [0, 1] to itself at each iteration. A

solution for (4.7) is guaranteed by Brouwer’s fixed-point theorem. However,

solution uniqueness has not been proven. The successive substitution algo-

rithm is specified in Algorithm 1, where L is the set of all links and ǫ is a

suitably chosen error criterion that dictates when iteration terminates.

Algorithm 1 Calculate bl ∀l ∈ L
Require: N , ǫ, ar ∀r ∈ R
1: b0

l = 0, b1
l = 1, ∀l ∈ L // Initialisation

2: n = 1
3: while ∃l ∈ L such that |bn

l − bn−1
l | > ǫ do

4: for l ∈ L do

5: al =
∑

r∈R|l∈r ar

∏
i∈r(1− bn

i )1{i<l,r} // Update load offered to link l
6: n = n + 1
7: bn

l = EN(al) // Recompute probability burst is blocked at link l
8: end for

9: end while

There is no guarantee that Algorithm 1 converges to a fixed-point. Let

Tl : {bi}i∈L −→ bl be the operator defined by the right-hand side of (4.7). To

ensure Algorithm 1 converges to a fixed-point, one would have to prove that

the twice iterated operator T 2
l has a unique fixed-point for all l ∈ L [177]. In

practice, it has been observed in [147] that Algorithm 1 always converges to

a fixed-point.

Given the probability that a burst is blocked at link l is known for all

l ∈ L, the end-to-end blocking probability for source and destination pair r
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is given by

Lr = 1−
∏

l∈r

(1− bl), ∀r ∈ R, (4.8)

and the average blocking probability across all source and destination pairs

r ∈ R is given by

L =
1∑

r∈R ar

∑

r∈R

arLr. (4.9)

In [147], the end-to-end blocking probability was computed via (4.8) for a

set of 12 source and destination pairs in a certain mesh network. To numeri-

cally quantify the error owing to the assumptions required to arrive at (4.8), a

computer simulation was also implemented to compute the end-to-end block-

ing probability for the same source and destination pairs. The simulation is

intended to gauge the combined error owing to the independence assump-

tion, the Poisson assumption and the assumption that residual offset periods

are constant. The simulation does assume bursts are generated from each

source according to a Poisson process (A.4.1), does assume full wavelength

conversion is available at each node (A.4.2) and does assume the scheduler at

each node is never overwhelmed (A.4.4). The results obtained via simulation

and (4.8) are shown in Table 4.2.

4.3 Limited Wavelength Conversion

In this section, for the first time, we generalise Erlang’s fixed-point approx-

imation to the case of OBS networks with limited wavelength conversion.

This requires replacing (4.3) with a new approximation for the probability

that a burst is blocked at a stand-alone link.

Inefficiencies inherent to some popular techniques, such as cross-gain

modulation, used to realise optical wavelength converters require the con-

version range to be limited to a few wavelengths that reside on either side

of the ingoing wavelength. This is called limited wavelength conversion and
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Table 4.2: Average blocking probability and end-to-end blocking probability
for each of 12 source and destination pairs [147]

Moderate Load High Load

Approx. Simulation Approx. Simulation

Lr1 0.0237 0.0222 ± 0.0013 0.1512 0.1404 ± 0.0023

Lr2 0.0238 0.0240 ± 0.0016 0.1545 0.1529 ± 0.0057

Lr3 0.0071 0.0071 ± 0.0008 0.0692 0.0668 ± 0.0015

Lr4 0.0048 0.0041 ± 0.0005 0.0525 0.0514 ± 0.0034

Lr5 0.0258 0.0259 ± 0.0019 0.1650 0.1618 ± 0.0034

Lr6 0.0048 0.0049 ± 0.0007 0.0499 0.0481 ± 0.0025

Lr7 0.0240 0.0241 ± 0.0013 0.1627 0.1612 ± 0.0048

Lr8 0.0238 0.0221 ± 0.0017 0.1528 0.1424 ± 0.0014

Lr9 0.0074 0.0074 ± 0.0009 0.0824 0.0761 ± 0.0027

Lr10 0.0048 0.0046 ± 0.0005 0.0500 0.0468 ± 0.0020

Lr11 0.0262 0.0243 ± 0.0010 0.1802 0.1647 ± 0.0033

Lr12 0.0050 0.0051 ± 0.0005 0.0594 0.0592 ± 0.0034

L 0.0151 0.0147 ± 0.0003 0.1108 0.1060 ± 0.0009
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comes about because the output power deteriorates in proportion with the

distance between the ingoing and outgoing wavelengths. To maintain a sat-

isfactory SNR, the conversion range is constrained.

Limited wavelength conversion must not be confused with sparse wave-

length conversion or shared wavelength conversion. Sparse wavelength con-

version is used to describe a network in which only a carefully chosen subset

of nodes is equipped with some form of wavelength conversion. We discussed

shared wavelength conversion in Chapter 1 and saw that it is used to de-

scribe a node in which a pool of wavelength converters is shared between all

ingoing wavelengths. Shared wavelength conversion is further considered in

Section 4.4. The aim of both sparse and shared wavelength conversion is to

minimise the number of wavelength converters without substantially compro-

mising performance. In this section, we consider an OBS network in which

each outgoing wavelength at each node is dedicated a limited wavelength

converter.

Approximations have been proposed to evaluate end-to-end blocking prob-

abilities in optical circuit-switched networks with limited wavelength conver-

sion in [15, 139, 153, 163, 183]. A finding common to all these studies is that

limited wavelength conversion with a range of no more than 50% of the full

range is often sufficient to achieve end-to-end blocking probabilities that are

only marginally higher than what is achievable with full range conversion.

Unlike previous studies, the approximation presented in this section is

specific to OBS networks. Furthermore, we do not make the simplifying

assumption that a wavelength is selected randomly from a target range. In-

stead, since output power deteriorates with the distance between the ingoing

and outgoing wavelengths, we analyse a policy for which outgoing wave-

lengths closest in distance to the ingoing wavelength are favoured. In this

section, we uphold assumption A.4.1, A.4.3, A.4.4 as well as the independence

assumption and the Poisson assumption.
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4.3.1 Blocking Probability for a Stand-Alone Link

Consider a stand-alone node and one of its output links, which comprises F fi-

bres labelled 1, 2, . . . , F . A fibre contains W wavelengths labelled 1, 2, . . . ,W ,

such that wavelength n is closest in distance to wavelengths n− 1 and n+ 1,

followed by wavelengths n − 2 and n + 2, etc., where modulo W + 1 = 1

arithmetic is assumed. Assuming modulo arithmetic is a simplification that

is made for the sake of tractability. This simplification neglects the edge

effect that may occur at the two extremes of the WDM spectrum. The spec-

trum does not wrap-around as implied by assuming modulo arithmetic. In-

tuitively, as the number of wavelengths is increased, the presence of the edge

effect becomes negligible for a fixed wavelength conversion range because the

proportion of wavelengths that experience this effect dwindles.

We uphold assumption A.4.1, which states that bursts arrive at the link

according to a Poisson process. Bursts are classified as either newly generated

external bursts arriving from a source or in-progress bursts arriving from links

incident to the stand-alone node we are considering. The times required to

transmit bursts are independent, identical and generally distributed. All

time units will be normalised with respect to the mean burst transmission

time.

Let a be the external burst load offered to the link, and let ρi, be the

in-progress burst load offered to wavelength i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W . For JET, the

load offered to the link is the mean number of bursts that arrive during an

average burst’s transmission time and is measured in Erlangs.

A limited range wavelength converter is dedicated to each wavelength

outgoing from the stand-alone node. This imposes the constraint that an

in-progress burst arriving on ingoing wavelength i can only be converted to

an outgoing wavelength

j ∈ N i = {j : |j − i| ≤ d}, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,W,

where d is a small non-negative integer called the conversion range and mod-

ulo W +1 = 1 arithmetic is assumed. The set N i is called the target range of

wavelength i. In contrast, external bursts can be assigned to any wavelength.
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An in-progress burst arriving on ingoing wavelength i can be assigned to

any of a number of free outgoing wavelengths in target range N i. A wave-

length conversion policy specifies how to select a free outgoing wavelength

if more than one choice is possible. Two wavelength conversion policies are

analysed:

1) A random (R) policy in which wavelengths in a target range are first

randomly ordered and the first free wavelength is selected; and,

2) A nearest wavelength first (NWF) policy in which a wavelength closest

in distance to the ingoing wavelength is selected. A coin is flipped if

there are two free wavelengths that are equal in distance to the ingoing

wavelength.

A burst is blocked if all wavelengths in its target range are busy. Policy NWF

favours outgoing wavelengths closest in distance to the ingoing wavelength.

An external burst can be assigned to any free wavelength in the link if

source routers are equipped with a fully tunable laser. However, we assume

that an external burst is allocated to target range N i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , with

probability pi, independent of the distribution of free wavelengths in the link,

where
∑W

i=1 pi = 1. Policy R is then used to select a free outgoing wavelength

in the randomly selected target range. Therefore, the load offered to target

range N i owing to external bursts is api. The total load offered to target

range N i is ρi + api.

Let Xi(t) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , F} be the number of bursts scheduled to wave-

length i at time t and let

X(t) =
(
X1(t), X2(t), . . . , XN(t)

)
.

The process X(t) is Markov and comprises (1 + F )W states. Computation

of the stationary distribution of X(t) does not scale well as the number of

wavelengths per fibre, N , or as the number of fibres per link, F , increases.

Furthermore, computation of the stationary distribution of X(t) is compli-

cated because Xi(t) and Xj(t), i 6= j, are not independent.
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To allow for a simple and computationally tractable approximation of the

stationary distribution of X(t), let

Xi(t) = {Xk(t) : k ∈ N i}, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W,

and assume that Xi(t) and Xj(t), i 6= j, is independent. In words, each

target range is independent of all other target ranges.

Recall that each target range N i receives bursts arriving from in-progress

and external bursts on ingoing wavelength i, which may be assigned to any

wavelength k ∈ N i. In addition, target range N i receives bursts that ‘over-

flow’ from neighboring target ranges, which we call overflow load. To improve

the accuracy of the approximation, we take into account the overflow load

offered to each target range.

Let φi(k) be the total overflow load offered to outgoing wavelength k of

target range N i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W . Note that an outgoing wavelength k may

exist within multiple target ranges but because each target range is assumed

to be independent, it is possible that φi(k) 6= φj(k), i 6= j. Therefore,

overflow load must be specified in terms of both a wavelength and a target

range.

An in-progress and external burst overflows as follows.

1) An in-progress burst arriving at ingoing wavelength k overflows to out-

going wavelength j of target range N i if and only if the burst is assigned

by the conversion policy to outgoing wavelength j, where |k − j| ≤ d,

|k − i| ≤ 2d and i 6= k.

2) An external burst overflows to outgoing wavelength j of target range N i

if and only if the burst is assigned by the conversion policy to outgoing

wavelength j and i 6= j.

We derive an equation giving overflow load in terms of the stationary distri-

bution of Xi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , for both wavelength conversion policies.

As the process Xi(t) comprises (1 + F )2d+1 states, its stationary distri-

bution can be computed by solving the balance equations arising from the

transition rates that we derive next. After deriving the transition rates, we
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continue by deriving a relation between overflow load and the stationary

distribution of Xi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . ,W .

Once the stationary distribution of Xi(t) has been computed, the prob-

ability that a burst is blocked at a link is approximated as follows. Given

wavelength conversion policy P ∈ {R, NWF}, let ΠP
i (x) be the stationary

probability of being in state Xi(t) = x. The link blocking probability of an

external burst is given by

W∑

i=1

piΠ
P
i (F, F, . . . , F ).

The link blocking probability of an in-progress burst arriving at ingoing wave-

length i is given by ΠP
i (F, F, . . . , F ).

Transition Rates

Let ej be the vector of size 2d+1 with jth element one and all other elements

zero. Given state Xi(t) = x, let Mi(x), i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , be the set of outgoing

wavelengths that can be selected by policy NWF. The set Mi(x) is either

empty, a singleton or a doubleton, as there can be at most two outgoing

wavelengths closest in distance to an ingoing wavelength. Given state Xi(t) =

x, such that Xj(t) = xj, let ni(x) =
∑

j∈N i I{xj = F}, where I{xj = F} = 1

if and only if xj = F , otherwise I{xj = F} = 0. The condition xj = F

means wavelength j is busy in all of the fibres in the link.

Given state Xi(t) = x, such that Xj(t) = xj > 0, that is, wavelength

j is busy in at least one of the fibres in the link, the transition rate to

state Xi(t + dt) = x− ej is simply xj because of the normalisation and the

insensitivity to service time distribution in an Erlang blocking system.

Given state Xi(t) = x, such that Xj(t) = xj < F , that is, wavelength

j is free in at least one of the fibres in the link, the transition rate to state

Xi(t + dt) = x + ej depends on the wavelength conversion policy.

For policy R, the rate is

φi(j) +
ρi + api

2d + 1− ni(x)
.
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For policy NWF, the rate is

φi(j) +
api

2d + 1− ni(x)
+

ρi

|Mi(x)|
, j ∈Mi(x),

φi(j) +
api

2d + 1− ni(x)
, j /∈Mi(x),

where |S| is the cardinality of set S. Note that ni(x) 6= 2d+1, as wavelength

j is free in at least one of the fibres in the link.

As the loads ρi and api are given at the outset for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ,

all that remains to be determined before the transition rates are completely

specified are the overflow loads φi(j).

Overflow Load

The overflow load φi(j), i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W , is related to

{ΠP
k : |k − i| ≤ 2d, i 6= k, |k − j| ≤ d}.

The relation depends on the wavelength conversion policy P ∈ {R, NWF}.

Suppose policy R is used. Given state Xk(t) = x, such that Xj(t) = xj <

F , an in-progress burst arriving on ingoing wavelength k, or an external burst

that is allocated to target range Nk, is assigned to outgoing wavelength j

with probability 1/
(
2d + 1 − nk(x)

)
, and overflows to outgoing wavelength

j of target range N i with the same probability, if |k − i| ≤ 2d, i 6= k, and

|k − j| ≤ d. Otherwise, the probability is zero.

If the state Xk(t) = x is such that Xj(t) = xj = F , a burst cannot

overflow to outgoing wavelength j, as wavelength j is busy on all of the

fibres in the link.

Summing first over all ingoing wavelengths k that offer overflow load to

wavelength j of target range N i and then summing over all states of each

such target range in which wavelength j is free on at least one fibre in the
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link gives

φi(j) =
∑

k:i6=k,|k−j|≤d

(ρk + apk)
∑

x:xj<F

ΠR
k

(x : xj < F )

2d + 1− nk(x)
, ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W,

(4.10)

where ΠR
k (x : xj < F ) is the conditional distribution of being in state

Xk(t) = x given that Xj(t) = xj < F .

Suppose policy NWF is used. Recall that even when policy NWF is used,

policy R still applies to external bursts. Therefore, overflow load generated

by external bursts is given by equation (4.10) with ρk = 0, and overflow load

generated by in-progress bursts is determined as follows.

Given state Xk(t) = x, such that Xj(t) = xj < F , an in-progress burst

arriving on ingoing wavelength k overflows to outgoing wavelength j of target

range N i with probability one if Mk(x) is a singleton (i.e., Mk(x) = {j}),

and with probability half if Mk(x) is a doubleton, provided j ∈ Mk(x),

|k − i| ≤ 2d, i 6= k and |k − j| ≤ d.

A burst cannot overflow to wavelength j if j /∈ Mk(x) because either

Mk(x) is empty, meaning x = (F, F, . . . , F ), or there exists a wavelength

m ∈Mk(x), such that |m−k| < |j−k|, contradicting the definition of policy

NWF.

Let Ak(j) and Bk(j) be the sets of states in which an in-progress burst

arriving on ingoing wavelength k is assigned to wavelength j with probability

one and half, respectively, and let Ck(j) = Ak(j)∪Bk(j). Therefore, summing

first over all ingoing wavelengths k that offer overflow load to wavelength j

of target range N i, and then summing over all states x of each such target

range in which wavelength j ∈Mk(x) gives

φi(j) =
∑

k:i6=k,|k−j|≤d

·ρk



∑

x∈Ak(j)

ΠNWF
k

(
x : x ∈ Ck(j)

)
+

∑

x∈Bk(j)

ΠNWF
k

(
x : x ∈ Ck(j)

)

2


 ,

(4.11)
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for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W, where ΠNWF
k

(
x : x ∈ Ck(j)

)
is the conditional

stationary distribution of being in state Xk(t) = x given that x ∈ Ck(j).

Fixed-Point Equations

The relation between the overflow load φi(j) and the stationary distributions

{ΠP
k : i 6= k, |k − j| ≤ d} defines a set of fixed-point equations. Given the

loads ρi and api as well as a policy P ∈ {R, NWF}, we solve (4.10) or

(4.11) with a successive substitution algorithm in much the same way as

(4.7) was solved. We are unable to prove solution uniqueness nor are we

able to guarantee that the successive substitution algorithm converges. The

successive substitution algorithm is specified in Algorithm 2, where φn
i (j) is

the overflow load at iteration n of the successive substitution algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Calculate ΠP
i ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,W

Require: W , ǫ, api, ρi, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,W
1: φ0

i (j) = 1, φ1
i (j) = 0, ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W

2: n = 1
3: while ∃i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W such that |φn−1

i (j)− φn
i (j)| > ǫ do

4: Update the stationary distributions ΠP
i for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,W by solv-

ing the balance equations defined by the transitions rates
5: n = n + 1
6: Using either (4.10) or (4.11) compute φn

i (j) for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W
7: end while

We make two remarks about the computational complexity of Algorithm

2 that are valid if the following two conditions are satisfied.

Condition 4.1 An external burst is allocated to target range N i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ,

with probability 1/W , implying pi = pj = 1/W , i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W .

Condition 4.2 The in-progress burst load is equally proportioned to all in-

going wavelengths, that is, ρi = ρj, i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W .

Remark 4.1 If Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied, Xi(t) is identically dis-

tributed for all i = 1, 2, . . . ,W . Therefore, it is sufficient to compute the

stationary distribution of a single target range. It follows that the complexity

of Algorithm 2 is independent of the number of wavelengths.
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Remark 4.2 If Conditions 1 and 2 are satisfied, ΠNWF
i = ΠR

j , i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W .

In words, wavelength conversion policies NWF and R are equivalent in terms

of link blocking probability.

4.3.2 End-to-End Blocking Probability

Consider a set of links that have been arbitrarily interconnected via optical

cross-connects to form a network. Let L be the set of all links. In the

previous subsection, we considered an arbitrary stand-alone link l ∈ L. Let

r = (l1, l2, . . . , lR) be an ordered set of R links that defines a route for a

particular source and destination pair. Let R denote the set of all routes.

To approximate the end-to-end blocking probability for route r, we invoke

the independence assumption. We numerically quantify the error owing to

the independence assumption with computer simulation.

When necessary, an additional index l ∈ L is appended to the notation

defined in the previous subsection to distinguish between links.

Let GP
i,j(l), i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,W , l ∈ L, be the stationary probability that an

in-progress burst arriving on wavelength i within an arbitrary link incident

to link l is assigned to wavelength j in link l, given policy P ∈ {R, NWF}.

For policy R,

GR
i,j(l) =

∑

x:xj<F

ΠR
i,l(x)

2d + 1− ni(x)
, (4.12)

if |i− j| ≤ d, otherwise GR
i,j(l) = 0. And for policy NWF,

GNWF
i,j (l) =

∑

x∈Ai(j)

ΠNWF
i,l (x) +

∑

x∈Bi(j)

ΠNWF
i,l (x)

2
, (4.13)

if |i − j| ≤ d, otherwise GNWF
i,j (l) = 0. Equations (4.12) and (4.13) follow

straightforwardly from the discussion provided in the previous subsection

that pertains to overflow load.

Given policy P ∈ {R, NWF}, the end-to-end blocking probability for
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r ∈ R is

Lr = 1−
W∑

w=1

(
pGR(l1)G

P(l2)G
P(l3) . . .GP(lR)

)
[w], (4.14)

where p = (p1, p2, . . . , pW ),

GP(l) =




GP
1,1(l) GP

1,2(l) · · · GP
1,W (l)

GP
2,1(l) GP

2,2(l) · · · GP
2,W (l)

...
...

. . .
...

GP
W,1(l) GP

W,2(l) · · · GP
W,W (l)




,

and y[w] is the wth element of row vector y.

Element w of row vector pGR(l1)G
P(l2)G

P(l3) . . .GP(lR) is the probabil-

ity that a burst is assigned to wavelength w of the last link lR ∈ r, given that

it has already been assigned to a wavelength, not necessarily wavelength w,

in links l1, l2, . . . , lR−1 ∈ r.

Recall that an external burst is allocated to target range N i, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W ,

with probability pi, and then policy R is used to select a free outgoing wave-

length within the randomly selected target range. Therefore, as reflected in

equation (4.14), policy R always applies to the first link, r1, as it is only the

first link of a path that can be offered an external burst.

The average blocking probability across all source and destination pairs

r ∈ R is given by

L = 1−
1

a

∑

r∈R

ar

W∑

w=1

(
pGR(l1)G

P(l2)G
P(l3) . . .GP(lR)

)
[w], (4.15)

where ar is the external burst load offered to path r ∈ R and a =
∑

r∈R ar.

The external burst load is given at the outset, so are the probabilities

p. In contrast, the in-progress burst load is a function of the stationary

distributions ΠP
i,l, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , l ∈ L, and remains to be determined. Let

ρi(l), be the in-progress burst load offered to wavelength i in link l and let
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ρ(l) =
(
ρ1(l), ρ2(l), . . . , ρW (l)

)
. Given policy P ∈ {R, NWF},

ρ(lm) =
∑

r∈R:lm∈r

arpGR(l1)G
P(l2)G

P(l3) . . .GP(lm−1). (4.16)

Equation (4.16) is a reduced-load equation that is analogous to (4.4). Equa-

tion (4.16) is derived by summing the portion of ar that is offered to link lm

owing to all routes r ∈ R traversing link lm.

According to (4.16), ρ(l) depends on the stationary probabilities ΠP
i,l,

i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , l ∈ L. The stationary probabilities in turn depend on

ρ(l). The relation between the stationary probabilities and ρ(l) gives rise

to another set of fixed-point equations that we solve numerically with the

successive substitution algorithm specified in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Calculate ΠP
i,l ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , l ∈ L

Require: W ; ǫ; ar, ∀r ∈ R; p; ρi, ∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,W
1: ρ0(l) = 1, ρ1(l) = 0, ∀l ∈ L
2: n = 1
3: while ∃l ∈ L, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W such that |ρn−1

i (l)− ρn
i (l)| > ǫ do

4: for l ∈ L do

5: Execute Algorithm 2 given in Subsection 4.3.1 to update the sta-
tionary probabilities ΠP

i,l, i = 1, 2, . . . ,W , based on the in-progress
load ρn

i (l)
6: end for

7: n = n + 1
8: for l ∈ L do

9: Compute the in-progress burst load ρn(l) using (4.16)
10: end for

11: end while

4.3.3 Numerical Evaluation

The purpose of this subsection is to numerically quantify the error in com-

puting end-to-end blocking probabilities with the approximation derived in

Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. To this end, we compute the end-to-end blocking

probabilities using both (4.14) and computer simulation for three arbitrarily
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Figure 4.2: Network topology, each solid line represents two links aligned in
opposing directions

chosen sets of source and destination pairs defined on the network topology

shown in Fig. 4.2. Each set comprises 12 source and destination pairs, which

are listed in Table 4.3.

The simulation is intended to gauge the combined error owing to the in-

dependence assumption, the Poisson assumption and the assumption that

target ranges are independent. The simulation does assume bursts are gen-

erated from each source according to a Poisson process (A.4.1), does assume

the residual offset period is constant (A.4.3) and does assume the scheduler

at each node is never overwhelmed (A.4.4). For the moment, the simulation

also assumes that that the WDM spectrum wraps around. We implement a

separate simulation to specifically quantify the error owing to the assumption

that the WDM spectrum wraps around. The purpose of this section is also

to determine the range of conversion that is required to achieve a prescribed

blocking probability in an OBS network.

Each solid line in Fig. 4.2 represents two links aligned in opposing direc-

tions. Each link comprises one fibre, while each fibre comprises 120 wave-

lengths. Each source and destination pair in a set is offered the same external

load. The shortest hop route is used for each source and destination pair.
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Table 4.3: Three sets of source and destination pairs

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3
Source Destination Source Destination Source Destination
WA MD NJ NE NY MD
CA1 IL IL NY CA1 NE
CA1 MA CA2 WA NY CA1
CA2 MA WA PA PA CD
TX NY CA2 TX CD MA
GA MA CA2 PA NY NE
MD WA CA1 GA TX MA
IL CA1 MD NJ CA1 NJ

MA CA1 MA PA GA NJ
MA CA2 CA2 CA1 CA1 NJ
NY TX NE GA PA CA2
MA GA PA CD NE NY

To satisfy Conditions 4.1 and 4.2 given in Subsection 4.3.2, a newly ar-

riving burst is assigned to target range N i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 120, with probability

1/120. Therefore, according to Remarks 4.1 and 4.2, wavelength conversion

polices NWF and R are equivalent in terms of blocking probability and the

complexity of Algorithm 2 is independent of the number of wavelengths.

We use (4.15) to approximate the blocking probability averaged across all

12 source and destination pairs in a set. We consider a wavelength conversion

range d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3,∞}. The extremal cases of full and no wavelength

conversion are commensurate to d = ∞ and d = 0, respectively. Each

wavelength outgoing from an optical cross-connect is dedicated a limited

wavelength converter with range d. We consider the JET form of OBS but

assume the residual offset period does not vary from burst to burst.

Blocking probabilities averaged across all 12 source and destination pairs

are plotted as a function of the external load offered to each source and

destination pair in Fig. 4.3. In Fig. 4.3, we label plots corresponding to

the approximation based on (4.15) as the framework. To avoid excessive

computational times, we limit the simulation to blocking probabilities greater
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than 10−5. All data points generated by simulation are shown with 95%

confidence intervals. Confidence intervals are estimated with the method of

batch means, where 10 batches were simulated for each data point. The

error criterion, ǫ, for Algorithms 2 and 3 was chosen to equal 10−10. We

did not encounter a case in which Algorithms 2 and 3 did not converge to a

fixed-point.

Figs. 4.3(a)-4.3(d) suggest that the combined error owing to the indepen-

dence assumption, the Poisson assumption and the assumption that target

ranges are independent is not negligible but is probably satisfactory for en-

gineering purposes. The accuracy of our approximation deteriorates as the

conversion range increases. This is attributable to greater interleaving be-

tween target ranges, which violates the assumption that target ranges are

independent.

To demonstrate the usefulness of our approximation in provisioning wave-

lengths, we determine the minimum number of wavelengths required to en-

sure a blocking probability that is less than a prescribed value for a single

link comprising a single fibre. The prescribed values of blocking probability

considered are 0.001, 0.005 and 0.01. Fig. 4.4 shows the minimum number

of wavelengths required for different conversion ranges and an offered load of

1 and 2 Erlangs.

To conclude this section, we quantify the error attributable to assuming

the WDM spectrum wraps around. We consider two separate simulations of

a stand-alone link, one in which the WDM spectrum wraps around and the

other in which it does not. Therefore, we are able to specifically quantify the

error attributable to this assumption in isolation of the error owing to the

assumption that target ranges are independent. Plots of blocking probability

are compared in Fig. 4.5 for d = 1, 2, 3. Confidence intervals have been

purposely suppressed for clarity. Fig. 4.5 indicates the error owing to the

edge effect is negligible for all three of the conversion ranges considered.
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Figure 4.3: Blocking probability averaged across all 12 source and destination
pairs for d ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3,∞}
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Figure 4.5: Quantifying the error owing to the assumption that the WDM
spectrum wraps around
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4.4 Shared Wavelength Conversion

Instead of dedicating a wavelength converter to each outgoing wavelength at

each node, a more efficient strategy is to share a pool of wavelength con-

verters between all outgoing wavelengths at each node. This is called shared

wavelength conversion. The ability to statistically multiplex wavelength con-

verters means fewer wavelength converters are required to achieve the same

blocking probability when a wavelength converter is dedicated to each out-

going wavelength.

In this section, we develop and analyse a model of a stand-alone link in

which a pool of limited range wavelength converters is shared between all

wavelengths comprising the link. We consider a generalisation of existing

models in that we allow any subset of converters to be dynamically concate-

nated to yield a wider conversion range for a burst that would otherwise be

blocked because all unused wavelengths in its desired output fibre lie out-

side the range of a single converter. The model we develop and analyse

can be used in Erlang’s fixed point approximation to provide an estimate of

link blocking probabilities. Therefore, we can estimate end-to-end blocking

probabilities in an OBS network in which each node has access to a pool of

wavelength converters.

The first switch architecture incorporating shared wavelength conversion

was proposed in [101] and consisted of a pool of converters that was shared

among all input fibres. Probabilistic models developed and analysed in [49,

110, 118] have shown that sharing a pool of converters between all input

fibres can achieve a blocking probability that rivals earlier architectures in

which a converter is dedicated to each wavelength channel of each input fibre,

but with significantly fewer converters. The reason for this saving is simple:

not all bursts need conversion because not all bursts encounter wavelength

contention, and so those bursts not needing conversion should be switched

directly to their desired output fibre rather than unnecessarily passed through

a dedicated converter. Although previous models have been presented in the

context of optical packet switching, in most cases they remain pertinent to

optical burst switching.
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On the downside, a shared converter must be capable of converting any

arbitrary wavelength switched to its input, whereas a converter dedicated to a

specific wavelength can be of a simpler fixed-input type [47]. A more complex

switching arrangement is also required to allow a burst to be switched either

directly to its desired output fibre, in the case that it does not encounter

wavelength contention, or otherwise to a shared converter, after which it is

then switched via a second switch to its desired output fibre. To achieve

this extra switching functionality, more gates are required in switches that

allow shared conversion than if converters were dedicated. Despite these

drawbacks, architectures designed around a pool of shared converters are

usually considered most cost-effective. See [47, 50]. We remark that a burst

is dropped if and only if it requires conversion, but arrives to find all shared

converters in use simultaneously, or it requires conversion, but arrives to find

that all wavelength channels that lie within the range of a converter are in

use in its desired output fibre.

We propose a modification to the switch architecture presented in [101]

in which a pool of converters is shared among all input fibres, and show that

this modification achieves a significant reduction in packet-drop probability.

This reduction comes at the cost of a more complex switching fabric.

In particular, we propose an architecture in which any subset of shared

converters can be dynamically concatenated in series to yield a wider con-

version range for a burst. Therefore, two or more unused converters can be

concatenated to salvage a burst that would otherwise be blocked because

all unused wavelengths in its desired output fibre lie outside the maximum

conversion range of a single converter. A switch architecture proposed in [36]

could potentially allow concatenation of certain subsets of converters; how-

ever, it is unclear whether concatenation was in fact considered in [36]. We

show that a restriction on the maximum number of shared converters that

can be devoted to a single burst is not required. This allows for a simple

control policy.

Passing an optical signal through a series of concatenated wavelength

converters will generally result in an appreciable degradation in the signal-

to-noise (SNR) ratio [47]. SNR degradation is not explicitly considered in
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this chapter. However, we note that 3R regeneration wavelength converters

have been concatenated up to 2500 times [108]. Furthermore, degradation of

SNR is not a problem that is exclusive to concatenating several converters.

It also occurs in conventional architectures when a signal must traverse a

multi-hop lightpath at which each hop it is passed through a converter to

resolve contention.

Henceforth, fixed shared conversion (FSC) refers to a switch architecture

in which a pool of converters is shared among all input fibres (as was proposed

in [101] and analysed in [49, 110, 118]), while dynamic shared conversion

(DSC) refers to a switch architecture in which a pool of converters is shared

among all input fibres and any subset of these shared converters can be

dynamically concatenated in series to effect a wider conversion range for a

given burst (as we propose for the first time in the section).

The next subsection specifies a possible DSC architecture and quantifies

its complexity. To numerically compute burst blocking probability for a

stand-alone link that is outgoing from an FSC or DSC switch, Section 4.4.2

models a single switch as a multidimensional Markov process. This model is

not tractable for a switch of realistic dimensions, and thus we use simulation

to determine the improvement in blocking probability given by DSC relative

to FSC for a switch of realistic dimensions. A switch control policy for DSC

is also presented in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1 Switch Architecture

We consider an optical cross-connect pertaining to a certain node with M

input fibres, K output fibres and a pool of J converters that is shared among

all input fibres. Each fibre comprises W wavelength channels. Let λi be the

wavelength associated with channel i, i = 1, . . . ,W , and assume the natural

ordering λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λW .

A limited-range converter is characterised by its maximum conversion

range in wavelength channels. In cross-gain modulation conversion [47], the

down-conversion range is slightly wider than the up-conversion range. How-

ever, we assume they are equal. Let a d-converter denote a converter with
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Figure 4.6: Schematic of a DSC switch architecture with control logic omitted

conversion range d. A d-converter is capable of converting wavelength λi,

i = 1, . . . ,W , to any of the wavelengths in the set

Fd(i) = {λmax(1,i−d), . . . , λi−1, λi, λi+1, . . . , λmin(W,i+d))}.

Unlike Section 4.3, we do not assume the WDM spectrum wraps around.

Bursts randomly arrive at each wavelength channel of each input fibre.

The purpose of the switch is to route each burst from the wavelength channel

upon which it arrives to an appropriate unused wavelength channel in its

desired output fibre, either directly or via one or more converters. Each

wavelength channel only allows one burst to be transmitted at any one time.

Asynchronous operation is assumed.

One possible DSC architecture which is based on an (MC+J)×(KC+J)

nonblocking switch is shown in Fig. 4.6. A pool of converters comprising a

quantity J of d-converters, abbreviated to J × d henceforth, is shown in Fig.

4.6, where the input and output of each converter is connected to an input

and output port, respectively, of the switch. This allows each converter to

direct its output to the input of any other converter, as dictated by a switch

control policy. Thus, any permutation comprising ν = 1, . . . , J unused d-

converters can be concatenated to yield a maximum conversion range νd.
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In Fig. 4.6, wavelengths requiring conversion are each directed to the

input of an unused converter, provided a sufficient quantity of unused con-

verters are available. The output of a converter can be either directed to

an output fibre, in the case that an unused wavelength in that output fi-

bre lies within the maximum conversion range, or otherwise to the input of

any other unused converter to further widen the maximum conversion range.

Wavelengths not requiring conversion are directly switched to their desired

output fibre. Control logic is not shown in Fig. 4.6.

It may be necessary to impose a restriction on the number of conversions

a wavelength can undergo in a switch to maintain an acceptable SNR as

well as to preclude a single packet from ‘hogging’ all J converters, possibly

resulting in a situation in which several bursts requiring only a few converters

are blocked to cater for a single burst requiring all J converters.

In the next section, we show that DSC requires far fewer converters than

FSC to achieve the same blocking probability. This comes at the cost of a

more complex architecture. We therefore see it as important to compare the

complexity of DSC and FSC.

We quantify the complexity of a switch architecture by a so-called input-

to-output port count, defined as the sum (over all input ports) of the number

of output ports to which an input port can be switched. The input-to-output

port count of DSC is (MC + J)(KC + J) because any input port can be

switched to any output port. The input-to-output port count of FSC is

(MC + J)(KC + J) − J2 because each of the J input ports connected to

a converter can only be switched to the KC output ports connected to a

multiplexer, but not to the J output ports connected to a converter. Note

that the input-to-output port count of an architecture in which converters

are dedicated to each wavelength of each input fibre is MKC2.

4.4.2 Blocking Probability for a Stand-Alone Link

The purpose of this section is to quantify the improvement in blocking prob-

ability achieved through DSC relative to FSC for a stand-alone link and to

present a switch control policy.
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To this end, we consider a switch with K output fibres, each of which

leads to a different neighbouring node. We assume burst arrivals at the

switch are Poisson distributed; a burst is equally likely to arrive on any one

of W wavelengths; and a burst is equally likely to desire to be switched to

any one of the K output fibres. The Poisson assumption was also made in

[118, 110] and implies M ≫ K, which is a reasonable model given that input

fibres may originate from many sources as well as neighbouring switches. A

burst that is not dropped uses a wavelength channel, and possibly a subset

of converters too, for a random holding period. Let a denote the offered load,

defined as the mean number of burst arrivals to the switch during an average

holding period.

To study the effect of imposing a restriction on the maximum number of

converters that can be devoted to a single burst, we introduce a maximum

concatenations parameter, denoted by h and defined as the maximum number

of conversions a single burst can undergo in a switch.

Given switch dimensions K (≪ M), W and J , offered load a, maxi-

mum conversion range d and maximum concatenations h, blocking prob-

ability can be computed numerically by modelling a switch as a multidi-

mensional Markov process. We consider K = 1 and then use simulation

for K > 1. For K = 1, a suitable state-description is given by (x,y) =

(x1, . . . , xW , y1, . . . , yW ), where xi = 1 if wavelength channel λi, i = 1, . . . ,W ,

is used, otherwise xi = 0, and yi is the number of converters used by wave-

length channel λi, i = 0, . . . ,W . For DSC, the corresponding state-space is

then

{
(x,y)

∣∣∣∣∣x ∈ [0, 1]W ,y ∈ [0, . . . , J ]W ,

W∑

i=1

yi ≤ J, yi ≤ β(i)

}
,

where β(i) = min
(
h, ⌈i/d⌉, ⌈(W−i)/d⌉

)
. For FSC, this state-space is further

constrained to y ∈ [0, 1]W because a wavelength channel cannot use more

than one converter.

For brevity, we do not specify the local balance equations arising from this

state-space. Their solution can be computed numerically to determine the
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steady-state distribution, from which blocking probability can be obtained.

See [158] for details.

We use this approach to calculate blocking probability as a function of h

for a small switch with C = 8 wavelength channels, K = 1 output fibre and

a pool of converters comprising a quantity J of d-converters, abbreviated to

J × d, where 6 × 1 is used for DSC, while all four integer combinations of

J×d such that Jd = 6 are considered for FSC. This is to ensure an equitable

comparison because for FSC it is unclear if, for example, 2× 3 is better than

3 × 2. We remark that 6 × 1 is best for DSC since all other combinations

satisfying Jd = 6 can be realised through concatenation.

In Fig. 4.7, blocking probability is plotted as a function of h for DSC

and FSC, where all four integer combinations of J × d such that Jd = 6 are

considered for FSC. Three different traffic loadings are shown in Fig. 4.7.

A prohibitively large state-space limits this approach to a switch of small

dimensions; that is, K = 1 and small C. As an aside, the number of states

is bounded by (J + 2)C for DSC and 3C for FSC. For K > 1, we therefore

resort to simulation.

To confirm that trends exhibited in Fig. 4.7 remain pertinent to a switch

of realistic dimensions, corresponding plots computed via simulation are

shown in Fig. 4.8 for C = 25 wavelength channels, K = 4 output fibres

and Jd = 20, where 20×1 is used for DSC, while the optimal J×d, as found

via an exhaustive search, is used for FSC.

Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 suggest that blocking probability is a non-increasing

function of h that rapidly plateaus. Therefore, to minimise blocking proba-

bility with the least possible degradation in SNR, h should be set equal to the

point at which packet-drop probability just begins to plateau. For example,

setting h = 4 is a good choice for the switch dimensions considered in Fig.

4.7. Choosing h as such gives rise to the following simple control policy for

DSC.

Let the attributes (k, λi, h) identify a burst, where k is its desired output

fibre, λi is the wavelength upon which it arrives, and h is the number of

unused converters at its arrival. Also, let (k, λ) denote wavelength λ of

output fibre k.
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Figure 4.7: Blocking probability computed numerically for C = 8, K = 1,
Jd = 6

DSC Switch Control Policy: At the arrival of a burst with attributes

(k, λi, j): if (k, λi) is unused, switch the packet directly to (k, λi); otherwise,

for ν = 1, . . . , h: if any (k, ω) is unused, where ω ∈ Fi(νd), then: concatenate

ν converters, switch the output of the endmost concatenated converter to any

randomly chosen unused (k, ω), switch the packet to the input of the first

concatenated converter, update h such that h← h− ν, and break from the

for-loop. Otherwise, block the burst.

We conclude a marked improvement in blocking probability can be achieved

by allowing shared converters to be dynamically concatenated. This improve-

ment comes at the cost of a more complex switch architecture; specifically,

complexity increases by 36%, as quantified by input-to-output port count,

for the switch dimensions considered in Fig. 4.8.

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we first looked at Erlang’s fixed-point approximation as

an approach to estimate end-to-end blocking probabilities in an OBS net-

work with full wavelength conversion. From a modelling perspective, we saw

that an OBS network with full wavelength conversion is almost the same
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Figure 4.8: Blocking probability computed with simulation for C = 25, K =
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as a conventional circuit-switched network. The only difference is that in a

circuit-switched network, the portion of ar that is offered to link l is reduced

according to the blocking probabilities on each of the links in r that precede

and succeed link l, whereas in an OBS network it is only the links that pre-

cede link l that have a bearing. The effect of this difference becomes less

pronounced as link blocking probabilities decrease.

The main contribution of this chapter was the development of an ap-

proximation for end-to-end blocking probabilities in an OBS network with

limited range wavelength conversion. Instead of using the Erlang B formula

to estimate the blocking probability for a stand-alone link, we derived and

numerically solved a set of fixed-point equations. These fixed-point equations

characterised a stand-alone link in which an ingoing burst can only access

a subset of wavelengths that neighbour the wavelength channel upon which

the burst arrived.

To estimate the end-to-end blocking probability for a source and destina-

tion pair that traverses a route comprising the links labelled 1, 2, . . . , N , we

wrote 1 − (1 − b1)(1 − b2) · · · (1 − bN), where bi is the estimate of blocking

probability for link i computed by considering link i as a stand-alone link.

Computer simulation was used to verify that the error owing to the assump-
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tions made in deriving our approximation is not negligible but is probably

satisfactory for engineering purposes.

To end this chapter, we considered shared wavelength conversion. In

particular, we developed and analysed a model that is a generalisation of

existing models in that we allowed any subset of the shared converters to be

dynamically concatenated to yield a wider conversion range for a burst that

would otherwise be blocked because all unused wavelengths in its desired

output fibre lie outside the range of a single converter.

In summary, we have seen that the tried and tested framework of Erlang’s

fixed-point approximation provides an excellent basis to develop approxima-

tions to estimate end-to-end blocking probabilities in OBS networks that offer

different forms of wavelength conversion. Erlang’s fixed point approximation

is modular in the sense that different models for a stand-alone link that cor-

respond to different forms of wavelength conversion can be easily integrated

into the framework. We specifically considered limited wavelength conver-

sion and a generalisation of shared wavelength conversion. To make Erlang’s

fixed-point approximation applicable to each of these forms of wavelength

conversion, our main task was to derive alternatives to the Erlang B formula

to estimate the blocking probability for a stand-alone link. The Erlang B

formula is appropriate only to the case of full wavelength conversion.
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Chapter 5

Stabilisation and Performance

Modelling of Deflection

Routing in Optical Burst

Switched Networks

Deflection routing has featured prominently in the literature covering optical

burst switching (OBS) over the last four to five years. We saw in Chapter 4

that deflection routing has been proposed as a strategy for resolving wave-

length contention. In all of this literature it has been tacitly assumed that

deflection routing does not destabilise OBS in the same way as it is known

to destabilise circuit-switched telephony networks [4, 62]. This destabilis-

ing effect may result in higher blocking probabilities than if bursts were not

deflected but simply blocked.

We have discussed the basics of OBS in Chapter 4. In this chapter, we

adopt the same model of OBS discussed in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4. Most

notably, we assume constant residual offset periods.

In [25, 71], deflection routing in a stand-alone node was modelled a mul-

tidimensional Markov process. Blocking probabilities were computed numer-

ically by solving the associated balance equations. In [88, 170], computer

simulations were used to evaluate the performance of deflection routing in

125
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OBS networks. These studies claim that particular deflection routing poli-

cies may reduce end-to-end blocking probabilities by more than one order

of magnitude. Efforts have also been devoted to dynamically optimising de-

flection routes based on network state information [102]. Several approaches

of resolving wavelength contention, including deflection routing, have been

compared in terms of blocking probabilities via simulation studies [58, 182].

It is well-known that deflection routing may destabilise circuit-switched

networks [4, 62] as well as optical packet-switched networks [19]. Instabilities

associated with deflection routing may manifest simply as a sudden downturn

in utilisation that is instigated by a minimal load increase or as a complex

set of equilibria between which a network fluctuates. They can be intuitively

explained in terms of unstable positive feedback. In particular, since first-

choice routes and deflection routes may use common links, a deflection from

one first-choice route may trigger a spate of subsequent deflections from other

first choice routes, each of which in turn may trigger further deflections.

In this chapter, we are interested in determining if deflection routing may

also destabilise OBS. This issue has been glossed over in most of the recent

literature treating deflection routing in OBS [25, 58, 88, 102, 170]. Although

OBS is in many ways different from circuit switching as well as optical packet

switching, it does not seem unreasonable to suspect that deflection routing

may destabilise OBS. As a matter of fact, intuition does suggest that this

is indeed the case, since there is no reason indicating that unstable positive

feedback instigated by a deflection is somehow mitigated in OBS.

To test our intuition, we simulated OBS in the four-node ring network

shown in Fig. 5.1. (The deflection routing policy we consider in this chapter

is described in the next section.) It was assumed bursts arrive according

to independent Poisson processes with the same rate at each source and

destination pair for which there is a one-hop first-choice route. A three-

hop deflection route for each of these source and destination pairs is thus

uniquely determined. To preserve symmetry, it was further assumed that all

other source and destination pairs are not used.

Using this simulation, we plot blocking probability and carried load as

a function of offered load in Fig. 5.2. Carried load is defined as the ex-
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Figure 5.1: Four-node ring network
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Figure 5.2: Blocking probability and carried load as a function of offered load

pected number of busy wavelengths in a link at an arbitrary time instant

in equilibrium, while offered load would be the expected number of busy

wavelengths in a corresponding fictitious link comprising an infinite number

of wavelengths. In this way, carried load is an un-normalised measure of

link utilisation. The abrupt downturn in carried load evident in Fig. 5.2

is undesirable and suggests that instabilities may be present. Furthermore,

the downturn occurs over a range of blocking probabilities (10−3 to 10−2)

that can be considered realistic in the context of OBS. This result prompts

further study and will lead us to develop a new approximation to evaluate

the performance of OBS networks using deflection routing.

Two different approaches have been used to protect circuit switching and
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optical packet switching against destabilisation. To protect circuit switching,

calls that have been deflected are barred from engaging an idle trunk on

any trunk group for which the total number of busy trunks on the trunk

group exceeds a predefined threshold. This approach is referred to as trunk

reservation [4, 62, 93] and is a form of admission control that intentionally

limits the amount of deflection. One drawback of trunk reservation is the

lack of rigorous criteria to determine the reservation threshold. See [82] for

details.

To protect optical packet switching, several approaches have been sug-

gested, all of which are based on the idea of using fibre delay lines in a

recirculating delay loop setup to delay a packet that would otherwise be de-

flected. These approaches have been found especially useful in stabilising

asynchronous (un-slotted) optical packet switching and have been compared

in [19]. Further protection can be added by purging packets exceeding a

certain hop-count.

In principle, it seems both these approaches may also be used to protect

OBS, though approaches relying on fibre delay lines would probably be ruled

out from the outset due to practical considerations. In this chapter, beside

wavelength reservation, we propose and evaluate the performance of a new

approach to protect OBS networks against destabilisation. This approach

is based on enforcing preemptive priority between first-choice bursts and

deflected bursts, where a first-choice burst is defined as a burst that has not

been deflected and a deflected burst is defined complementarily. With this

approach, a header associated with a first-choice burst is given the right to

preempt an overlapping reservation that has been scheduled for a deflected

burst. Preemption is always a last resort in the sense that a header associated

with a first-choice burst always seeks to make a reservation without resorting

to preemption.

Preemptive priority is unsuitable for telephony networks because it is

unacceptable from a quality of service point of view to preempt a call that

is in progress. This would obviously be perceived by users as an unexpected

call termination. However with OBS, a burst that is preempted suffers the

same fate as a burst that is blocked at an intermediate node. We discuss this
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point in greater detail in Section 5.2.

In this chapter, we develop a new approximation to estimate the end-to-

end blocking probabilities in OBS networks that have been stabilised with

either wavelength reservation or preemptive priority. Wavelength reservation

is analogous to trunk reservation in circuit switching. Using our approxima-

tion, we numerically show that preemptive priority consistently yields lower

blocking probabilities than wavelength reservation. We also argue that pre-

emptive priority is guaranteed to stabilise deflection routing, whereas the

stabilising properties of trunk reservation are highly dependent on the choice

of reservation threshold.

The new contributions of this chapter are as follows.

• The development of a new approximation to estimate end-to-end block-

ing probabilities in OBS networks using deflection routing. This can

be seen as a generalisation of our work in [147], which adapted the con-

ventional Erlang’s fixed-point approximation to OBS networks where

each source and destination pair is assigned a single fixed route. This

can also be seen as an advancement of our work in [189, 190], in that

we relax the disjointedness assumption is this chapter. In particular,

primary and deflection routes need not be link disjoint.

• The analysis of preemptive priority as an alternative approach of stabil-

ising deflection routing in OBS networks. We first proposed preemp-

tive priority in [22] but did not analyse its performance or compare

its performance to wavelength reservation. As such, the analysis of

preemptive priority adds weight to our work in [22].

• The quantitative comparison of wavelength reservation and preemptive

priority as approaches of stabilising deflection routing in OBS networks

and the determination of when, or if, protecting against destabilisation

is critical.

In Section 5.1, we define a simple deflection routing policy. In Section

5.2, we confirm the downturn in carried load evident in Fig. 5.2 is indeed

a result of destabilisation. We then show that either wavelength reservation
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or preemptive priority correct this downturn. In Section 5.3, we present our

new approximation. In Section 5.4, our approximation is used to evaluate

the blocking performance of unprotected and protected deflection routing in

several randomly generated networks.

5.1 A Deflection Routing Policy for OBS

We assume residual offset periods are constant at each node. This is possible

with the dual-header form of OBS proposed in [9]. The reason we insist that

residual offset periods do not vary from burst to burst is because we would

otherwise be confronted with the unsolved problem of calculating blocking

probabilities in an Erlang-like system where servers are pre-booked with a

random pre-booking period. We discussed at length the ramifications of

assuming constant residual offset periods in Chapter 4.

We further assume full wavelength conversion is available at all nodes.

Apart from this assumption, we adopt a conservative stance by assuming

burst segmentation, fibre delay lines and all other strategies for resolving

contention that were discussed in Chapter 4 are unavailable. Since we assume

residual offset periods are constant, void-filling is unnecessary. We view the

burst assembly process as a black-box. In particular, we simply assume each

source generates bursts according to a Poisson process.

We continue by describing the deflection routing policy considered in this

chapter.

Deflection routing policies in general can be categorised as either origi-

nating office control (OOC) or sequential office control (SOC). See [62] for

a detailed description of this categorisation. SOC is fast reacting and per-

mits immediate deflection at any node at which contention is encountered

by allowing a header to make a reservation on an outgoing link that is al-

ternative to the first-choice link. OBS is restricted to SOC policies. Using

OOC policies in OBS would require excessively long offset times to allow for

crank-back of a header to its source.

Let L be the set of all links. Consider an arbitrary source and destination

pair. Suppose its first-choice route traverses R links, or equivalently R − 1
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intermediate nodes, and let its first-choice route be denoted as the ordered

set r = (r1, . . . , rR), where r1, . . . , rR ∈ L. For link l ∈ L, let l− denote

the node that link l is incident from and let l+ denote the node that link l

is incident to. To ensure contiguity of r, for all n = 1, . . . , R: r+
n = r−n+1;

r−1 = s; and, r+
R = d.

For each node r−n , n = 1, . . . , R, define a deflection route to be the ordered

set d(n) =
(
d1(n), . . . , dMn

(n)
)
, where d1(n), . . . , dMn

(n) ∈ L and d1(n) 6= rn.

To ensure the contiguity of d, for all m = 1, . . . ,Mn−1: dm(n)+ = dm+1(n)−;

d1(n)− = r−n ; and, dMn
(n)+ = d.

With deflection routing, a header arriving at node r−n that finds link rn

in contention may seek to reserve a wavelength in link d1(n), which is by

definition a link incident from node r−n but is alternative to link rn. A header

is blocked at node r−n if and only if all wavelengths in link rn and d1(n) are

in contention. However, without deflection routing, a header is blocked at

node r−n if and only if all wavelengths in link rn are in contention.

To avoid excessive hop-counts and to guard against the so-called ring-

around-the-rosie problem [62], we only permit one deflection per header.

That is, a deflection from a deflection route is forbidden.

The augmented route tree shown in Fig. 5.3 is used to clarify our nota-

tion. See [23, 62, 112] for discussion on the augmented route tree. For this

augmented route tree, we have L = {l1, . . . , l6}, r = (r1, r2) = (l1, l2), l−1 = s,

l−2 = n1, R = 2, M1 = M2 = 2 and

d(n) =

{
(l5, l6), n = 1,

(l3, l4), n = 2.

The main drawback of deflection routing in OBS is the so-called insuffi-

cient offset time problem that has been discussed in [71]. This problem refers

to the situation in which a header is deflected and traverses more nodes than

it would have on its first-choice route. The additional per node header pro-

cessing delay encountered at each extra node may decrease a header’s residual

offset time to zero before it has reached its destination.

A few different approaches have been suggested to combat this problem.
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Figure 5.3: Augmented route tree where loss nodes have been depicted with
an asterisk

We adopt the most conservative approach of increasing the base offset period.

In particular, at its source, a burst is separated from its header by a base

offset period of at least (Nmax−1)δ+α, where Nmax is the maximum possible

number of links a burst can expect to traverse and is given by

Nmax = max

(
max

n=1,...,R
(Mn + n− 1), R

)
,

∆ denotes the per node processing delay and α is the switch reconfiguration

time. Without deflection routing, the base offset period is (R − 1)∆ + α.

We assume α = 0. For the augmented route tree shown of Fig. 5.3, we have

Nmax = 3.

We have described a rather simple deflection routing policy for OBS.

Dynamic policies based on state-dependent routing [31, 62] may turn out to

offer superior performance. For example, in [88], a decision is made whether

or not a burst should be deflected based on the how many links the burst

has already traversed and the probability that the burst would be blocked

if it were to be deflected. In some cases it is advantageous to block and

retransmit a contending burst from its source instead of deflecting, especially

if the deflection is from one of the first few links of a first-choice route. To see

this, suppose a reservation cannot be made on the first link of a first-choice

route. Instead of using the typically longer deflection route d(1), a better

option may be to electronically buffer the contending burst at its source for

a period until the contention can be resolved.
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5.2 Stabilising Optical Burst Switching

In this section, we confirm the downturn in carried load evident in Fig. 5.2

is indeed a result of destabilisation. We then show that either wavelength

reservation or preemptive priority correct this downturn.

To this end, we propose to analyse the four-node ring network shown

in Fig. 5.1 using the Poisson assumption and the independence assumption

that were given in Section 4.2 in Chapter 4.

We also assume a burst occupies exactly one wavelength in a particular

link at any time instant during its transmission. In other words, we assume

the endmost packet of a burst must first complete transmission in link ln

before the headmost packet of the burst begins transmission in link ln+1.

In reality, the endmost packet of a burst may be transmitted in link ln,

while a packet in front of it is simultaneously transmitted in link ln+1. This

assumption is discussed in greater depth in Chapter 8.

In steady-state, assuming steady-state eventually prevails, let the random

variable xl ∈ {0, . . . , Nl} denote the number of busy wavelengths in link

l ∈ L, where Nl is the total number of wavelengths in link l. Also, let

x = {Xl}l∈L. Using the independence assumption, we can write

P(X = x) =
∏

l∈L

P(Xl = x), x ∈ {0, . . . , N1} × · · · × {0, . . . , N|L|}.

Since the four-node ring network is completely symmetric, it is sufficient

to work in terms of an arbitrary link. We therefore use the shorthand X = Xl

and N = Nl for all l ∈ L.

Recall that bursts only arrive at each source and destination pair for

which there is a one-hop first-choice route. A three-hop deflection route for

each of these source and destination pairs is thus uniquely determined. Also

recall that all other source and destination pairs are not used.

Let a denote the load offered to each source and destination pair, which is

defined as the mean number of bursts that arrive during an average burst’s

transmission time. Furthermore, let a denote the total load offered to a

link, which may comprise bursts traversing either their first-choice route or a
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deflection route. Using the Poisson assumption, the probability that a burst

is blocked at a link is computed using the Erlang B formula as in (4.1). In

particular, we have

b = EN(a). (5.1)

We are interested in estimating the end-to-end blocking probability per-

ceived by a burst, which is denoted as L. To this end, we sum the total load

carried by a link to give

(1− b)a =
(
(1− b) + (1− b)b + (1− b)2b + (1− b)3b

)
a. (5.2)

For circuit switching, instead of (5.2), we would write (1− b)a =
(
(1− b) +

3(1 − b)3b
)
a. This is because the load carried by each of the three links

comprising a deflection route must be equal for circuit switching.

Rearranging (5.2) gives

a =
a

1 + 3b− 3b2 + b3
. (5.3)

It can then be verified that

L = 3b2 − 3b3 + b4. (5.4)

To confirm the simulation results presented in Fig. 5.2, we plot L and

(1 − L)a as a function of a in Fig. 5.4 as solid lines labelled ‘unprotected’.

These two plots can be generated as follows: for each of several values of a,

compute b using EN(a) and then compute a and L based on this value of b

via (5.3) and (5.4), respectively.

It turns out that neither L nor (1−L)a are proper functions of a because

the mapping from a to L is not one-to-one. This definitely confirms that

deflection routing may destabilise OBS and has also been observed in circuit-

switched networks using deflection routing [152]. For some values of a, there

are up to three equilibria that may exist in steady-state. It is not clear

if one equilibria is dominant or if there are oscillations between all three
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equilibria. The plots shown in Fig. 5.2 generally do not match up well with

their counterparts in Fig. 5.4. This is most likely because simulation relies

on long-run averaging, which yields averages lying somewhere in between

these three equilibria. That is, we are trying to simulate behaviour that is

inherently non-stationary. It is however satisfying to note that the downturn

in carried load occurs at approximately the same value of a in Fig. 5.2 and

Fig. 5.4.

In the next two sections, we present a parallel analysis of wavelength

reservation and preemptive priority. Our analysis continues to remain specific

to the four-node ring network. Any notation that we reuse continues to bear

the same definition as above.

5.2.1 Wavelength Reservation

Recall that with wavelength reservation, deflected bursts are barred from

engaging an idle wavelength on any link for which the total number of busy

wavelengths on the link exceeds a predefined threshold. Let that threshold

be denoted as K. Therefore, a deflected burst cannot be scheduled to a link

for which K or more of its wavelengths will be busy when the deflected burst

is set to begin transmission.

Let â denote the deflected load offered to a link. The total load offered

to a link is the sum of loads it is offered by deflected bursts and first-choice

bursts. Since a first-choice route is associated with one unique link, it is not

hard to see that

â = a− a. (5.5)

Treating a link as a simple one-dimensional birth-and-death process, we

have a recursion of the form

πi = P(X = i)

=

{
aiπ0/i!, i = 1, . . . , K,

(a− â)i−KaKπ0/i!, i = K + 1, . . . , N,
(5.6)
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Figure 5.4: Stabilising a four-node symmetrical OBS network
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where the normalisation constant π0 is determined as usual via
∑N

i=0 πi = 1.

The probability that a first-choice burst is blocked at a link is given by

b = πN , while the probability that a deflected burst is blocked at a link is

given by q =
∑N

i=K πi.

Analogous to (5.2), summing the total load carried by a link gives

(1− b)a + (1− q)â =
(
(1− b) + (1− q)b + (1− q)2b + (1− q)3b

)
a, (5.7)

which after rearrangement can be rewritten as

a =
a

1 + 3b− 3bq + bq2
. (5.8)

It can then be verified that

L = 3bq − 3bq2 + bq3. (5.9)

As a check, by setting q = b, it can be seen that (5.9) reduces to its counter-

part (5.4).

There are no rigorous criteria governing the choice of reservation thresh-

old. See [82] for details. Choosing K too large results in performance that is

not much better than if deflection was not permitted at all, while choosing

K too small does not correct the downturn in carried load. We choose K

by iteratively incrementing its value until the mapping from a to p appears

to be one-to-one. Through trial and error, for N = 120, we found that

K ∈ [100, 110] was a good choice.

To show that wavelength reservation with a sufficiently large reservation

threshold can correct the downturn in carried load shown in Fig. 5.2, we

again plot L and (1−L)a as a function of a in Fig. 5.4 as dotted and dashed

lines labelled ‘wavelength reservation’. The dashed line is for K = 100 and

the dotted line is for K = 110. These two plots can be generated using

the following iterative procedure. For each of several values of a, arbitrarily

choose â and compute a via (5.5) based on this arbitrary choice of â. After

this initialisation phase, compute b as well as q by solving the recursion given

by (5.6). Then recompute a via (5.8) and check if the absolute difference
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between the old value of a and its recomputed value is sufficiently close to

satisfy a prescribed error criterion. This set of steps comprises one iteration.

Subsequent iterations are continued until the error criterion is satisfied by

updating the value of â according to (5.5). Using the values of b and q

computed during the final iteration, L is determined via (5.9).

Based on Fig. 5.4, it may be tempting to consider increasing the value

of K to improve performance, however, if K is increased above 110, a kink

would begin to appear in the dotted and dashed lines labelled ‘wavelength

reservation’ in Fig. 5.4(b), which is akin to kink exhibited by the solid line

and signals the onset of destabilisation.

5.2.2 Preemptive Priority

Preemptive priority is a new approach that we propose to protect OBS

against destabilisation that is based on enforcing preemptive priority between

first-choice bursts and deflected bursts. With this approach, a first-choice

burst is given the right to preempt a reservation that has been scheduled for

a deflected burst. Peremption is a last resort in the sense that a first-choice

burst foremost seeks an appropriate idle wavelength.

Almost all the equations presented in the preceding section treating wave-

length reservation also hold for preemptive priority. The exception is that

the probability that a first-choice burst is blocked at a link and the proba-

bility that a deflected burst is blocked at a link, which we have denoted as

b and q, respectively, can no longer be computed via the recursion given by

(5.6). Instead, we compute b and q as follows.

A first-choice burst is oblivious to the presence of deflected bursts and

only perceives other first-choice bursts. It follows that b = EN(a− â) and

q =
aEN(a)− (a− â)EN(a− â)

â
. (5.10)

The numerator of (5.10) is equal to the deflected burst load blocked at a link,

while the denominator is by definition the deflected burst load offered to a

link. Taking their ratio gives the probability that a deflected burst is blocked
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at a link.

For the case of preemptive priority, we plot L and (1−L)a as a function

of a in Fig. 5.4 as an interchanging dotted/dashed line labelled ‘preemption’.

The same iterative procedure described in the preceding subsection can be

used to generate these plots but b and q are now computed via (5.10).

We can conclude that preemptive priority may yield marginally lower

blocking probabilities than wavelength reservation. Although the benefit of

preemptive priority is unremarkable for K = 110, a disparity is evident for

K = 100, especially at low to moderate loads.

A key advantage of preemptive priority is that it is guaranteed to sta-

bilise deflection routing in OBS as well as circuit switching and optical packet

switching, though we have already discussed that some attributes of preemp-

tive priority render it an inappropriate form of protection for circuit switch-

ing. Preemptive priority guarantees stability because it ensures performance

that is no worse than if bursts were not deflected but simply blocked. This

property arises because a deflected burst cannot alter the fate of a first-choice

burst. Moreover, we know that OBS is stable without deflection routing.

Consequently, protecting OBS with preemptive priority guarantees stability.

On the contrary, the stabilising properties of trunk reservation are highly

dependent on the choice of reservation threshold.

With preemptive priority, a preempted burst is not necessarily blocked

in its entirety. For example, a burst may suffer preemption at a link well

after many packets have been transmitted on the link. In this case, packets

residing in the burst’s tail are blocked but those residing in its head are

unaffected by preemption and continue as normal. The reverse case where

packets residing in the burst’s head are blocked but those residing in its

tail are unaffected is also possible. This results in the presence of truncated

bursts and is reminiscent of burst segmentation [41, 167].

A problem may arise when a truncated burst arrives at its destination.

Although in principle it is possible to recover packets from a truncated burst,

this is complicated since knowledge of a truncation is localised to the inter-

mediate node at which it occurred. Therefore, each destination anticipates a

complete burst with well-defined packet boundaries. In this chapter, we have
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adopted a conservative stance by assuming that it is not possible to recover

packets from a truncated burst.

An alternative would be to assume a more sophisticated node architec-

ture that is capable of salvaging packets from a truncated burst. Although

this leads to a remarkable increase in node throughput [167], signaling com-

plexity also increases because a packet delineation protocol that includes

functionality to check the integrity of each packet is essential.

Since knowledge of a truncation is localised to the intermediate node at

which it occurred, a header is unaware of any truncations that its corre-

sponding burst may have experienced. Therefore, a header corresponding to

a truncated burst requests a reservation period that is longer than required

at each node subsequent to the node at which truncation occurred. This is

wasteful of bandwidth. However, it is important to remark that these unused

reservations may be reclaimed by first-choice bursts, since a first-choice burst

may preempt a reservation corresponding to a truncated burst.

5.3 An Approximation for End-to-End

Blocking Probabilities

In this section, we develop a new approximation to estimate the end-to-end

blocking probability for each source and destination pair in an OBS network

that has been stabilised with either wavelength reservation or preemptive pri-

ority. We allow for arbitrary network topologies and consider the deflection

routing policy described in Section 5.1. Our approximation is a generalisa-

tion of the adaptation of Erlang’s fixed-point approximation to OBS networks

reviewed in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4.

We continue to use the Poisson assumption and the independence as-

sumption. We use computer simulation to quantify the error admitted in

making these two assumptions.
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5.3.1 Step One: Link Offered Loads

The first step of our approximation is to decompose the network into its con-

stituent links. In particular, the Poisson assumption in conjunction with the

independence assumption permit each link to be treated as an independent

birth-and-death process that is Markov. To compute the steady-state distri-

bution πi = P(X = i), i = 0, . . . , N , for this kind of birth-and-death process,

it suffices to know the load that it is offered, which is the ratio of the birth

rate to the death rate. Therefore, we must determine the load offered to each

link l ∈ L. The difficulty is that the load offered to a given link is a function

of the steady-state distributions at all other links, which are unknown.

We first compute the load offered to each link l ∈ L that is owing to an

arbitrary source and destination pair by assuming r∩ d(1)∩ · · · ∩d(R) = ∅.

We then continue by relaxing this temporary assumption and presenting an

algorithm to compute the load offered to each link l ∈ L that is owing to all

source and destination pairs. Since it is has been assumed any two source

and destination pairs are independent, the loads offered to a given link that

are owing to different source and destination pairs are additive. We will make

use of this fact in our algorithm.

Consider an arbitrary source and destination pair with first-choice route

given by r and deflection-routes given by d(1), . . . ,d(R), as we defined in

Section 5.1. Let a be the load that this arbitrary source and destination pair

is offered. Furthermore, for the sake of clarity, assume r∩d(1)∩· · ·∩d(R) = ∅,

which we call the disjointedness assumption. In words, the disjointedness

assumption ensures that a burst does not traverse a link more than once. To

begin with, suppose bl and ql are known for all l ∈ L. It follows that the load

offered to rn ∈ r owing to this source and destination pair is given by

arn
= a(1− br1) · · · (1− brn−1), n = 1, . . . , R, (5.11)

and for dm(n) ∈ d(n), n = 1, . . . , N , we have

adm(n) = âdm(n)

= a(1− br1) · · · (1− brn−1)brn
βm(n), (5.12)
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for all m = 1, . . . ,Mn, where

βm(n) = (1− qd1(n)) · · · (1− qdm−1(n)). (5.13)

The equality adm(n) = âdm(n) is an immediate consequence of the disjointed-

ness assumption. The probability that a burst is not blocked at the links

preceding link dm(n) ∈ d(n) is expressed by βm(n). Equation (5.12) con-

cerns the intersection of three events: 1) a burst is not blocked at the links

preceding link rn, which occurs with probability (1− br1) · · · (1− brn−1); 2) a

burst is blocked at link rn, which occurs with probability brn
; and, 3) a burst

is not blocked at the links preceding link dm(n), which occurs with probabil-

ity βm(n). It is the probability of the intersection of these three events that

is of interest. By the independence assumption any two of these events are

mutually independent and thus (5.12) follows.

To relax the disjointedness assumption, we need to take care of the pos-

sibility that

Ωm(n) = {d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)} ∩ {r1, . . . , rn} 6= ∅

by conditioning the probability βm(n) such that

βm(n) = P
(
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)

| blocked at rn ∩ not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1

)
. (5.14)

The expression given in (5.14) can be simplified based on the indepen-

dence assumption and a fact that relies on making an additional assumption.

In particular, we assume a header is subject to zero propagation delay as well

as zero processing delay (∆ = 0 and c = 0). Therefore, for a link l ∈ Ωm(n),

the time instant at which a header seeks to make a reservation at link l ∈ r

is equal to the time instant at which it may seek to make a reservation at

that same link l ∈ d. We call this the zero delay assumption.

The zero delay assumption ensures that the state of a link that is tra-

versed by both a primary and deflection route remains unchanged at the two

possible time instants a given header may seek to make a reservation at such
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a link. In practice, these two time instants are separated by propagation

and processing delays, during which state transitions are possible. We use

computer simulation to quantify the error admitted in making the zero de-

lay assumption. With the zero delay assumption in place, the following fact

holds.

Fact 5.1 The conditional probability that a deflected burst is not blocked at

link l ∈ d given that it was not blocked at that same link l ∈ r for some

l ∈ Ωm(n) is given by

P(not blocked at l ∈ d| not blocked at l ∈ r)

=
P(not blocked at l ∈ d)

P(not blocked at l ∈ r)
=

1− ql

1− bl

.

Proof: This fact holds for wavelength reservation as well as preemptive

priority. Using the zero delay assumption, its proof is elementary after es-

tablishing that {not blocked at l ∈ d} ⊆ {not blocked at l ∈ r}, where the

notation {·} denotes a subset of the sample space. To establish this inclusion

consider the following. With wavelength reservation, a deflected burst is not

blocked at link l ∈ d if and only if Xl < K, but a first-choice burst is not

blocked at that same link l ∈ r if and only if Xl < C. Since Xl < C implies

Xl < K, this inclusion follows immediately. Similarly, with preemptive pri-

ority, if a deflected burst is not blocked at link l ∈ d, then Xl < C, which is

sufficient to ensure a first-choice burst is not blocked at that same link l ∈ r.

Based on Fact 5.1 and the independence assumption, (5.14) can be rewrit-

ten as

βm(n) =
P
(
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)

)

P
(
not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1 ∈ Ωm(n)

)

=
(1− qd1(n)) · · · (1− qdm−1(n))∏

l∈Ωm(n)(1− bl)
. (5.15)

The details of simplifying the expression for βm(n) from (5.14) to (5.15) are
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as follows:

βm(n) = P
�
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)| blocked at rn ∩ not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1

�
=

P
�
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n) ∩ not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1

�
P(blocked at rn)

P
�
not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1

�
P
�
blocked at rn)

=
P
�
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)

�
P(not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1 /∈ Ωm(n)

�
P
�
not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1

�
=

P
�
not blocked at d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n)

�
P
�
not blocked at r1, . . . , rn−1 ∈ Ωm(n)

�
=

(1 − qd1(n)) · · · (1 − qdm−1(n))Q
l∈Ωm(n)(1 − bl)

The second equality is because rn /∈ d1(n), . . . , dm−1(n) by definition, while

the third equality is an immediate consequence of Fact 5.1.

From this point on, we relax the disjointedness assumption by computing

βm(n) according to (5.15) instead of (5.13).

Before continuing, we give an illustrative example to exemplify the im-

portance of Fact 5.1 as well as the disjointedness assumption.

Illustrative Example

Reconsider the augmented route tree shown in Fig. 5.3. Foremost, suppose

l1 6= l2, 6= · · · 6= l6, which ensures the disjointedness assumption is satisfied.

For argument’s sake, consider link l4. According to (5.12), we have

âl4 = a(1− bl1)bl2(1− ql3). (5.16)

To exemplify Fact 5.1, now suppose that l3 = l1. (Supposing l3 = l1 obvi-

ously does not give rise to a sensible routing policy since it means a burst is

deflected back to the link it came from, however, we have supposed l3 = l1 to

create a simple case where a first-choice route shares a common link with one

of its deflection routes. This case is certainly plausible in larger route trees.)

With l3 = l1, the disjointedness assumption is violated and thus (5.16) does
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not hold. Instead, we must appeal to Fact 5.1 and instead write

âl4 = aP(not blocked at l1 ∈ r)P(blocked at l2 ∈ r)

× P(not blocked at l3 ∈ d(2)|not blocked at l1 ∈ r)

= a(1− bl1)bl2(1− ql3)/(1− bl1) [By Fact 5.1.]

= abl2(1− ql3), (5.17)

which is clearly not equal to (5.16). This concludes the example.

Let J be the set of all source and destination pairs. When we are required

to distinguish between source and destination pairs, we will superscript ex-

isting notation with a j to denote it pertains to source and destination pair

j ∈ J . For example, aj is the load offered to source and destination pair

j ∈ J . Using (5.11), (5.12) and (5.15), we are able to formulate Algorithm

4, which computes the load offered to each link l ∈ L that is owing to all

source and destination pairs. The complexity of Algorithm 4 is bounded by

O(JL2), where J = |J | and L = |L|.

Algorithm 4 Calculate al, âl ∀l ∈ L

Require: bl, ql ∀l ∈ L; rj,dj(n), Ωj
m(n) ∀j ∈ J ,n = 1, . . . , Rj,m =

1, . . . ,M j
n

1: al, âl = 0 ∀l ∈ L // Initialisation
2: for j ∈ J do

3: x = aj

4: for n = 1, . . . , Rj do

5: i = rj
n; ai = ai + x

6: y = xbi; x = x(1− bi)
7: for m = 1, . . . ,M j(n) do

8: i = dj
m(n); ai = ai + y; âi = âi + y

9: if i ∈ Ωj
m(n) then

10: y = y(1− qi)/(1− bi)
11: else

12: y = y(1− qi)
13: end if

14: end for

15: end for

16: end for
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Table 5.1: Formulae to compute bl and ql

bl ql

No protection ENl
(al) ENl

(al)

Wavelength reservation πNl,l

∑Nl

i=K πi,l

Preemptive priority ENl
(ωl)

(
alENl

(al)− ωlENl
(ωl)

)
/âl

In Algorithm 4, at iteration n of the n = 1, . . . , Rj for-loop, the auxiliary

variable x is scaled by (1 − bi), where i = rj
n. Thus, according to (5.11),

x equals the reduced-load offered to link rj
n+1 that pertains to first-choice

bursts of source and destination pair j ∈ J .

Similarly, at iteration m of the m = 1, . . . ,M j(n) for-loop, the auxiliary

variable y is scaled by (1−qi)/(1−bi), where i = dj
m(n), if link li ∈ rj

1, . . . , r
j
n.

Otherwise, y is scaled by 1−qi. Thus, according to (5.12) and (5.15), y equals

the reduced-load offered to link dj
m+1(n) pertaining to deflected bursts of

source and destination pair j ∈ J .

5.3.2 Step Two: Link Blocking Probabilities

Computation of the blocking probabilities bl and ql at each link l ∈ L differs

according to the type of protection used to guard against destabilisation

and was considered for each of the three cases of no protection, wavelength

reservation and preemptive priority in Section 5.2. In particular, refer to

(5.1), (5.6) and (5.10), respectively. For convenience, we provide a brief

summary of the formulae used to compute bl and ql for each type of protection

in Table 5.1, where for brevity, we have defined ωl = al − âl. It may be

worth recalling that for the case of wavelength reservation, the steady-state

distribution πi,l = P(Xl = i) is computed according to the recursion

πi,l =

{
ai

lπ0/i!, i = 1, . . . , K,

(al − âl)
i−KaK

l π0/i!, i = K + 1, . . . , N.

Let b = {bl}l∈L, q = {ql}l∈L, a = {al}l∈L and â = {âl}l∈L. Also, let

the mapping g : (b,q) → (a, â) represent the operation of Algorithm 4 and
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let the mapping f : (a, â) → (b,q) represent the operation of an algorithm

that computes link blocking probabilities according to the formulae shown

in Table 5.1. This is admittedly a rather loose definition of g and f but it

will be sufficient for our purposes. We are interested in finding a solution

(b,q, a, â) to the set of equations

(b,q) = f(a, â),

(a, â) = g(b,q). (5.18)

Since f and g are nonlinear, it is difficult to determine if (5.18) has a

unique solution (b,q, a, â). In [87], it has been proved that the analogous

form of (5.18) for circuit-switched networks using fixed routing does have a

unique solution, though it is well-known that multiple solutions are possible

for circuit-switched networks using deflection routing. We discuss solution

uniqueness in the next section.

Presupposing that a solution (b,q, a, â) for (5.18) does indeed exist, it

may be determined via Algorithm 5. Algorithm 5 is a successive substitution

algorithm which terminates once b and q satisfy a prescribed error criterion

and are thus said to have converged to a fixed-point. We encountered similar

successive substitution algorithms in Chapter 4 that were also used to numer-

ically determine a fixed-point for a set of equations. Although convergence of

this kind of algorithm is not a certainty, divergence is rare in practice and can

often be overcome by periodically re-initialising with a convex combination

of the most recent iterations.

In Algorithm 5, the error criterion is denoted as ǫ > 0 and the outdated

values of b and q are denoted as b′ and q′, respectively. Furthermore, the

coefficients used to form a convex combination of the two most recent values

of b and q are denoted by c1, c2 ≥ 0, where c1 + c2 = 1.

5.3.3 Step Three: End-to-End Blocking Probabilities

Given that bl and ql are known for all l ∈ L, it is possible to compute the

end-to-end blocking probability for each source and destination pair. Let Lj
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Algorithm 5 Calculate bl, ql ∀l ∈ L

Require: ǫ; c1, c2 ≥ 0 such that c1 + c2 = 1; rj,dj(n), Ωj
m(n) ∀j ∈ J ,n =

1, . . . , Rj

1: bl = 1, ql = 1 ∀l ∈ L // Initialisation
2: b′l = 0, q′l = 0 ∀l ∈ L // Initialisation
3: while ∃l ∈ L such that |bl − b′l| > ǫ or |ql − q′l| > ǫ do

4: for l ∈ L do

5: b′l = c1bl + c2b
′
l // Convex combination

6: q′l = c1bl + c2q
′
l

7: end for

8: b′ = {b′l}l∈L; q′ = {q′l}l∈L
9: (a, â) = g(b′,q′) // Algorithm 4

10: (b,q) = f(a, â) // Update link blocking probabilities as per Table 5.1
11: end while

denote the end-to-end blocking probability for source and destination pair

j ∈ J .

For the moment, we suppress the superscript j and thereby consider an

arbitrary source and destination pair. Let γn be the probability of the inter-

section of the following three events: 1) a burst is not blocked at the links

preceding link rn, which occurs with probability (1 − br1) · · · (1 − brn−1); 2)

a burst is blocked at link rn, which occurs with probability brn
; and, 3) a

burst is not blocked at links d1(n), . . . , dMn
(n), which occurs with probabil-

ity βMn+1(n). Note that the ‘+1’ appears in βMn+1(n) to annihilate the ‘−1’

appearing in its definition, which is given by (5.13), otherwise, without the

‘−1’, dMn
(n) would be missed. It can be verified that a burst is not blocked

if and only if: 1) all three of these events occur for some n = 1, . . . , N ; or, 2)

a burst is not blocked at links r1, . . . , rR. Therefore, we can write

L = 1− (1− br1) · · · (1− brR
)−

N∑

n=1

γn, (5.19)
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where

γn = P(not blocked at r1 . . . rn−1)P(blocked at rn)

× βMn+1(n)

= (1− br1) · · · (1− brn−1)brn
βMn+1(n). (5.20)

As a check, comparing (5.20) with (5.12) reveals that âdMn+1(n)/a = γn, as

expected. Using this relation, we can compute L within Algorithm 4 simply

by initialising Lj = 1 for all j ∈ J and executing the following operation

immediately after line 14

Lj ← Lj −
y

aj ,

as well as the following operation immediately after line 15

Lj ← Lj −
x

aj .

Recall that x and y are auxiliary variables defined in Algorithm 4.

Finally, analogous to (4.15) in Chapter 4, the average blocking probability

across all source and destination pairs is given by

L =
1∑

j∈J aj

∑

j∈J

ajLj. (5.21)

In concluding this section, we remark that our reduced-load approxima-

tion can be extended to any SOC routing policy that can be represented

with an augmented route tree. To realise this extension, we would use the

recursive approach outlined in [23, 112, 138] to compute the probability that

a blocking or completion route of an augmented route tree is used given that

the load offered to each link is known. This approach relies on a recursion

that is commonly used in the field of system’s reliability analysis. Although

the computational complexity of this recursion may be high, it can be sim-

plified for SOC routing, as has been remarked in [138]. (In writing (5.12),

we have in fact implicitly used the simplification alluded to in [138].)

This extension would allow us to study policies where more than one
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deflection is permitted per header or deflections from deflection routes are

permitted. We have chosen not to pursue this extension because we have

simulated policies in which multiple deflections are permitted per header and

observed an unremarkable improvement. See the conference version [189] of

the work presented in this chapter for numerical results substantiating this

claim.

5.4 Numerical Evaluation of

Wavelength Reservation and Preemption

In this section, we use simulation to quantify the error admitted in making

the independence assumption, the Poisson assumption and the zero delay

assumption. We then use our approximation presented in Section 5.3 to eval-

uate the performance of deflection routing in randomly generated networks.

In particular, with respect to average end-to-end blocking probability, which

is given by (5.21), we compare the performance of unprotected deflection

routing and deflection routing protected with either wavelength reservation

or preemptive priority.

Unless otherwise specified, all the results presented in this section pertain

to networks that have been randomly generated according to the specifica-

tions shown in Table 5.2, where U[a, b] denotes the discrete uniform distribu-

tion taking values on the integers a, a+1, . . . , b. The parameter referred to as

additional hop-count and denoted as κ in Table 5.2 needs further clarification.

It governs the total hop-count of each deflection route d(n), n = 1 . . . , R,

which we have already denoted as Mn, so that

Mn = R− n + κ, n = 1 . . . , R. (5.22)

Computing the total hop-count of a deflection route according to (5.22) en-

sures that the hop-count of a deflection route is at least the hop-count of its

corresponding first-choice route. This is usually the case in practice, since

if Mn < R for some n = 1, . . . , R, it is probably preferable to use d(n) as
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Table 5.2: Specifications of randomly generated network

Parameter Value

Number of source and destination pairs J = 50

Number of links L = 30

First choice route hop-count R ∼ U[1, 4]

Additional hop-count κ ∼ U[1, 8]

Reservation threshold Kl = ⌊0.8Nl⌋ ∀l ∈ L

a first-choice route instead of r, unless d(n) traverses links that are heavily

congested. Recall that R denotes the number of links comprising the first-

choice route, while Mn denotes the number of links comprising the deflection

route for node r−n .

A wavelength reservation threshold Kl = ⌊0.8Nl⌋ was found to be a

good choice via trial and error. Choosing a threshold is a compromise be-

tween guarding against destabilisation during overload periods and minimis-

ing blocking during stable periods corresponding to low to moderate loads.

Guarding against destabilisation is achieved by decreasing Kl, while min-

imising blocking during stable periods is achieved by increasing Kl. We in-

vestigate the sensitivity of blocking performance to the choice of wavelength

reservation threshold later in this section.

An algorithm to generate a random network takes the parameters shown

in Table 5.2 and returns the ordered sets rj and dj(n) for j = 1, . . . , J and

n = 1, . . . , Rj. We do not specify details of such an algorithm as it would

take us too far afield. However, we remark that no bias was given to any

particular link or source and destination pair in our implementation of this

algorithm.

To reduce the number of free parameters, we assume aj = a for all j ∈

J . Once the ordered sets rj and dj(n) have been generated, we provision

capacity based on an iterative heuristic that aims at achieving a target link

blocking probability of 10−2 for a nominally chosen value of a. At each

iteration of this heuristic, our approximation is used to compute the link

blocking probabilities for the current wavelength vector {Nl}l∈L. Then for
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each link l ∈ L, if
(al − âl)bl + qlâl

a
> 10−2,

the current value of Nl is incremented by unity, otherwise it is decremented

by unity. This completes one iteration. We stop iterating as soon as all link

blocking probabilities are sufficiently close to 10−2. Although this provision-

ing heuristic does not ensure link blocking probabilities will converge to a

prescribed target, it turned out to perform well for most of the networks we

studied. Unless otherwise stated, we aimed at selecting a nominal value of a

that resulted in
∑

l∈L Cl/L ≈ 30.

To quantify the error admitted in making the independence assumption,

the Poisson assumption and the zero delay assumption, we generated several

random networks and used our approximation as well as simulation, which

does not rely on these three assumptions, to compute the average end-to-end

blocking probability for several values of a. The values of a were chosen to

lie uniformly in an interval centered about the nominal value of a for which

dimensioning was performed. The computer simulation we implemented does

assume constant residual offset times, does assume bursts are generated from

each source according to a Poisson process and does assume full wavelength

conversion is available at each node.

The results for one particular random network are shown in Fig. 5.5 and

Fig. 5.6, where RLM and SM denote our approximation and simulation, re-

spectively. We use the acronym RLM to refer to our approximation because

it relies on the reduced-load method (RLM) inherent to Erlang’s fixed-point

approximation. We plot L as a function of a in Fig. 5.5 for unprotected

deflection routing, wavelength reservation and preemptive priority. To en-

sure an unbiased comparison, we do not re-provision capacity separately for

each of these three cases, otherwise one particular case may be provisioned

more capacity than another. In particular, we provisioned for wavelength

reservation and maintained the same provisioning (same Nl for all l ∈ L) for

unprotected deflection routing and preemptive priority. To serve as a bench-

mark to gauge the performance gains of deflection routing, we also plot L as

a function of a for no deflection routing. In Fig. 5.6, we plot relative error
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Figure 5.5: Blocking probability as a function of load offered to each source
and destination pair for a randomly generated network; confidence intervals
are commensurate to one standard deviation

as a function of a for each of these cases, where relative error is defined in

the usual way as

L as computed by RLM − L as computed by SM

L as computed by SM
.

The conclusions to be drawn are:

• Unprotected deflection routing may destabilise OBS. Destabilisation

may result in higher blocking probabilities than if bursts were not de-

flected but simply blocked.

• Destabilisation occurs at loads that are considered moderate to high

in the context of OBS. In particular, loads that are commensurate to
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Figure 5.6: Relative error in estimating blocking probability as a function
of load offered to each source and destination pair for a randomly generated
network; confidence intervals are commensurate to one standard deviation
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an average end-to-end blocking probability that is greater than or in

the order of 10−2. Therefore, protecting against destabilisation may

be unnecessary if overloads are rare. Nonetheless, preemptive priority

remains an attractive option given that it has an almost negligible effect

on blocking during stable periods and guarantees protection against

destabilisation during overloads.

• At low loads, unprotected deflection routing may yield better perfor-

mance than protected deflection routing. However, the converse is true

at high loads. It follows that protection may be counterproductive for

an over-provisioned network. According to this observation, it seems

reasonable to dynamically activate/deactivate protection, or adjust the

reservation threshold in the case of wavelength reservation, on an hourly

or daily basis in accordance with anticipated load conditions. In par-

ticular, during busy periods, protection would be activated to guard

against destabilisation, while during quiet periods, it would be deacti-

vated to improve blocking performance.

• Preemptive priority consistently yields better blocking performance

than wavelength reservation.

• In terms of blocking performance, deflection routing is a viable ap-

proach of resolving wavelength contention in OBS. At low loads, it

may yield reductions in blocking probability of more than one order in

magnitude compared to no deflection.

• The accuracy of our approximation presented in Section 5.3 deterio-

rates for the case of unprotected deflection routing. This inaccuracy

may in fact be a consequence of the difficulty in accurately simulating

unprotected deflection routing. As we alluded to earlier, using simu-

lation to predict non-stationary behavior associated with unprotected

deflection routing may yield unpredictable results. Furthermore, since

the amount of deflection is greatest for the case of unprotected deflec-

tion routing, it is this case that violates the Poisson assumption the
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most. Apart from the case of unprotected deflection routing, our ap-

proximation is remarkably accurate. Therefore, it seems that the three

assumptions we invoked do not admit significant error.

To plot L as a function of a, we repeatedly used our approximation to

explicitly compute a unique value of L for each given value of a. However,

this presupposes that the mapping from a to P is one-to-one, which we know

may not be the case for unprotected deflection routing. Therefore, results

pertaining to this case must be viewed with some caution as they may reflect

the ‘average’ blocking probability over multiple stable equilibria that exist

in steady-state. Recall that there were three stable equilibria evident in the

four-node ring network studied in Section 5.2. The approach we used to

identify these three stable equilibria relied on indirectly computing blocking

probability, as well as the corresponding value of a, as a function of the

load offered to a link, rather than explicitly computing blocking probability

as a function of a. However, this indirect approach does not generalise to

asymmetric networks.

For unprotected deflection routing, we occasionally found that Algorithm

5 failed to converge or periodically cycled between multiple fixed-points. Cy-

cling was quite rare and disappeared as soon as sufficient protection was

added. We speculate that cycling and divergence of Algorithm 5 is probably

closely tied to the fact that (5.18) may have multiple solutions. This issue is

specifically discussed in the context of wavelength reservation in [189].

To conclude this section, we study the sensitivity of blocking performance

to two effects: variation in the hop-count of deflection routes; and, variation

in the wavelength reservation threshold. We study each of these two effects

independently by considering two experiments where we vary the additional

hop-count parameter κ and the wavelength reservation threshold K, respec-

tively.

To this end, we generated 20 random networks and dimensioned each of

them independently based on the heuristic described earlier in this section.

Using our approximation, we then computed L as a function of κ for a fixed

value of a, and L as a function of a for different values of K. To separate

spurious randomness from underlying trends, we averaged L over all 20 ran-
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dom networks. We plot L as a function of κ in Fig. 5.7 and P as a function

of a for different values of K in Fig 5.8.

Based on Fig. 5.7, we conclude that unprotected deflection routing is

highly sensitive to hop-count variation. This high sensitivity may have rami-

fications if rerouting is performed (to bypass severed fibres for example) and

results in an increased hop-count. Wavelength reservation and preemptive

priority are more robust to hop-count variation, however, at low loads, they

yield poorer blocking performance than unprotected deflection.

Based on Fig. 5.8, it is evident that choosing a good wavelength reser-

vation threshold is a compromise between guarding against destabilisation

during overload periods and minimising blocking during stable periods cor-

responding to low to moderate loads. We suggest that a threshold be de-

termined by using our approximation in a trial and error iterative procedure

that terminates once a balance between these two conflicting requirements is

reached.

5.5 Chapter Summary

We have presented a new approximation that provides a fast alternative to

computer simulation for provisioning capacity and evaluating the blocking

performance of OBS networks using deflection routing. Our approximation

relied on the independence assumption and the Poisson assumption. Fur-

thermore, to relax the disjointedness assumption, we assumed a header was

subject to zero propagation delay as well as zero processing delay. We called

this the zero delay assumption. This allowed us to compute the conditional

probabilities associated with links that are common to a first-choice route

and a deflection route. We used computer simulation to verify that the error

admitted in making these assumptions was not negligible but was sufficiently

small to allow for an accurate approximation.

Our approximation was used to study the properties of deflection routing

in several randomly generated OBS networks. We confirmed our hypothesis

that deflection routing may destabilise OBS. This results in higher blocking

probabilities than if bursts were not deflected but simply blocked. Therefore,
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we conclude that deflection routing in OBS suffers from the same destabil-

ising effect that is well-known to alternative routing in classical telephony

networks.

We provided strong evidence recommending that OBS using deflection

routing should be given some form of protection to guard against destabil-

isation resulting from upward load variations. The chief conclusion of our

study was that in terms of blocking performance and insensitivity to vari-

ation in hop-count, preemptive priority is the best form of protection for

OBS.

Preemptive priority is a new form of protection that we have proposed

and analysed in the chapter. Although preemptive priority is unsuitable for

protecting alternative routing in classical telephony networks, we argued it

is compatible with most forms of OBS. With preemptive priority, a header

associated with a first-choice burst is given the right to preempt a reservation

that has been scheduled for a deflected burst. We stated that one of the key

properties of preemptive priority is that it guarantees stability because it

ensures performance that is no worse than if bursts were not deflected but

simply blocked.



Chapter 6

Delay Analysis of Dynamic

Optical Circuit Switching

In Chapters 4 and 5, we focussed exclusively on the performance modelling

of OBS. In this chapter, we turn our attention for the first time to dynamic

OCS. We introduced the concept of dynamic OCS and discussed some of its

pros and cons in Section 1.2.4 of Chapter 1. In Chapters 4 and 5, the per-

formance models we developed were analysed with the purpose of estimating

end-to-end blocking probabilities. In this chapter however, we are instead

concerned with estimating pre-transmission queueing delays. This is because

the possibility of packet blocking at an intermediate node is not possible with

OCS—a feature that comes at the expense of increased delay required to wait

for a bandwidth acknowledgment to propagate from destination to source.

This is the reason why the pre-transmission queuing delay experienced by a

packet is an important performance measure for OCS.

We saw in Chapter 1 that some forms of OCS closely resemble OBS and

differ only in that headers are obliged to make the return journey back to

the source from which they were issued. The process of grouping packets

together into bursts remains. Upon returning, the header acknowledges that

a wavelength channel has been reserved in each link that is to be traversed by

the awaiting burst. To ensure the possibility of blocking is averted, a burst

cannot begin transmission until its header returns with an acknowledgement.

161
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The tradeoff for acknowledgement is that a burst must be delayed at its

source for the sum of per node processing delays plus the time required for

the header to propagate from source to destination and return. We presented

a timing diagram for this particular form of OCS in Fig. 1.7 of Chapter 1.

This form of OCS was first proposed in [43, 44, 45] and subsequently

further analysed in [191]. Confusingly, in [44], this form of OCS was called

wavelength-routed OBS, while in [191] it was called OBS with acknowledge-

ments. The problem with both of these names is that they use OBS to refer

to a switching technique that relies on acknowledged transmission, which

contradicts the definition of OBS we adopted in Section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1.

This is a case in point demonstrating that a universal classifier of OBS and

OCS has not been adopted by the research community. We continue to refer

to the switching technique proposed in [43, 44, 45] as dynamic OCS.

For all current forms of OBS and dynamic OCS proposed in the literature,

the number of packets comprising a burst is determined unilaterally at each

source router. The design issue of how many packets should comprise a burst

and whether a burst should be considered formed once a certain number of

packets have been grouped or once the first arriving packet exceeds a certain

age are addressed in Chapter 8. For the moment though, we simply note the

number of packets comprising a burst is determined without consideration

of the network state. Once the number of packets comprising a burst is

determined, the burst’s header must reserve a wavelength channel in each

link of a route leading to the burst’s destination for a period of time that is

at least equal to the time required to transmit all of the packets comprising

the burst. If the header fails in this task, with OBS, the corresponding burst

is blocked at the intermediate node for which the header was unable to make

a reservation, while with OCS, a negative acknowledgment is returned to the

source and retransmission may occur after a back-off time.

The exact period of time that a header must reserve for a burst compris-

ing a certain number of packets depends on whether delayed or immediate

reservation/release is used. See Table 4.1. However, for all the forms of OBS

shown in Table 4.1, it is a strict requirement that the reservation period must

be at least equal to the time required to transmit all the packets comprising
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the burst. This strict requirement may be detrimental to the performance of

OBS. For example, suppose a header can reserve a wavelength channel for a

sufficient period of time on all but one of the links comprising a route. Fur-

thermore, suppose there is a wavelength channel in this bottleneck link that

can be reserved for a slightly shorter period of time than strictly required. In

this case, it seems advantageous to allow the header to reserve this slightly

shorter period and request for the source to remove just enough packets from

the burst so that the burst can be transmitted. The packets removed can be

reallocated to a subsequent burst.

The downside is that a source must be informed of how many packets

need to removed from its awaiting burst. This requires two-way communi-

cation between the source and each intermediate node that lies along the

burst’s route and is why such an approach is classified as OCS. In the for-

ward direction, the source uses a header to issue a request for a reservation

period that is at least equal to the time required to transmit all the packets

comprising the burst. Then in the reverse direction, an acknowledgement

packet is returned to the source that informs the source of the actual time

that has been reserved. Based on this information, the source removes just

enough packets from the burst before the burst is sent. In this way, the effec-

tive number of packets comprising a burst is dynamically determined based

on the amount of bandwidth that is offered by the network. In particular,

the number of packets comprising a burst is chosen so that the time period

reserved on the bottleneck link is long enough to transmit the entire burst.

This form of OCS in which the number of packets comprising a burst is

dynamically set based on the bandwidth that is offered by the network can

be considered a generalisation of the approach proposed in [43, 44, 45]. We

call this generalisation OCS with dynamic burst length.

The ability to dynamically adjust a burst’s length ensures the packet

transmission rate is controlled at each source router based on the level of

network congestion. The burst length is reduced as the level of congestion

increases and therefore the packet transmission rate is appropriately regu-

lated according to the link along a burst’s route for which the maximum

amount of time a wavelength channel can be reserved is shortest.
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The focus of this chapter is to develop and analyse a performance model

for our newly proposed form of OCS. We develop a model for a stand-alone

link that is connected to multiple source routers. Our analysis aims at de-

termining the waiting time (pre-transmission queueing delay) distribution of

an arbitrary packet.

This chapter is set out as follows. In Section 6.1, the operation of OCS

with dynamic burst length is described in further detail. We analyse our

performance model, which is based on a system of fixed-point equations, in

Section 6.2. The final stage of our analysis relies on a very involved analysis

presented in [126, 127], which is not repeated for brevity. In Section 6.3,

we use our analysis to numerically evaluate the pre-transmission queueing

delay distribution of an arbitrary packet for a variety of traffic loads. The

assumptions made is deriving our analysis are also validated with computer

simulation.

6.1 Optical Circuit Switching with Dynamic

Burst Length

To understand the operation of OCS with dynamic burst length, consider the

signalling that is required between a source and destination before a burst

can be sent. A simplified timing diagram for a signaling cycle is shown in

Fig. 6.1.

Let time be divided into consecutive fix length intervals each of length T

time units. Consider an arbitrary source and destination pair. At the end of

each time interval, the source sends a reservation packet to the destination.

The time interval T is a design parameter that affects the waiting time of

packets.

The reservation packet contains the number of packets comprising its

corresponding burst, or equivalently, the time period required to transmit

all the packets comprising its corresponding burst. The latter is derived by

multiplying the former by the size of a packet, say in bits, and dividing by

the transmission rate of a wavelength, say in Gb/s.
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Figure 6.1: Timing diagram for OCS with dynamic burst length

When intermediate node x forwards a reservation packet to the subse-

quent intermediate node y, node y can exactly determine the expected arrival

and departure time of the pending burst, based on the information contained

in the reservation packet. In particular, we have

• burst’s arrival time = burst’s transmission time + propagation delay

from x to y

• burst’s end time = burst’s arrival time + burst’s transmission time.

At each link along a burst’s route, the effective burst length, which we

call the acknowledged reservation period (ARP), is updated if a wavelength

channel cannot be reserved for an unbroken period of time beginning from the

burst’s arrival time and lasting until the burst’s end time. This is achieved

by either increasing the burst’s arrival time and therefore discarding some of

the burst’s headmost packets, decreasing the burst’s end time and therefore

discarding some of the burst’s endmost packets, or a combination thereof.
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Figure 6.2: The five possible ways a burst’s ARP can be updated at an
intermediate node

The updated ARP is then forwarded to the next intermediate node. There

are five possible ways in which the ARP can be updated. They are as follows.

1) If a wavelength channel can be reserved for an unbroken period of time

beginning from the burst’s arrival time and lasting until the burst’s

end time, the ARP is unaltered and the reservation packet carrying

the unaltered ARP is forwarded to the next intermediate node.

2) If a wavelength channel cannot be reserved for any period of time be-

ginning from the burst’s arrival time and lasting until the burst’s end

time, a withdrawn packet is returned to the source. Upon receiving

the withdrawn packet, the source reallocates the packets comprising

the pending burst to the next burst. The signalling cycle for the next

burst begins at a time T after the commencement of the signalling cycle

for the current burst.

3) If the longest unbroken period of time that can be reserved on a wave-

length begins after the burst’s arrival time, say at time t1, and lasts
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until the burst’s end time, the burst’s arrival time is increased to t1.

The updated ARP containing the burst’s new arrival time of t1 is for-

warded to the next intermediate node. Therefore, some of the burst’s

headmost packets must be discarded and relegated for transmission as

part of the next burst.

4) If the longest unbroken period of time that can be reserved on a wave-

length begins at the burst’s arrival time and ends before the burst’s

end time, say at time t2, the burst’s end time is reduced to t2. The

updated ARP containing the burst’s new end time of t2 is forwarded

to the next intermediate node. Therefore, some of the burst’s endmost

packets must be discarded and relegated for transmission as part of the

next burst.

5) If the longest unbroken period of time that can be reserved on a wave-

length begins after the burst’s arrival time, say at time t1, and ends

before the burst’s end time, say at time t2, both the burst’s start time

is increased to t1 and the burst’s end time is reduced to t2.

In all five cases, we have

burst’s start time < t1 < t2 < burst’s end time.

The five cases are shown in Fig. 6.2.

For each link, a burst’s ARP consists of two fields: its arrival time and

its end time. Upon receiving the reservation packet, the destination returns

a confirmation packet to the source via the same route traversed by the

reservation packet. The confirmation packet contains the final ARP, which

cannot be altered any further.

At each link traversed by the confirmation packet, the final ARP is com-

pared with the temporary ARP that was earlier determined at that link. The

start time contained in the final ARP may occur later than the start time

that was earlier determined and reserved. Similarly, the end time contained

in the final ARP may occur earlier than the end time that was earlier deter-

mined and reserved. In either case, the over-provisioned reservation period
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can be released.

Finally, once the source receives the confirmation packet, it transmits a

burst of packets during the time interval specified by the ARP.

6.2 Modelling and Delay Analysis of Optical

Circuit Switching with Dynamic Burst

Length

In our proposed OCS with dynamic burst length, packets cannot be lost

at an intermediate node during normal operation. This desirable feature

comes at the cost of increased pre-transmission delay. We therefore see it

as important to quantify this increase. As such, we develop a model for a

stand-alone link that is connected to multiple source routers. We analyse

this model to determine the waiting time (pre-transmission queueing delay)

distribution of an arbitrary packet.

We consider M source routers connected to a stand-alone link comprising

K < M , wavelength channels. We assume time is divided into consecutive

fixed length intervals, each of length T time units. Each of the M sources

contains a buffer at which packets arrive and are queued before transmission.

We assume all sources are synchronised. In particular, all sources simul-

taneously send a reservation packet at the end of a time interval. Then,

after a further round-trip propagation delay, TRTP , each of the M sources

receive a confirmation packet and the transmission period commences. To

simplify our analysis, we assume TRTP = 0. (Note that this assumption can

be relaxed if we assume that each source sends a reservation packet TRTP

time units before the end of a time interval.) In this way, each time interval

corresponds to a signalling cycle.

At time nT , a source which has j packets enqueued in its buffer requests to

transmit these j packets as a single burst within (nT, nT +∆Tj), where ∆Tj

is the time required to transmit the j packets. Since we assume TRTP = 0,

the source is immediately notified of the final ARP, which is an unbroken

period contained in the interval (nT, nT + ∆T ′
j), where 0 ≤ ∆T ′

j ≤ ∆Tj. If
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∆T ′
j = 0, no packets are transmitted during the current cycle.

Due to synchronisation, reservation packets cannot be processed in the

order at which they arrive because they all arrive at precisely the same time.

Therefore, the order that reservation packets are processed is randomly se-

lected. This results in a random allocation order. In practice, the signalling

cycle need not be synchronised between sources. We assume synchronisation

to simplify our analysis.

We adopt a model in which packets arrive at each source according to

an independent Poisson process with rate λ. Furthermore, we normalise

time such that one time unit is required to transmit one packet. Hence, a

maximum of T packets can be transmitted during each time interval T . Let

B, B ≤ T , be the maximum number of packets that can be enqueued at a

source. If there are fewer than B packets enqueued, an arriving packet is

admitted, otherwise it is blocked and does not return at a later time. In the

numerical evaluation presented in Section 6.3, we set B = T . We have that

∆Tj = j ≤ T and ∆T ′
j = i, where i is the number of packets transmitted out

of the j requested packets.

Consider an arbitrary source. At the end of a time interval nT , it contains

j, 0 ≤ j ≤ B, packets. The confirmation packet informs the source that i,

0 ≤ i ≤ j, of the buffered packets can be transmitted. The remaining

j − i packets remain in the buffer and are considered for transmission in the

next signalling cycle that commences at time (k + 1)T . Suppose that with

probability d(i, j), i of the j packets can be transmitted. For 0 ≤ j ≤ B, we

have
∑j

i=0 d(i, j) = 1.

A packet admitted during the time interval
(
nT, (n+1)T

)
, n = 1, 2, 3, . . .,

which represents signalling cycle n, may be sent in one of the next cycles(
kT, (k + 1)T

)
, k ≥ n + 1. Therefore, if a packet is admitted at time (n +

1)T − u, 0 ≤ u ≤ T , it must wait the sum of u and (k − n− 1)T before the

commencement of the signalling cycle during which it is transmitted.

Our notion of packet queueing delay is defined as the period beginning

when a packet arrives and lasting until the commencement of the signalling

cycle during which the packet is transmitted. For the moment, our notion

of packet queuing delay does not include the possible further delay associ-
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ated with the lag between the commencement of the signalling cycle during

which a packet is transmitted and the time the packet actually commences

transmission. In particular, for the moment, we do not consider:

1) The delay the nth packet of a burst, n > 1, encounters while it must

wait for packets 1, . . . , n− 1 to be transmitted; or

2) The the delay associated with the interval beginning from the com-

mencement of the signalling cycle during which a packet is transmitted

and lasting until the burst to which the packet has been allocated begins

transmission. Note that a burst does not necessarily begin transmission

at the commencement of a signalling cycle.

We call the former delay 1 and the latter delay 2. At the end of this section,

we show how to incorporate both these delays into our current notion of

packet queueing delay. For the moment though, we overlook them both.

Let Jn be the number of packets enqueued at the source at time nT−,

which is the time just before a request is sent for the nth signalling cycle.

We have that Jn ∈ {0, 1, . . . , B} is a Markov chain. Its probability transition

matrix Pij, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ B, is given by

Pi,j = P(Jn+1 = j|Jn = i)

=





i∑

ν=max(0,i−j)

d(ν, i) e−λT (λT )j−i+ν

(j−i+ν)!
, 0 ≤ j ≤ B − 1,

i∑

ν=0

d(ν, i)

(
1−

B−i+ν−1∑

q=0

e−λT (λT )q

q!

)
, j = B.

(6.1)

The stationary probabilities, {πj}
B
j=0 for Jn can be computed numerically.

Given the stationary probabilities {πj}
B
j=0, we can compute some useful

probabilities. The probability that an arbitrary source contains at least one

packet at time kT− is given by P = 1− π0. We call a source containing one

or more packets in its buffer at time kT− an active source. Furthermore,

the probability of packet loss due to buffer overflow is given by 1− S/(λT ),
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where

S =
B∑

j=1

πj

j∑

i=1

id(i, j)

is the expected number of packets transmitted during each signalling cycle.

We turn our attention to deriving the probabilities d(i, j). Once the prob-

abilities d(i, j) are known, the detailed analysis presented in [126, 127] can

be used to determine the waiting time distribution of an arbitrary packet. In

what follows, we first derive some preliminary probabilities before providing

an expression for d(i, j).

At time kT−, given that an arbitrary source contains j > 0 packets, this

source can encounter three scenarios.

1) The source can send all j packets with probability one if there are

strictly less than K other active sources. We use the word other here

to mean any active source other than the arbitrary source that we have

in mind. The probability that there are strictly less than K other active

sources at time kT− is given by

Γ =
K−1∑

k=0

(
M − 1

k

)
P

k
(1− P )M−1−k. (6.2)

2) The source can send all j packets with probability K/(K +s+1), given

that there are K + s, 0 ≤ s ≤M −K − 1, other active sources at time

kT−. The probability that there are K +s other active sources is given

by

Γs =

(
M − 1

K + s

)
P

K+s
(1− P )M−1−K−s, 0 ≤ s ≤M −K − 1. (6.3)

Note that K/(K + s + 1) is the probability that an arbitrary source is

one of the K ‘lucky’ sources (out of the K + s + 1 active sources) that

has less than K active sources ahead of it in the random allocation

order. The ‘+1’ in K + s + 1 corresponds to the arbitrary source we

have in mind, while K + s is the number of other active sources.
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3) The source can send i, 0 ≤ i < j, packets with probability γ(s, i, j),

given that there are K + s, 0 ≤ s ≤ M −K − 1, other active sources

at time kT−.

We focus next on determining the probabilities γ(s, i, j).

For any m, 0 ≤ m ≤ s, the probability that an arbitrary source sees

exactly K +m out of the total K +s active routers ahead of it in the random

allocation order is 1/(K + s + 1) and is independent of the value of m.

Let Y1, Y2, . . . , YK+v, 0 ≤ v ≤ m, be the random variables representing

the number of packets that have been allocated for transmission to the K+m

active sources that are ahead of our arbitrary source in the random allocation

order. Note that for any value of s, if m = 0 then v = 0. In particular, our

arbitrary source sees K out of the total K + s + 1 active routers ahead of

it in the random allocation order, where Y1, Y2, . . . , YK packets have been

allocated for transmission.

Let ηj be the stationary probabilities πj, j = 1, 2, . . . , B, of the Markov

chain {Jn} conditioned upon j > 0. We have that Y1, Y2, . . . , YK are inde-

pendent discrete random variables and identically distributed according to

ηj. That is, P(Yi = j) = ηj, i = 1, . . . , K.

The distribution of YK+v, 1 ≤ v ≤ m, is not distributed according to

ηj. However, to simplify our analysis by recasting it in the form of an order

statistic problem, we assume that YK+v, 1 ≤ v ≤ m, is in fact distributed

according to ηj. Based on this assumption, Y1, Y2, . . . , YK+v is a sequence of

independent and identically distributed random variables. The error owing

to this assumption is quantified in Section 6.3.

As shown in Fig. 6.3, if our arbitrary source contains j packets and sees

K, (m = 0), other active sources ahead of it in the random allocation order,

it is permitted to transmit

i =
(
j −XK(1)

)+
(6.4)

packets, where XK(1) = min(Y1, Y2, . . . , YK) and (X)+ = max(X, 0). The

random variable XK(1) is the first order statistic of the K discrete random

variables Y1, Y2, . . . , YK .
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Figure 6.3: Updating the ARP of the (K + 1)th active source listed in the
random allocation order

Let fXK(1)(x), 1 ≤ x ≤ B, denote the density function of XK(1). The

density function fXK(m)(x), 1 ≤ x ≤ B, where XK(m) is the mth order

statistic of the K discrete random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , YK is given by

fXK(m)(x) =




K∑

u=m

(
K
u

)
ηu

x

(
B∑

v=2

ηv

)K−u

, x = 1,

K∑

u=1

(
K
u

)
ηu

x




min{m−1,K−u}∑

r=(m−u)+

(
K−u

r

)
(

x−1∑

v=1

ηv

)r( B∑

w=x+1

ηw

)(K−u−r)+

 , x = 2, . . . , B − 1,

m∑

u=1

(
K

u−1

)
ηK−u+1

x

(
B−1∑

v=1

ηv

)u−1

, x = B.

(6.5)

Our arbitrary source cannot transmit any packets if XK(1) ≥ j, which

occurs with probability

q(1) =
B∑

x=j

fXK(1)(x). (6.6)

In a similar way, if our arbitrary source sees K + 1, (m = 1) other active
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sources ahead of it in the random allocation order, it is permitted to transmit

i =

{
(j −XK(1))+ w.p. q(1),

(j −XK+1(2))+ w.p. p(1) = 1− q(1),

where

XK+1(2) = min
(
(Y1, Y2, . . . , YK+1)−XK+1(1)

)
.

The random variable XK+1(2) is the 2nd order statistic of the K +1 discrete

random variables Y1, Y2, . . . , YK , YK+1.

We generalise (6.6) such that

q(m + 1) = 1− p(m + 1) =
B∑

x=j

fXK+m(m+1)(x), 0 ≤ m ≤ s. (6.7)

Therefore, in complete generality, we have that if our arbitrary source sees

K +m, 0 ≤ m ≤ s, other active sources ahead of it in the random allocation

order, it is permitted to transmit the following number of packets with the

following probabilities

i =





(
j −XK(1)

)+
w.p. q(1)m,

(
j −XK+1(2)

)+
w.p. p(1)

m−1∑

k=0

q(1)kq(2)(m−1)−k,

...(
j −XK+h−1(h)

)+
w.p. Ψ(m,h),

...

(
j −XK+m(m + 1)

)+
w.p.

m∏

k=1

p(k),

(6.8)

where

XK+m(m + 1) = (6.9)

min
(
(Y1, Y2, . . . , YK+m)−XK+m(1), XK+m(2), . . . , XK+m(m)

)
,
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and for 1 ≤ h ≤ m + 1,

Ψ(m,h) =
h−1∏

i=1

p(i)
∑

l1+l2+...+lh=m+1−h

q(1)l1q(2)l2 . . . q(h)lh . (6.10)

The notation
∑

l1+l2+...+lh=m+1−h is to be understood as the sum over all

combinations of l1, l2, . . . , lh, such that li, i = 1, 2, ..., h is a nonnegative inte-

ger and l1 + l2 + ... + lh = m + 1 − h. The random variable XK+m(m + 1)

is the (m + 1)th order statistic of the K + m discrete random variables

Y1, Y2, . . . , YK+m. We remark that once the conditional probabilities ηj have

been computed, the density functions fXK+m(m+1)(x), 1 ≤ x ≤ B, can be

computed according to (6.5).

Based on (6.8), we see that for any m and h, an arbitrary source can

transmit i = j−XK+h(h) > 0 packets with probability Ψ(m,h)fXK+h(h+1)(j−

i) and i = 0 packets with probability Ψ(m,h)q(h). Using (6.5), (6.7), (6.8),

(6.10) the probability γ(s, i, j) is given by

γ(s, i, j) =





1, i = j = 0,

Θ
s∑

m=0

m∑

h=1

Ψ(m,h)q(h), i = 0 < j,

KΘ, i = j 6= 0,

Θ
s∑

m=0

m∑

h=1

Ψ(m,h)fXK+h(h+1)(j − i), 0 < i < j,

(6.11)

where Θ = Γs/(K + s + 1).
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Based on (6.11), it follows that the probabilities d(i, j) are given by

d(i, j) =





1, i = j = 0,

Γ +
M−1−K∑

s=0

γ(s, i, j), i = j 6= 0,

M−1−K∑

s=0

γ(s, i, j), 0 ≤ i < j.

(6.12)

Combining (6.1), (6.11) and (6.12) gives rise to a coupled system of nonlinear

equations. We use a successive substitution algorithm of the kind we pro-

posed in Chapters 5 and 6 to find a solution for this system. In particular, we

numerically compute the probabilities d(i, j) within a certain error criterion.

We have not investigated the existence and uniqueness of solution. However,

we have observed that successive substitution appears to always converge to

a unique fixed-point in practice.

Once the probabilities d(i, j) have been computed, the packet queueing

delay distribution of an arbitrary packet can be obtained by a complex ac-

counting of the queueing process on successive time intervals. Let the packet

queueing delay distribution derived in this way be denoted as Fθ(τ), τ ≥ 0.

This fairly involved derivation was presented in [126, 127] and is not repeated

here for brevity.

Recall that our current notion of packet queueing delay is the period

beginning when a packet arrives and lasting until the commencement of the

signalling cycle during which the packet is transmitted. This notion of delay

does not include the delay the nth packet of a burst, n > 1, encounters while

it must wait for packets 1, . . . , n − 1 to be transmitted, nor does it include

the delay associated with the interval beginning from the commencement of

the signalling cycle during which the packet is transmitted and lasting until

the burst to which the packet has been allocated begins transmission. We

have called the former delay 1 and the latter delay 2. We turn our attention

to incorporating these two delays into our existing notion of packet queueing
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delay.

Let the random variables D1 and D2 denote delay 1 and delay 2, re-

spectively. Also, let D = D1 + D2. We know that a source that is active

contains j > 0 packets with probability ηj, j = 1, . . . , B. An active source

is permitted to transmit i of its j packets during the signalling cycle. In the

case that i = j, we have that D2 = 0 because the burst begins transmission

at the commencement of the signalling cycle. Otherwise, if i < j, we have

D2 = (j − i)/T . This is because it requires 1/T time units to transmit a

packet and the source cannot transmit packets during the first j − i slots of

the signalling cycle.

To determine the distribution of D1, we note that the probability a packet

is the nth packet of a burst comprising i > 0 packets is 1/i. For the nth

packet of a burst comprising i > 0 packets, we have D1 = (n − 1)/T . That

is, P
(
D1 = (n− 1)/T

)
= 1/i, n = 1, . . . , i.

Therefore, given an active source is permitted to transmit i of its j pack-

ets, 0 < i ≤ j, for an arbitrary packet chosen from the i transmitted packets,

we have

P

(
D =

j − i

T
+

n− 1

T

)
=

1

i
, n = 1, . . . , i. (6.13)

Equivalently, (6.13) can be rewritten as

P

(
D =

n

T

)
=

{
1/i, n = j − i, . . . , j − 1,

0, j − 1 < n < j − i.
(6.14)

It follows that if a burst is first arbitrarily chosen and then a packet within

that burst is arbitrarily chosen, we have for that particular packet

P

(
D =

n

T

)
=

B∑

j=1

j∑

i=1

d(i, j)

1− d(0, j)

ηj

i
1j−i≤n≤j−1, n = 0, . . . , B − 1. (6.15)

In (6.15), ηjd(i, j)/
(
1− d(0, j)

)
is the probability that an arbitrarily chosen

burst belongs to a source that was permitted to send i of its j packets,

0 < i ≤ j. However, we are interested in the case of an arbitrary packet. In
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this case, (6.15) must be multiplied by i because a packet is i times more

likely to be chosen from a burst containing i packets than a burst comprising

one packet. In particular, we have

P

(
D =

n

T

)
= G

B∑

j=1

j∑

i=1

d(i, j)

1− d(0, j)
ηj1j−i≤n≤j−1, n = 0, . . . , B − 1,(6.16)

where G is a normalisation constant ensuring that
∑B−1

n=0 P(D = n/T ) = 1.

To incorporate D into Fθ(τ) and arrive at the final packet delay distribu-

tion, we write

FH(t) = 1− P(H > t)

= 1−
B−1∑

n=0

P

(
D =

n

T

)
Fθ

(
t−

n

T

)
, (6.17)

where (6.16) is used to compute P(D = n/T ). In (6.17), H denotes the delay

of an arbitrary packet, which is defined as the period beginning from the time

a packet arrives at its source and ending at the time the packet commences

transmission. In particular, H = θ + D1 + D2.

6.3 Numerical Evaluation

In this section, using computer simulation, we quantify the error introduced

by assuming that YK+v, 1 ≤ v ≤ m, is distributed according to ηj. This was

the major assumption we made to simplify the analysis of our model. The

purpose of this section is also to investigate the packet delay distribution for

our newly proposed OCS with with dynamic burst length.

For numerical purposes, we consider a case in which five source routers

are connected to a stand-alone link comprising three wavelength channels.

That is, M = 5 and K = 3. We assume full wavelength conversion. A

variety of traffic loads are represented by considering packet arrival rates λ =

0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1. The arrival rate represents the arrival rate offered to each of

the M sources. A maximum of 10 packets can be sent during each signalling
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Figure 6.4: Mean packet delay computed analytically and with computer
simulation for M = 5, K = 3 and T = B = 10

cycle and the buffer corresponding to each source can store a maximum of

10 packets. That is, T = B = 10.

Fig. 6.4 shows the mean packet delay computed analytically and with

computer simulation for the packet arrival rates λ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1. The

simulation does not assume that YK+v, 1 ≤ v ≤ m, is distributed according

to ηj and is therefore able to quantify the error owing to this assumption

in our analysis. The simulation is consistent with our performance model

insofar as it does assume TRTP = 0, does assume sources are synchoronised

and does assume packets arrive at each source according to an independent

Poisson process.

In Fig. 6.4, our analysis is in fair agreement with the simulation but

nonetheless overestimates the mean packet delay for all the packet arrival
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rates considered. We argue that this is because using ηj to approximate the

distribution of YK+v, 1 ≤ v ≤ m, underestimates the length of a burst.

Fig. 6.5 shows the packet delay distribution computed analytically and

with simulation for several packet arrival rates. We see that the probability

a packet is delayed for more than three signalling cycles is quite small for all

the arrival rates considered.

Suppose a packet endures a delay of three signalling cycles. Depend-

ing on the choice of T , a delay of three signalling cycles may be smaller

than the delay associated with using a retransmission protocol such as TCP

to retransmit packets that are blocked in conventional forms of OBS using

unacknowledged transmission. Therefore, viewed as an alternative to the

conventional forms of OBS, our OCS with dynamic burst length may reduce

the end-to-end packet delay attributable to running a retransmission layer

above OBS.

6.4 The Conventional Form of Dynamic

Optical Circuit Switching

In this section, we consider the conventional from of dynamic OCS that was

first proposed in [43, 44, 45] and subsequently further analysed in [191]. In

[44], this conventional form of dynamic OCS was called wavelength-routed

OBS, while in [191] it was called OBS with acknowledgements.

We develop a model for a stand-alone link that is connected to multiple

edge buffers. Unlike the model we developed in Section 6.1, we do not assume

synchronisation between edge buffers nor do we assume that time is slotted.

For the model developed in this section, we approximate the mean delay

experienced by an arbitrary packet. Furthermore, we derive exact results for

the number of packets comprising a burst and the probability that a burst

is blocked. These exact results are insensitive to the packet arrival process.

We show that by appropriately choosing the number of packets comprising

a burst, we are able to dimension for a desired blocking probability and with

a high probability, satisfy the maximum delay requirements of a packet.
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Our model includes two important aspects that are not considered in

[44, 45]:

• For a finite number of edge buffers connected to a stand-alone link,

we derive the probability that an arbitrary packet is blocked due to

wavelength contention. In contrast, the analysis in [44, 45] assumed a

sufficient number of wavelength channels is available to render blocking

probability negligible.

• To prevent the loss of packets at an edge buffer due to a fixed limit on

the number of packets that can comprise a burst, we send an explicit

trailer packet as soon as an edge buffer is empty to release the reserved

wavelength channel. Therefore, during the transmission of a burst,

further packets may arrive and be sent as part of that burst. In other

words, we assume delayed release. See Table 4.1 in Chapter 4.

6.4.1 Model and Analysis

We consider an edge router connected to K wavelength channels. As shown

in Fig. 6.6, packets arriving at the edge buffer are aggregated into separate

electronic edge buffers within the edge router based on their destination and

QoS requirements. Let M be the number of edge buffers. We assume the

capacity of each buffer is sufficient to prevent overflow. Packets residing in

the same buffer are assembled into bursts and transmitted using one of the

K wavelengths. In this way, the output of the edge buffers is the input to

the K wavelengths. By considering the edge buffers as sources, we have a K

server loss model with M sources.

We assume that if an assembled burst is ready for transmission but none

of the K wavelengths are available, the burst is blocked and does not seek

retransmission at a later time. Let Tedge denote the maximum delay a packet

can withstand to satisfy QoS requirements. We remark that Tedge may be

different for each buffer. In this section, we understand delay to consist of

burst assembly delay, pre-transmission queueing delay and transmission time.

When a packet arrives at an empty buffer, after a time interval Twait, a

header is sent to reserve one of the K wavelengths for the burst currently
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Figure 6.6: Edge router with M = ni edge buffers; all outgoing fibres termi-
nate at a single optical cross-connect of the core network

being assembled. The time interval Twait is a design parameter controlling

the burst assembly delay and the number of packets comprising a burst. If

a wavelength is reserved, an acknowledgement is received by the edge router

after a further round-trip propagation delay, TRTP , and then the burst is

transmitted on the reserved wavelength. During the transmission of a burst,

further packets may arrive and be sent as part of that burst. Only when the

buffer is empty, a trailer packet is sent to release the reserved wavelength.

As soon as another packet arrives, the burst assembly cycle begins anew.

Each packet may be subject to one or more of the following three delays.

1) Assembly delay: the period beginning at the arrival of a packet and

lasting until an acknowledgement is received. The assembly delay is

zero for a packet that arrives after an acknowledgment is received.

2) Queueing delay: for a packet that arrives during the assembly phase,

this is the period beginning at the time an acknowledgement is re-

ceived and ending at the time the packet begins transmission, while

for a packet that arrives after the assembly phase, this is the period

beginning at the time of the packet’s arrival and ending at the time the

packet begins transmission.
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3) Transmission time: the period required to transmit a packet.

Each edge buffer can transmit at the peak transmission rate denoted by

Rout. For stability, it is necessary that the mean input rate to each edge

buffer, which we denote by Rin, does not exceed Rout. For each packet q,

let Tas(q), Tque(q) and Ttr(q) denote the assembly delay, queuing delay and

packet transmission time, respectively. For each edge buffer, the inequality

Tedge ≥ Tas(q) + Tque(q) + Ttr(q) (6.18)

must hold for all q. Since Rin ≤ Rout, it may be reasonable to approximate

(6.18) with

Tedge ' Twait + TRTP + E(Ttr) + C, (6.19)

where Ttr is the random variable representing a packet’s transmission time

and C is a parameter chosen to control the probability p that (6.19) holds

but (6.18) does not. Note that if C = 0, the right hand side of (6.19) is

the mean delay of the first arriving packet in a burst. To amortise signalling

overheads, it is desirable to maximise the length of the assembly phase subject

to (6.19). Therefore, we set the design parameter, Twait, by considering (6.19)

at equality. In particular, we have

Twait = Tedge − TRTP − E(Ttr)− C.

We now determine C in the case of Poisson packet arrivals and exponen-

tially distributed transmission times. For each buffer, let 1/µ and 1/λ denote

the mean packet length and the mean packet inter-arrival time, respectively.

By an embedded Markov chain approach [161], it can be shown that the

generating function

Π(z) =
∞∑

n=0

πnz
n

of the stationary distribution, πn, n = 0, 1, . . ., of the number of packets left
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behind in a buffer by a departing packet is given by

Π(z) =
(η − λ)(1− zeλ(Twait+TRTP )(z−1))

(1 + λ(Twait + TRTP ))(λz2 − λz + η − ηz)
,

where η = (Rout/Rin)µ. The packets that a departing packet leaves behind

in a buffer are precisely those packets that arrived while the departing packet

was in the buffer or being transmitted. Thus, the Laplace transform, W (s),

of the probability density function for the delay (the sum of assembly delay,

queuing delay and transmission time) of an arbitrary packet satisfies

W (λ− λz) = Π(z).

See [161] for details. By integrating, we can invert W (s) to yield the required

probability density function (PDF), w(t), which is given by

w(t) =
λ(1− e(−∆t))

1 + λT ∗
−

H(t− T ∗)(ηe−∆(t−T ∗) − λ)

1 + λT ∗
, (6.20)

where ∆ = η − λ, T ∗ = Twait + TRTP and H(t) is the Heaviside function. It

follows that

p =

∫ ∞

tedge

w(ξ)dξ

and thus

p =
λe(λ−η)Tedge − ηe(λ−η)(E(Ttr)+C)

(λ− η)[1 + λ(Tedge − E(Ttr)− C)]
. (6.21)

Given a desired probability, p, a suitable numerical method can be applied

to solve (6.21) for the required value of C. For example, suppose Tedge = 50

ms, TRTP = 10 ms, 1/λ = 1/312 ms, Rout = 1 Gb/s and Rin/µ = 400 B. For

p = 0.01, we solve (6.21) to determine C = 3.98, and then by considering

(6.19) at equality, we set Twait = 35.98 ms. Fig. 6.7 shows the PDF of the

delay of an arbitrary packet. The hatched region represents the probability

p = 0.01.

We now derive the mean burst size, which we denote with Lburst. For
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Figure 6.7: PDF of the delay of an arbitrary packet.

simplicity, we assume Rin = Rout. Let I and B denote the mean idle and

busy periods for the output of each buffer, respectively. The proportion of

time that the output of a buffer is busy is given by B/(B + I), which is also

equal to λ/(λ+µ), the proportion of time that packets are exiting the buffer.

Combining the two and noting that I = 1/λ + Twait + TRTP , we have

B

B + 1/λ + Twait + TRTP

=
λ

λ + µ
, (6.22)

or

B = 1/µ + (λ/µ)(Twait + TRTP ). (6.23)

Since Lburst = RoutB, we have

Lburst = [Rout(1 + λTwait + λTRTP )]/µ. (6.24)

We continue by deriving the probability that an arbitrary packet is blocked.

Let T tr denote the random variable representing a burst’s transmission time.

(Recall that Ttr denotes the random variable representing a packet’s trans-

mission time.) Note that E(T tr) = B. As in [44, 45], the effective wavelength

holding time for a burst is given by the random quantity TRTP + T tr, which
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has mean TRTP + B.

Our K server loss model with M sources is equivalent to an Engset system

[74, 150] with mean on and off times, TRTP +B and 1/λ+Twait, respectively.

We take a closer look at an Engset system in Chapter 9. For the moment

though, we remark that the probability an arbitrary packet is blocked is equal

to the probability that an arbitrary burst is blocked, which is given by the

Engset formula

Bburst = Eng

(
1

1/λ + Twait

,
1

TRTP + B
,M − 1, K

)

=

(
M−1

K

)
aK

∑K
i=0

(
M−1

i

)
ai

, (6.25)

where

a =
TRTP + B

1/λ + Twait

.

An appealing property of (6.25) is that it is insensitive to both the on and

off time distributions. See [74] for details.

6.4.2 Numerical Evaluation

We set the mean packet size to 400 B. In particular, we set Rin/µ = 400

B. We also set Rout = 1 Gb/s. Furthermore, we assume that M = 120 and

K = 80. In Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, we plot the probability that a burst is blocked,

Bburst, against Twait, for TRTP = 5, 10, 15 ms and 1/λ = 2, 4, 6 µs. This

represents a variety of path lengths and network loads.

In Fig. 6.8, observe that Bburst increases with TRTP because the effective

wavelength holding time is prolonged. Therefore, networks of large diame-

ter may expect an increase in blocking probability and delay. Fig. 6.8 can

be used to determine the minimum blocking probability and delay that is

achievable for network of given diameter. For example, under the assump-

tions of our model, to achieve a blocking probability of 0.001 in a network of

diameter 1000 km, Twait must be set to at least 48 ms. For C = 0, Twait = 48

ms is commensurate to a packet delay Tedge = 58 ms.
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Figure 6.8: Probability that a burst/packet is blocked for TRTP = 5, 10, 15
ms with 1/λ = 4 µs and Rin/µ = 400 B

6.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter proposed a new form of OCS in which the number of packets

comprising a burst is dynamically set based on the bandwidth that is on offer

during the time the burst is to be sent. In contrast, the number of packets

comprising a burst in current forms of OBS and dynamic OCS is unilaterally

determined at each source router.

We saw that the downside of our new form of OCS is that a source

must be informed of how many packets need to removed from an awaiting

burst. This requires two-way communication between the source and each

intermediate node that lies along the burst’s route. In the forward direction,

the source uses a header to issue a request for a reservation period that is at

least equal to the time required to transmit all the packets comprising the

burst. Then in the reverse direction, an acknowledgement packet is returned

to the source that informs the source of the actual time that has been reserved

and therefore the number of packets that can actually be transmitted. The

actual time that is reserved is determined according to the link along the
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Figure 6.9: Probability that a burst/packet is blocked for 1/λ = 2, 4, 6 µs
with TRTP = 10 ms and Rin/µ = 400 B

burst’s route for which the maximum amount of time a wavelength channel

can be reserved is shortest. Based on this information, the source removes

just enough packets from the burst before the burst is sent.

Section 6.2 formed the largest part of this chapter. In Section 6.2, we

developed a performance model for our proposed OCS with dynamic burst

length. The model we developed consists of a set of homogenous source

routers connected to a stand-alone link. Each source contains a finite buffer.

Packets arrive at a source according to an independent Poisson process and

are enqueued if the buffer contains space, otherwise they are lost. Each source

may transmit a burst of packets during each signalling cycle. Signalling cycles

commence every T time units. We chose the design parameter T to ensure a

source can potentially transmit all the packets residing in its buffer during a

signalling cycle if it is lucky enough to be listed as one of first sources in the

random allocation order. To simplify our model, we assumed the round-trip

propagation delay was zero and that all sources were synchronised.

We analysed our model to determine the waiting time (pre-transmission
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queueing delay) distribution of an arbitrary packet. In Section 6.3, we used

our analysis to numerically evaluate the waiting time distribution of an ar-

bitrary packet for a variety of traffic loads. Furthermore, we verified with

simulation that the error owing to the assumption we made to simplify our

analysis was fairly small.

In the final section of this chapter, we developed a model for the con-

ventional form of dynamic OCS proposed in [44, 45]. The main difference

between the models developed in Sections 6.1 and 6.4 was that in the latter,

we did not assume synchronisation between edge buffers nor did we assume

that time is slotted. We demonstrated that by appropriating choosing the

design parameter Twait, we can dimension for a desired blocking probability

and satisfy the maximum delay requirements of a packet.



Chapter 7

Delay Analysis of Centrally

Controlled Time-Slotted

Optical Circuit Switching

In this chapter, we consider a second form of dynamic OCS. The key differ-

ence between the form of OCS considered in this chapter and the form of OCS

considered Chapter 6 is that in this chapter, the subset of source and desti-

nation pairs that can transmit packets during a particular transmission slot

is determined by a central controller. In contrast, our new approach of OCS

with dynamic burst length that was introduced in Chapter 6 is distributively

controlled. With distributive control, each source is responsible for reserving

a wavelength channel in each link of a route leading to its destination. How-

ever with centralised control, each source issues a request for bandwidth to

a central controller just before the commencement of a transmission slot and

it is then the responsibility of the central controller to allocate bandwidth to

each request in a coordinated manner. Although today’s Internet is more or

less distributively controlled, it has been said that centralised control may

be an attractive option in the future because it reduces the complexity of the

control challenge [114].

In this chapter, OCS is considered in the context of an automatically

switched optical network (ASON). We saw in Chapter 1 that the advance-

191
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ment of optical technology in recent years has positioned the ASON as a

viable option for next-generation core backbone networks. We have seen

that an ASON consists of intermediate nodes (optical cross-connects) inter-

connected by fibres comprising hundreds of wavelength channels and edge

routers that are located at the periphery. Edge routers assemble and disas-

semble many data streams arriving from or destined to users connected to an

ASON via access networks. For this purpose, edge routers possess electronic

buffering capabilities. We saw in Chapter 1 that one of the key advan-

tages of an ASON is that the need to perform optical-to-electrical (O/E)

and electronic-to-optical (E/O) conversion of a data bearing signal at each

intermediate node is averted.

We focus on a form of OCS that can be described as follows. Packets

are enqueued in logical buffers located in each edge router depending on

their desired destination and possibly other classifiers such as QoS. We are

interested in estimating the delay distribution of the queuing time of an

arbitrary packet. Time is divided into discrete circuit transmission periods.

At the boundary of each period, a central controller determines whether or

not a buffer is to be allocated a circuit during the next period based on the

number of packets enqueued in that buffer as well as the number of packets

enqueued in all other buffers. Circuit holding times can either be based on

limited or exhaustive circuit allocation policies.

The aim of this chapter is to develop and analyse a performance model to

evaluate packet delay distribution for this kind of centrally controlled time-

slotted OCS network. Because our analysis is sufficiently flexible to cope

with arbitrary network topologies, arbitrary online routing and wavelength

assignment (RWA) policies and arbitrary circuit allocation policies, we refer

to our analysis as a framework. To ensure computational tractability, our

framework approximates the evolution of each buffer independently. ‘Slack

variables’ are introduced to decouple between buffers in a way that the evo-

lution of each buffer remains consistent with all other buffers in the network.

The delay distribution is derived for a single buffer and an approximation is

given for a network of buffers. The approximation involves finding a fixed-

point for the functional relation between the ‘slack variables’ and a specific
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circuit allocation policy.

Performance of OCS networks has mostly been studied with respect to

end-to-end blocking probabilities. See [86, 119, 140] for examples. The study

in [86] is concerned with routing data or voice in a conventional circuit-

switched telephony network and the studies in [119] and [140] are concerned

with RWA in OCS networks. In these studies, end-to-end blocking prob-

abilities have been derived using Erlang’s fixed-point approximation under

the assumption that blocking events occur independently in each link. We

studied Erlang’s fixed-point approximation in Chapter 4.

This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 7.1, we formulate the

general problem and develop our performance model. Sections 7.2 and 7.3 are

devoted to the derivation of our delay evaluation framework. In particular,

Section 7.2 considers the case of a single buffer, while Section 7.3 uses the

single buffer case as a foundation to evaluate delay distribution for a network

of buffers. The framework is demonstrated in the context of a particular

RWA algorithm in Section 7.4, while some extensions to our basic model

are explained in Section 7.6. Some important practical considerations are

discussed in Section 7.5. In Section 7.7, we numerically verify the accuracy

of our framework with computer simulation.

7.1 Performance Model Formulation

We consider J data streams, each of which correspond to a source and des-

tination pair. Packets from stream j, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , that cannot be transmitted

immediately are enqueued in logical buffer j, which is located in the source

router corresponding to data stream j.

A circuit is defined as a route from a source to a destination that is capable

of transmitting C b/s uninterruptedly for a period of T seconds. A circuit

is set up by selecting a route from a source to a destination and allocating

a dedicated set of wavelength channels and switching resources in each link

traversed by the route.

Circuits are allocated to the logical buffers using a policy R that considers

the queue lengths at all logical buffers. A strict requirement of a circuit
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allocation policy is that any allocated set of circuits can serve their associated

buffers concurrently and continuously. When a circuit is allocated to a logical

buffer, it is drained at a maximum rate of C b/s. An allocated circuit that

is not reselected T seconds after its allocation is released.

The assumption that circuits are selected in a synchronised manner and

at fixed time intervals does not impose limitations on our framework. Neither

is the assumption that a circuit period must be of a fixed length. In Section

7.6, we explain how to extend our analysis to variable circuit lengths and

asynchronous allocations.

The circuit setup process begins by evaluating all queue lengths. A cir-

cuit allocation policy R is then called to determine the set of circuits to be

allocated.

We suppose bits arrive at each logical buffer j according to a continuous

fluid stream with a constant bit rate of Aj b/s. Considering the expected

Tb/s nature of multiplexed input streams, such a fluid approximation is a

natural traffic model. Modelling data transmission as a continuous fluid

stream is also reasonable due to the nature of an optical circuit in which an

arriving bit can be served on-the-fly without waiting for its encapsulating

data packet.

Without loss of generality, we normalise all rates by dividing them by

their largest common integral denominator, say B. Henceforth, we refer to a

unit of B bits as a ‘B-bit’. Also, let K and Aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , be the normalised

circuit transmission and arrival rates in B-bits per circuit period, respectively.

We further assume that every Aj is an integral fraction of K. That is, there

exist integers m0
j such that

K = m0
jAj, j = 1, . . . , J. (7.1)

Also, without loss of generality, we assume that T = 1. To summarise,

time units are specified in circuit periods and data units in B-bits.

Let n denote a circuit switching decision epoch, Xj(n) denote the queue

length in B-bits in logical buffer j at epoch n, 1 ≤ j ≤ J , and X(n) =(
X1(n), X2(n), . . . , XJ(n)

)
denote the system state at epoch n, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
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Given a circuit allocation policy R, let δR(x) =
(
δR
1 (x), δR

2 (x), . . . , δR
J (x)

)

be a binary vector indicating which of the logical buffers are allocated circuits

at state X(n) = x = (x1, x2, . . . , xJ). In particular, δR
j (x) is 1 or 0 depending

on whether or not R allocates a circuit to logical buffer j in state x.

The process
(
X(n), n ≥ 0

)
is a Markov chain and each of its components

Xj(n) evolves according to

Xj(n + 1) =
[
Xj(n) + Aj − δR

j (x)K
]+

, (7.2)

where [y]+ = max(0, y).

Let Sj(i) be the set of system states in which logical queue j comprises i

B-bits and let αj(i, n) be the probability that algorithm R allocates a circuit

to buffer j at epoch n given that X(n) ∈ Sj(i). That is,

Sj(i) = {x|X(n) = x, Xj(n) = i}, (7.3)

and

αj(i, n) = P
(
δR
j (X(n)) = 1|X(n) ∈ Sj(i)

)
. (7.4)

The marginal process Xj(n), n ≥ 0, is not Markov. Nevertheless, its

evolution can be expressed in the probability space of the Markov chain

X(n), n ≥ 0, as follows. By (7.2), given Xj(n) = i, we have

Xj(n + 1) =





[
i + Aj −K

]+
, w.p. αj(i, n),

i + Aj, w.p. 1− αj(i, n),

(7.5)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ J .

The Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0, may or may not be periodic, depending

on the allocation policy R. In particular, if R allocates circuits based on a

deterministic set function of the queue length vector x, the resulting Markov

chain is periodic. For such policies, periodicity follows from the deterministic

fluid arrival processes and the fact that only a finite number of states can be

visited by the Markov chain under appropriate positive recurrent conditions.

The performance of circuit allocation policies in which the Markov chain is
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periodic have been analysed in [148] and are not considered in this thesis.

If the Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0, is aperiodic and positive recurrent,

the probabilities αj(i, n) exist in a stationary regime that is independent of

n. They do however depend on the entire system state. Therefore, under

stationary conditions, (7.5) translates into

Xj(n + 1) =





[
i + Aj −K

]+
, w.p. αj(i),

i + Aj, w.p. 1− αj(i),

(7.6)

given Xj(n) = i.

According to (7.6), it may be suggested that the stationary distribution

of a Markov chain evolving according to (7.6) with probabilities αj(i) can

approximate the multidimensional Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0. The proba-

bilities αj(i) may be regarded as ‘slack variables’.

The idea behind our approximation is as follows. For every logical buffer

j, consider a one dimensional Markov chain evolving according to (7.6) that

is independent of all other buffers. In the original multidimensional process,

the J sets of allocation probabilities αj(i), 1 ≤ j ≤ J , are clearly inter-

dependent. Therefore, the J sets of allocation probabilities must be resolved

in a way that consistency is maintained across all sets. The consistency

conditions give rise to a set of fixed-point equations, each of which describes

one of the one-dimensional Markov chains.

In the next section, we derive the queue length and the packet delay

distribution in a stand-alone buffer evolving according to (7.6).

7.2 A Single Logical Queue

7.2.1 Definition and Ergodicity

For notational clarity, we suppress the logical buffer index j in this section

and denote the state of a generic one-dimensional buffer with X(n), n ≥ 0.

Assuming independent evolution of the marginal processes of X(n), n ≥ 0,
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(7.1) and (7.6) imply that given X(n) = i,

X(n + 1) =





[
i + A−m0A

]+
, w.p. α(i),

i + A, w.p. 1− α(i),

(7.7)

where A and K = m0A are the arrival and transmission rates, respectively.

The upper event in (7.7) represents an allocated circuit period and the

lower event represents an unallocated period. After every unallocated circuit

period, the queue length increases by A and after every allocated circuit

period, the queue length decreases by min
(
i, (m0−1)A

)
, where i is the queue

length at the beginning of the circuit period. Therefore, X(n) assumes only

integral multiples of A and the state space of X(n) is {iA|i = 0, 1, . . .}.

Without loss of generality, we relabel the process states and denote them by

the set of non-negative integers, with the convention that X(n) = i denotes

that iA B-bits reside in the queue. With relabelling, (7.7) becomes

X(n + 1) =





[
i + 1−m0

]+
, w.p. α(i),

i + 1, w.p. 1− α(i).

(7.8)

Since the transmission rate for X(n) ≥ (m0 − 1) is K, it is reasonable to

approximate α(i) = α for i ≥ m0 − 1. We consider this to be a reasonable

approximation because the transmission rate is always K = Am0 B-bits if

(m0 − 1)A B-bits or more reside in a buffer. We further have 0 ≤ α(i) ≤ 1.

Given that we consider only policies R under which the multidimensional

Markov chain X(n), n ≥ 0, is aperiodic, we restrict our attention to aperi-

odic one-dimensional Markov chains X(n), n ≥ 0. Since there is a positive

probability of returning to state zero from any other state, it follows that

the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic. A necessary and sufficient

condition for ergodicity is

αm0 > 1. (7.9)
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Indeed, assuming (7.9) holds, the expected drift in one transition is

E[X(n + 1)−X(n)|X(n) = i] = 1− αm0 < 0,

for i ≥ m0 − 1. Therefore, by the Foster-Lyapunov drift criterion [53], the

Markov chain is ergodic.

7.2.2 Queue Length Probability Generating Function

We derive the probability generating function (pgf) under stationary condi-

tions, G(z) = limn→∞E
[
zX(n)

]
, |z| ≤ 1, in Appendix 7.9.1. We have

G(z) =

m0−2∑
i=0

[
(α(i)zm0−1 − αzi) + (α− α(i))zm0+i

]
p(i)

zm0−1 − (1− α)zm0 − α
, (7.10)

where p(i) is the stationary probability of having iA B-bits in the buffer.

The pgf in (7.10) is expressed as a function of the m0− 1 boundary prob-

abilities p(i), i = 0, 1, . . . ,m0 − 2, that we have yet to determine. Standard

application of Rouche’s Theorem and the analyticity of G(z) in the unit disk

|z| ≤ 1 yield these boundary probabilities. See for example [66, pp. 121-124].

Specifically, as we prove in Appendix 7.9.2, the denominator of G(z) has

m0 − 1 distinct zeros within and onto the unit disk |z| ≤ 1. To find the

boundary probabilities p(i), i = 0, 1, . . . ,m0− 2, we exploit the analyticity of

G(z) in the unit disk |z| < 1. The numerator of G(z) must be zero for every

zero of its denominator within the unit disk. One zero of the denominator is

clearly 1 for which all the coefficients of p(i) in the numerator are zero and

therefore useless. All other m0−2 zeros, denoted by zm, m = 1, 2, . . . ,m0−2,

are within the unit disk and define the following m0 − 2 linear equations

m0−2∑

i=0

[
(α(i)zm0−1

m − αzi
m) + (α− α(i))zm0+i

m

]
p(i) = 0, (7.11)

for m = 1, 2, . . . ,m0 − 2.

Another independent equation is obtained from the normalisation condi-
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tion G(1) = 1. Applying L’hopital’s rule to (7.10), gives

m0−2∑

i=0

[
m0α− (1 + i)α(i)

]
p(i) = αm0 − 1. (7.12)

Equations (7.11) and (7.12) form a set of m0−1 independent linear equa-

tions whose solution determine p(i), i = 0, 1, . . . ,m0−2. Their independence

can be verified by checking the positivity of the corresponding determinant,

as in [66, pp. 121-124].

Once the boundary probabilities are determined, G(z) is completely spec-

ified. The stationary probabilities p(i) for i ≥ m0 − 1 are given by p(i)i! =
d(i)G(z)

dz
|z=0 and the expected queue length under stationary conditions is given

by E(X) = dG(z)
dz
|z=1. Higher moments are derived by taking higher deriva-

tives at z = 1.

It is well-known that computing higher moment based on G(z) can be

tedious. In the following, we apply simpler methods to derive E(X) and p(i)

for i ≥ m0 − 1.

7.2.3 Expected Queue Length

Foremost, we derive the expected queue length at circuit period boundaries

under stationary conditions, E(X). We then derive the long-run time-average

queue length, E(X̃).

A simple method to derive E(X) is to express the one-step evolution of

X(2)(n + 1) in the same way as (7.8) and equate the expected values of both

sides. This method gives

E(X) =
α
(
m0 − 1

)2
+ (1− α) +

∑m0−2
i=0 p(i)

[
αm0

(
2(i + 1)−m0

)
− α(i)

(
i + 1

)2]

2(αm0 − 1)
.

(7.13)

The expected number of B-bits at a circuit boundary is therefore AE(X).

To find the time-average queue length, we note that the queue length

evolution between two consecutive circuit period boundaries, X(t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
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is as follows. Given X(n) = i,

X(t) =





[
i + t−m0t

]+
, w.p. α(i),

i + t , w.p. 1− α(i).

(7.14)

By the mean ergodic theorem, E(X̃) =
∫ 1

t=0
E
(
X(t)

)
dt. Note that for

i ≥ m0 − 1, we have i + t−m0t ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, whereas for i < m0 − 1,

we have i + t−m0t ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ i/(m0 − 1). Integrating yields

E(X̃) = E(X) + 1
2
− αm0

2

(
1−

m0−2∑
i=0

p(i)

)
+ 1

2

m0−2∑
i=0

p(i)α(i)
(

i2

m0−1
− 2i− 1

)
.

(7.15)

The time-average number of B-bits is therefore AE(X̃).

7.2.4 Queue Length Distribution

In Section 7.2.2, we derived the probabilities p(i), i = 0, 1, . . . ,m0 − 2. We

continue by deriving a simple recursion for p(i), i ≥ m0 − 1.

From (7.8), the balance equations are given by

p(0) =
m0−1∑

i=0

p(i)α(i), (7.16)

and

p(i) = p(i− 1)
(
1− α(i− 1)

)
+ p(i + m0 − 1)α, (7.17)

for i ≥ 1.

Given p(i), 0 ≤ i ≤ m0 − 2, by (7.16),

p(m0 − 1) =
p(0)−

∑m0−2
i=0 p(i)α(i)

α
, (7.18)

and by (7.17),

p(m0 + i) =
p(i + 1)− p(i)

(
1− α(i)

)

α
, i ≥ 0. (7.19)
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7.2.5 Delay Distribution

In non-fluid models, where packet arrivals and departures occur at particular

time instances, packet delay is a well-defined notion. However, for our fluid

traffic model, a packet can be served while it is still arriving. Therefore,

packet delay is no longer a well-defined notion.

The conventional notion of packet delay is defined as the period beginning

from the time the first bit of an arbitrary packet arrives and lasting until the

last bit of that packet is transmitted. This notion of packet delay is dependent

on the number of bits comprising a packet.

An alternative notion of packet delay, which we call B-bit delay, is defined

as the period beginning from the time a B-bit arrives and lasting until that B-

bit is transmitted. Our B-bit notion of delay is independent of the number of

bits comprising a packet, however, it does reflect packet delay in the following

sense. At a B-bit arrival instant, the portion of a packet preceding the B-

bit is either enqueued or has been transmitted, while at a B-bit departure

instant, the portion of a packet preceding the B-bit has been transmitted.

Therefore, B-bit delay reflects the delay of an arbitrary packet prefix.

The expected B-bit delay under stationary conditions is derived from

E(X̃) using Little’s Theorem. Since AE(X̃) is the expected queue length in

B-bits at an arbitrary time and given that the B-bit arrival rate is A, the

expected B-bit delay is E(X̃) and is given in (7.15).

We now return to the conventional notion of packet delay that we have

defined as the period beginning from the time the first bit of an arbitrary

packet arrives and lasting until the last bit of that packet is transmitted.

Let this period be denoted with the random variable D. To determine the

distribution of D, we assume each packet comprises L B-bits. We further

assume that during each circuit period there is an integral number M of

packet arrivals. That is, A = ML. Finally, we assume all packets are served

according to the FIFO regime and that the packet arrival process begins at

the boundary of a circuit period.

Exactly M packets arrive during each circuit period, each of which en-

dures a different delay. Let Dm, 1 ≤ m ≤ M , be the delay of a packet that
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arrives (m− 1)/M circuit periods after a circuit boundary. The delay of an

arbitrary packet is therefore given by

D =
1

M

M∑

m=1

Dm. (7.20)

Deriving the packet delay distribution is a difficult task because the prob-

abilities α(i), i ≤ m0−1, are not equal. Because they are not equal, the time

between two consecutive circuit allocations is not identically distributed.

To simplify the derivation of the packet delay distribution, we consider

the special symmetric case in which α(i) = α, for all i ≥ 0. We derive the

delay distribution by way of a computational procedure rather than a closed-

form expression. The details of this derivation are deferred until Appendix

7.9.3.

7.3 A Network of Edge Routers

Deriving the exact stationary distribution for the multidimensional Markov

chain X(n) that we defined in Section 7.1 is computationally intractable. To

achieve computational tractability, we propose an approximation in which we

allow each buffer to evolve independently. We call this the buffer indepen-

dence assumption. This requires decoupling of the buffers in a way that the

evolution of each stand-alone buffer remains consistent with the evolution of

all other buffers. Furthermore, the stationary circuit allocation probabilities,

αj(i), must be chosen to agree with the policy R.

For any given R, let SR
j (i) be the subset of Sj(i), defined in (7.3), where

δR
j (x) = 1. Namely, the set of states in which buffer j comprises i B-bits and

is allocated a circuit.

By the independence assumption and (7.4), the following R-consistency
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equations must hold:

αj(i) = P

(
δR
j

(
X(n)

)
= 1

∣∣∣Xj(n) = i
)

=
∑

x∈SR
j (i)

∏

m6=j

pm(xm), i ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , J, (7.21)

where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xJ) and pm(xm) = P
(
Xm(n) = xm

)
, 1 ≤ m ≤ J , are

the stationary marginal probabilities.

If (7.21) does hold, we say that the independent Markov chains Xj(n),

1 ≤ j ≤ J , are consistent with policy R.

For each logical buffer j, let αj =
(
αj(i)|i ≥ 0

)
and α = (αj|1 ≤ j ≤ J).

A set α is a consistent set of allocation probabilities if it satisfies (7.21).

Since the stationary probabilities pj(i) depend on αj, we use the notation

pj(αj, i) rather than pj(i).

To find the consistent set of allocation probabilities, we define the trans-

formation

T i
j

(
α
)

=
∑

x∈SR
j (i)

∏

m6=j

pm(αj, xm), i ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ J. (7.22)

The R-consistency equations defined by (7.21) are satisfied if and only if

there is an α
∗ such that

T i
j

(
α

∗
)

= α∗
j (i), i ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ J. (7.23)

Observe that each transformation T i
j (α) is a continuous mapping from

the set [0, 1] to itself and therefore it has at least a single fixed-point by the

Brouwer fixed-point theorem [123].

To find the consistent set of allocation probabilities α
∗, we use the fol-

lowing successive substitution algorithm for a randomly chosen initial set

α
(0):

α
(n+1)
j (i) = T i

j

(
α

(n)
)
, i = 0, 1, . . . ,m0 − 1, j = 1, . . . , J, n ≥ 0. (7.24)
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Once a consistent set α
∗ has been found, the delay distribution for pol-

icy R can be computed for each logical buffer using the procedure we have

outlined in Section 7.2.5.

The successive substitution algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to

the consistent set of allocation probabilities α
∗, furthermore, there is no

guarantee that the transformation T i
j (α) does indeed have a unique set of

consistent allocation probabilities.

However, based on our computational experience with the numerical ex-

amples we present in Sections 7.4 and 7.7, the successive substitution algo-

rithm does converge to a set of consistent allocation probabilities. Further-

more, we verify that the set of consistent allocation probabilities to which

the successive substitution algorithm converges are in good agreement with

computer simulation. We have found that usually only a few iterations are

required to converge to a sufficiently small error criterion.

7.4 An Example of a Circuit Allocation Pol-

icy

Let J be the set of all logical buffers. To define general circuit allocation

policies, we use the notion of a maximal transmission (MT) set. An MT set

is a subset Ji of J satisfying:

1) All buffers in Ji can be allocated a circuit concurrently without result-

ing in packet blocking; and

2) There is no superset of Ji that satisfies 1.

Allocating circuits to a set of buffers that does not define an MT set is

suboptimal.

The set of all MT sets, which we denote by J ∗ = {Ji ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , J}, 1 ≤

i ≤ N}, can be mapped to a realisable network consisting of a topology and

routing policy. We do no impose restrictions to preclude overlapping MT

sets. In particular, a buffer j may reside in more than one MT set.
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A general circuit allocation policy is one that selects a single MT set at

every circuit period based on some measurable information about all buffers.

Any deterministic stationary policy allocating an MT set as a function of

all queue lengths defines a weighted time-division multiplexing policy and

results in a periodic Markov chain. The performance of these policies have

been analysed in [148] and are not considered in this thesis.

In this chapter, we demonstrate our delay evaluation framework for the

following threshold randomised policy. Each MT set Ji is associated with a

triplet (ti, ξ
1
i , ξ

2
i ), where ti is a threshold and ξ2

i > ξ1
i are positive weights.

An MT set constellation is a binary vector b = (b1, b2, . . . , bN), where

bi = 0 if and only if
∑

j∈Ji
Xj(n) ≤ ti. Let ξi(bi) = ξ1

i if bi = 0 and

ξi(bi) = ξ2
i if bi = 1

Our randomised threshold policy is defined such that for every given MT

set constellation b, MT set Ji is selected with probability ξi(bi)/
∑N

l=1 ξl(bl).

Exactly one MT set is chosen for each circuit allocation period using a random

random generator.

Let Nj be the set of all MT sets not containing buffer j. Let Nj be the

cardinality of Nj. Let Yj be the number of MT sets not containing buffer j

for which
∑

u∈Jv
Xu(n) ≤ tv holds for each buffer v that is counted by Yj.

Finally, let Zj(i) be the number of MT sets containing buffer j for which
∑

u∈Jv
Xu(n) ≤ tv holds for each buffer v that is counted by Zj(i) and given

Xj(n) = i.

Given the current α and the events Yj = y and Zj(i) = z,

αj(i, y, z) = T i
j

(
α, y, z

)
=

zξ1 + (N −Nj − z)ξ2

(z + y)ξ1 + (N − z − y)ξ2

. (7.25)

To uncondition the events Yj = y and Zj(i) = z, we invoke the central

limit theorem and use the following Gaussian approximation to compute

P(Yj = y) and P
(
Zj(i) = z

)
.

Since Yj =
∑

l∈Nj
(1− bl), it can be approximated for a large value of Nj

with a Gaussian random variable with mean
∑

l∈Nj
pl and variance

∑
l∈Nj

(1−
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pl)pl, where

pl = P

(
∑

k∈Jl

Xk(n) ≤ tl

)
.

Similarly, since Zj(i) =
∑

l 6∈Nj
(1− bl) given that Xj(n) = i, it can also be

approximated for a large value of N −Nj with a Gaussian random variable

with mean
∑

l 6∈Nj
ql and variance

∑
l 6∈Nj

(1− ql)ql, where

ql = P




∑

k∈Jl\{j}

Xk(n) ≤ tl − i


 .

Furthermore, if an MT set contains a large number of buffers, the prob-

abilities P

(∑
j∈Ji

Xj(n) ≤ ti

)
can also be fitted to a Gaussian distribution.

The first two moments required to make the fit are computed from the sta-

tionary distributions of the stand-alone buffers comprising the MT set.

Finally, we have

αj(i) =

∫

y

∫

z

αj(i, y, z)dFYj
(y)dFZj(i)(z), (7.26)

where FYj
(y) and FZj(i)(z) denote the distributions of the Gaussian random

variables that have been fitted to Yj and Zj(i), respectively. We evaluate

(7.26) numerically using a continuity correction to account for the fact that

Yj and Zj(i) are discrete random variables.

Our randomised threshold policy allows for delay differentiation. Buffers

with different delay requirements can be differentiated by assigning them to

different MT sets. The thresholds and weights of each MT set are calibrated

to increase the probability of selecting MT sets with more stringent delay

requirements. In particular, by lowering the threshold ti and/or increasing

the weights (ξ1
i , ξ

2
i ), the probability of selecting MT set Ji is increased.
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7.5 Practical Considerations

We have not considered how the length of a circuit period, which we have

denoted by T , should be chosen in practice. To minimise the expected B-bit

queuing delay, T should be chosen as small as possible. In fact, as long as

the set of allocation probabilities ensure the Markov chain underlying each

stand-alone buffer is ergodic, the expected B-bit queuing delay can be made

arbitrarily small by choosing T arbitrarily small. This is a result of using a

deterministic fluid traffic model.

Several considerations impose constraints on the choice of T . In par-

ticular, it is essential that T exceeds the time required to reconfigure the

switching fabric of an optical cross-connect and the time required for control

signalling to propagate at each circuit allocation epoch. Other considerations

that may impose a lower bound on T include:

• The processing capability of the circuit allocation decision maker may

be overwhelmed for a sufficiently small T because a circuit allocation

decision must be made so often; and

• Control signalling may utilise exorbitant amounts of capacity for a suf-

ficiently small T .

Although it is hard to give an an estimate of T , it is clear from the above

considerations that T cannot be set arbitrarily small.

We also remark that for a truly stochastic packet arrival process, the cir-

cuit allocation decision maker must make a decision based on an outdated

record of the number of packets enqueued in each buffer. The state of each

buffer conveyed to the decision maker is outdated at the time a circuit allo-

cation decision is made because each buffer continues to evolve in the time

it takes for the state to propagate to the decision maker and for the decision

maker to process the updated state information.

To resolve uncertainty in the buffer state, we can feed the decision maker

estimates of the state of each buffer that have been inferred from outdated

state information. We have not been faced with this inference problem in

our analysis. In our analysis, since we have used a deterministic fluid traffic
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model, the exact number of packets enqueued in each buffer can be deter-

mined by the decision maker based on the decisions it has made in the past.

Finally, we remark that although propagation delay is not explicitly ac-

counted for within our analysis, it is nothing more than a deterministic ad-

ditive constant. For sufficiently small T , queuing delay may be negligible

compared to propagation delay. Our analysis can be used to determine the

range of T for which propagation delay overshadows queueing delay and vice

versa.

7.6 Adaptive Circuit Allocation

A possible extension to the model developed in Section 7.1 is to allow policies

where the circuit allocation period may depend on the queue length. Specifi-

cally, for every queue length X(n) = i, a circuit is allocated with probability

α(i) and the allocated circuit period is of length t(i), which is specified in

circuit periods. With probability 1 − α(i), the allocation attempt fails and

another attempt is made after b circuit periods.

An interesting case is the exhaustive policy for which t(i) = i/(K − A).

In this case, the allocated duration is selected to exactly clear the B-bits in

the queue and those that arrive during the allocation time. If an allocation

attempt is successful, the queue length drops to zero at the next allocation

attempt. Therefore, to prevent artificial steps of length zero, we fix α(0) = 0.

Moreover, since an unsuccessful allocation attempt is followed by another

attempt after b circuit periods, letting α(i) be state dependent is redundant.

Therefore, we confine ourselves to the case where α(i) = α for i > 0.

To derive an expression for packet delay, we consider a Markov chain

with points embedded at the times just before circuit allocation attempts

are made. Given X(n) = i > 0, we have

X(n + 1) =





0, w.p. α,

i + bA, w.p. 1− α,

(7.27)
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while given X(n) = 0,

X(n + 1) = bA. (7.28)

The expected drift in the process state in one transition is E[X(n + 1)−

X(n)|X(n) = i] = (1−α)bA−αi, which is strictly negative if i > (1−α)bA/α.

Therefore, by the Foster-Lyapunov drift criterion [53], the Markov chain is

positive recurrent.

Derivation of the pgf is straightforward and is given by

G(z) =
α
[
1− p(0)(1− zbA)

]

1− (1− α)zbA
, |z| ≤ 1. (7.29)

To find p(0), note that the queue length drops to zero only after a suc-

cessful allocation attempt, after which the queue length rises to bA in the

following step. From that step forward, independent allocation attempts are

made every b circuit periods, each succeeding with probability α. Therefore,

the expected return time to state zero is 1 + 1/α. By definition, we have

p(0) =
1

1 + 1/α
=

α

1 + α
.

The expected queue length at an arbitrary embedded point is given by

the derivative of G(z) evaluated at z = 1. We have

E(X) =
αbA

1 + α
. (7.30)

The time-average queue length, E
(
X̃
)
, can be derived based on the fol-

lowing observation. Given X(n) = i > 0, with probability α, the queue

length decreases to zero at rate 1/(K − A) and with probability 1 − α, it

increases to i+ bA at rate A. For state X(n) = 0, the queue length increases

to bA at rate A. It follows that

E
(
X̃
)

=
α2b2A

2(1 + α)
+

α

2(K − A)
E
(
X2
)

+

(
E(X) +

bA

2

)
(1− α)b. (7.31)

The time-average queue length, E(X̃) in (7.31) is expressed in terms of
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E(X) and E(X2), where the former is given by (7.30). The second moment

E(X2) can be derived either from the second derivative of G(z) or by repre-

senting the one step evolution of X2(n + 1) in a similar manner as in (7.27)

and (7.28). This latter procedure is less tedious and provides the equation

E
(
X2
)

=
(αbA)2

1 + α
+ (1− α)

[
E
(
X2
)

+ (bA)2 + 2bAE(X)
]
. (7.32)

Replacing E(X) in (7.32) with the right-hand side of (7.30) yields the

closed-form expression:

E
(
X2
)

=

[
1 + 2α(1− α)

]
(bA)2

α(1 + α)
. (7.33)

By Little’s Lemma, the time-average queueing delay of an arbitrary B-

bit is E(D̃) = E(X̃)/A. The packet delay distribution can be obtained in a

similar manner as in Section 7.2.5.

7.7 Numerical Evaluation and Examples

We define a collection of symmetric, asymmetric and randomly generated

networks to serve as test instances for our delay evaluation framework. Based

on these test instances, we use computer simulation to quantify the error

owing to the approximations we used in our analysis.

Each test instance in defined in terms of a collection of MT sets. A

collection of MT sets can be mapped to a realisable network consisting of a

topology and routing policy.

All the test instances we consider comprise 100 buffers and 400 MT sets.

That is, J = 100 and N = 400. Test instances are distinguished according

to the cardinality of each MT set and the number of MT sets resided in by

each buffer.

To reduce the number of free parameters, we set m0
j = m0, 1 ≤ j ≤ 100,

ξ2
i /ξ

1
i = 10, 1 ≤ i ≤ 400 and ti = |Ji|, 1 ≤ i ≤ 400. In words, the

proportionality between the arrival bit rate and the service bit rate is the

same for all buffers, the ratio between the upper and lower weights is 10 for
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all MT sets, and the threshold of an MT set is chosen as its cardinality.

Test instances are classified as symmetric (S), asymmetric (A) and ran-

dom (R). In a symmetric test instance, the cardinality of all MT sets is equal

and all buffers reside in an equal number of MT sets. An asymmetric test

instance allows the cardinality of each MT set and the number of MT sets

resided in by each buffer to vary in a strictly deterministic manner. Finally,

a randomly generated test instance is such that the cardinality of each MT

set and the number of MT sets resided in by each buffer varies according

to a statistical distribution. For all test instances, MT sets are necessarily

unique.

We consider various test instances to reflect the full range of accuracies

that may be expected with our delay evaluation framework. In particular,

we consider the following test instances.

(S1) Each of the 100 buffers resides in n, n = 160, 200, 240, of the 400 MT

sets. Therefore, the cardinality of each MT is given by 100n/400.

(A1) Each of the 100 buffers resides in 240 MT sets. The 400 MT sets are

evenly divided such that 200 are of cardinality 40 and 200 are of car-

dinality 80. Therefore, each buffer resides in 80 MT sets of cardinality

40 and 160 MT sets of cardinality 80.

(A2) A variation of (A1) in which each of the 100 buffers resides in 180

MT sets. The 400 MT sets are evenly divided such that 100 are of

cardinality 30, 100 are of cardinality 40, 100 are of cardinality 50 and

100 are of cardinality 60.

(A3) Of the 100 buffers, 50 reside in 240 MT sets and 50 reside 160 MT sets,

referred to as class 1 and class 2 buffers, respectively. Therefore, the

cardinality of each MT set is 50 and the composition of each MT set is

such that 30 of the 50 buffers reside in 240 MT sets and 20 of the 50

buffers reside in 160 MT sets.

(R1) Each of the 100 buffers resides in a random number of MT sets ac-

cording to the discrete uniform distribution on the interval [160, 240].
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Figure 7.1: Test instance (S1), expected B-bit delay in units of T as a function
of proportionality between arrival bit rate and service bit rate

Therefore, the expected MT set cardinality is 50. Buffers are randomly

allocated to MT sets and it is ensured each MT set is unique.

(R2) Of the 100 buffers, 50 reside in a random number of MT sets according

to the discrete uniform distribution on the interval [230, 240] and 50

according to the discrete uniform distribution on the interval [160, 170],

referred to as class 1 and class 2 buffers, respectively. Therefore, the

expected MT set cardinality is 50.

For each test instance, the expected B-bit delay, which quantifies the

expected queueing time of an arbitrary B-bit is computed via (7.15) and

computer simulation. The results are plotted as a function of m0, m0 =

3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Recall that m0 is the ratio of the service bit rate to the arrival

bit rate. The expected B-bit delay is expressed in units of circuit periods.

Therefore, a B-bit delay of unity is equal to the length of a circuit period T .

For random test instances, the expected B-bit delay is shown as an average

across three independent trials. Plots are shown in Figs. 7.1-7.5.
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Figure 7.2: Test instance (A1) and (A2), expected B-bit delay in units of T
as a function of proportionality between arrival bit rate and service bit rate
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Figure 7.3: Test instance (A3), expected B-bit delay in units of T as a
function of proportionality between arrival bit rate and service bit rate
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Figure 7.4: Test instance (R1), expected B-bit delay in units of T as a
function of proportionality between arrival bit rate and service bit rate
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Table 7.1: Maximum error margin

Test Instance Maximum Error Margin

(S1) n = 160 0.36%
(S1) n = 200 6.6%
(S1) n = 240 1.6%
(A1) 13.9%
(A2) 6.4%
(A3) Class 1 24.5%
(A3) Class 2 24.1%
(R1) 5.8%
(R2) Class 1 2.2%
(R2) Class 2 9.3%

All test instances indicate that the expected delay approximated with our

framework is in fairly good agreement with the simulation.

For large values of m0, the magnitude of the error margin varies and our

framework appears to provide an upper bound for the expected delay. The

maximum error margins for all test instances are given in Table 7.7. We

remark that the test instances in which all buffers do not reside in the same

number of MT sets such as test instances (A3) and (R2) give rise to the

greatest error margin.

Five approximations/assumptions contribute to the error margin:

1) Assuming each buffer evolves independently;

2) Approximating the probability P(Yj = y) using a Gaussian approxima-

tion;

3) Approximating the probability P
(
Zj(i) = z

)
using a Gaussian approx-

imation;

4) Approximating the probability P
(∑

k∈Jl
Xk(n) ≤ t

)
using a Gaussian

approximation; and,

5) Approximating α(i) = α for i ≥ m0 − 1.

The Gaussian approximation involves using the central limit theorem to

approximate the distribution of a sum of independent random variables. The
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Gaussian approximation is accurate if the number of MT sets is sufficiently

large and the number of buffers residing in each MT set is sufficiently close

to half the total number of MT sets. The accuracy of the Guassian ap-

proximation worsens if the number of MT sets is small, in which case the

probabilities P
(∑

k∈Jl
Xk(n) ≤ t

)
may be poorly approximated, or if the

number of buffers residing in each MT set is either small or almost equal to

the total number of MT sets, in which case the probabilities P
(
Zj(i) = z

)

and P(Yj = y) may be poorly approximated, respectively. The Gaussian

approximation may be avoided if the number of buffers residing in each MT

set is small by computing the appropriate probabilities exactly by summing

over all possible permutations.

Approximating α(i) = α for i ≥ m0 − 1 introduces error if the threshold

t ≥ m0 − 1. For example, if t ≥ m0 − 1, P
(
Zj(m

0 − 1) = z
)
6= P

(
Zj(t + 1) =

z
)

= 0, however, α(m0 − 1) = α(t + 1) = α, since α(i) = α for i ≥ m0 − 1.

Therefore, if t ≥ m0− 1, α is approximated such that α =
∑K

i=m0−1 p(i)α(i),

where p(i) = p(i)/
(∑K

i=m0−1 p(i)
)

and K ≫ m0 − 1 represents a numerical

truncation point.

To quantify the error introduced by approximating α as such, we define

three symmetric test instances in which the Gaussian approximations are

avoided by considering only 12 buffers residing in MT sets of cardinality c,

c = 5, 6, 7. The expected B-bit delay is plotted as a function of the threshold

t, t = 0, 1, . . . , 7, for m0 = 4 in Fig. 7.6. Observe the increased error margin

for t ≥ m0 − 1 = 3. For t ≤ m0 − 2 = 2, the error margin is less than

one percent and is completely attributable to approximating the evolution of

each buffer independently.

As shown in Figs. 7.1-7.5, the expected B-bit delay is monotonic in m0.

For most test instances, the expected B-bit delay is less than one circuit

period for m0 = 6, 7, which indicates a bit is transmitted in its arriving

circuit period with high probability. The expected B-bit delay is not plotted

for m0 = 1, 2, 3 because the underlying Markov chain is not ergodic for some

test instances in this region.
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Figure 7.6: Expected B-bit delay in units of T as a function of the threshold
t of the randomised threshold allocation policy

7.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we considered a time-slotted from of OCS in which a subset of

source and destination pairs called an MT set is determined at the boundary

of each transmission slot. The source and destination pairs comprising the

chosen MT set are permitted to concurrently transmit packets during the

next transmission slot. The MT set is determined by a central controller

based on the number of packets enqueued at each source.

We derived a framework to determine the delay distribution of an arbi-

trary packet. The performance model underlying our framework was based

on a fluid traffic model, packet queueing at edge routers and time-slotted

circuit-switched transmission between source and destination pairs. To en-

sure computational tractability, we assumed that buffers evolve indepen-

dently. Slack variables were introduced to decouple buffers in a way that

ensured the evolution of each stand-alone buffer remained consistent. We

demonstrated our framework in the context of a randomised threshold allo-

cation policy in which circuits were allocated based on the number of packets
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enqueued in each buffer. The expected packet delay estimated by our frame-

work was shown to be in good agreement with computer simulation. This

indicated that the error owing to our approach of decoupling buffers was not

substantial.

Two types of circuit allocation policies were incorporated into our frame-

work. We first considered circuit holding times that were of fixed duration

and allocated at the boundary of fixed time slots. We then considered adap-

tive circuit holding times that were chosen to ensure all packets enqueued in

a selected buffer were transmitted.

7.9 Chapter Appendices

7.9.1 Derivation of G(z)

Using (7.8), the state relabelling, the definition of G(z) and the assumption

that α(i) = α for i ≥ m0 − 1, G(z) can be separated into the following two

summations

G(z) =
m0−2∑
i=0

[α(i)z(i+1−m0)+ + (1− α(i))zi+1]p(i)

+
∞∑

i=m0−1

[αz(i+1−m0)+ + (1− α)zi+1]p(i).

For the first summation, i + 1 − m0 < 0 and for the second summation,

i + 1−m0 ≥ 0, thus

G(z) =
m0−2∑

i=0

[α(i) + (1− α(i))zi+1]p(i) +
∞∑

i=m0−1

[αzi+1−m0

+ (1− α)zi+1]p(i).

Multiplying by zm0−1 and rearranging the second summation yields

G(z) =
m0−2∑

i=0

[α(i) + (1− α(i))zi+1]p(i) + (αz1−m0

+ z − αz)
∞∑

i=m0−1

p(i)zi.
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Since
∑∞

i=m0−1 p(i)zi = G(z) −
∑m0−2

i=0 p(i)zi, the second summation can be

written in terms of G(z) giving the following implicit equation for G(z),

G(z) =
m0−2∑

i=0

[α(i)+(1−α(i))zi+1]p(i)+(αz1−m0

+z−αz)

(
G(z)−

m0−2∑

i=0

p(i)zi

)
.

Finally, some elementary rearrangements give

G(z) =

m0−2∑
i=0

[α(i)zm0−1 − αzi + (α− α(i))zm0+i]p(i)

zm0−1 − α− zm0 + αzm0 .

7.9.2 Properties of G(z)

Foremost, we show that the denominator of G(z) has K − A distinct zeros.

Represent the denominator of G(z), h(z), as a sum of the two functions

f(z) = zK−A and g(z) = −
(
α + (1− α)zK

)
.

Clearly, f(z) has a single zero of order K−A at 0. Furthermore, for every

z on the unit contour |z| = 1,

|g(z)| ≤ |f(z)| (7.34)

and the derivatives of f(z) and g(z) satisfy df(Z)
d|z|

= K − A and dg(Z)
d|z|

=

(1− α)K, respectively.

From the ergodicity condition (7.9), df(Z)
d|z|

> dg(Z)
d|z|

on the contour |z| = 1.

Combined with (7.34), it follows that |g(z)| < |f(z)| for every z on any

contour |z| = 1 + δ, where δ > 0. Invoking Rouche’s Theorem, f(z) and

f(z) + g(z) have the same number of zeros within every contour |z| = 1 + δ,

where δ > 0. That is, within and onto the unit disk |z| = 1. Since f(z) has

K − A zeros, so does the denominator of G(z), h(z) = f(z) + g(z).

We next show that all zeros must be distinct. Suppose in contradiction

that they are not distinct. Then the derivative of h(z) at any multiplicative
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must vanish. However, the derivative of h(z), h′(z), satisfies

|h′(z)| = |(K − A)zK−A−1 − (1− α)KzK−1| (7.35)

≥ |(K − A)zK−A−1| − |(1− α)KzK−1| (7.36)

= (K − A)|z|K−A−1 − (1− α)K|z|K−1. (7.37)

It is easily verified that the ergodicity condition (7.9) is equivalent to |h′(z)| >

0 for every z in |z| ≤ 1. Therefore, all zeros are distinct.

7.9.3 Derivation of Delay Distribution for α(i) = α

We assume a circuit period begins at time 0. We have that P
(
X(0) = i

)
=

p(i), where the probabilities p(i) are derived in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.4.

The duration of each packet arrival is 1/M circuit periods. The first packet

starts its arrival at time 0 and every subsequent packet m, 2 ≤ m ≤ M ,

starts its arrival upon the arrival completion of packet m− 1. We derive the

distribution of D1 and then we express the remaining M − 1 distributions

recursively.

By assuming α(i) = α, the number of circuit periods between two con-

secutive circuit allocations, S, is geometrically distributed with a success

probability of α. The pgf of S is given by

GS(z) =
zα

1− z(1− α)
, |z| ≤ 1. (7.38)

Let τj, j ≥ 1, be the number of circuit periods between circuit allocation

j − 1 and j, using the convention that allocation 0 is performed at time

0. The random variables τj are independent and geometrically distributed

taking values 1, 2, 3, . . . .. Note that τj includes the allocated circuit period

used for transmission. From (7.38), the pgf of the summation τ (n) =
∑n

j=1 τj

is given by [GS(z)]n.

We show that an integral number of packets reside within a buffer at

every circuit period boundary. Let b(k) be the number of packets transmit-

ted during an allocated circuit period given that there are k packets at the
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beginning of the circuit period. If k ≥ (m0 − 1)M , the queue at the buffer

is drained at rate m0M packets per period and therefore b(k) = m0M . If

k < (m0 − 1)M , the buffer queue is drained at rate m0M during the first

fraction of the period k/(m0 − 1)M and at rate M during the rest of the

period, implying b(k) = k + M . Therefore, we have

b(k) =





m0M, k ≥ (m0 − 1)M,

k + M, k < (m0 − 1)M.

(7.39)

Consequently, at every circuit period boundary, there is an integral num-

ber of packets whose distribution is given by

q(k) = p(kL), k ≥ 0. (7.40)

The number of circuits period needed to transmit k packets at rate m0M

is n(k) = ⌈k/m0M⌉. All but possibly the last circuit period is fully utilised

to transmit the k packets. The utilisation of the last circuit period is given

by 1− frac(k), where frac(k) = n(k)− k/m0M .

Let d1
m(k) (d2

m(k)) be the delay of the mth arriving packet given that

there are k packets at time 0 and the first circuit period is allocated (not

allocated), where 1 ≤ m ≤M .

Suppose that k packets are present at time 0. If the first circuit period

is not allocated, the k packets and the M first arrivals are all transmitted at

rate 1/m0M . Therefore, for m = 1,

d2
1(k) = 1 + τn(k) +

1

m0M
+ I{k ∈ Z0}(τ − 1)− I{k 6∈ Z0}frac(k)

= τn(k) +
1

m0M
+ I{k ∈ Z0}τ + I{k 6∈ Z0}(1− frac(k)), (7.41)

where Z0 is the set of all positive integer multiples of m0M , I{E} is the set

indicator function and τ is an independent geometric random variable with

success probability α.
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For m ≥ 2,

d2
m(k) = d2

m−1(k)−
1

M
+

1

m0M
+ I{k + m− 1 ∈ Z0}(τ − 1). (7.42)

If the first circuit period is allocated, (7.39) implies that the mth arriving

packet is served in the first circuit period if and only if k + m ≤ m0M .

Moreover, the mth packet completes its transmission when it completes its

arrival if and only if the queue length drops to zero no later than m/M . That

is, if and only if k/(m0−1)M ≤ m/M , which is equivalent to k ≤ (m0−1)m.

It follows that for m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ (m0 − 1)m,

d1
m(k) =

1

M
. (7.43)

For m ≥ 1 and (m0 − 1)m < k ≤ m0M − m, the k packets and the

first m arrivals are all served at rate m0M . Since the mth arrival starts at

time (m− 1)/M and the k + m packets complete their transmission at time

(m + k)/m0M , we have

d1
m(k) =

m + k

m0M
−

m− 1

M
. (7.44)

From (7.43) and (7.44) it follows that for k ≤ m0M −m,

d1
m(k) = max

(
1

M
,
m + k

m0M
−

m− 1

M

)
. (7.45)

For k ≥ m0M −m+1, the mth packet is not transmitted during the first

circuit period. Similar to the derivations of (7.41) and (7.42), we have for

m = 1

d1
1(k) = τn(k−m0M) +

1

m0M
+ I{k ∈ Z0}τ + I{k 6∈ Z0}(1− frac(k)). (7.46)

For m ≥ 2,

d1
m(k) = d1

m−1(k)−
1

M
+

1

m0M
+ I{k + m− 1 ∈ Z0}(τ − 1). (7.47)
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Let di(k) = 1
M

∑M
m=1 di

m(k), i = 1, 2. From (7.20),

D =





d1(k), w.p. αq(k),

d2(k), w.p. (1− α)q(k).

(7.48)

By (7.41) and (7.42), the distribution of the random variable d2(k) is

given by

d2(k) = τn(k) + M+1
2m0M

− M−1
2M

+ I{k ∈ Z0}τ

+I{k 6∈ Z0}(1− frac(k))

+ τ−1
M

M−1∑
m=1

(M −m)I{k + m ∈ Z0}.

(7.49)

Similar to the above derivation but using (7.45)-(7.47) results in the fol-

lowing expression for d1(k). For k ≥ m0M ,

d1(k) = τn(k−m0M) + M+1
2m0M

− M−1
2M

+I{k ∈ Z0}τ + I{k 6∈ Z0}(1− frac(k))

+ τ−1
M

M−1∑
m=1

(M −m)I{k + m ∈ Z0}.

(7.50)

And for k < m0M ,

d1(k) =
1

M

min{M,m0M−k}∑

m=1

max

{
1

M
,
m + k

m0M
−

m− 1

M

}
+I{k > (m0 − 1)M}

S(k)

M
,

(7.51)

where S(k) is the total delay contribution of the packets transmitted during

the second circuit holding time, which we derive as follows.

For this case, we have (m0 − 1)M < k < m0M . The packets m =

1, . . . ,m0M − k are transmitted during the first circuit holding time and the

packets m = m0M − k + 1, . . . ,M are transmitted during the second circuit

holding time.
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Let dm(k) be the delay of packet m, m = m0M − k + 1, . . . ,M , given k

packets at time 0. We have

dm0M−k+1(k) = τ +
1

m0M
−

m0M − k + 1

M
, (7.52)

and for 2 ≤ j ≤ k − (m0 − 1)M ,

dm0M−k+j(k) = dm0M−k+j−1(k) +
1

m0M
−

1

M
. (7.53)

From (7.52) and (7.53), S(k) =
∑M

m=m0M−k+1 dm(k) and can be computed

recursively.

The random variables d1(k) and d2(k) are linear combinations of inde-

pendent geometric distributions. Therefore, the conditional histogram of D

given k packets at a circuit boundary can be computed using (7.49)-(7.53).

The unconditional histogram of D can then be determined using the distri-

bution q(k) as derived in (7.18), (7.19) and (7.40).



Chapter 8

To Burst or Circuit Switch?

In the previous chapters, we have considered OBS and OCS separately. With

the performance models we have developed and the analysis we have carried

out in the previous chapter at hand, we are now in a position to embark on

a comparative study of OBS and OCS. To this end, we develop, analyse and

then numerically compare performance models of a centrally controlled form

of OCS with a conservative form of OBS.

We saw in Chapter 1 that one classification of OCS is a switching tech-

nique for which blocking is not possible at an intermediate node. Switching

techniques classified as OCS encompass a gamut of switching timescales. At

one extreme, techniques including wavelength-routed OBS [44], optical ana-

logues of tell-and-wait [134] such as the new approach of OBS with dynamic

burst length we proposed in Chapter 6, adaptive optical time-division mul-

tiplexing (OTDM) [72] and fast circuit switching [18] adapt on a millisecond

timescale, either distributively or centrally, whereas at the other extreme,

permanent and semi-permanent wavelength-routing [28, 121, 140] remains

static for possibly years. See Fig. 1.8 in Chapter 1.

Fast-adapting forms of OCS are criticised for signalling delays incurred

in establishing a lightpath in addition to acknowledging the lightpath’s es-

tablishment through a signaling process referred to as two-way reservation.

In particular, an edge router foremost signals its intention to establish a

lightpath to each intermediate node the lightpath traverses, or possibly to

225
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a central controller, after which it awaits a return signal acknowledging the

lightpath has been established. At the other extreme, wavelength routing

is criticised for its inability to rapidly time-multiplex wavelength capacity

among different edge routers, which may result in poor capacity utilisation.

We also saw in Chapter 1 that according to our classification of OCS, OBS

can be defined complementarily as a switching technique for which blocking

is possible at an intermediate node. Finally, we discussed in Chapter 4 that

OBS is more or less an optical analogue of switching techniques developed

for one-way reservation ATM, including tell-and-go [172] and fast reservation

protocol with immediate transmission [154]. OBS and fast-adapting forms of

OCS are closely allied and differ mainly in that OBS is founded on one-way

reservation, while OCS on two-way reservation. Through this key difference,

OBS trades-off an assurance of no blocking at each intermediate node for a

reduction in signalling delay.

Comparative studies in [29, 154, 172, 184] of tell-and-wait and tell-and-go,

ATM analogues of fast adapting OCS and OBS, respectively, concluded that

trading-off an assurance of no blocking at each intermediate node for a reduc-

tion in signalling delay is favourable in long-haul communications. Sacrificing

an assurance of no blocking at each intermediate node is however more dire in

optical communications because blocking is greater at an optical switch than

a commensurately dimensioned electronic switch due to wavelength conti-

nuity constraints. In particular, a lightpath is constrained to a common

wavelength in each fibre it traverses, whereas channels in electronic commu-

nications are indistinguishable, thus allowing greater multiplexing of channel

capacity and hence lower blocking. Therefore, it appears that trading-off an

assurance of no blocking at each intermediate node is less favorable in OBS

than in tell-and-go. Although wavelength conversion allows for a relaxation

of wavelength continuity constraints, we have already discussed that wave-

length converters are not present-day off-the-shelf technology nor are they

considered cost-effective.

Predicting via a quantitative evaluation which of OCS or OBS is likely

to act as a stepping stone to OPS is an ambitious task because both OCS

and OBS are umbrella terms under which fall many specific approaches to
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switching, thus making a comprehensive evaluation colossal. In this chapter,

we are content to develop and compare performance models of a particular

fast-adapting and centrally controlled form of OCS with a conservative form

of OBS. In this chapter, we use OBS and OCS to specifically refer to these

two particular forms of OBS and OCS, which are further described shortly.

We compare both models in terms of packet blocking probability due to

edge buffer overflow and blocking at switches in the case of OBS; mean

packet queuing delay at edge buffers; and, wavelength capacity utilisation.

As such, we recognise that other factors, ranging from cost-effectiveness to

more obscure issues such as a favour for distributed control because of its

congruency with the distributed nature of OPS and today’s Internet may

bear more importance.

Each performance model, one for OCS and one for OBS, consists of two

coupled sub-models, one corresponding to an edge buffer while the other to

a core network comprising optical switches. The two OBS and OCS sub-

models are developed in Sections 8.1 and 8.2, respectively. In Sections 8.3

and 8.4, for OBS and OCS, respectively, we derive approximations for block-

ing probability due to buffer overflow and in the case of OBS, blocking at

switches, as well as mean packet queueing delay at edge buffers. In Section

8.5, using computer simulation as a benchmark, we gauge the error owing

to the assumptions made in deriving our approximations and numerically

compare the performance of OCS with OBS. We state our main results in

Section 8.6.

To end this chapter, we investigate the validity of the commonly held

assumption that a burst scheduler is able to process all requests without fail.

We have used this assumption without question in Chapters 4 and 5. This

assumption also features in our OBS model developed in Section 8.1 of this

chapter. To investigate the validity of this assumption, in Section 8.7, we

develop and analyse a OBS model comprising a set of homogeneous and inde-

pendent edge buffers that feed bursts to a stand-alone link and their headers

to a scheduler. We demonstrate numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer

size may exist and depends on the number of packets comprising a burst and

the size of an edge buffer. We see that too large a scheduler buffer requires a
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prolonged offset period to counterbalance longer per-hop worst-case header

queueing delays, resulting in reduced throughput and increased packet loss

due to edge buffer overflow. While too small a scheduler buffer cannot absorb

enough variability in the header arrival process, resulting in increased burst

lost due to a greater number of headers arriving to find a full buffer.

8.1 OBS Model

We consider OBS in its most basic form. In particular, switches are of a

simple cross-connect type with electronic processing of control signaling.

Switches are not equipped with fibre delay lines or wavelength converters.

To ensure an unbiased comparison with OCS, burst segmentation and de-

flection routing are not permitted.

We assume residual offset periods remain constant from burst to burst.

We invoke this assumption to avoid confronting the unsolved problem of

computing the blocking probabilities for an M/M/K/K queue in which cus-

tomers pre-book their service period in advance of their arrival. For this

type of M/M/K/K queue, the blocking probability perceived by a customer

depends on how far in advance they seek to book their service period. In Sec-

tion 4.1 of Chapter 4, we have discussed the ramifications of this assumption

and why this is in fact not an assumption for some unconventional forms of

OBS such as the dual-header form of OBS proposed in [9].

8.1.1 OBS Edge Buffer Model

Packets marked for a common destination arrive at an edge buffer according

to a Poisson process with rate λ. At most K packets can be enqueued,

excluding a packet that may be in service. A packet arriving at an edge

buffer with K packets already enqueued is blocked and does not return.

A burst is the basic most switching entity of OBS and is a time-contiguous

train of M ≤ K packets. A burst is formed as soon as M packets are

enqueued, after which a set-up period of deterministic length τ is required

before burst transmission commences. We have already seen that this set-up
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Figure 8.1: Typical edge buffer service cycle, shaded regions represent periods
in which arriving packets are blocked due to buffer overflow

period is commonly referred to as an offset period.

A period in which a burst is transmitted is referred to as a service period.

Exactly M packets, corresponding to a single burst, are transmitted during

each service period. At most one burst can be served at any time instant,

implying an edge buffer is equipped with a single laser. The length of a

packet’s transmission period is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.

At completion of a service period, another set-up period is either imme-

diately commenced if at least M packets are enqueued or commenced after

a build-up period in which packets are queued until at least M packets are

enqueued and hence a burst formed. As such, each service cycle comprises

a build-up period lasting until M packets are enqueued, which is of length

zero if M or more packets are already enqueued, followed by a set-up period

of deterministic length τ , which is in turn followed by a service period. A

typical service cycle is shown in Fig. 8.1(a).

In summary, an OBS edge buffer is modelled as a finite waiting room

single server vacation queue with a gated M -threshold service discipline [161]

and deterministic set-up times of length τ .

An alternative service discipline in which a burst is considered formed
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and ready-to-go as soon as an enqueued packet exceeds a prescribed queueing

delay T is modelled with a gated T -threshold service discipline [161] instead.

With this discipline, each burst does not necessarily comprise a fixed number

of packets. Therefore, a set-up period commences as soon as a packet is

enqueued for a period exceeding T , as determined by expiry of the headmost

packet’s virtual timer, where a packet’s virtual timer is reset to zero at its

arrival instant.

Modelling packet arrivals with a Poisson process is a model weak-point

given that packet arrivals are well-known to exhibit correlation over many

timescales in practice. However, analysing or even simulating an elementary

vacation queue fed by a self-similar arrival process is a formidable task, thus

we are content to settle for a commonly used approximation in which packet

arrivals are modelled with a Poisson process.

8.1.2 OBS Core Network Model

Switches are arbitrarily interconnected via directional fibres, each comprising

C wavelength channels, where at most one fibre leads from one switch to

another. An edge buffer is connected to a single arbitrary switch via an access

fibre, also comprising C wavelength channels. Blocking does not occur in an

access fibre. Several access fibres as well as fibres leading from neighbouring

switches may terminate at a common switch.

Each edge buffer is assigned a fixed predetermined route, defined as an

ordered set of switches, on which a lightpath is established as required. Let

n = (n1, . . . , nN) denote an ordered set of N switches corresponding to a

route, and let (ni, nj) denote a fiber leading from ni to nj, where (n0, n1) and

(nN , nN+1) denote access fibers leading to n1 and from nN , respectively. Note

that in this chapter we define a route in terms of the switches it traverses

whereas in Chapters 4 and 5 we found it more convenient to define a route in

terms of the links it traverses. Indeed both characterisations are equivalent.

A lightpath is established and torn-down during each edge buffer service

cycle. In particular, at commencement of a set-up period, a header is created

and stamped with information specifying its corresponding burst’s route and
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length, the set-up period length τ and a randomly chosen wavelength chan-

nel1, say c, to which its burst is assigned. It is then forwarded to switch n1

via a separate out-of-band wavelength channel where the information car-

ried by the header is processed electronically. Electronic processing requires

a deterministic period of length ∆, after which the header is immediately

forwarded to switch n2 and so on until it reaches switch nN .

Switch ni is thus informed to expect the headmost packet of a burst to ar-

rive on wavelength channel c at a time instant τ−i∆ after the time instant at

which electronic processing was completed at switch ni. Accordingly, switch

ni attempts to switch wavelength channel c in fiber (ni−1, ni) to wavelength

channel c in fibre (ni, ni+1) just before2. the headmost packet is expected

to arrive at switch ni, with sufficient time provisioned for switch configura-

tion. This may not be possible due to contention, in which case the burst is

blocked.

To provision for electronic processing at each switch a lightpath traverses,

the length of a set-up period is chosen such that τ = N∆. A signaling timing

diagram for a lightpath traversing three switches is shown in Fig. 8.2(a).

To ensure tractability, we adopt a model in which a burst occupies exactly

one wavelength channel along its lightpath at any time instant of its trans-

mission, as also used in [147, 149, 189]. In particular, the endmost packet

of a burst must first complete its transmission in fibre (ni−1, ni) before the

headmost packet of that burst commences transmission in fibre (ni, ni+1).

In practice however, the endmost packet of a burst is transmitted in fibre

(ni−1, ni) while a packet in front of it is simultaneously transmitted in fibre

(ni, ni+1). This difference between our model and reality is exemplified in Fig

8.2. An alternative model in which a burst occupies two consecutive fibres

1We assign a burst to a randomly chosen wavelength channel to ensure a model that is
amenable to analysis. Random wavelength assignment ensures wavelength channels in a
given fibre are independent and identical and has also been used in [15, 155, 159, 195] for
analytical tractability. Assigning wavelengths in a fixed order may give better performance
but is harder to analyse. To ensure an unbiased comparison, our OCS model also uses
random wavelength assignment.

2This is unlike JET and JIT forms of OBS (see Chapter 4) in which an attempt is
made to pre-book wavelength channel c in fiber (ni, ni+1) as soon as the header arrives at
switch ni, resulting in variable residual offset periods.
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Figure 8.2: OBS signalling timing diagram for a lightpath n = (n1, n2, n3),
where the header is represented with a solid line, ∆ denotes the length of the
electronic processing period at each switch, c denotes propagation delay and
α denotes switch configuration time; switch ni begins to configure at time ti

along its lightpath at any time instant of its transmission has been analysed

in [13].

8.2 OCS Model

We consider a fast adapting and centrally controlled form of OCS bearing

resemblance to proposals in [44] and our OCS with dynamic burst length

proposed in Chapter 6. However, unlike the forms of OCS considered in

Chapters 6 and 7, we do not consider a time-slotted approach. This means

an edge buffer need not wait until the boundary of a slot to signal its intention

to establish a lightpath.

Lightpaths are established and torn-down by a central controller as ran-

domly requested by edge buffers. Some time after signalling an intention

to establish a lightpath, an edge buffer receives a return signal either ac-

knowledging or renouncing establishment of the lightpath from the central

controller. In the case that a request is renounced, another request is issued,

possibly after an exponential back-off time. Switches are of the same type
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used in our OBS model.

OCS differs from OBS mainly in that additional signalling delay is in-

curred in acknowledging or renouncing establishment of a lightpath; a light-

path is torn-down only once its corresponding edge buffer is empty; and, a

packet can only be blocked due to edge buffer overflow. Furthermore, state

information maintained by the central controller ensures only a wavelength

channel that is free in each fibre traversed by a lightpath is assigned to that

lightpath. In contrast, lacking knowledge of state information at an edge

buffer, OBS can do no better than assigning any wavelength channel to a

lightpath, possibly a wavelength channel that is busy in one or more fibres

traversed by that lightpath. As such, centralised control offers a distinct

advantage in optical communications due to its ability to reduce blocking

attributable to wavelength continuity constraints.

8.2.1 OCS Edge Buffer Model

Commensurate with our OBS edge buffer model, packets arrive according to

a Poisson process with rate λ and at most K packets can be enqueued.

As soon as M ≤ K packets3 are enqueued, a set-up period of determinis-

tic length τ immediately follows. In practice, M ≫M . At commencement of

a set-up period, an edge buffer signals its intention to establish a lightpath to

the central controller via an out-of-band wavelength channel. At the end of

a set-up period, an edge buffer receives a return signal from the central con-

troller either acknowledging or renouncing establishment of a lightpath with

probability p and 1−p, respectively. A service period follows if establishment

of a lightpath is acknowledged, otherwise another request is immediately is-

sued. Therefore, the number of set-up periods preceding a service period is

geometrically distributed with a probability of success p. The probability p

represents blocking in the core network.

A service period is exhaustive [161] and continues until no further packets

are enqueued. Unlike OBS, packets may therefore traverse a lightpath that

3In this chapter, to set apart notation common to both OBS and OCS, we place a line
above notation that is in specific reference to OCS.
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was established before their arrival.

At completion of a service period, a build-up period commences in which

packets are queued until at least M packets are enqueued.4 As such, each ser-

vice cycle comprises a build-up period lasting until M packets are enqueued

and the final packet of the previous service cycle completes its transmission,

followed by a geometrically distributed number of set-up periods of deter-

ministic length τ , which is in turn followed by a service period. In practice,

τ > τ because τ comprises a deterministic period of electronic processing

performed at the central controller of length ∆ in addition to the round-trip

propagation delay between an edge buffer and the central controller, denoted

with 2κ. Thus, τ = ∆ + 2κ. A typical service cycle is shown in Fig. 8.1(b).

In summary, an OCS edge buffer is modelled as a finite waiting room sin-

gle server vacation queue with an exhaustive M -threshold service discipline

[161] and a geometrically distributed number of deterministic set-up periods

of length τ preceding each service period.

8.2.2 OCS Core Network Model

The core network model is physically identical to our OBS core network

model, except a central controller is present and two-way control signalling

between the central controller and each switch as well as each edge buffer is

enabled via out-of-band wavelength channels. To ensure an evaluation im-

partial to routing, each edge buffer is assigned the same fixed predetermined

route used in our OBS core network model.

At commencement of a set-up period, an edge buffer signals its intention

to establish a lightpath to the central controller, which upon receiving a

request to establish a lightpath, randomly chooses a wavelength channel5

that is free in each fibre traversed by the lightpath. In the case that a

free wavelength channel exists, say c, the central controller simultaneously

informs switch ni, i = 1, . . . , N , to switch wavelength channel c in fibre

4More precisely, a build-up period commences as soon as the buffer empties. Note that
the time at which a buffer empties lags the time at which the corresponding service period
completes by the final packet’s transmission period.

5See Footnote 1 for explanation.
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(ni−1, ni) to wavelength channel c in fibre (ni, ni+1) just before the headmost

packet is expected to arrive at switch ni and returns a signal to the edge buffer

acknowledging establishment of a lightpath. Otherwise, it simply returns a

signal denouncing establishment.

An edge buffer is unaware of the time at which it first empties a priori,

thus it must explicitly inform the central controller at the time this event

occurs to ensure its corresponding lightpath is torn-down. Therefore, a light-

path remains intact unnecessarily during the period required for a tear-down

signal to propagate to each switch traversed by that lightpath, resulting in

capacity wastage.

We consider a model in which the propagation delay between a pair of

adjacent switches along a lightpath is negligible relative to the period for

which a lightpath is established, a model that has been prevalently used for

electronic circuit-switched networks. For example, see [87]. However, the

propagation delay from an edge buffer to the central controller, denoted as

κ, is not negligible, implying κ is at least of the same order of magnitude

as ∆. To exemplify our model, a signalling timing diagram for a lightpath

traversing three switches is shown in Fig. 8.3.

8.3 Analysis of OBS Model

A model of an OBS core network equipped with wavelength converters has

been analysed in [147]. We have already reviewed the work in [147] in Chapter

4. Furthermore, a model of a stand-alone OBS edge buffer has been anal-

ysed in [180]. For the first time, we analyse a unified OBS model comprising

edge buffers at which arriving packets are queued to form bursts before unac-

knowledged transmission across a core network of switches. Our OBS model

was described in Section 8.1. We derive approximations for packet blocking

probability due to buffer overflow and blocking at switches, and mean packet

queueing delay at an edge buffer.

Also for the first time, we describe a procedure to compute the exact

blocking probability for a stand-alone OBS route, which we show is not

simply a matter of summing the stationary distribution of an appropriate
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Markov process over all blocking states, as shown to be the case in [195] for

a stand-alone OCS route. Instead, we must also consider the transient dis-

tribution, which for a two-hop lightpath is expressible in a closed-form and

corresponds to the transient distribution of an M/M/1/1 queue. This enables

path decomposition approaches [195] to approximate blocking probabilities

for an OBS core network, which as we verify with simulation, offer higher

accuracy than link decomposition approaches based on Erlang’s fixed-point

approximation we considered in Chapter 4.

8.3.1 Analysis of OBS Edge Buffer Model

We consider an embedded Markov chain approach [161] to compute the prob-

ability of packet blocking due to buffer overflow and use Little’s law to com-

pute the mean packet queuing delay.

Time instants immediately after packets depart from an edge buffer de-

fine a set of renewal epochs at which we consider an embedded Markov

Chain. Let πk,m be the stationary probability that k packets are enqueued,

excluding a packet possibly in transmission, at the time instant immedi-

ately after the mth longest enqueued packet departs the buffer to commence

its transmission. The stationary distribution {πk,m|k = 0, . . . , K − 1; m =

max(1,M − k), . . . ,M} is uniquely determined by the set of difference equa-
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tions

πk,m =
k+1∑

i=M−m+1

ak−i+1πi,m−1, m > 1, k < K − 1,

πK−1,m =
K−1∑

i=M−m+1

(
1−

K−i−1∑

j=0

aj

)
πi,m−1, m > 1,

πk,1 =
k+1∑

i=M

bk−i+1πi,M +
M−1∑

i=0

(
M−1−i∑

j=0

ajck−M+1

+
k−i+1∑

j=M−i

ajck−j−i+1

)
πi,M , k < K − 1,

1 =
M∑

m=1

K−1∑

k=max(0,M−m)

πk,m, (8.1)

where

ai = P(i packets arrive in another packet’s trans. period)

=
µ

i!

∫ ∞

0

(λξ)ie−ξ(λ+µ)dξ =
λiµ

(λ + µ)i+1
,

bi = P(i packets arrive in another packet’s trans. period plus τ)

=
µe−λτ

i!

∫ ∞

0

(
λ(ξ + τ)

)i
e−ξ(λ+µ)dξ

=
λiµe−λτ

(λ + µ)i+1

i∑

j=0

(λτ)j

j!

(
λ + µ

λ

)j

,

and ci = (λτ)ie−λτ/i!. For definiteness, we choose the length of each packet’s

transmission period to be exponentially i.i.d. with mean 1/µ. Note that

πm,K = 0 because all K waiting positions cannot be occupied immediately

after a packet departs the buffer to commence its transmission. Gauss-Seidel

iteration is used to solve (8.1).

Define π∗
k =

∑M
m=max(1,M−k) πk,m, k = 0, . . . , K − 1, which is the station-

ary probability that k packets are enqueued at an instant immediately after

an arbitrary packet departs the buffer and let {Πk}
K
k=0 be the stationary dis-
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tribution of the number of enqueued packets at an arbitrary instant. Since

exactly one packet either arrives or departs at each state transition, Burke’s

theorem gives {Πk}
K−1
k=0 = α{π∗

k}
K−1
k=0 , componentwise, where α is a positive

constant. To determine α, we use the relation ΠK = 1− 1/(λη), where

η =
K−1∑

i=M

(1/µ+ τ)πi,M +

(
1−

K−1∑

i=0

πi,M

)
1/µ+

M−1∑

i=0

(
E(ZM−i)+ τ

)
πi,M (8.2)

is the mean length of the period between an arbitrary pair of consecutive

embedded points. In (8.2), Zi = max(R,Si), where P(R ≤ r) = 1 − e−µr

and P(Si ≤ s) = 1 −
∑i−1

j=0(λs)je−λs/j!. Given that i ≤ M − 1 packets are

enqueued at the instant immediately after the Mth packet departs the buffer

to commence transmission, ZM−i is the length of the period beginning at that

instant and ending at the instant the next set-up period commences, which

occurs once M packets are enqueued and the Mth packet of the previous

burst has completed transmission. In understanding (8.2), note that the

next set-up period cannot commence at least until the Mth packet of the

previous burst has completed transmission. To compute E(Zi), we write

E(Zi) =

∫ ∞

0

(
1− P(R ≤ z)P(Si ≤ z)

)
dz

=
i

λ
+

1

µ
−

i−1∑

j=0

λj

(λ + µ)j+1
. (8.3)

Therefore, α = 1/(λη), and using the Poisson-arrivals-see-time-averages

property, we have

P1 = P(packet blocked due to buffer overflow) = ΠK = 1−
1

λη
. (8.4)

Little’s law is used to determine the mean packet queuing delay, denoted

as W . In particular, since the mean number of packets enqueued at an
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arbitrary instant is given by
∑K

i=0 iΠi, we write

W =
K∑

i=0

iΠi/
(
(1− P1)λ

)
. (8.5)

An edge buffer is perceived as an on/off source by the core network, where

an on-period corresponds to a service period while an off-period corresponds

to a consecutive build-up and set-up period. The length of each on-period is

M -Erlang i.i.d. with mean M/µ. The length of each off-period is a phase-

type distribution shifted by τ , not necessarily i.i.d. because the initial phase

distribution is dependent on the preceding off-period, and has mean

1/φ = E(length of an off-period)

= τ +
M−1∑

i=0

M−i∑

j=0

aj
M − i− j

λ
πi|m=M ,

where πi|m=M = πi,M/
∑K−1

k=0 πk,M .

To enable a tractable analysis of our core network model, we invoke the

following assumption.

Assumption 8.1 Engset-type sources [150]: The length of on and off peri-

ods are exponentially6 i.i.d. with mean M/µ and 1/φ, respectively.

The error incurred in invoking Assumption 8.1, as well as subsequent as-

sumptions, is later quantified with simulation.

As such, the probability that a source is on at an arbitrary time instant

is θ/(1 + θ), where θ = Mφ/µ is the source offered load.

8.3.2 Analysis of OBS Core Network Model

We consider J independent and identical edge buffers, each of which be-

haves as an on/off source described above and uses a common route n =

6Although Engset’s formula [150] is insensitive to the distribution of the length of on and
off periods, as discussed shortly, our core network model does not enjoy this insensitivity
property, we thus explicitly require exponentially i.i.d.
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Figure 8.4: Stand-alone lightpath model

(n1, . . . , nN). A depiction is shown in Fig 8.4(a). During a service cycle,

an edge buffer competes for a common wavelength channel on each fibre

(n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . . , (nN−1, nN). Blocking does not occur in access fibers.

Our OBS core network model was fully described in Section 8.1.2.

Assignment of a burst to a randomly chosen wavelength channel ensures

each common wavelength channel in fibres (n1, n2), (n2, n3), . . . , (nN−1, nN)

is independent and statistically identical. It therefore suffices to consider a

single arbitrary wavelength channel to completely characterise the blocking

for route n.

Each of the J edge buffers offers a load θ/C to an arbitrary wavelength

channel in (n1, n2), thus the cumulative load offered to an arbitrary wave-

length channel in (n1, n2) is ρ = Jθ/C, which arrives as a Poisson stream if

we assume J ≫ 1.

Assumption 8.2 Poisson arrivals [87, 147, 149, 155, 159, 195]: The cumu-

lative load offered to an arbitrary wavelength channel in fibre (n1, n2) arrives

as a Poisson stream, implying J ≫ 1.

Edge buffers corresponding to all other routes traversing at least one fibre

in route n, referred to as cross-routes, also compete with the J edge buffers
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for a common wavelength channel. Let ρi,j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , denote the load

offered to an arbitrary wavelength channel in fibre (ni, ni+1) by a cross-route

traversing ni, ni+1, . . . , nj in n, where such a cross-route is denoted as (i, j).

Therefore, considering n itself as a cross-route, we have ρ1,N = ρ = Jθ/C.

We first compute the exact blocking probability for each of the three

cross-routes traversing n = (n1, n2, n3), as shown in Fig. 8.4(b), and then

progress to describe a procedure for arbitrary N . We invoke Kleinrock’s

independence assumption throughout, stated as follows.

Assumption 8.3 Kleinrock’s independence [89]: The length of a burst’s

transmission period is re-sampled independently in each fibre it traverses.

As shorthand, let c denote an arbitrary common wavelength channel in

fibre (n1, n2) and (n2, n3). The evolution of c in route n = (n1, n2, n3)

can be characterised as a Markov process with state-space S3 = {x =

(x1, x2, x1,2, x2,3)|x1 + x1,2 ≤ 1, x2 + x2,3 ≤ 1, x ∈ [0, 1]}, where x1 = 1 or

x1,2 = 1 if c in fibre (n1, n2) is transmitting a burst corresponding to cross-

route (1, 2) or (1, 3), respectively, and x2 = 1 or x2,3 = 1 if c in fibre (n2, n3)

is transmitting a burst corresponding to cross-route (2, 3) or (1, 3), respec-

tively. Note that two separate bursts simultaneously traverse cross-route

(1, 3) if x1,2 = 1 and x2,3 = 1 at a given time instant, one traverses c in fibre

(n1, n2) while the other traverses c in fibre (n2, n3). The state-transition dia-

gram for S3 is shown in Fig. 8.5, where without loss of generality, the mean

length of a burst’s transmission period is normalised to unity.

The state-transition diagram shown in Fig. 8.5 defines an ergodic Markov

process on the state-space S3 that is not time-reversible, thus, we resort

to determining its unique stationary distribution numerically by solving a

set of balance equations with Gauss-Seidel iteration. Let {Ωx}x∈S3 be the

stationary distribution of the Markov process defined on S3, and let αi,j be the

blocking probability for cross-route (i, j), i ≤ 1 < j ≤ 3. Due to the Poisson-

arrivals-see-time-averages property, α1,2 = 1 −
∑

{x∈S3|x=(0,·,0,·)} Ωx = 1 −

Ω(0,0,0,0)−Ω(0,1,0,0)−Ω(0,0,0,1), and similarly, α2,3 = 1−
∑

{x∈S3|x=(·,0,·,0)} Ωx =

1− Ω(0,0,0,0) − Ω(1,0,0,0) − Ω(0,0,1,0).

However, α1,3 cannot be determined as α1,3 =
∑

x∈B Ωx, where B ⊂ S3 is
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Figure 8.5: Transition diagram for S3; state transitions depicted with a
dashed line correspond to completion of a burst transmission and occur with
normalised rate one

an appropriate subset of so-called blocking states. Instead, we have

α1,3 = P(burst traversing cross-route (1, 3) is blocked)

= 1− P(Θ1,2, Θ2,3) = 1− P(Θ1,2)P(Θ2,3|Θ1,2)

= 1− P(Θ2,3|Θ1,2)(1− α1,2), (8.6)

where Θi,j denotes the event that a burst traversing cross-route (1, 3) is not

blocked at wavelength channel c in fibre (ni, nj).

To determine the conditional probability P(Θ2,3|Θ1,2), we must consider

the transient distribution of another Markov process defined on the state-

space

Q = {x ∈ S3|x = (·, ·, 1, ·)}

= {(0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1)}

corresponding to all states in S3 in which wavelength channel c in fibre

(n1, n2) is transmitting a burst traversing cross-route (1, 3). State-transitions

are defined such that a state-transition x → y, x, y ∈ Q, with rate ρ is per-

mitted if and only if x → y is a state-transition with rate ρ of the Markov

process defined on S3, distinguished with a red colour in Fig. 8.5. Let qx(t),

x ∈ Q, t ≥ 0, be the transient distribution of the Markov process defined on

Q, where qx(0) is the initial distribution at t = 0.
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We can thus write

P(Θ2,3|Θ1,2) =
∑

x∈K

∫ ∞

0

qx(t)dF (t), (8.7)

where F (t) = 1− e−µt/M , t ≥ 0, is the distribution of the length of a burst’s

transmission period, and K = {x ∈ Q|x = (·, 0, ·, 0)} = (0, 0, 1, 0) is to be

interpreted as the set of states in which a burst traversing cross-route (1, 3)

that is just about to complete transmission in wavelength channel c in fibre

(n1, n2) can subsequently progress to commence transmission in wavelength

channel c in fibre (n2, n3), without blocking. Accordingly, we set

qx(0) = P(x|Θ1,2) =
Ω(x1,x2,0,x2,3)

1− α1,2

, x ∈ Q. (8.8)

Recognising that the Markov process defined onQ characterises an M/M/1/1

queue with an additional transient state corresponding to (0, 0, 1, 1), we can

determine qx(t) using existing closed-form expressions for the transient distri-

bution of an M/M/1/1 queue with service rate µ/M and arrival rate µρ2,3/M .

In particular, (8.7) can be rewritten as

P(Θ2,3|Θ1,2) =
1

G

(
Ω(0,1,0,0)

∫ ∞

0

f0(t)dF (t)

+
(
Ω(0,0,0,1)/2 + Ω(0,0,0,0)

) ∫ ∞

0

f1(t)dF (t)

)
, (8.9)

where G = Ω(0,1,0,0) + Ω(0,0,0,1) + Ω(0,0,0,0) and

fr(t) =
1− e−µt/M(1+ρ2,3)

1 + ρ2,3

+ re−µt/M(1+ρ2,3), t ≥ 0 (8.10)

is the transient probability that an M/M/1/1 queue with service rate µ/M

and arrival rate µρ2,3/M is empty at time t ≥ 0 given that it was initially

empty at t = 0 with probability r.7

7Note that the factor of 1/2 multiplying Ω(0,0,0,1) in (8.9) arises because the probability
that x2,3 → 0 before x1,2 → 0, the two possible transitions from state Ω(0,0,1,1), is equal
to 1/2 and is the probability that of two exponentially i.i.d. periods, one given period
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Substituting (8.9) and (8.10) into (8.6), and integrating gives

α1,3 = 1−
1− α1,2

G

(
Ω(0,1,0,0) + Ω(0,0,0,1) + 2Ω(0,0,0,0)

2 + ρ2,3

)
.

Generalisation to Arbitrary N

We continue by describing a numerical procedure to compute the exact

blocking probability for each of the (N2 −N)/2 cross-routes traversing n =

(n1, . . . , nN) for arbitrary N . Analogous to (8.6), using the chain rule gives

αm,n = P(burst traversing cross-route (m, n) is blocked)

= 1− P(Θm,m+1, Θm+1,m+2, . . . , Θn−1,n)

= 1− P(Θn−1,n|Θn−2,n−3, . . . , Θm,m+1)

· · ·P(Θm+1,m+2|Θm,m+1)P(Θm,m+1). (8.11)

The state-space S3 is generalised to

SN =



x =

(
xm,n

i,i+1

)
1≤m≤i<n≤N

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑

{m,n|m≤i<n}

xm,n
i,i+1 ≤ 1



 ,

where xm,n
i,i+1 = 1, 1 ≤ m ≤ i < n ≤ N , if wavelength channel c in fibre

(ni, ni+1) is transmitting a burst corresponding to cross-route (m,n). Oth-

erwise, xm,n
i,i+1 = 0.

is longer than the other. Thus, if x2,3 → 0 before x1,2 → 0, state (0, 0, 1, 0) is entered
and transitions between state (0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1, 1) continue for an exponentially dis-
tributed period, each transition corresponding to either commencement or completion of
transmission of a burst traversing cross-route (2, 3). At expiry of this exponentially dis-
tributed period, if state (0, 0, 1, 0) presides, a burst traversing cross-route (1, 3) that has
just completed transmission in wavelength channel c in fibre (n1, n2) can progress to com-
mence transmission in wavelength channel c in fibre (n2, n3). Otherwise, if state (0, 0, 1, 1)
presides, it is blocked.
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The generator matrix

Q(x,x) = −

(
∑

x∈x

x +
∑

1≤m<n≤N

ρm,n1x∈Fm

)
,

1 = Q(x|xm,n
i−1,i = 1,y|ym,n

i,i+1 = 1),

if
∑

1≤s<t≤N

xs,t
i,i+1 = 0 and m < i < n,

ρm,n = Q(x|xm,n
i,i+1 = 0,y|ym,n

i,i+1 = 1),

if
∑

1≤s<t≤N

xs,t
i,i+1 = 0 and m = i,

1 = Q(x|xm,n
i,i+1 = 1,y|ym,n

i,i+1 = 0),

if n = i + 1,

for all x,y ∈ SN and 1 ≤ m < n ≤ N , defines an ergodic Markov process

on SN , where the length of a burst’s transmission period is normalised to

unity and Fi is defined in (8.12) below. Note that we use (x,y) as an index

to an element of Q and the notation x|xm,n
i,j = z is to be understood as

any state x ∈ SN such that element xm,n
i,j ∈ x takes value z ∈ {0, 1}. Let

Ω = {Ωx}x∈SN
be the unique stationary distribution of the Markov process

defined on SN , determined numerically as the solution of QΩ = 0.

We have αi,i+1 = 1−
∑

x∈Fi
Ωx, where

Fi =



x ∈ SN

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑

{m,n|1≤m≤i<n≤N}

xm,n
i,i+1 = 0



 (8.12)

is the set of non-blocking states for cross-route (i, i + 1).

To determine αm,n, n > m + 1, we must foremost determine the n−m−

1 conditional probabilities specified in (8.11) by considering the transient

distribution of another n−m− 1 independent Markov processes defined on

Qν = {x ∈ SN |x
m,n
ν,ν+1 = 1}, ν = m, . . . , n− 2,
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respectively, where

Qν(x,y) =

{
Q(x,y), x,y ∈ Qν ,x 6= y,

Ax, x,y ∈ Qν ,x = y,

is the generator matrix of the Markov process defined on Qν and Ax is

shorthand for

Ax = −

(
∑

x∈x

x1{(x|x=0)∈Qν} +
∑

1≤m<n≤N

ρm,n1x∈Fm

)
.

Let qν
x(t), x ∈ Qν , t ≥ 0, ν = m, . . . , n− 2, be the transient distribution

of the Markov process defined on Qν with generator Qν . To determine qν
x(t)

for t ∈ [0, T ], we solve

dqν(t)

dt
= Qνq

ν(t), qν(t) =
(
qν
x(t)

)
x∈Qν

, t ∈ [0, T ], (8.13)

using a numerical package capable of solving a system of ordinary differential

equations, where T is chosen to ensure F (T ) = 1−e−µT/M < 1−ǫ. Analogous

to (8.8), we have qm
x (0) = P(x|Θm,m+1) = Ωx|xm,n

m,m+1=0/(1−αm,m+1), x ∈ Qm,

and for ν > m,

qν
x(0) =

∫∞

0
qν−1
x|xm,n

ν−1,ν=1,xm,n
ν,ν+1=0

(t)dF (t)

Gν

, x ∈ Qν ,

if (x|xm,n
ν−1,ν = 1, xm,n

ν,ν+1 = 0) ∈ Qν−1, otherwise qν
x(0) = 0, where Gν =

∑
x∈Qν

qν
x(0) is a normalising constant.

We compute each of the n −m − 1 conditional probabilities specified in

(8.11) through numerical integration such that P(Θν+1,ν+2|Θν,ν+1, . . . , Θm,m+1) =
∑

x∈Kν

∫∞

0
qν
x(t)dF (t), ν = m, . . . , n− 2, where

Kν =



x ∈ Qν

∣∣∣∣∣∣

∑

{m,n|1≤m≤ν+1<n≤N}

xm,n
ν+1,ν+2 = 0





is the set of states in which a burst traversing cross-route (m,n) that is just
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about to complete transmission in wavelength channel c in fibre (nν , nν+1)

can subsequently progress to commence transmission in wavelength channel

c in fibre (nν+1, nν+2). Therefore, we have

αm,n = 1− αm,m+1

n−2∏

ν=m

∑

x∈Kν

∫ ∞

0

qν
x(t)dF (t). (8.14)

In numerical calculation, the upper terminal of the integral in (8.14) is re-

placed with T .

Computational Considerations

The unmanageable dimensionality of SN for large N , say N > N∗, pre-

cludes numerical solution of QΩ = 0 as well as numerical solution of the

n−m−1 transient distributions of the Markov processes defined on Qν , ν =

m, . . . , n−1, required to determine αm,n. Therefore, for N > N∗, we decom-

pose route n = (n1, . . . , nN) into R = ⌈N/N∗⌉ contiguous sub-routes such

that n = (n1, . . . ,nR) =
(
(n1, . . . , nN∗)(nN∗ , . . . , n2N∗), . . . , (nRN∗ , . . . , nN)

)
.

Other decomposition strategies are possible and discussed in [38, 195].

Through invoking the following two common assumptions, we permit an

approximation whereby each sub-route ni, i = 1, . . . , R is treated as a stand-

alone route in its own right.

Assumption 8.4 Sub-route independence [87, 147, 195]: Where Θni
, i =

1, . . . , R, denotes the event that a burst is not blocked at wavelength channel

c in any fibres traversed by sub-route ni,

P(Θ1,2, Θ2,3, . . . , ΘN−1,N) = P(Θn1)P(Θn2) · · ·P(ΘnR
).

Assumption 8.5 Poisson reduced load [87, 147, 195]: Let the ordered set

rm,n = (r1, . . . , r|rm,n|) ⊆ (n1, . . . ,nR) be such that ni ∈ rm,n, i = 1, . . . , R, if

and only if cross-route (m,n) and sub-route ni traverse at least one common

fibre. Each sub-route ri ∈ rm,n, i = 1, . . . , |rm,n|, is in its own right a stand-

alone route and thus has its own set of cross-routes. For each sub-route ri ∈
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rm,n, let r∗i denote the particular cross-route of sub-route ri that is traversed

by (m,n). The assumption is that cross-route (m,n) offers a Poisson reduced

load ρm,n

∏i−1
j=1

(
1− α(r∗j )

)
to cross-route r∗i , i = 1, . . . , |rm,n|, where α(r∗i ) is

the probability that a burst traversing (m,n) is not blocked at cross-route r∗i .

Note that if N∗ = 2, our approximation degenerates to a pure link decom-

position approach based on Erlang’s fixed-point approximation, which was

proposed in [147] and which we have reviewed in Chapter 4. Using simula-

tion as a benchmark, our path decomposition approach, defined as N∗ > 2,

is later shown to give higher accuracy than link decomposition due to its

ability to reduce error attributable to Assumptions 8.4 and 8.5. Henceforth,

we refer to N∗ = 2 as link decomposition and N∗ > 2 as path decomposition.

Finally, for route n = (n1, . . . , nN), we write

P = P(packet blocked) = 1− (1− P1)(1− P2), (8.15)

where P2 = P(packet blocked at a switch n1, . . . , nN) = α1,N .

8.4 Analysis of OCS Model

Performance models of a centrally controlled OCS core network equipped

with and without wavelength converters have been analysed in [15, 155,

159, 195] with emphasis on quantifying reductions in blocking probability

attributable to either partial or full relaxation of wavelength continuity con-

straints, and in the case of [155], alternative routing. We have also carried

out a delay analysis of a time-slotted form of OCS in Chapters 6 and 7.

In this section, for the first time, we analyse a unified OCS model compris-

ing edge buffers at which arriving packets are queued before acknowledged

transmission across a core network of switches that is centrally controlled.

Our OCS model was described in Section 8.2. Unlike the forms of OCS con-

sidered in Chapters 6 and 7, we do not consider a time-slotted approach. We

derive approximations for packet blocking probability due to buffer overflow

and mean packet queueing delay at an edge buffer.
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We use a slack variable p, defined as the probability that a request to

establish a lightpath is acknowledged, to decouple an edge buffer from the

core network. In particular, p determines the number of set-up periods pre-

ceding a service period and thus the mean length of a service period as well

as the mean length of the off-period between two consecutive service peri-

ods. Since p is itself functionally dependent on these two quantities, we use

successive substitution to determine a value of p satisfying both functional

dependencies. All assumptions invoked in Section 8.3 are maintained. To

set apart notation common to both OBS and OCS, we place a line above

notation specific to OCS.

8.4.1 Analysis of OCS Edge Buffer Model

As in Section 8.3.1, we consider an embedded Markov chain approach to com-

pute packet blocking due to buffer overflow and use Little’s law to compute

the mean packet queueing delay.

Let πk be the stationary probability that k packets are enqueued, exclud-

ing a packet possibly in transmission, at the time instant immediately after

the longest enqueued packet departs the buffer to commence transmission.

The stationary distribution {πk|k = 0, . . . , K− 1} is uniquely determined by

the set of difference equations

πk =
k+1∑

i=1

ak−i+1πi, k < M − 1,

πk =
k+1∑

i=1

ak−i+1πi +




M−1∑

j=0

ajck−M+1 +
k+1∑

j=M

ajck−j+1


 π0, M − 1 ≤ k < K − 1,

1 =
K−1∑

k=0

πk, (8.16)
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where ai is defined in Section 8.3.1,

ci = P( i packets arrive in Y )

=
∞∑

k=1

(λτk)ie−λτk

i!
p(1− p)k−1,

and Y is a geometrically distributed random variable with success probability

p equal to the number of set-up periods, each of deterministic length τ ,

preceding a service period.

Let {Π}Kk=0 be the stationary distribution of the number of packets en-

queued at an arbitrary instant. For reasons described in Section 8.3.1,

{Πk}
K−1
k=0 = α{πk}

K−1
k=0 , componentwise, where α is a positive constant. To

determine α, we use the relation ΠK = 1 − 1/(λη), where η =
(
E(ZM) +

τ/p
)
π0 + 1/µ(1 − π0) is the mean length between an arbitrary pair of con-

secutive embedded points. Note that E(Zi) was defined in (8.3). Thus,

α = 1/(λη) and

P = P(packet blocked)

= P(packet blocked due to buffer overflow) = ΠK = 1−
1

λη
.

Using Little’s law, we write W =
∑K

i=0 iΠi/
(
(1− P )λ

)
.

An edge buffer is perceived as an on/off source by the core network,

where an on-period corresponds to a service period while an off-period cor-

responds to a consecutive build-up period followed by a geometrically dis-

tributed number of set-up periods. The mean length of each off-period is

1/φ =
∑M−1

i=0 ai(M − i)/λ + τ/p. The length of each on-period is phase type

distributed with mean computed as the first passage time to the all-servers-

idle state in an M/M/K/K queue with arrival rate λ, service rate µ and

initial distribution of i servers busy

ωi =





0, i = 0, . . . ,M − 1,
∑i

j=0 ajci−j, i = M, . . . ,K − 1

1−
∑K−1

j=0 ωj, i = K.
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Let ti, i = 1, . . . , K, be the mean first passage time from the i servers

busy state to the i − 1 servers busy state. To determine ti, we write ti =

(1 + λti+1)/(λ + µ), i = 1, . . . , K − 1, and tK = 1/µ, which is an easily

derived recursion. Thus, the mean length of each on-period is computed as
∑K

i=1 ωi

∑i
j=1 tj.

To account for capacity wastage attributable to signaling propagation

delay from an edge buffer to the central controller, depicted with a hatched

region in Fig. 8.3, we consider a simple approximation in which the mean

length of each on-period is increased by κ and the mean length of each

off-period is decreased by κ, assuming κ ≤ 1/φ. Recall that κ denotes

propagation delay from an edge buffer to the central controller.

Invoking Assumption 8.1, we have that the probability a source is on at

an arbitrary time instant is θ/(1 + θ), where

θ =

∑K
i=1 ωi

∑i
j=1 tj + κ

∑M−1
i=0 ai(M − i)/λ + τ/p− κ

(8.17)

is the source offered load.

8.4.2 Analysis of OCS Core Network Model

As in Section 8.1.2, we consider J independent and identical edge buffers,

each of which behaves as an on/off source described above and uses a common

route n = (n1, . . . , nN). The cumulative load offered to n is thus ρ = Jθ,

which arrives as a Poisson stream if we assume J ≫ C.

Given n, C, ρ and the load offered by all cross-routes, ρi,j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N ,

we seek to determine the stationary probability 1− p, assumed to exist, that

a request to establish a lightpath issued by an arbitrary edge buffer is de-

nounced by the central controller due to contention. For this purpose, we

use the independence and correlation approximations presented in [155]. The

independence approximation is a link decomposition approach and we hence-

forth refer to it as such, while the correlation approximation is commensurate

to a path decomposition approach, though a weakened form of Assumption

8.4 is required in which correlation coefficients are estimated to parameterise
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dependencies between two adjacent fibres in n. An alternative path decom-

position approach for an OCS core network model is presented in [195]. We

have adopted the link and path decomposition approximations presented in

[155] chiefly because of their low computational complexity achieved with use

of inclusion-exclusion principles.

Note that ρ is mapped to p via either the link or path decomposition

approximation presented in [155], conversely, p is mapped to ρ via (8.17).

As such, p is a slack variable for which a value satisfying both mappings is

determined using successive substitution. See Chapter 4 for an example of a

successive substitution algorithm.

8.5 Numerical Evaluation

This section serves three purposes: to gauge the error incurred in invoking

Assumptions 8.1 - 8.5 with a computer simulation that does not use each of

these assumptions; to quantify the improvement in accuracy offered by our

new path decomposition for OBS compared to link decomposition; and, to

numerically compare the performance of OCS with OBS.

We consider a conservatively chosen set of parameters, shown in Table

8.1, corresponding to a base case. To evaluate performance sensitivity, we

consider several other sets of parameters that are derived from the base case

by altering the value of one or more parameters with an intent to devise a

spectrum of both conservative and optimistic cases.

In Table 8.1, we specify M and M as the ratio M/M = 4, implying four

times as many packets must be enqueued with OCS than with OCS before a

set-up period is commenced. We also specify K as two ratios, K/M = 8 and

K/M = 2, implying at most 8M packets, commensurate to 8 bursts, can be

enqueued at an edge buffer, after which packets are blocked due to buffer

overflow.

In practice, several hundreds of thousands of packets could be enqueued

at an edge buffer. However, solving the sets of difference equations (8.1) and

(8.16) for large K is intractable. To ensure computational tractability, we

choose K = 50 and ‘compensate’ by increasing the mean length of a packet’s
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Table 8.1: Base case set of parameters

Notation Description Base value

N Number of core switches traversed 4

∆ OBS core switch processing time 1 ms

∆ Central controller processing time 1000 ms

C Wavelengths per fibre 10

κ Prop. delay from central controller to edge 1000c ms

c Propagation speed 0.005 ms/km

J Number of edge buffers 40

M/M OCS-to-OBS packet threshold ratio 4

K/M Buffer size to OBS packet threshold ratio 8

K/M Buffer size to OCS packet threshold ratio 2

ǫ ODE and fixed-point error criterion 10−9

transmission period, 1/µ, to model a burst comprising 4000 average-sized

IP packets [135], which is equivalent to 500 KB and requires about 1.6 ms

to transmit at 2.5 Gb/s. In particular, we equally apportion the 1.6 ms

burst transmission period to each of the M packets comprising a burst in

our model, thus the mean length of a packet’s transmission period is set to

1.6/M ms. The packet arrival rate at an edge buffer, λ, is the only free

variable and is varied over an appropriate range to generate plots of mean

packet queuing delay as a function of packet blocking probability.

We consider J homogenous edge buffers using a common stand-alone

route n = (n1, . . . , nN), as shown in Fig. 8.4(a), where the load offered to

each cross-route, ρi,j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N , is set equal to ρ. Recall that ρ

is the cumulative load offered to fibre (n1, n2) originating from the J edge

buffers. Hence, the load offered to each cross-route is equal to the load

offered to n. Each of the J edge buffers serve as a ‘tagged’ buffer for which

we determine mean packet queuing delay and packet blocking probability.

We also determine average utilisation, defined as utilisation averaged over all

fibres traversed by n, where utilisation for each fibre is defined as the ratio of

its carried-to-offered load normalised to C. In the case of OCS, a wavelength
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channel is not considered utilised during the period depicted with a hatched

region in Fig. 8.3.

For path decomposition, we choose N∗ = N throughout, thus we consider

a pure path decomposition approach. Numerical solution of (8.13) is achieved

with the ODE suite of functions available in Matlab.

Fig. 8.6 shows plots of mean packet queueing delay as a function of packet

blocking probability for the base case of OBS and OCS, defined by the set of

parameters shown in Table 8.1. Plots depicted with a dashed black line and

solid circular data points correspond to simulation, while plots shown with a

solid red or blue line correspond to path or link decomposition, respectively.

Plots corresponding to either OBS or OCS are banded together with an

appropriately labelled circular band. A range of uniformly spaced values of

utilisation are shown on the rightmost and topmost axes, corresponding to

OBS and OCS, respectively, each of which is aligned with a particular grid

line.

Plots adhering to an identical format are shown in Figs. 8.7 - 8.9 for other

sets of parameters derived from the base case by altering N , ∆, M/M , or a

combination thereof. In particular, ∆ is reduced by an order of magnitude

in Fig. 8.7, resulting in a case that is optimistic to OCS, while in Figs. 8.8

and 8.9, M/M is increased more than threefold to characterise the presence

of long-lived ‘circuits’ attributable, for example, to large file downloads. In

addition, N is reduced to 3 and 2 in Figs. 8.8 and 8.9, respectively, to evaluate

the effect of shorter hop counts. We have evaluated performance sensitivity to

other parameters, including K and ∆, but believe the most interesting effects

are exhibited through variation of the aforementioned three parameters.

The utility of Figs. 8.6 - 8.9 can be explained as follows. Suppose a

prescribed QoS imposes a maximum packet queuing delay of 3000 ms and

a maximum packet blocking probability of 10−2. For the case considered in

Fig. 8.8, it can be seen8 that these two constraints can be satisfied with

either OCS operating at no more than 1.8% utilisation or OBS operating

at no more than about 0.7% utilisation. Note that utilisation is remarkably

8Project a line perpendicular to the horizontal axis from the (10−2,3000 ms) point and
note its intersection with the OBS and OCS operating curves.
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Figure 8.6: Base case as defined by the set of parameters shown in Table 8.1

low because wavelength conversion is not permitted and has been shown in

[147, 149] to increase substantially if conversion is permitted.

Each of Figs. 8.6 - 8.9 can be considered a two dimensional QoS space,

one dimension corresponding to blocking probability and the other to mean

queuing delay, that is divided into four quadrants about the point at which

the OBS and OCS operating curves intersect. As such, the quadrant con-

taining the (0,0) point encompasses all unattainable QoS. In a clockwise

direction, the next quadrant covers QoS attainable only with OCS, which

is in turn followed by the quadrant covering QoS attainable with both OCS

and OBS, while the final quadrant covers QoS attainable only with OBS.

8.6 Discussion and Conclusions

Using simulation as a benchmark, Figs. 8.6 - 8.9 suggest errors attributable to

invoking Assumptions 8.1 - 8.3 are negligible and only discernible in Fig. 8.8

for blocking probabilities less than 10−5. However, Assumptions 8.4 and 8.5,

the two additional assumptions required by link decomposition, introduce a
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Figure 8.7: Length of central controller processing period, ∆, reduced to 100
ms, an order of magnitude reduction from base case
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Figure 8.8: OCS-to-OBS packet threshold ratio, M/M , increased to 15 and
number of switches traversed, N , reduced to 3, equivalent to a two hop route
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Figure 8.9: OCS-to-OBS packet threshold ratio, M/M , increased to 15 and
number of switches traversed, N , reduced to 2, equivalent to a one hop route;
note that since N = 2, path and link decomposition are identical

noticeable error margin resulting in an overly conservative approximation.

To achieve a blocking probability at least less than 10−3, packets en-

counter a substantial queueing delay with OBS, even in the case most op-

timistic to OBS of a one hop route, shown in Fig. 8.9. This is because

blocking in OBS is almost entirely due to blocking at core switches, which

occurs with probability P2, but P2 begins to fall below 10−3 only if the mean

packet inter-arrival period, 1/λ, is so large that a packet’s queuing delay is

dominated by the time it waits for M packets to enqueue. Note that the

probability that a packet is blocked due to buffer overflow in OBS, P1, is less

than 10−9 in Figs. 8.6 - 8.9, thus (8.15) can be rewritten as P ≈ P2.

Conversely, blocking in OCS is almost entirely due to buffer overflow,

which is several orders of magnitude larger than the probability that a light-

path request is denounced, 1− p. The probability that a lightpath request is

denounced is low because state information maintained by the central con-

troller ensures only a wavelength channel that is free in each fibre traversed

by n is assigned. In contrast, lacking knowledge of state information at an
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edge buffer, OBS can do no better than assigning any randomly chosen wave-

length channel, possibly a wavelength channel that is busy in one or more

fibres traversed by n; explaining why blocking in OBS is almost entirely due

to blocking at core switches.

As such, centralised control offers a distinct advantage in optical commu-

nications due to its ability to reduce blocking attributable to wavelength con-

tinuity constraints. Wavelength conversion eliminates this advantage because

it allows complete relaxation of wavelength continuity constraints. However,

wavelength converters are not present-day off-the-shelf technology nor are

they considered cost-effective. It therefore appears that trading-off an assur-

ance of no blocking at each switch is less favorable in OBS than in analogous

electronic approaches to switching such as tell-and-go, unless wavelength

conversion is available.

8.7 The Burst Scheduler

In this chapter and Chapters 4 and 5, we have assumed the burst scheduler

at each intermediate node of an OBS network is able to process all requests

without fail. In particular, recall assumption A.4.4 in Chapter 4, which we

have upheld without question in this chapter and Chapter 5. However, this

assumption is not valid if the scheduler is ever overwhelmed and headers

must be enqueued in a scheduler buffer. Whether or not this assumption is

valid depends on the processing capabilities of the scheduler, the size of the

scheduler buffer and the number of headers arriving at the scheduler in a

given period. The number of headers arriving at a scheduler increases as the

number of packets comprising a burst is decreased. We therefore see that the

dimensioning of a scheduler buffer is not a clear-cut task and is closely tied

to the number of packets comprising a burst.

In this section, we are concerned with relaxing our assumption that a

burst scheduler is able to process all requests without fail. This assumption

has received little attention, except briefly in [175], most likely because a

header arriving at an overwhelmed scheduler can be conveniently buffered

electronically. Therefore, failure to process a header is attributable only to
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buffer overflow. The probability of buffer overflow can be made negligible for

an appropriately dimensioned and stable buffer.

However, buffering a header prolongs its per-hop delays. An increase in

per-hop delays in turn requires a commensurate increase in separation be-

tween a burst and its header. To accommodate for per-hop queueing delays,

a burst is delayed at its edge buffer for a prolonged offset period that is

equal to the sum of per-hop processing delays as well as per-hop worst-case

queuing delays.

A prolonged offset period does not come without a tradeoff though. In

particular, delaying a burst at its edge buffer for a prolonged offset period

ties-up buffering space, reduces throughput and eventually results in packet

loss due to edge buffer overflow if the number of new packet arrivals during

an offset period is sufficient.

Although an edge buffer can be dimensioned to ensure the probability

of overflow is negligible, packets carrying real-time services cannot endure

queueing delays exceeding a prescribed threshold and may as well be dis-

carded if they arrive at an edge buffer that has more than a given number of

packets enqueued. In this section, we consider real-times services that cannot

endure substantial pre-transmission queuing delays. In particular, we do not

assume that an edge buffer can be dimensioned arbitrarily large to ensure

the probability of overflow is negligible. For the case of best-effort services,

an edge buffer can probably be dimensioned sufficiently large to avoid packet

loss owing to a prolonged offset period.

This section considers the problem of dimensioning a scheduler buffer to

strike an optimal balance between the conflicting requirements of simultane-

ously minimising both its overflow probability and the overflow probability of

an edge buffer. As the size of a scheduler buffer increases, its overflow prob-

ability decreases, but the overflow probability of an edge buffer may increase

due to a prolonged offset period.

In other words, too large a scheduler buffer requires a prolonged offset

period to counterbalance longer per-hop worst-case header queueing delays,

resulting in reduced throughput and increased packet loss due to edge buffer

overflow. While too small a scheduler buffer cannot absorb enough variability
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Figure 8.10: OBS model consisting of J edge buffers, a stand-alone link
comprising C wavelength channels and its associated scheduler

in the header arrival process, resulting in increased burst lost due to a greater

number of headers arriving to find a full scheduler buffer.

We reuse our OBS edge buffer model developed in Section 8.1.1 and the

accompanying analysis presented in Section 8.3.1 to develop a unified OBS

model comprising a set of homogeneous and independent edge buffers that

feed bursts to a stand-alone link and their headers to a scheduler. A block

diagram is shown in Fig. 8.10. We analyse our model in terms of packet

blocking probability and mean packet queuing delay at an edge buffer. Ac-

cording to our model, a packet can be blocked due to one of three possible

events: it arrives at an edge buffer that is full; it is grouped into a burst, but

that burst’s header arrives to find the scheduler buffer full; or, it is grouped

into a burst, but a wavelength channel cannot be reserved for that burst due

to contention with existing reservations.

To enable a tractable analysis, we assume each of these three events are

independent, which is tantamount to decoupling our unified model into its

three constituent sub-models and analysing each of them independently. We

can therefore write

P = 1− (1− Pe)(1− Ps)(1− Pl), (8.18)

where Pe and Ps is the probability of edge and scheduler buffer overflow, re-

spectively, Pl is the probability that a wavelength channel cannot be reserved
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due to contention and P is the overall packet blocking probability. It is also

assumed that the number of edge buffers is sufficient to reasonably model the

superposition of their output processes as a Poisson process. Using simula-

tion as a benchmark, we demonstrate that the error attributable to invoking

these assumptions seems to be small in most circumstances. We adopt the

same edge buffer model we developed in Section 8.1.1.

The main contributions and findings of this section can be summarised

as follows. For the first time, we develop and provide a tractable analysis

supported by computer simulation for a unified OBS model comprising edge

buffers, a stand-alone link and its associated scheduler. We demonstrate

that there appears to exist an optimal scheduler buffer size that depends on

the number of packets comprising a burst and the size of an edge buffer.

An increase or decrease beyond this optimal size results in an increase in

P due to Pe or Ps, respectively, emerging as the dominant term in (8.18).

Furthermore, we demonstrate that our analysis is sufficiently accurate to

quickly determine an optimal scheduler buffer size, if one exists.

8.7.1 The Model

As shown in Fig. 8.10, our unified OBS model consists of three interconnected

sub-models: a set of J homogenous edge buffers, a scheduler buffer and a

stand-alone link.

Edge Buffer Model

For each of the J edge buffers shown in Fig. 8.10, we adopt the same edge

buffer model developed in Section 8.1.1. The only difference is that the

deterministic offset period τ is prolonged to cover per-hop worst-case header

queueing delays. In particular, we write

τ = N(∆1 + ∆2) + α, (8.19)

where N denotes hop count, ∆1 denotes per-hop header processing delays,

∆2 denotes per-hop worst-case header queueing delays and α denotes switch
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reconfiguration time. For simplicity, we set α = 0. Note that in Section 8.1.1,

we assumed that τ = N∆1 + α, which implies the processing capability of

the scheduler is sufficient to preclude formation of a queue of headers.

Scheduler Buffer Model

Each of the J edge buffers is connected to the scheduler buffer via an out-

of-band wavelength channel. Each time an edge buffer commences a set-up

period, it transmits a header to the scheduler buffer.

A header conveys to the scheduler its corresponding burst’s length and

expected arrival time. The scheduler invokes a scheduling algorithm whose

task is to determine a wavelength channel that can be reserved in advance for

an unbroken period beginning at a burst’s expected arrival time and lasting

for its entire length. A scheduling algorithm may fail due to contention with

existing reservations, in which case a burst is blocked.

Many scheduling algorithms tailored to OBS have been proposed and

analysed, many of which have been surveyed in [109]. We briefly discussed

scheduling algorithm design in Section 4.1 of Chapter 4 and saw that it is

essentially a tradeoff between algorithm complexity and performance.

Scheduling algorithm design and analysis has not featured prominently in

this thesis. This area is nonetheless an integral part of OBS. The reason why

we have not covered scheduling algorithm design in any depth is because we

have adopted a model in which the residual offset period remains constant

from burst to burst. We explained in Chapter 4 that a simple ordered search

algorithm of complexity O(log C) is optimal in the case that bursts and

their headers are separated by a constant period. We have had no impetus

to investigate complicated void-filling algorithms because constant residual

offset periods can be achieved with forms of OBS such as the dual-header form

of OBS proposed in [9]. See Section 4.1 of Chapter 4 for further discussions

specific to this issue.

The worst-case running time of a scheduling algorithm depends primarily

on the number of wavelength channels comprising a link and the processing

speed of the scheduler. A comparison of the computational complexity of
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several common scheduling algorithms is provided in [80], from which worst-

case running times can be roughly extrapolated given the processing speed of

the scheduler. Per-hop header processing delays, which have been denoted as

∆1 in this section, can therefore be bounded above by the worst-case running

time of a scheduling algorithm. In this section, we consider a conservative

model in which ∆1 is deterministic and equal to the worst-case running time

of a scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the scheduler requires a deterministic

period of length ∆1 to process a request issued by a header, after which it can

immediately begin processing another, if another is residing in the scheduler

buffer.

At most V headers can be enqueued in the scheduler buffer, excluding a

header that the scheduler may be processing. A header arriving to find the

scheduler with V headers already enqueued is blocked. Per-hop worst-case

header queuing delays are therefore (V − 1)∆1 because a request issued by

a header requires a deterministic period of length ∆1 to process and at most

V − 1 headers may lie ahead of any given header in the scheduler buffer.

That is, ∆2 = (V − 1)∆1, and we can therefore rewrite (8.19) as

τ = NV ∆1 + α. (8.20)

Link Model

A link comprises C wavelength channels. Full wavelength conversion ensures

all C wavelength channels are accessible to an edge buffer. Each of J edge

buffers is connected to the link via an access fibre. Blocking does not occur

in an access fibre.

A burst is blocked if its header fails to reserve one of the C wavelength

channels. A header fails either because it arrives to find the scheduler queue

with V headers already enqueued or because all C wavelength channels have

already been reserved.
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8.7.2 Analysis

In this section, we derive approximations for packet blocking probability and

mean packet queuing delay at an edge buffer.

Analysis of Edge Buffer Model

We have analysed our edge buffer model in Section 8.3.1. In particular, Pe

can be computed via (8.4) and the mean packet queuing delay, which we

denote with W , can be computed with (8.5). In using (8.4) and (8.5), we

must ensure to set τ = NV ∆1.

We continue to uphold the Engset-type sources assumption, Assumption

8.1 in Section 8.3.1. Therefore, each of the J buffers can be viewed as an

independent source. The probability that a source is on at an arbitrary

time instant is θ/(1 + θ), where θ = Mφ/µ is the source offered load. The

parameters M , φ and µ have been defined in Section 8.3.1.

We also continue to uphold to Poisson arrivals assumption, Assumption

8.2 in Section 8.3.1. The Poisson arrivals assumption is valid if the number

of edge buffers is sufficiently large to ensure that the superposition of their

output processes is reasonably modelled as a Poisson process. As a conse-

quence of the Poisson arrivals assumption, we have that headers arrive at the

scheduler buffer according to a Poisson process with rate

υ =
J

M/µ + 1/φ
.

This assumption is asymptotically exact for J →∞, if υ remains fixed in the

limit [157, 176]. Also as a consequence of the Poisson arrivals assumption,

we have that bursts arriving at the link arrive according to a Poisson process,

where the total offered load is given by Jθ.

Analysis of Scheduler Buffer Model

The Poisson arrivals assumption permits analysis of the scheduler buffer

model as an M/D/1/V queue with arrival rate υ and service times of length

∆1. To compute the probability that a header arrives to find V headers
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already enqueued, we use known results [161] for an M/D/1/V queue that

state blocking probability is given by

Ps = P(header blocked due to buffer overflow)

= 1−
1

1/
∑V

i=0 Ψi + υ∆1

, (8.21)

where Ψ0 = 1 and

Ψi+1 =
1

d0

(
Ψi − di −

i∑

j=1

Ψjdi−j+1

)
, i = 0, . . . , V

and di = (υ∆1)
ie−υ∆1/i!.

In the case that J is small and/or V is large, the accuracy of (8.21) may

deteriorate due to failure of the Poisson assumption. In particular, since

the Poisson assumption is only asymptotically correct, it is possible that

interarrival times in the superposed process are not exactly exponentially

i.i.d. and exhibit some form of correlation. If V is large, interarrival times

can interact in the scheduler buffer over a longer timescale than if V were

small and increase the effect long term correlation has on buffer dynamics.

Therefore, the Poisson assumption is more likely to fail for large V . See

[157, 176] for further discussions. Using simulation as a benchmark, we

quantify the deterioration of (8.21) as an approximation as V is increased.

To avoid making the Poisson assumption, we can instead assume that

interarrival times of headers owing to a given edge buffer are deterministic,

which is asymptotically correct for M → ∞. In this case, the scheduler

buffer model is analysed as a D/D/1 queue that is fed by the superposition

of J i.i.d. deterministic streams, each with an interarrival time of M/µ +

1/φ. Known results [46] for the tail probability of a D/D/1 queue fed by

the superposition of multiple i.i.d. deterministic streams can be used to

provide an approximation for blocking probability. However, this approach

is intractable for large J .

Another approach is to use formulae derived in the appendix of [97] to

characterise the superposed process in terms of its mean and coefficient of
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variation. Since the coefficient of variation of the superposed process is less

than unity, it can be fitted to an Erlang distribution. This allows for analysis

of the scheduler buffer model as an E/D/1/V queue.

In summary, the scheduler buffer model can be analysed in terms of either

an M/D/1/V queue with arrival rate υ, the tail probability of a D/D/1 queue

fed by J i.i.d. streams with interarrival time M/µ + 1/φ or an E/D/1/V

queue where the Erlang distributed arrival process has its first two moments

fitted. All three approaches suffer limitations. In this paper, we approximate

Ps using (8.21) as it was found to provide better accuracy than the other two

approaches for typical values of J and V , say 50−100 and 5−10, respectively.

Analysis of Link Model

The probability that a wavelength channel cannot be reserved due to con-

tention with existing reservations is given by

Pl = P(burst blocked due to contention) = EC(Jθ), (8.22)

where θ is the offered load owing to an edge buffer, which appears as a source

from the perspective of the link. Based on the Poisson assumption, the total

load offered by all J edge buffers is Jθ.

8.7.3 Numerical Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer

size may exist and depends on the number of packets comprising a burst and

the size of an edge buffer, which have been denoted as M and K, respectively,

in this chapter.

We consider a conservatively chosen set of parameters, which are shown in

Table 8.2, where V , which denotes the scheduler buffer size, is the parameter

to be optimised given M . The packet arrival rate at an edge buffer, λ, is the

only free variable and is chosen to ensure P , as given by (8.18), is within a

reasonable range.

Fig. 8.11 shows plots of packet blocking probability as a function of
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Table 8.2: Set of parameters

Notation Description Value

N Route hop count 4

∆1 Per-hop header processing delays 50 µs

∆2 Per-hop worst-case queueing delays (V − 1)∆1

α Switch reconfiguration time 0

τ Length of offset period HV ∆1 + α

J Number of edge buffers 100

C Number of wavelength channels 25

K Edge buffer size 40

scheduler buffer size for the set of parameters specified in Table 8.2 and

M/K = 0.5, 0.625, 0.75. Plots depicted with a dashed line and solid circular

data points correspond to simulation, while plots depicted with a solid line

correspond to our analysis. Suboptimal performance results if M is chosen

such that M/K > 0.75 or M/K < 0.5 because Pe or Ps, respectively, increase

markedly and emerge as the dominant term in (8.18). Fig. 8.11 suggests

that M/K = 0.625 and a scheduler buffer size of about 10 gives optimal

performance if minimisation of packet blocking probability is critical. This

corresponds to worst-case per-hop header queueing delays of 90 µs.

Fig. 8.12 shows plots of packet blocking probability as a function of mean

packet queueing and aggregation delay for M/K = 0.625. These plots were

generated by varying the scheduler buffer size over an appropriate range

an keeping λ fixed. For a scheduler buffer size of 10, an arbitrary packet

encounters less than 6 ms of delay before it begins transmission. Fig. 8.12

confirms that shorter queueing and aggregation delays are achievable with

a scheduler buffer of size less than 10, but results in a dramatic increase in

packet blocking probability. In particular, a 2 ms reduction is delay yields an

increase in packet blocking probability of more than 2 orders of magnitude.

For M/K = 0.625, Fig. 8.13 shows plots of the lower bounds for P

provided by Ps, Pe and Pb, which have been determined analytically and
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Figure 8.11: Packet blocking probability as a function of scheduler buffer
size; M/K = 0.625 with a scheduler buffer size of about 10 is optimal
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ing and aggregation delay; M/K = 0.625
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pared to P = 1 − (1 − Ps)(1 − Pe)(1 − Pc) as computed via simulation;
M/K = 0.625

compared to P = 1− (1− Ps)(1− Pe)(1− Pc) as computed via simulation.9

For a scheduler buffer of size less than 10, Ps provides the tightest bound as

not enough variability in the header arrival process is absorbed, resulting in

a relatively large number of headers arriving to find a full scheduler buffer.

While for a scheduler buffer of size greater than 10, Pe provides the tightest

bound as a prolonged offset period required by an increase in scheduler buffer

size results in a relatively large number of packets arriving to find a full edge

buffer. A sufficient number of wavelength channels are available to preclude

Pc from emerging as a dominant bound.

Figs. 8.11, 8.12 and 8.13 suggest that errors incurred in invoking As-

sumptions 1 and 2 depend on whether or not the transition at which Ps is

succeeded by Pe as the tightest bound for P occurs for sufficiently small V .

(Recall that V denotes scheduler buffer size in this chapter). In particular,

9We use the word bound here in the sense that Ps, Pe, Pc ≤ P , where P = 1 − (1 −
Ps)(1−Pe)(1−Pc). However, we do not claim that Ps, Pe, Pc ≤ P ∗, where P ∗ is the exact
packet blocking probability determined without invoking Assumptions 1 and 2.
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our approximation for Ps, as given by (8.21), deteriorates as V is increased

because interarrival times can interact in the scheduler buffer over a longer

timescale than if V were small and increase the effect long term correlation

has on buffer dynamics. However, the accuracy of our approximation for Pe

does not depend on V . Therefore, if Pe is succeeded by Ps for sufficiently

small V , any error in Ps that results in a reduction from its true value is

masked by Pe and does not propagate to P .

For example, for M/K = 0.5, our approximation for Ps admits noticeable

error for V > 7 and this error propagates to P until Pe is succeeded by Ps as

the tightest lower bound at about V = 15. Hence, P regains its accuracy as

V is increased beyond 15. For M/K = 0.675, 0.75, the transition at which Pe

succeeds Ps occurs for a value of V at which our approximation of Ps admits

negligible error.

A weak-point of our approximation is that it scales poorly with K and

M . As described in Section 8.5, we have ‘compensated’ for this in a rather ad

hoc manner by increasing the mean length of a packet’s transmission period.

As an alternative, Fig. 8.14 suggests that although the ratio M/K is not

entirely sufficient in itself to determine the optimal scheduler buffer size, if

any, it does seem to allow for a scalable approximation whereby the optimal

buffer size is determined in terms of M/K, instead of M and K. In particular,

Fig. 8.14 shows that for the set of parameters specified in Table 8.2, the

optimal value of V lies in the range 10 − 11 for several values of M and K

such that M/K = 0.625.

8.8 Chapter Summary

Using our analytical results, we divided a two dimensional delay/blocking

QoS space into four quadrants corresponding to OBS-only and OCS-only

quadrants, an OBS or OCS quadrant and a quadrant encompassing unattain-

able QoS. Hence, we were able to determine which of OBS or OCS should

be used to achieve a prescribed QoS while maximising utilisation.

For the first time, we considered a unified model comprising both: edge

buffers at which arriving packets are aggregated and enqueued according to a
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vacation-type service discipline with nondeterministic set-up times; together

with, a core network comprising switches arbitrarily interconnected via fibres

to allow transmission of packets from an edge buffer to their desired egress

point through use of a dynamic signalling process to establish a lightpath.

We saw that previously analysed models of OCS and OBS have either been

for a stand-alone edge buffer or a core network without edge buffering.

We compared OCS with OBS in terms of packet blocking probability due

to edge buffer overflow and blocking at switches in the case of OBS; mean

packet queuing delay at edge buffers; and, wavelength capacity utilisation.

Also for the first time, we derived the exact blocking probability for a

multi-hop stand-alone OBS route, assuming Kleinrock’s independence, which

is not simply a matter of summing the stationary distribution of an appro-

priate Markov process over all blocking states, as has been shown to be the

case for an OCS route.

Our main finding was that sacrificing an assurance of no blocking at each

intermediate node with the use of OBS is not as attractive in optical networks

as its analogue of tell-and-go was in ATM. We saw that this is because OBS

is less apt at dealing with wavelength continuity constraints than centrally

controlled forms of OCS.

To end this chapter, we dimensioned a buffer in which headers are en-

queued during times an OBS scheduler is overwhelmed. This allowed us to

investigate the validity of the commonly held assumption that header queue-

ing delays in an OBS scheduler buffer are negligible.

We demonstrated numerically that an optimal scheduler buffer size may

exist and depends on the number of packets comprising a burst and the

size of an edge buffer. For the particular numerical example considered, we

verified our analysis using computer simulation as a benchmark and showed

that packet blocking probability is minimised if at most about 10 headers can

be enqueued in the scheduler buffer and the number of packets comprising

a burst is about 0.6 times the number of packets that can be enqueued at

an edge buffer. Therefore, we provided a rule of thumb for determining the

optimal size of a scheduler buffer and the number of packets comprising a

burst.
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Chapter 9

Optical Hybrid Switching - the

Marriage of Burst and Circuit

Switching

We saw in Chapter 8 that neither OCS nor OBS are without their short-

comings. OCS and wavelength routing lack the flexibility to statistically

multiplex wavelength capacity on the same timescale as OBS, while OBS

cannot guarantee successful packet transmission in cases of wavelength con-

tention. As such, it seems only natural to seek the best of both worlds by

considering a hybrid approach to switching that allows both OCS and OBS

to coexist.

Hybrid switching is not a new concept. It was considered in the context

of combining packet and circuit switching in ATM networks. This arose out

of the desire to integrate voice and data communications using a common

transport layer. For further details on the development of hybrid switching

in ATM and conventional telephony networks, see [24, 51, 99, 105, 156, 174,

197, 198].

Optical hybrid switching (OHS) has been discussed in [135]. In [135], it

is explained that one appeal of OHS is that it offers the flexibility to pro-

vide differentiated services at the optical layer. In particular, wavelength

routing, OCS and OBS can coexist to provide a so-called polymorphic op-

275
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tical layer that offers both guaranteed end-to-end delay for voice and other

real-time services and significant statistical multiplexing for best-effort traf-

fic. For example, data and voice could be switched using OBS and OCS,

respectively, while private lines could be wavelength routed. OCS is typi-

cally given priority to network resources, thereby relegating OBS to play the

role of a scavenger. OBS scavenges the remaining network resources, which

have not been utilised by OCS, to switch best-effort traffic. Better statistical

multiplexing is achievable with a polymorphic optical layer in contrast to

dedicating network resources to multiple monomorphic layers, each of which

offers a QoS tailored to a particular application.

The main contribution of this chapter is to derive a computationally

tractable analysis of a model for a stand-alone link in an OHS network. We

foremost determine the exact circuit and burst blocking probabilities based

on the stationary probabilities for the Markov process that we use to model

a stand-alone link. We then proceed to develop scalable approximations that

can be used to dimension OHS networks of realistic size. We analyse two

cases: bursts and circuits are assigned equal priority; and, circuits are as-

signed preemptive priority. The latter case increases the QoS differentiation

between best-effort services that are switched using OBS and real-time pre-

mium services that are switched using OCS. Furthermore, the latter case

ensures that existing levels of service provided by OCS are maintained as a

network is hybridised to allow for OBS. In other words, OBS is introduced

into an pure OCS network to improve utilisation by playing the role of a

scavenger that utilises the scraps of bandwidth unutilised by OCS.

This chapter is organised as follows. We develop our stand-alone link

model in Section 9.1. An exact analysis and several scalable approximations

for circuit and burst blocking probabilities are derived in Sections 9.2 and

9.3 for the no priority and priority cases, respectively. In Section 9.4, the

sensitivity of our analytical results to burst length and circuit holding time

distributions as well as to the distribution of inter-arrival times is quantified

with computer simulation. To end this chapter, we tackle a dimensioning

problem in Section 9.5.
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9.1 Stand-Alone Link Model

We consider an arbitrary stand-alone link comprising K wavelength channels.

A burst or circuit that traverses a route comprising this link seeks to reserve

one of the K wavelength channels during its transmission period.

Let M denote the number of input wavelength channels that feed into

our stand-alone link. Each burst or circuit that traverses our stand-alone

link must have arrived via one of the M input wavelength channels. At the

interface of the M input wavelength channels and the K wavelength channels

comprising our stand-alone link is an intermediate node that consists of an

optical cross-connect and its associated control logic.

Throughout this chapter, we continue to uphold Assumptions A.4.2, A.4.3

and A.4.4, which were all defined in Chapter 4. In particular, we assume full

wavelength conversion is available; we assume that the separation between

the beginning of a transmission period and the time at which a request was

made to reserve that transmission period is constant for both circuits and

bursts; and, the control logic and scheduler is able to process all requests

without fail.

The blocking probability for both bursts and circuits is zero if M ≤ K.

We are therefore interested in analysing the case M > K. In the case that

M ≫ K, Assumption A.4.1 becomes valid and our model reduces to an

Erlang system for which the Erlang B formula can be used to determine the

burst or circuit blocking probability. See (4.1) in Chapter 4.

The reason why the Poisson arrivals assumption (Assumption A.4.1) is

valid if M ≫ K is because it is well-known that the superposition of indepen-

dent equilibrium renewal counting processes converges to a Poisson process

as the number of component processes becomes large and each of the M

individual processes gets sparse with the total rate fixed. See [33, 176] for

details. This means that a Poisson process is a sound approximation for the

superposition of M component processes if M is large. To use the Erlang

B formula, we further require that M ≫ K, otherwise if M ≤ K, we have

already argued that the blocking probability for both bursts and circuits is

zero.
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For the practical case in which M is of the same order as K, Assumption

A.4.1 is no longer valid. This is the case that is of most interest to us in this

chapter.

In summary, we continue to uphold Assumptions A.4.2, A.4.3 and A.4.4

but we can relax assumption A.4.1 because we no longer assume M ≫ K.

From the perspective of our stand-alone link, each of the M input wave-

length channels behaves as a source. A source is said to be on during the

period it is transmitting a burst or circuit, otherwise it is said to be off. An

on period corresponding to a circuit spans the circuit’s entire holding time,

including a possible setup and tear-down period.

We assume that the on period corresponding to a burst is exponentially

distributed with mean 1/µb and the on period corresponding to a circuit

is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µc. Furthermore, we assume that

each off period is independent and exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ.

At the completion of an off period, either an on period corresponding to a

burst begins with probability pb or an on period corresponding to a circuit

begins with the complementary probability pc = 1 − pb. Let λc = λpc and

λb = λpb.

In practice, we typically have 1/µc ≫ 1/µb and λb ≫ λc. Depending on

the value chosen for the average holding time of a circuit, 1/µc, circuits in

our model could represent either semi-permanent lightpaths established with

wavelength routing or short-lived end-to-end connections established with

one of the dynamic forms of OCS considered in Chapters 6 and 7.

It may seem that we have defined an Engset system with M sources, K

servers and two arrival classes. However, applying the usual Engset formula

[48, 74] overestimates blocking probability for our stand-alone link model.

This is because an Engset system behaves such that a source can generate

a new call immediately after it has generated a call that is blocked. In

particular, immediately after a source generates a call that is blocked, it

continues to generate new calls at the usual arrival rate. However, this is

not what happens in OBS. In OBS, a source enters a so-called frozen state

immediately after it has generated a blocked burst and remains in the frozen

state until all the packets in the blocked burst are transmitted. The term
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Table 9.1: Models for a stand-alone OCS and OBS link comprising K wave-
length channels that are fed by M input wavelength channels, where each of
the M input wavelength channels behaves as an on/off source

M ≤ K M > K M ≫ K (Poisson arrivals)

OCS link No blocking Engset Erlang

OBS link No blocking Generalised Engset [41, 199] Erlang

‘frozen state’ was coined in [199].

A source that is transmitting packets corresponding to a blocked burst

is said to be dumping packets. The length of a frozen state is exponentially

distributed with mean 1/µb. A source that is dumping packets cannot gener-

ate new bursts. As soon as all the packets comprising the blocked burst have

been dumped, the source leaves the frozen state and an off period begins

immediately.

Therefore, we see that if M ≫ K, the Poisson arrivals assumption is

valid (Assumption A.4.1) and ensures the modelling of a stand-alone link

in an OBS network is no different to the modelling of a stand-alone link in

an OCS network. Indeed this is conditional on Assumptions A.4.2, A.4.3

and A.4.4 being upheld. In particular, the Erlang B formula can be used

to compute the probability that a circuit or burst is blocked. See (4.1) in

Chapter 4.

However, if we do not have M ≫ K, the Poisson arrivals assumption

is no longer valid. In this case, a stand-alone OCS link is well modelled as

an Engset system for which the Engset formula can be applied to compute

blocking probabilities. This is a long-established result that is discussed

in [35, 48, 74, 84, 131, 150]. In contrast, to account for frozen states, an

augmented Engset-like system is required to model a stand-alone OBS link if

we do not have M ≫ K. This generalised Engset system with an augmented

state-space accommodating frozen states in addition to the usual on and off

states inherent to the conventional Engset system was revamped in [41, 199].

(We take a closer look at the historical development of the generalised Engset

system in Section 9.7.) These observations are summarised in Table 9.1.

Finally, in this chapter, we assume that a blocked circuit or burst is lost
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and does not return at a later time.

Therefore, the main contribution of this chapter is to generalise the ex-

isting models listed in Table 9.1 to the case of OHS. We set out to compute

the probability that a burst or circuit is blocked in our OHS model.

9.2 Analysis of the Un-Prioritised Case

We begin by computing the probability that a burst or circuit is blocked for

our model of an OHS link in the case that bursts and circuits are assigned

equal priority.

9.2.1 Exact Blocking Probabilities

We refer to the M input wavelength channels as sources. Each of the M

sources can be in one of four states: an off state, a frozen state, an on state

corresponding to the transmission of a circuit or an on state corresponding

the transmission of a burst. A source is idle in the off state, while a source

that is transmitting either a circuit or a burst is said to be active. A source

cannot transmit a circuit and burst simultaneously.

Let Xi,j,k be the state that i sources are transmitting bursts, j sources are

transmitting circuits and k sources are frozen. The number of idle sources is

thus determined and given by M − i− j − k. Let

Λ = {Xi,j,k|i = 0, . . . , K; j = 0, . . . , K; k = 0, . . . ,M −K; i + j ≤ K}

be the state-space of the Markov process underlying our model of an OHS

link. Furthermore, let

πi,j,k = P(Xi,j,k = x), x ∈ Λ,

be its steady-state distribution. Under appropriate ergodicity conditions, a

unique distribution exists and can be computed by solving the following set
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of balance equations. For i + j < K,

πi,j,k

(
(i + k)µb + jµc + (M − i− j − k)λ

)

= πi,j,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πi,j−1,k

(
M − (i + j − 1 + k)

)
λc

+ πi,j+1,k(j + 1)µc

+ πi−1,j,k

(
M − (i− 1 + j + k)

)
λb

+ πi+1,j,k(i + 1)µb, (9.1)

and for i + j = K,

πi,j,k

(
(M −K − k)λb + (k + i)µb + jµc

)

= πi,j−1,k(M −K + 1− k)λc

+ πi−1,j,k(M −K + 1− k)λb

+ πi,j,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πi,j,k−1(M −K − k + 1)λb. (9.2)

In (9.1) and (9.2), πi,j,k = 0 for Xi,j,k /∈ Λ. Introducing the normalisation

equation
∑

i,j,k πi,j,k = 1 gives rise to a linearly independent set of equations,

which can be solved numerically.

The total load offered by circuits and bursts is given by

To =
∑

i,j,k

(M − i− j − k)(λb/µb + λc/µc)πi,j,k,

and the total load carried by circuits and bursts is given by

Tc =
∑

i,j,k

(i + j)πi,j,k.

Therefore, the blocking probability perceived by an arbitrary circuit or burst

is (To − Tc)/To.

Numerically solving the set of equations given by (9.1) and (9.2) is not

scalable for large K and/or M . We therefore consider two approximations to
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estimate the blocking probability perceived by an arbitrary circuit or burst

for realistic values of K and M .

9.2.2 First Approximation

The dimension of the underlying Markov process can be reduced from three

to two by considering an approximation in which no distinction is made be-

tween a source that is transmitting a circuit and a source that is transmitting

a burst. With such an approximation, we require one less dimension because

we keep track of the total number of sources that are transmitting either a

burst or circuit instead of separately keeping track of the number of sources

transmitting circuits and the number of sources transmitting bursts. There-

fore, each of the M sources can be in one of three states: an off state, a

frozen state or an on state. A source in the on state is either transmitting

a circuit with probability pc or a burst with the complementary probability

pb. However, for a given realisation, we do not know whether an on state

corresponds to a circuit or burst. We can only claim that a source in the on

state is transmitting an entity.

We set the mean transmission time of this entity to be the weighted aver-

age of the mean circuit transmission time and the mean burst transmission

time. Furthermore, we assume the transmission time of this entity is expo-

nentially distributed and independent. This results in an approximation be-

cause the actual transmission time of this entity is in fact hyper-exponentially

distributed. In particular, we assume each on period is exponentially dis-

tributed with mean 1/µ∗ = λb/(λµb) + λc/(λµc). This is irrespective of

whether the on period corresponds to a circuit or burst.

Let Xj,k be the state that j sources are transmitting either a circuit or

burst and k sources are frozen. The number of idle sources is thus determined

and given by M − j − k. Let

Λ1 = {Xj,k|j = 0, . . . , K; k = 0, . . . ,M −K}

be the state-space of our approximative Markov process.

As before, under appropriate ergodicity conditions, a unique stationary
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distribution, πj,k = P(Xj,k = x), x ∈ Λ1, exists and can be computed by

solving the following set of balance equations. For j < K,

πj,k

(
jµ∗ + kµb + (M − j − k)λ

)

= πj−1,k(M − j + 1− k)λ

+ πj,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πj+1,k(j + 1)µ∗, (9.3)

and for j = K,

πK,k

(
Kµ∗ + kµb + (M −K − k)λb

)

= πK−1,k(M −K + 1− k)λ

+ πK,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πK,k−1(M −K + 1− k)λb. (9.4)

In (9.3) and (9.4), πj,k = 0 for Xj,k /∈ Λ1.

The total load offered is given by

T̃o =
∑

j,k

(M − j − k)(λ/µ∗)πj,k,

and the total load carried is given by

T̃c =
∑

j,k

jπj,k.

Therefore, our approximation of the blocking probability perceived by an

arbitrary circuit or burst is given by (T̃o − T̃c)/T̃o.

We continue by developing a cruder albeit more scalable approximation

that bears much similarity to the conventional Engset formula. Our second

approximation is based on the Engset formula with mean on period 1/µ∗

and a modified mean off period, which is determined by solving a fixed-point

equation with successive substitution.
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9.2.3 Second Approximation

We consider a conventional Engset system for which the mean off period is

given by

1

λ∗
= (1− p)

1

λ
+ p

(
λb

λ

1

µb

+
1

λ

)
, (9.5)

where p is the probability that all K servers are busy at the time instant just

before an arrival. The mean on period remains as 1/µ∗.

Equation (9.5) can be explained as follows. Whether it be a circuit or

burst, a new arrival is not blocked with probability 1− p, in which case the

mean off period is 1/λ. This explains the first term in (9.5). Otherwise, a

new arrival is blocked with probability p. The new arrival is a burst with

probability λb/λ. In the case of a burst, the off period comprises a frozen pe-

riod with mean 1/µb followed by a usual off period with mean 1/λ. Therefore,

resulting in a prolonged off period with mean 1/λ + 1/µb. The new arrival is

a circuit with probability λc/λ. In the case of a circuit, the mean off period

is 1/λ. Weighting 1/λ + 1/µb and 1/λ by the appropriate probabilities gives

the second term in (9.5).

The probability that all K wavelength channels comprising the link are

not free at the instant just before the arrival of a request to reserve a wave-

length channel for a circuit or burst is given by

p = Eng(λ∗, µ∗,M − 1, K) =

(
M−1

K

)
(λ∗/µ∗)K

∑K
i=0

(
M−1

i

)
(λ∗/µ∗)i

, (9.6)

which is the conventional Engset formula for call congestion.

The relation between p and 1/λ∗ expressed by (9.5) and (9.6) defines a

fixed-point equation. The solution of (9.5) and (9.6), which consists of values

for p and 1/λ∗, may be computed numerically with a successive substitution

algorithm of the same kind we described in Chapter 4 in the context of

Erlang’s fixed-point approximation. In particular, we let λ∗(0) = λ denote

the first iterate. While |λ∗(n) − λ∗(n − 1)| > ǫ, n ≥ 1, we generate another
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iterate such that

1/λ∗(n + 1) = 1/λ + Eng(λ∗(n), µ∗,M − 1, K)/µ∗. (9.7)

We prove that a unique solution exists for the set of equations defined by

(9.5) and (9.6). This is tantamount to proving f(x) = 0, x ≥ 0, has a unique

solution, where f(x) = λµ∗/
(
µ∗ + λEng(x, µ∗,M − 1, K)

)
− x.

Lemma 9.1 A unique solution exists for

f(x) =
λµ∗

µ∗ + λEng(x, µ∗,M − 1, K)
− x = 0, x ≥ 0.

Proof: To establish that a solution exists, we observe that f(x) is continuous

and changes sign at least once for x ≥ 0 because f(0) = λ and f(x)→ −∞

as x → ∞. To establish solution uniqueness, suppose f(x1) = f(x2) = 0,

x2 > x1 ≥ 0. According to the mean-value theorem

f(x2)− f(x1) = f ′(ξ)(x2 − x1), x2 ≤ ξ ≤ x1, (9.8)

where

f ′(ξ) =
−λ2µ∗Eng′(ξ, µ∗,M − 1, K)
(
µ∗ + λEng(ξ, µ∗,M − 1, K)

)2 − 1.

We have f(ξ) < 0 because Eng(ξ, µ∗,M−1, K) increases monotonically with

ξ and therefore Eng′(ξ, µ∗,M − 1, K) > 0. Since f(ξ) < 0, to ensure (9.8)

holds, we must have x2 = x1. �

We are unable to prove that iterating according to the successive sub-

stitution algorithm defined by (9.7) is guaranteed to converge to the unique

solution of (9.5) and (9.6). We remark that the convergence proof of (9.7)

we provide in [168, 192] is incomplete. In particular, to complete the conver-

gence proof presented in [168, 192], we need to prove that the twice iterated

operator Γ(2)(x) = Γ
(
Γ(x)

)
= x has only one solution, namely the solution

it inherits from Γ(x) = x.1 Furthermore, we need to show that the unique

fixed-point of Γ(x) = x lies in the interval [Γ(λ), λ].

1See [168, 192] for the definition of Γ(x). We have Γ(x) = f(x) + x.
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In practice, we have found that iterating according to (9.7) always con-

verges to the unique solution. For a possible case in which iteration fails to

converge, we can rely on a binary search over the interval [0, λ] to find the

unique solution λ∗ to the required accuracy. We have never had to resort to

a binary search.

In writing (9.5), we have assumed that off periods in our fixed-point

approximation are exponentially distributed. Note that for our first approxi-

mation, we only assumed on periods were exponentially distributed. It seems

reasonable to assume off periods are exponentially distributed because of the

close resemblance our system has to a conventional Engset system, which is

known to be insensitive to the distribution of on and off periods [74].

9.3 Analysis of the Prioritised Case

We compute the probability that a burst or a circuit is blocked in the case that

circuits a given preemptive priority over bursts. Introducing priorities allows

QoS differentiation between best-effort services that are switched using OBS

and real-time premium services that are switched using OCS. Furthermore,

introducing priorities ensures that existing levels of service provided by OCS

are maintained as a network is hybridised to allow for OBS.

In the prioritised case, a wavelength channel that is in the process of

transmitting a burst can be immediately allocated to a new circuit if none

the other K−1 wavelength channels are available. This burst is said to have

been preempted and is considered blocked.

9.3.1 Exact Blocking Probabilities

The state-space of the underlying Markov process is the same as for the un-

prioritised case. It is only the set of balance equations defined by (9.2) that

need to be replaced to take into account the fact that a circuit can preempt

a burst if none of the K wavelength channels are available. Note that (9.1)

still holds. The set of balance equations defined by (9.2), which pertain to
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the case i + j = K, are replaced with the following. For j = K,

πi,j,k

(
(M −K − k)λb + (k + i)µb + jµc

)

= πi,j−1,k(M −K + 1− k)λb

+ πi−1,j,k(M −K + 1− k)λc

+ πi,j,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πi,j,k−1(M −K − k + 1)λb

+ πi+1,j−1,k−1(M −K − k + 1)λc, (9.9)

and for j < K,

πi,j,k

(
(M −K − k)λ + (k + i)µb + jµc

)

= πi,j−1,k(M −K + 1− k)λb

+ πi−1,j,k(M −K + 1− k)λc

+ πi,j,k+1(k + 1)µb

+ πi,j,k−1(M −K − k + 1)λb

+ πi+1,j−1,k−1(M −K − k + 1)λc. (9.10)

It is only the left-hand sides of (9.9) and (9.10) that differ. For j < K, there

is less than K circuits in progress and therefore an additional circuit can be

admitted by preempting a burst in progress. This remainder of this burst

is dumped. For j = K, there are K circuits in progress and therefore an

additional circuit cannot be admitted.

Under appropriate ergodicity conditions, a unique stationary distribu-

tion exists and can be computed numerically by solving the set of balance

equations defined by (9.1), (9.9) and (9.10).

Let T b
o and T c

o be the total load offered by bursts and circuits, respec-

tively. Also, let T b
c and T c

c be the total load carried by bursts and circuits,

respectively. Therefore,

T x
o =

∑

i,j,k

(M − i− j − k)(λx/µx)πi,j,k, x ∈ {b, c},
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and,

T b
c =

∑

i,j,k

iπi,j,k, T c
c =

∑

i,j,k

jπi,j,k.

The blocking probability perceived by a circuit is (T c
o − T c

c )/T c
o and the

blocking probability perceived by a burst is (T b
o − T b

c )/T b
o .

A scalable approximation for the exact stationary blocking probability

is now derived by decoupling the underlying Markov process according to

bursts and circuits.

9.3.2 An Approximation for the Prioritised Case

Our approximation consists of two stages. Both stages are based on the

conventional Engset formula in which the mean off period is modified in much

the same manner as we did in Section 9.2.3. The first stage yields the exact

blocking probability perceived by circuits and the state distribution pj, j =

0, . . . , K, where pj is the probability that j circuits are in progress in steady-

state. In the second stage of our approximation, we estimate the blocking

probability perceived by bursts by conditioning on the state distribution

computed in the first stage.

From the viewpoint of a circuit, the distinction between a wavelength

channel that is transmitting a burst as opposed to a wavelength channel that

is dumping a burst does not exist. In either case, the wavelength channel

appears active. Therefore, we call a wavelength channel that is either trans-

mitting or dumping a burst as active. In other words, our active state is a

lumping together of frozen states with on states. The first stage of the ap-

proximation makes use of the fact that a wavelength channel is either active

or inactive from the viewpoint of a circuit. Therefore, at any time instant,

each of the M sources and K wavelength channels is either active or inactive.

For an inactive source, the next arrival is a burst with probability λb/λ

and a circuit with the complementary probability λc/λ. The effect of burst

arrivals can be exactly taken into account by prolonging the mean off period

between two successive circuits. Let the modified mean off period between
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two circuits be 1/λ′, which is given by

1/λ′ = (λc/λ)(1/λ) + (λb/λ)(1/λ + 1/µb + 1/λ′), (9.11)

or

1/λ′ = 1/λ + (λb/λc)(1/λ + 1/µb).

The term 1/λ+1/µb+1/λ′ in (9.11) is the mean off period given that the next

arrival is a burst, which occurs with probability λb/λ, while the term 1/λ is

the mean off period given that the next arrival is a circuit, which occurs

with probability λc/λ. Therefore, the exact blocking probability perceived

by circuits is given by Eng(λ′, µc,M − 1, K) and the state distribution is

given by

pj =

(
M
j

)
(λ′/µc)

j

∑K
i=0

(
M
i

)
(λ′/µc)i

, j = 0, . . . , K.

The second stage of our approximation involves estimating the burst

blocking probability by conditioning on the state distribution pj, j = 0 . . . , K.

The burst blocking probability is computed given j = 0, . . . , K, circuits are

in progress using the approximation based on the Engset formula with mod-

ified off period derived in Section 9.2.3. In particular, the approximation

derived in Section 9.2.3 is applied K +1 times to compute the burst blocking

probability given j = 0, . . . , K, circuits are in progress.

Let P ∗(j), j = 0, . . . , K, be the probability that a burst is blocked given

j circuits are in progress. Furthermore, let 1/λ∗(j), j = 0, . . . , K, be the

modified mean off period between two successive bursts given j circuits are

in progress, which is given by

1/λ∗(j) =
(
1− P ∗(j)

)
/λb + P ∗(j)(1/µb + 1/λb). (9.12)

Given that j circuits are in progress, an arriving burst is dumped if there

is a total of K − j bursts in progress. Therefore,

P ∗(j) = Eng(λ∗(j), µb,M − j − 1, K − j).
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To solve for P ∗(j) and 1/λ∗(j) in (9.12), we use successive substitution.

This is repeated for j = 0, . . . , K. Finally, the blocking probability perceived

by a burst is estimated with the quasi-stationary approximation given by
∑K

j=0 pjP
∗(j).

9.4 Numerical Evaluation

In this section, we gauge the error owing to the assumption underpinning

the approximation we developed in Section 9.2.2. For this approximation, we

assumed on periods were exponentially distributed when in fact they were

hyper-exponentially distributed. We also use computer simulation to test

the sensitivity of our exact expression for blocking probability (assuming

exponentially distributed on and off periods) presented in Section 9.2.1 to

gamma distributed on and/or off periods. In this section, we only consider

the un-prioritised case. Similar numerical results for the prioritised case are

presented in [168]. The accuracy of our fixed-point approximation for the

un-prioritised case is also quantified in [168].

To test sensitivity, we implemented simulations for two cases: gamma dis-

tributed on periods and exponentially distributed off periods; and, gamma

distributed on and off periods. We also implemented a simulation for expo-

nentially distributed on and off periods to verify the correctness of the results

presented in Section 9.2.1.

For gamma distributed on and/or off periods, we fitted the mean and

considered three different values of the shape parameter associated with the

gamma distribution. We set M = 10, K = 5 and ensured λb = λc. We

considered µb = 104µc and µb = 102µc.

We plot blocking probability as a function of the normalised intended

traffic load (M/K)(λb/µb + λc/µc) using computer simulation, our first ap-

proximation and the exact results derived in Section 9.2.1.

Our numerical results are presented in Fig. 9.1. These results indicate

that although blocking probability is not completely insensitive to the dis-

tribution of on and/or off periods, as is the conventional Engset system, the

sensitivity is mild enough to allow for reasonable estimates in the case of
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gamma distributed on and/or off periods. These results also verify that our

approximation is accurate over a wide range of blocking probabilities.

9.5 Dimensioning

In this section, we consider dimensioning our stand-alone link model for the

un-prioritised case. The dimensioning problem we consider involves deter-

mining the minimum number of wavelengths required to satisfy a prescribed

blocking probability for a given offered load.

We have a state-dependent arrival process and therefore the offered load

depends on the state distribution of the number of busy wavelength channels.

To dimension properly, we would need to determine offered load as a function

of blocking probability, which is a difficult problem to solve analytically. Note

that this problem does not arise in an Erlang system because offered load is

independent of blocking.

As an approximation for this dimensioning problem, we propose to di-

mension in terms of the intended offered load, T , which is independent of

blocking and defined as T = M(ρb + ρc)/(1 + ρb + ρc), where ρb = λb/µb and

ρc = λc/µc. We use the intended offered load as a surrogate for offered load.

Our dimensioning procedure is iterative. Each step involves incrementing

the number of wavelengths and recomputing the blocking probability using

our exact results presented in Section 9.2.1 or either of the two approxima-

tions. The dimensioning procedure terminates once the prescribed blocking

probability is attained.

The accuracy of our dimensioning procedure relies on the validity of ap-

proximating offered load with intended offered load. Recall from Section

9.2.1 that the total load offered by circuits and bursts is given by

To =
∑

i,j,k

(M − i− j − k)(ρb + ρc)πi,j,k, (9.13)
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Figure 9.1: Blocking probability as a function of the normalised intended
traffic load for the un-prioritised case, computed using simulation, the exact
results (assuming exponentially distributed on and off periods) presented in
Section 9.2.1 and the approximation presented in Section 9.2.2
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and the total load carried by circuits and bursts is given by

Tc =
∑

i,j,k

(i + j)πi,j,k. (9.14)

We also have that the blocking probability, B, perceived by an arbitrary

circuit or burst satisfies the relation

Tc = (1−B)To. (9.15)

Rearranging (9.13) gives

To = (ρb + ρc)

(
M −

∑

i,j,k

(i + j)πi,j,k −
∑

i,j,k

kπi,j,k

)

= ρ

(
M − Tc −

∑

i,j,k

kπi,j,k

)
, (9.16)

where ρ = ρb + ρc. Using (9.15) and (9.16), we have

To =
ρM

1 + ρ(1−B)
−

ρ
∑

i,j,k kπi,j,k

1 + ρ(1−B)
, (9.17)

which is not necessarily equal to the intended offered load T = ρM/(1 + ρ).

The validity of dimensioning in terms of T instead of in terms of To

depends on how well T approximates To. By (9.17), we see that T ≈ To if B

is small and the probability of entering a frozen state is small.

To verify that dimensioning in terms of T is valid, we numerically show

that T ≈ To if B is sufficiently small. We consider a case in which M = 15

and µb = 102µc. We set λb and λc to ensure ρb = ρc. To compute B and To,

the exact results derived in Subsection 9.2.1 are used.

In Fig. 9.2, we show that T ≈ To for B ≤ 0.01. Therefore, we can use our

dimensioning procedure with confidence if B ≤ 0.01. Otherwise, if B > 0.01,

the intended offered load appears to be a lower bound for the offered load.

This results in the provisioning of too many wavelength channels. However,

this over-provisioning is negligible. For example, if we want to provision for
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Figure 9.2: Intended offered load, T , and offered load, Tc, as a function of
blocking probability; ρ = 0.1 (upper), ρ = 0.3 (lower)

a blocking probability of 10% and given ρ = 0.3, we see from Fig. 9.2 that

dimensioning in terms of T means that we over-provision by less than 1%.

In Fig. 9.5, we demonstrate our dimensioning procedure by plotting the

minimum number of wavelengths required to satisfy a range of prescribed

blocking probabilities.

9.6 Other Forms of Optical Hybrid Switching

The relatively simple form of OHS we have considered in this chapter is only

one of many possible forms of OHS that have been discussed in the literature.

For example, in [83], an alternative form of OHS called intermediate node

initiated (INI) has been proposed.

With INI, acknowledged reservation is used to reserve a wavelength chan-

nel in each of the links preceding a chosen intermediate node in a route, while
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unacknowledged reservation is used on each of the links succeeding the chosen

intermediate node. The chosen intermediate node is referred to as the initiat-

ing node. The ability to choose the position of the initiating node allows for a

tradeoff between pre-transmission queueing delays and blocking probability.

In particular, delay can be reduced by moving the initiating node closer to

the source, while blocking probability can be reduced by moving the initiat-

ing node closer to the destination. OBS and OCS result if the initiating node

is chosen as the source and destination, respectively. Therefore, by choosing

an appropriate initiating node, QoS can be tailored on a per route basis to

suit specific applications.

INI works as follows. Before transmission of a burst, a source first sends a

header to its initiating node. This header attempts to reserve an appropriate

wavelength channel in each of the links preceding the initiating node in the

usual way by using either delayed or immediate reservation. As soon as this

header reaches the initiating node, the initiating node sends an acknowledg-

ment to the source that announces whether or not an appropriate wavelength

channel has been reserved in each of the links preceding the initiating node.

In the affirmative case, while the acknowledgement is propagating to the

source, the initiating node allows the header to progress and attempt to

reserve an appropriate wavelength channel in each of the remaining links. As

soon as the source receives the acknowledgement, transmission begins even

though the source is unaware of whether or not contention is possible at

the links succeeding the initiating node. Whereas in the negative case, the

header is not permitted to progress and the source must retry once it receives

the acknowledgement that an appropriate wavelength channel could not be

reserved in at least one of the links preceding the initiating node. Therefore,

it is as if a burst is switched using OCS on the first links of its route and

OBS on the last links.

Other forms of OHS that combine wavelength routing with either OBS

or dynamic OCS are also possible.
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9.7 A Last Word on the Generalised Engset

System

In Section 9.1, we saw that the conventional Engset system is not an ideal

model for a stand-alone OBS link because it does not ‘freeze’ a source during

the period in which a source is transmitting a blocked burst. In other words,

according to the conventional Engset system, a source can generate a new

burst during the time it is dumping packets corresponding to a blocked burst.

In practice, however, a source cannot generate a new burst during the time it

is dumping packets. To overcome this inconsistency, we saw the generalised

Engset system with an augmented state-space accommodating frozen states

in addition to the usual on and off states inherent to the conventional Engset

system was revamped in [41, 199]. In this section, we take a closer look at the

generalised Engset system and its historical development, which interestingly

began well before the advent of OBS.

In 1957, J. W. Cohen considered two generalisations of the conventional

Engset model:

1) Permitting the distributions of the holding time and inter-arrival time

to differ from source to source

2) Permitting the idle time distribution to depend on whether or not the

previous call was successful

In [35], Cohen derived the call and time congestions for the first generalisa-

tion, however, he simply posed the second generalisation as a problem. The

second generalisation is required to model burst and packet switched net-

works. This is because the distribution of the time until a source generates

a new burst or packet differs according to whether or not the previous burst

or packet was successful. In a leading teletraffic text by Syski [160], the call

and time congestions are approximated for the second generalisation, though

it appears that Syski has overlooked that his results are in fact an approxi-

mation. In this section, we point out Syski’s apparent oversight, we improve

the accuracy of his approximation, and we provide an efficient algorithm for

its numerical computation and prove its convergence.
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In [41, 129, 168, 199], a generalisation of the Engset model has been pro-

posed to model a stand-alone link in an OBS network. This generalisation

is required because the distribution of the time until a source2 generates a

new burst differs according to whether or not the previous burst was blocked.

In particular, considering a particular source, and letting K1 be the random

variable representing the period between the end of transmission of a suc-

cessful burst and the arrival of the next burst (successful or not) and K2

the random variable representing the period between the arrival of a blocked

burst and the arrival of the next burst (successful or not), we see that

E(K1) + 1/µ = E(K2),

where 1/µ is the mean length of the period required to transmit a burst.

This is because a period of mean length 1/µ is required for the source to

dump all the packets comprising a blocked burst. As we discussed in Section

9.1, during this period, the source is said to be ‘frozen’. In the conventional

Engset model, K1 = K2. In what we call the generalised Engset model,

it is possible that K1 6= K2. And for the particular case of OBS, we have

E(K1) + 1/µ = E(K2).

It is important to remark that the generalised Engset model proposed by

Cohen permits the distributions of the holding time and inter-arrival time to

differ from source to source. In particular, K1 and K2 may vary from source

to source. In this section, we confine ourselves to the simple case in which

homogeneity is preserved between sources.

Interestingly, Cohen posed the K1 6= K2 case long before the advent of

OBS. However, in his derivation of the call and time congestions for his

generalised Engset model, he reverted to the simpler K1 = K2 case, though

he permitted K1 and K2 to vary from source to source. In a leading teletraffic

text by Syski [160], it appears that Cohen’s results have been misinterpreted

as also holding for the general K1 6= K2 case. In particular, see pp. 173-179 in

[160], where Cohen’s results are re-derived. Although Cohen’s results are not

exact for the general K1 6= K2 case, they may provide an approximation for

2In the context of OBS, a source represents an input wavelength channel.
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the call and time congestions. Therefore, Syski’s misinterpretation remains

useful as an approximation. Although Syski did not intend to introduce an

approximation, we refer to his results as Syski’s approximation because they

do not yield the exact call and time congestions for the K1 6= K2 case.

Another approximation for call congestion for the K1 6= K2 can be derived

based on the same idea supporting (9.5) and our approximation in Section

9.2.3.

In this section, we improve the approximation based on (9.5) and show

that our new approximation can be numerically computed with a binary

search that is guaranteed to converge. Finally, we numerically verify that

our new approximation is more accurate than the ones in [160] and Section

9.2.3. Note that the approximation in Section 9.2.3, which is based on (9.5),

was presented in the context of a stand-alone link in an OHS network. Hence,

a source could generate either a burst or circuit. In this section, we confine

ourselves to a stand-alone link in an OBS network. This requires a trivial

modification of (9.5), namely, we fix λc = 0. Throughout this section, we

assume λc = 0, which ensures all new arrivals are bursts. Furthermore,

we use λ as a shorthand for λb and µ as a shorthand for µb. Recall that

λ = λc + λb, thus fixing λc = 0 gives λ = λb.

9.7.1 The Model

We are interested in Cohen’s second generalisation of the Engset model. We

consider a proper loss model comprising M sources offering bursts to K

channels. We assume both M and K are finite integers and M > K, but not

M ≫ K. As M becomes large, our model degenerates to an Erlang system,

while if M ≤ K, the call congestion is zero. Neither of these cases interest

us here.

We assume the length of the period required to transmit a burst (holding

time) is independent and exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ.

At any time instant, each of the M sources is either active, idle or frozen.

A successful burst is transmitted during an active period, while a blocked

burst is dumped during a frozen period. A source cannot generate a new
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burst during an active or frozen period.

An idle period always follows an active or frozen period. We assume the

length of an idle period is independent and exponentially distributed with

mean 1/λ. As soon as an idle period expires, the source generates a new

burst. The new burst is blocked if all K channels are engaged, which results

in a frozen period following the idle period. Otherwise, the new burst is

successful if at least one of the K channels is not engaged, which results in

an active period following the idle period.

In terms of our K1 and K2 notation, we have K1 is independent and

exponentially distributed with parameter λ, whereas K2 is a two stage Erlang

distribution, one stage with parameter λ and the other µ. Hence, we are

confronted with the K1 6= K2 case.

We are interested in determining the call congestion, defined as the steady-

state probability that an arbitrary burst arrives to find that all K channels

are engaged. For small N and K, the call congestion can be computed

numerically by determining the steady-state distribution for the Markov

process underlying our model. The states-space of this Markov process is{
(i, j) | i = 0, 1, . . . , K, j = 0, 1, . . . , N −K

}
, where state (i, j) means i of

the K channels are engaged and j sources are frozen. Hence, N−i−j sources

are idle. The steady-state distribution πi,j can be computed numerically by

solving the set of local balance equations presented in [199]. These balance

equations are the same as the balance equations presented in Section 9.2.1

if we set λc = 0. Finally, the call congestion is given by (To − Tc)/To, where

To =
∑

i,j(N − i − j)(λ/µ)πi,j and Tc =
∑

i,j iπi,j. The time congestion is

simply
∑

j πK,j. This approach scales poorly with increasing N and/or K.

9.7.2 The Approximations

All three approximations considered in this section reduce the general K1 6=

K2 case to the K1 = K2 case for which time congestion can be computed

in O(K) using the conventional Engset formula. In particular, the distinct

frozen and idle states inherent to the K1 6= K2 case are lumped together

into what we call a super-idle state. Therefore, the state-space is reduced to
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{j | j = 0, 1, . . . , K}, where state j means j of the K channels are engaged.

Hence, N − j sources are in the super-idle state, meaning they are either

genuinely idle or frozen. In this way, the call congestion for the K1 6= K2

case is approximated using the Engset formula with mean on time 1/µ and

mean off time that is equal to the mean length of a super-idle period. Let

m denote the mean length of a super-idle period. The mean length of a

super-idle period is computed differently for each approximation.

Syski’s Approximation

Syski’s approximation arose out of his misinterpretation of Cohen’s earlier

results. In particular, Syski mistook Cohen’s results to hold for the general

K1 6= K2 case.

Let p denote the call congestion. According to Syski (see pp. 100-103

in [160] or pp. 160-161 in [35]), if a source is super-idle at an arbitrary

time instant, the next burst (successful or not) arrives in (t, t + dt) after this

arbitrary instant with probability
(
1− FK1(t)

)
/k1 if the previous burst was

successful and with probability
(
1 − FK2(t)

)
/k2 if the previous burst was

blocked, where FK1(t) = P(K1 ≤ t), k1 = E(K1) = 1/λ and similarly for

K2. Therefore, if a source is super-idle at an arbitrary time instant, the next

burst (successful or not) arrives in (t, t + dt) after this arbitrary instant with

probability

g(t)dt =

(
(1− p)

(
1− FK1(t)

)

k1

+
p
(
1− FK2(t)

)

k2

)
. (9.18)

Writing g(t) =
(
1−G(t)

)
/m, where G(t) is the distribution of the length of

a super-idle period and m its mean, we see that

m =
1

g(0)
=

k1k2

k2 + p(k1 − k2)
. (9.19)

Substituting k1 = 1/λ and k2 = 1/µ + 1/λ into (9.19) gives

1

m
= λ−

λ2p

(λ + µ)
. (9.20)
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The Engset formula (with mean on time 1/µ and mean off time m) together

with (9.20) define a pair of coupled nonlinear equations for which it may be

possible to numerically compute a solution using successive substitution.

Equation (9.18) is certainly true in the sense that dt/m is the probability

that a present super-idle period terminates after an arbitrary time. How-

ever, Syski incorrectly assumed dt/m is also the probability that a present

super-idle period terminates after an arbitrary time given that j channels

are engaged. Syski overlooked that m is state-dependent. In particular, if

K channels were engaged at the beginning of a super-idle period, we have

m = k2, whereas if fewer than K channels were engaged, we have m = k1.

But Syski uses m as given by (9.20) for both cases in equation (2.57) on p.

176 in [160].

Approximation in Section 9.2.3

Based on the idea behind our approximation in Section 9.2.3, we propose an

alternative to (9.20) whereby the mean off time used in the Engset formula is

computed as the weighted average of a genuine idle period and a super-idle

period. In particular,

m =
1− p

λ
+ p

(
1

µ
+

1

λ

)
=

1

λ
+

p

µ
. (9.21)

Note that (9.5) reduces to (9.21) if we set λc = 0 and recognise m = 1/λ∗.

As with Syski’s approximation, the Engset formula (with mean on time

1/µ and mean off time m) together with (9.21) define a pair of coupled

nonlinear equations for which it may be possible to numerically compute a

solution with successive substitution.

In writing (9.21), it has been overlooked that a super-idle period may

comprise more than one frozen period if two or more successive bursts are

blocked. This oversight provides the impetus for our new approximation.
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Our New Approximation

To account for the fact that a super-idle period may span multiple frozen

periods, we amend (9.21) such that

m =
1− p

λ
+ p

(
1

µ
+

1

λ
+ m

)
, (9.22)

that is, m = (µ+λΠ)/
(
(1−Π)µλ

)
. Equation (9.22) is similar to its counter-

part (9.21) except that m has been added to the second term. This change

models the possibility that further frozen periods may follow the initial frozen

period, whereas (9.21) wrongly assumes a blocked burst is always followed by

a successful burst. In line with this change, it seems natural to amend (9.5)

by adding 1/λ∗ to the second term in (9.5). However, we have not tested the

improvement in accuracy gained by adding 1/λ∗ to the second term in (9.5).

In the remaining part of this section, we prove a unique solution exists

for the set of coupled equations defined by the Engset formula together with

(9.22). This solution is our new approximation for call congestion. We pro-

vide a binary search algorithm to numerically compute this unique solution

and we prove its convergence. We have opted for a binary search algorithm

because we cannot guarantee that a successive substitution algorithm con-

verges to the unique solution. Finally, we numerically validate the accuracy

of our new approximation relative to Syski’s approximation and the approx-

imation in Section 9.2.3 (with λc = 0) as well as the exact call congestion.

Existence and Uniqueness of Solution

By setting x = m in (9.22) and moving the left-hand side of (9.22) to the

right, we define the function

f(x) =
1

λ
+ Π(x)

(
1

µ
+ x

)
− x, x ≥ 0, (9.23)

where we have written p(x) instead of p to emphasise that p is functionally

dependent through the Engset formula on the mean off time, x. Our task is

to prove f(x) = 0, x ≥ 0, has a unique solution.
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To establish solution existence, we observe that f(x) is continuous and

changes sign at least once for x ≥ 0. This is because f(0) = 1/µ + 1/λ >

0, while as x gets large, the −x term in f(x) dominates, thus f(x) < 0.

Therefore, a solution exists by the intermediate-value theorem.

To establish solution uniqueness, suppose f(x1) = f(x2) = 0 for x2 >

x1 ≥ 0. The mean-value theorem requires the existence of an ξ satisfying

f(x2)− f(x1) = f ′(ξ)(x2 − x1), where x2 ≤ ξ ≤ x1. This provides us with a

contradiction because simple calculations reveal

f ′(x) = f ′(x) = Π(x)− 1 + Π′(x)

(
x +

1

µ

)
< 0,

where the last inequality follows from the fact that p′(x) < 0 for all x > 0.

Therefore, x1 = x2.

To conclude the proof, we show p′(x) < 0 for all x > 0, where

p(x) =

(
M−1

K

)
1/(xµ)K

∑K
k=0

(
M−1

k

)
1/(xµ)k

, (9.24)

is the Engset formula with mean off time x and mean on time 1/µ.

Simple rearrangement of (9.24) gives

p(x) =

(
1 +

K−1∑

k=0

(
M − 1

k

)
1

(xµ)k

)−1

.

Therefore, given K > 1,

dp(x)

dx
= p′(x)

=
−
∑K−1

k=0

(
M−1

k

)
1

µk
k

xk+1

p(x)2
< 0.
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Binary Search Algorithm to Solve f(x) = 0

Let x∗ be the unique solution of f(x) = 0. We define the monotonically

decreasing transformation Γ : [1/λ, Γ(1/λ)] −→ [1/λ, Γ(1/λ)] such that

Γ(x) =
µ + λΠ(x)(
1− Π(x)

)
µλ

.

We show that the binary search algorithm specified in Algorithm 6 finds

the unique solution of f(x) = 0 for an absolute error criterion of ǫ.

Algorithm 6 Calculate solution of f(x) = 0 for an absolute error criterion
of ǫ
1: x− = 1/λ, x+ = Γ(1/λ)
2: while x+ − x− > ǫ do

3: x = (x+ + x−)/2
4: if Γ(x) < x then

5: x− = Γ(x)
6: else

7: x+ = Γ(x)
8: end if

9: end while

10: return x = (x+ + x−)/2

Due to the monotonicity of Γ(x), at each iteration of Algorithm 6, if

x < x∗, then Γ(x) > x∗ and thus Γ(x) > x∗ > x. Conversely, if x > x∗, then

Γ(x) < x∗ and thus Γ(x) < x∗ < x. Consequently, x∗ lies in the interval

[x−, x+] at each iteration of Algorithm 6. Furthermore, this interval halves

at each iteration, thereby ensuring x∗ is sandwiched within an interval whose

eventual length does not exceed ǫ.

An alternative to Algorithm 6 is to iterate such that xn = Γ(xn−1), x0 =

1/λ, until |xn − xn−1| < ǫ. However, to ensure this approach converges,

we would have to prove that Γ(2)(x) = x has only one solution, namely the

solution it inherits from Γ(x) = x. This is a difficult task that was also

encountered by the author of [177].
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9.7.3 Numerical Results

In Table 9.2, we present plots of call congestion for all three approximations

versus what we call the normalised traffic intensity, which is defined as ρ =

(N/K)(λ/µ).

Table 9.2: Call Congestion, µ = 1

(ρ,N,K) Syski’s Section 9.2.3 New Exact
(0.4, 2, 1) 0.1629 0.1623 0.1615 0.1528
(0.9, 2, 1) 0.2696 0.2656 0.2597 0.2449
(0.4, 3, 1) 0.2065 0.2061 0.2050 0.1989
(0.9, 3, 1) 0.3316 0.3290 0.3214 0.3149
(0.4, 5, 1) 0.2392 0.2390 0.2379 0.2344
(0.9, 5, 1) 0.3776 0.3764 0.3692 0.3681
(0.4, 6, 3) 0.0319 0.0318 0.0318 0.0302
(0.9, 6, 3) 0.1155 0.1135 0.1125 0.1055
(0.4, 9, 3) 0.0486 0.0486 0.0485 0.0469
(0.9, 9, 3) 0.1628 0.1611 0.1593 0.1544
(0.4, 15, 3) 0.0639 0.0639 0.0638 0.0626
(0.9, 15, 3) 0.2029 0.2019 0.1998 0.1975
(0.4, 10, 5) 0.0078 0.0078 0.0078 0.0074
(0.9, 10, 5) 0.0610 0.0600 0.0598 0.0559
(0.4, 15, 5) 0.0146 0.0146 0.0146 0.0141
(0.9, 15, 5) 0.0995 0.0984 0.0978 0.0943
(0.4, 25, 5) 0.0220 0.0220 0.0220 0.0216
(0.9, 25, 5) 0.1355 0.1348 0.1340 0.1318

Table 9.2 verifies that our new approximation is the tightest upper bound

on call congestion, while Syski’s approximation is the loosest. The approxi-

mation based on the idea in Section 9.2.3 is sandwiched in between. Experi-

ments over a wide range of parameter values have produced results consistent

with those presented here. Further numerical results are plotted in Fig. 9.4.
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Figure 9.4: Call congestion versus normalised traffic intensity, µ = 1

9.8 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we considered a polymorphic optical layer in which network

resources are statistically multiplexed between OCS and OBS. We called this

approach optical hybrid switching and saw that it offers several advantages

over a pure OBS or OCS approach. Most importantly, we argued that better

statistical multiplexing is achievable with a polymorphic optical layer in con-

trast to dedicating network resources to multiple monomorphic layers, each

of which offers a QoS tailored to a particular application.

We developed a model for a stand-alone link in an OHS network. We

did not assume the number of input wavelength channels feeding our stand-

alone link was substantially greater than the number of wavelength channels

it contained. This required us to part with the Poisson arrivals assumption

(Assumption A.4.1 in Chapter 4) and move to a finite source model. We

saw that the conventional Engset system is not a suitable finite source model

for a stand-alone OBS link because it assumes a blocked burst is dumped

in zero time. To overcome this unsuitability, we described an augmented

Engset system in which a source enters a so-called frozen state immediately

after it has generated a blocked burst and remains in the frozen state until

all the packets in the blocked burst are dumped.
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We generalised this augmented Engset system to the case of a stand-alone

OHS link. We foremost determined the exact circuit and burst blocking prob-

abilities and then proceeded to develop scalable approximations that can be

used to dimension OHS networks of realistic size. We analysed the case in

which circuits are given preemptive priority over bursts and the correspond-

ing un-prioritised case.

To end this chapter, we verified that any over-provisioning resulting from

dimensioning in terms of the intended offered load instead of offered load

is negligible. This validated the dimensioning procedure we developed to

determine the minimum number of wavelengths that need to be provisioned

in a stand-alone OHS link to satisfy a prescribed blocking probability for a

given offered load.



Chapter 10

An Advanced Performance

Analysis Technique

We saw in Chapter 4 that Erlang’s fixed-point approximation (EFPA) pro-

vides an accurate estimate of end-to-end blocking probabilities in OBS net-

works in which each source and destination pair is assigned a single fixed

route. It has also been long known that EFPA is a sound approximation for

OCS networks with fixed routing.

In fact, for OCS networks, two limiting regimes for which the approxima-

tion error of EFPA tends to zero have been proven. The first regime occurs

when the network topology is held fixed, while the capacities and offered

loads are increased together. This is often referred to as Kelly’s limiting

regime. See [75, 86]. The second regime occurs when the number of source

and destination pairs increases but the capacities and offered loads are held

constant. This is referred to as the diverse routing regime. See [177, 196].

However, in the case that deflection or alternative routing is used instead

of fixed routing, the accuracy of EFPA may deteriorate. For example, this can

be seen by comparing Table 4.2 in Chapter 4 with Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 in Chapter

5. Further examples supporting this claim can be found in [31, 62, 63, 91].

In this chapter, we are interested in improving the accuracy of EFPA for

overflow loss networks. An OBS network with deflection routing or an OCS

network with alternative or least loaded routing [31, 62] are both examples of

309
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an overflow loss network. In contrast, OBS and OCS networks with a single

fixed route for each source and destination pair are examples of a pure loss

network. We are not interested in pure loss networks in this chapter because

EFPA generally performs well for these networks.

We present a new approximation that is complimentary to EFPA for es-

timating blocking probabilities in overflow loss networks and systems. Given

a system for which an estimate of blocking probability is sought, we first

construct a second system to act as a surrogate for the original system. Es-

timating blocking probability in the second system with EFPA provides a

better estimate for blocking probability in the original system than if we

were to use the conventional approach of directly using EFPA in the origi-

nal system. We present a combination of numerical and theoretical results

that indicate our new approximation offers a better estimate than EFPA for

a certain pure overflow loss network. Moreover, we demonstrate the accu-

racy of our new approximation for OCS networks using alternative routing.

We argue that the success of our new approximation is due to its ability

to utilise congestion information imbedded in overflow traffic, whereas the

conventional EFPA approach fails to utilise such information.

The impetus driving us to develop our new approximation comes from

our desire to improve the accuracy of the results presented in Figs. 5.5

and 5.6 in Chapter 5. And in a broader sense, to provide a more accurate

approximation for blocking probabilities in any general kind of overflow loss

network.

Overflow loss networks form a large and important class of loss networks.

They feature prevalently in stochastic models of many computer and telecom-

munications networks. We have already encountered an example of an over-

flow loss network in Chapter 5 that has gained prevalence with the rise of

OBS, namely deflection routing. Other examples include telephony call cen-

tres [27] and multiprocessor systems with one redundant processor that can

be used to alleviate congestion on active processors [64]. Roughly speak-

ing, a loss network is classified an overflow loss network if calls that have

been blocked at one server group are not simply blocked for good but are

permitted in some circumstances to overflow to another server group.
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The modelling of overflow loss networks is usually performed in terms of a

multidimensional Markov process. Unlike many non-overflow loss networks,

the state distribution generally does not admit a product-form solution. Al-

though the state distribution can in principle be computed by numerically

solving a set of balance equations, this approach must be ruled out because

the state-space is usually of an unmanageable dimension.

Approximations therefore play an crucial role in estimating blocking prob-

abilities in overflow loss networks. The simplest yet crudest approach to

estimating blocking probability in an overflow loss network proceeds via a

one-moment approximation in which stream i is characterised solely in terms

of its offered intensity mi. In particular, mi is the mean of the distribution of

the number of busy servers on a hypothetical infinite server group to which

stream i is offered.

All streams offered to a common server group comprising N servers are

pooled together to form a combined stream that offers an intensity of
∑

i mi.

The blocking probability perceived by the combined stream as well as each

marginal stream i comprising the combined stream is estimated with the

Erlang formula EN

(∑
i mi, N

)
, which we first introduced in (4.1) in Chapter

4 and which is repeated here for convenience

EN(a) =
aN/N !

1 + a + a2/2! + · · ·+ aN/N !
. (10.1)

The overflow of each marginal stream i may then go on to offer an intensity

of miE
(∑

i mi, N
)

to a subsequent server group.

In its most general form, this approach is usually referred to as EFPA.

It was first proposed in [37] in 1964 for the analysis of circuit-switched tele-

phony networks and it has remained a cornerstone of network performance

evaluation even to this day. We remark that EFPA in the context of circuit-

switched networks involves many subtleties that we have not alluded to in

the explanation given above.

We have used EFPA on several occasions throughout this thesis. Most

notably, in Chapter 4, we adapted EFPA to estimate the end-to-end block-

ing probabilities in an OBS network in which the conversion of an ingoing
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wavelength to a different outgoing wavelength is restricted to a limited range,

while in Chapter 5, we considered the adaptation to OBS networks with de-

flection routing. We then used EFPA again in Chapter 8 to comparatively

evaluate OBS and OCS. See [6, 31, 62, 86, 87, 116, 117, 147, 172, 178] and

references therein for further applications of EFPA.

The inaccuracy of EFPA in the case of overflow loss networks is at-

tributable to two sources of error:

1) EFPA assumes the traffic offered by any stream is Poisson distributed

when in fact the more times a stream overflows, the more random it

becomes and thus the more it violates this assumption. This is referred

to as the Poisson assumption and gives rise to the Poisson error.

2) EFPA assumes the distribution of the number of busy servers on a

server group is mutually independent of any other server group when

in fact there may be statistical dependencies. This is referred to as the

independence assumption and gives rise to the independence error.

Neither of these two assumptions are new to us. We have encountered the

Poisson assumption in Chapter 4. See A.4.1. We have also relied on the

independence assumption in one form or another to decompose a network

into a set of independent sub-systems in Chapters 4, 7 and 8.

Numerous approaches have been suggested to strengthen EFPA by com-

batting the presence of one or the other of these two errors. Strengthening

EFPA to combat the Poisson error is usually accomplished by characterising

each stream in terms of its variance and possibly other higher moments as

well as its mean in an approach referred to as moment-matching. One of

many examples is the work in [85] in which EFPA is strengthened via the

use of Wilkinson’s method [173]. Another example is that in [96] in which the

first few moments of each overflow stream is matched to an interrupted Pois-

son process. We survey many of these moment matching approaches and the

long history surrounding them in Appendix 10.5.1. Combatting the indepen-

dence error was first considered in [69]. We also made efforts to combat the

independence error in Chapter 8 by deriving the exact blocking probabilities

for a stand-alone OBS route.
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In this chapter, we present a new approximation for estimating blocking

probabilities in overflow loss networks, which is fundamentally different from

EFPA and its strengthened formulations. Given a system for which an es-

timate of blocking probability is sought, we first construct a second system

to act as a surrogate for the original system. Estimating blocking probabil-

ity in the second system with EFPA provides a better estimate for blocking

probability in the original system than if we were to use the conventional

approach of directly using EFPA in the original system.

The new constructed system is based on regarding an overflow loss net-

work as if it were operating under a fictitious preemptive priority regime. In

this fictitious regime, each stream is classified according to the number of

server groups at which it has sought to engage a server but found all servers

busy. In other words, the number of times it has overflowed. The key is

to suppose a stream that has overflowed n times is given strict preemptive

priority over a stream that has overflowed m times, n < m.

A simple overflow loss network model will be defined in the next section,

which facilitates the presentation of our approximation. This simple model

is fundamental in the sense that it retains overflow effects but excludes other

effects such as reduced load and the destabilising effect of alternative routing

in circuit-switched networks that we saw in Chapter 5. It is therefore the

simplest and the most suitable example to expose weaknesses of EFPA and

to demonstrate our new approximation. Moreover, its pure and fundamental

nature makes it more amenable to analysis and more suited for understanding

the overflow traffic behaviour.

In Section 10.2, our new approximation is introduced, its supporting intu-

ition is discussed and we present some results that lead us to conjecture that

our approximation yields a more accurate estimate of blocking probability

than EFPA. Section 10.3 demonstrates the versatility of our approximation

by considering its extension to circuit-switched networks using alternative

routing. Numerical results will be presented that suggest for a symmetric

fully-meshed circuit-switched network, our approximation is more accurate

than EFPA.

The notation and new variables defined in this chapter are tabulated in
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Appendix 10.5.5.

10.1 An Overflow Loss Network Model

We consider the following simplified model of an overflow loss network that

arose during the study of a video-on-demand distributed-server network [40,

113]. The network comprises N cooperative and identical servers. Requests

to download media content, which we refer to as calls, are offered to each

server according to an independent Poisson processes of intensity a. A call

that arrives at a busy server overflows to one of the other N − 1 servers with

equal probability and without delay. A call continues to overflow as such

until either: it encounters an idle server in which case it engages that server

until its service period is complete; or, it has sought to engage all N servers

exactly once but found all N servers busy in which case it is blocked and never

returns. The search for an idle server is conducted instantly and referred to as

a random hunt. Service periods are independent and identically distributed

according to an exponential distribution with normalised unit mean.

An n-call is defined as a call that overflows n times before engaging the

(n + 1)th server of its random hunt. According to this definition, an N -call

is a call that is blocked and cleared. In summary, each of the N servers is

offered: calls initiated by users, which have been defined as 0-calls; and, calls

that were originally 0-calls but have overflowed n times to become n-calls,

n > 0.

In the context of video-on-demand, each server is equipped with a storage

medium such as a hard disk that contains the same digitised media content.

Each server is located at a different geographical location and users randomly

generate requests to download a certain amount of media content via a point-

to-point connection. To minimise delay, jitter and network congestion, a

user’s premium choice is to download the desired media content from the

server in closest geographical proximity to it. However, if this server is busy,

the user is permitted to search for an idle server at each of the other locations.

This model of a distributed-server network can be regarded as an M/M/N/N

queue that is offered an intensity of Na. This allows for exact calculation
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of blocking probability using the Erlang B formula as EN(Na). Therefore,

EN(Na) provides a benchmark to gauge the error in estimating blocking

probability via EFPA. An easily computable benchmark is one of the incen-

tives for resorting to such a simplified model.

10.1.1 Erlang’s Fixed Point Approximation

At any time instant, server i is either busy or idle. Let Xi be a random

variable such that Xi = 1 if server i is busy and Xi = 0 if server i is idle. Let

X = (X1, . . . , XN) ∈ {0, 1}N and

bi = P(Xi = 1). (10.2)

The independence error inherent to EFPA is a result of treating the ran-

dom variables X1, . . . , XN as if they were independent and writing

P(X = x) =
N∏

i=1

P(Xi = xi), x ∈ {0, 1}N . (10.3)

All N servers are statistically identical in that bi = bj for all i, j =

1, . . . , N . This is because the random hunt ensures the intensity of n-calls

offered to server i is the same as the intensity of n-calls offered to server j.

We therefore suppress the subscript i in bi and refer to an arbitrary server.

By definition, 0-calls arriving at a server form a Poisson stream that offers

an intensity of a. However, n-calls, n > 0, arriving at a server form a stream

that is of greater variance than a Poisson stream. The Poisson error is a result

of characterising this stream as if it were a Poisson stream but with intensity

that is less than a. The factor by which intensity is reduced is determined by

taking into account all permutations in which an n-call is offered to a server

and weighting each permutation by its probability of occurrence. It can be

verified that n-calls arriving at a server offer an intensity of

a(n) =
∑

i1,...,in 6=i

a
(
bi1 , · · · , bin

) (N − 1)!

(N − n− 1)!

= abn, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, (10.4)
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where the sum
∑

i1,...,in 6=i is to be understood as the sum over all (N−1)!/(N−

n−1)! permutations of (i1, . . . , in) such that i1, . . . , in ∈ {1, . . . , N}−{i}. To

explain (10.4), we note that a 1-call is offered to server i if a 0-call is blocked

at any of the other N − 1 servers, which occurs with probability b and then

has server i listed as the second server in its random hunt, which occurs with

probability 1/(N − 1). There are no other permutations in which a 1-call is

offered to server i, hence a(1) = ab(N − 1)/(N − 1).

Independence error has been admitted in writing (10.4) because each of

the N − 1 marginal streams that offer n-calls, n > 0, to a server are pooled

together to form a combined stream that offers an intensity of a(n), which

is an approximation given that any two of these marginal streams may be

dependent.

A combined Poisson stream that offers an intensity of
∑N−1

n=0 a(n) to a

server is then formed by pooling together each of these N − 1 marginal

streams formed by n-calls, n = 1, . . . , N−1, together with the stream formed

by 0-calls.

To clarify, there are two kinds of pooling that take place. Foremost, each

of the N −1 marginal streams that offer n-calls, n > 0, to server i are pooled

together to form a combined stream that offers an intensity of a(n) to server

i, and then each of these N−1 combined streams are in turn pooled together

with the stream formed by 0-calls, to form a combined stream that offers an

intensity of
∑N−1

n=0 a(n) to server i.

According to EFPA,

b = E

(
N−1∑

n=0

a(n), 1

)
=

∑N−1
n=0 a(n)

1 +
∑N−1

n=0 a(n)
. (10.5)

The Poisson error is a result of treating each of the marginal streams

offered to a server as if they were a Poisson stream when in fact it is only

the stream corresponding to 0-calls that is a Poisson stream. In making the

Poisson assumption, we have that the combined stream offered to each server

is a Poisson stream that offers an intensity given by the sum of intensities of

each of the marginal streams, as shown in (10.5).
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Substituting (10.4) into (10.5) gives the fixed-point equation

b =
a
∑N−1

n=0 bn

1 + a
∑N−1

n=0 bn
= a− abN (10.6)

in which a and N are given and b is to be determined.

The sequence {bi}
∞
i=0 that is generated by iterating according to the fixed-

point mapping bi+1 = a− abN
i for an initial estimate b0 ∈ [0, 1] may diverge.

An alternative is to rewrite (10.6) as the polynomial f : [0, 1] → [−a, 1]

defined by f(b) = abN + b − a and consider the equation f(b) = 0. The

equation f(b) = 0 has a unique solution for b ∈ [0, 1].

Lemma 10.1 For a ≥ 0, the equation f(b) = 0 has a unique solution.

Proof: The polynomial f(b) is continuous and changes sign at least once on

[0, 1] since f(0)f(1) < 0. Existence of a solution is thus ensured. Suppose

f(b1) = f(b2) = 0, b1 < b2 and b1, b2 ∈ [0, 1], then according to the mean-

value theorem

f(b2)− f(b1) = (b2 − b1)f
′(ζ), b1 ≤ ζ ≤ b2,

but f ′(ζ) = aNζN−1 + 1 > 0. Thus b1 = b2 and solution uniqueness is

ensured. �

Newton’s method of iteration is well suited to calculating the unique

solution of f(b) = 0. Let b0 ∈ [0, 1] be an initial estimate and bi the estimate

at iteration i. Then

bi+1 = bi −
f(bi)

f ′(bi)
=

a(1 + NbN
i − bN

i )

aNbN−1
i + 1

. (10.7)

Newton’s method is guaranteed to converge to the unique solution of f(b) = 0

provided b0 = 1.

Lemma 10.2 The sequence {bi}
∞
i=0 that is generated by iterating according

to bi+1 = bi − f(bi)/f
′(bi) for b0 = 1 converges to the unique solution of

f(b) = 0.
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Proof: Let b be the unique solution of f(b) = 0. Choose an initial estimate

b0 such that b ≤ b0 ≤ 1. Induction shall be used to show that the sequence

{bi}
∞
i=0 that is generated by iterating according to bi+1 = bi − f(bi)/f

′(bi) is

monotonically decreasing to the right of b, that is, b ≤ bi and bi+1 ≤ bi. By

choice, b ≤ b0. The inductive hypothesis is b ≤ bi. Because f(bi) ≥ 0 and

f ′(bi) > 0,

bi+1 = bi −
f(bi)

f ′(bi)
≤ bi.

It remains to be shown that b ≤ bi+1. According to the mean-value theorem

f(bi) = f(bi)− f(b) = (bi − b)f ′(ζ)

≤ (bi − b)f ′(bi), b ≤ ζ ≤ bi. (10.8)

The final inequality follows from the fact that f ′(ζ) is monotonically in-

creasing since f ′′(ζ) = aN(N − 1)ζN−2 + 1 > 0 and thus f ′(ζ) ≤ f ′(bi).

Rearranging (10.8) gives

b ≤ bi −
f(bi)

f ′(bi)
= bi+1

as required. Hence, limi→∞ bi = b∗. And f(b∗) = 0 since bi+1 = bi −

f(bi)/f
′(bi) = bi as i→∞, which implies b∗ = b. �

The convergence rate of (10.7) is quadratic and in practice is quite rapid,

for example

{b0, . . . , b4} = {1, 0.66667, 0.21978, 0.20000, 0.20000}

for N = 10 and a = 0.2.

Since b is the probability that a call encounters a busy server listed at

any position of its random hunt, the density function of n-calls is given by

h(n) = P(c = n-call)

=





bn(1− b), n = 0, . . . , N − 1,

bN , n = N,

0, n 6= 0, . . . , N,

(10.9)
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where c denotes an arbitrary call.

It follows that the estimate of blocking probability provided by EFPA is

P = P(c = N -call) = h(N) = bN . (10.10)

10.1.2 Strengthened Formulations of Erlang’s Fixed-

Point Approximation

Approaches to strengthening EFPA by combatting the Poisson error typically

involve forming a better estimate of the blocking probability perceived by an

overflow stream than simply approximating it as if it were a Poisson stream.

Let the pair
(
a(n), v(n)

)
be a two-moment characterisation of the stream

formed by n-calls, where a(n) and v(n) is the mean and variance of the

number of busy servers on a infinite server group offered this stream. Based

on the same rationale leading to (10.4), n-calls arriving at a server offer an

intensity of

a(n) =

{
a, n = 0,

a(b0 · · · bn−1), n = 1, . . . , N − 1,
(10.11)

where bn is the blocking probability perceived by an n-call.

The variance of the stream formed by n-calls, n > 0, can calculated by

using the equivalent random method proposed in [70, 173]. In particular,

v(n), n > 0, is estimated by regarding
(
a(n), v(n)

)
as the overflow stream of

a fictitious trunk group comprising x servers that is offered a Poisson stream

of intensity a. To calculate the so-called equivalent random parameter x, the

formulae given in [78] can be used. Upon calculating the equivalent random

parameter x, v(n) is estimated with

v(n) = a(n)

(
1− a(n) +

a

x + 1− a + a(n)

)
. (10.12)

A combined stream that is characterised by
(∑N−1

n=0 a(n),
∑N−1

n=0 v(n)
)

is

then formed by pooling together each of the N marginal streams
(
a(n), v(n)

)

formed by n-calls, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, offered to a server. Using Hayward’s
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method [54] to estimate the blocking probability perceived by this combined

stream, say p, gives

p = E1/Z(M/Z), (10.13)

where M =
∑N−1

n=0 a(n), V =
∑N−1

n=0 v(n) and Z = V/A is the mean, variance

and peakedness of this combined stream. Hence, the mean of the distribution

of the number of busy servers on an infinite trunk group offered the overflow

of this combined stream is Mp.

All that remains is the task of apportioning this combined overflow stream

Mp to each of the N marginal streams
(
m(n), v(n)

)
, n = 0, . . . , N − 1. Al-

though a great many numerical formulae have been proposed for this purpose,

in this chapter, Mp is apportioned in proportion to v(n)/V . In particular,

the portion of Mp owing to marginal stream
(
m(n), v(n)

)
is Mpv(n)/V . Ac-

cording to this apportionment, the blocking probability perceived by n-calls

is given by

bn =
Mpv(n)

a(n)V
, n = 0, . . . , N − 1. (10.14)

Equations (10.11), (10.12), (10.13) and (10.14) define a set of fixed-point

equations. Assuming that a unique fixed-point b0, . . . , bN−1 exists and can

be found, the estimate of blocking probability is given by

P = P(c = N -call) = b0 · · · bN−1. (10.15)

There is a wealth of other higher-moment approximations that have been

proposed to strengthen EFPA. We numerically test the accuracy of two others

as well as the two-moment approximation we have described above.

The first is a three-moment approximation proposed in [94] in which a

server is approximated as an IPP/M/1/1 queue that is offered a combined

stream characterised by its first three moments. It is assumed that call inter-

arrival times of this combined stream are independent and adequately char-

acterised with an interrupted Poisson process (IPP). The first three moments
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Table 10.1: Formulations of EFPA

EFPA One-moment formulation

EFPA 2M Two-moment formulation (Hayward’s method) [54]

EFPA BPP EFPA strengthened with the

Bernoulli-Poisson-Pascal (BPP) approximation [39]

EFPA IPP EFPA strengthened with the

Interrupted Poisson Process (IPP) approximation [94]

of the combined stream are matched to an IPP and then explicit formulae

are used to calculate the first three moments of the overflow stream of an

IPP/M/1/1 queue. The overflow stream is then apportioned to each of the

N marginal streams according to a heuristic formula. We refer to this as the

IPP approximation.

The second is a two-moment approximation proposed in [39] in which each

of the N streams formed by n-calls, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, is characterised with

a Pascal distribution. The intention of this approximation is to preserve

the characteristics of each of the N marginal streams offered to a server

by treating them individually rather that pooling them together to form

a combined stream. Therefore, avoiding the need for the ambitious task

of apportionment. We refer to this as the Bernoulli-Poisson-Pascal (BPP)

approximation. We implement the BPP approximation exactly as proposed

in Section 4 in [39].

To summarise, we wish to gauge the error in estimating blocking proba-

bility with the three strengthened formulations that are listed in Table 10.1.

To this end, we varied the intensity over the range [0.2, 1] to each of 10

servers. The error in estimating blocking probability relative to the bench-

mark provided by the Erlang B formula P = E(Na,N) is plotted in Fig.

10.1. Relative error is defined in the usual way as the ratio (x̃− x)/x, where

x̃ is an estimate of x.

It was found that the numerical stability of EFPA IPP was poor and often

several re-initialisations were required to ensure convergence of the sequence
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Figure 10.1: Gauging the relative error in estimating blocking probability
with EFPA and its strengthened formulations for N = 10
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generated by iterating, especially for low intensities. Estimates provided

by EFPA IPP for a < 0.3 do not feature in Fig. 10.1 for this reason. Poor

numerical stability of EFPA IPP is probably attributable to the fact that the

underlying set of fixed-point equations contain an additional N free variables,

which correspond to the third moment of each of the N streams offered to a

server The other formulations were found to be numerically stable.

Fig. 10.1 indicates that EFPA may yield an estimate of blocking proba-

bility that is in error by several orders of magnitude. Although strengthening

EFPA with higher-moment approximations may offer a marginal reduction in

error, this reduction is hardly justified in consideration of the computational

burden in dealing with additional moments.

10.2 The New Approximation

The distributed-server model developed in the previous section is called the

true model (TM) in this section for reasons that will become apparent soon.

The purpose of this section is to introduce our new approximation and discuss

the intuition that we believe underpins its success.

In short, the new approximation is based on transforming the TM to a new

model that we call the fictitious model (FM). Given an overflow network for

which an estimate of blocking probability is sought, we consider estimating

blocking probability in the FM using EFPA. This estimate is usually more

accurate for the TM than if we directly use EFPA to estimate blocking

probability in the TM.

In this section, we consider our new approximation in the context of the

distributed-server network. In other words, the TM is equal to the model

of the distributed-server network developed in the previous section. We first

address the question of how to construct the FM from the TM.

The FM is constructed by imposing preemptive priorities in the TM. The

preemptive priorities are such that each stream is classified according to the

number of servers which it has sought to engage but found busy; that is, the

number of times it has overflowed. A stream that has overflowed n times is

given strict preemptive priority over a stream that has overflowed m times,
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Figure 10.2: A conceptual depiction of the TM and FM convention

n < m, given that both streams compete for a common server.

An n-call that arrives at a server engaged by an m-call, n < m, is given

the right to preempt the m-call and seize the server for itself. The preempted

m-call must then seek to engage a server that it has not yet visited. Given

that an idle server is found, the service period begins anew irrespective of

the service time accumulated at prior servers at which it was preempted.

A call is blocked if it has sought to engage all N servers exactly once, but

has been unable to engage a server for its entire service period. Owing

to the fact that each stream is classified according to the number of times

it has overflowed, we call this preemptive priority regime overflow priority

classification (OPC). A depiction of the TM and FM convention is shown in

Fig. 10.2. A description of our new approximation is as follows:

Given an instance of the TM, impose on it the OPC preemp-

tive priority regime to yield the corresponding FM. Estimate

blocking probability in the FM using EFPA.

The two-step process of constructing the FM from the TM and applying

EFPA to the FM is called the OPC approximation (OPCA). OPCA is in

contrast to EFPA proper in which EFPA or one of its strengthened formu-

lations is applied directly to the TM.

We therefore have a TM and FM estimate of blocking probability, which

we denote as P̃MT
and P̃MF

, respectively. The TM estimate of blocking

probability P̃MT
is calculated as given by (10.10), while the FM estimate is

derived soon. We have used the subscripts MT and MF to set apart notation

common to both models. Furthermore, a tilde is used to denote an estimate

of blocking probability as opposed to its true value. Table 10.2 gives an

example of this convention.
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Table 10.2: Example of notational convention

PMT
Exact blocking probability in the TM

PMF
Exact blocking probability in the FM

P̃MT
Estimate of blocking probability in the TM as per EFPA

P̃MF
Estimate of blocking probability in the FM as per applying EFPA to the FM

We continue by discussing the intuition we believe underlies our new

approximation. Extensive numerical testing and the explanations that follow

provide support for the following sequence of inequalities

P̃MT
≤ P̃MF

≤ PMT
≤ PMF

. (10.16)

Our goal is to estimate PMT
. Since P̃MF

lies between P̃MT
and PMT

,

obviously P̃MF
is a more accurate estimate of PMT

compared to P̃MT
.

We prove the first inequality in (10.16) in Proposition 10.2 and we provide

strong numerical evidence supporting the second, though a proof is not given.

The last inequality in (10.16) is not critical because the first two inequalities

are sufficient to claim that P̃MF
is a more accurate estimate of PMT

compared

to P̃MT
. In particular, we only need P̃MT

≤ P̃MF
≤ PMT

. Nonetheless, we

provide numerical evidence and intuition suggesting that the last inequality

in (10.16) is tight and therefore, in terms of blocking probability, our FM

behaves similarly to its corresponding TM. This justifies using the FM as a

surrogate for the TM.

In short, we claim that P̃MF
and PMF

are close to each other making P̃MF

a good approximation for PMT
, which is sandwiched between them. This is

illustrated conceptually in Fig. 10.3, where all three are close together and

P̃MT
is somewhat lower.

In Fig. 10.3, the starting point is the TM, for which we seek to estimate

blocking probability. Our new approximation is contained within the shaded

region in Fig. 10.3. The first step of our new approximation involves con-

structing the FM from the TM by imposing the OPC priority regime on the
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TM. The second step involves applying EFPA to the FM.

The remainder of this section is organised as follows. We present our

intuitive discussions in Subsections 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 and then present some

rigorous results in Subsections 10.2.3 and 10.2.4.

10.2.1 Intuition Supporting PMT
≈ PMF

Consider a particular server engaged with an n-call, n > 0, and suppose a

new call arrives at this server while the n-call is in service. The new call is

considered a 0-call at the instant it arrives. What happens next depends on

whether we are in the FM or the TM.

In the FM, the new call preempts the n-call causing it to overflow to an

alternative server at which it has not visited before. There is exactly N−n−1

such servers. But we can view the preemption of the n-call in a different way.

In particular, the n-call’s remaining service time at the time the new call

arrives is equal to the service time of the new call. This is because service

periods are independent, identical and exponentially distributed. Therefore,

instead of preempting the n-call, we can force the new call to overflow to any

of the N−n−1 servers that the n-call has not visited. From the point of view

of the blocking probability PMF
, there is no difference between preempting
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the n-call and forcing the new call to overflow.

In this way, the new call is instantly transformed into an n-call, even

though it has just arrived and has not overflowed from any server. But what

is the purpose of instantly transforming a new call to an n-call? The purpose

is that it limits the number of servers that a new call can visit. In particular,

a new call that arrives at a server engaged with an n-call, n > 0, perceives a

limited availability system comprising only N − n− 1 servers.

In contrast, in the TM, a new call perceives a full availability system

comprising N servers, irrespective of whether or not it arrives at a server

engaged with an n-call, n > 0. In particular, in the TM, a new call that

arrives at a server already engaged with a call must overflow from all N

servers before it is blocked.

Because a new call in the FM perceives a limited availability system but

a new call in the TM perceives a full availability system, it is apparent that

PMT
≤ PMF

.

To show that this inequality is tight, we revisit our example in which a

new call arrives at a server engaged with an n-call, n > 0. Although in the

FM the new call sees a limited availability system comprising N − n − 1

servers, we argue that there would be little benefit in the new call visiting

the other n servers. In particular, it is likely these other n servers are still

engaged with calls because we know our n-call visited each of these n servers

not too long ago and found each of them engaged with a call. There is a

relatively small probability that one of these n servers becomes idle in the

period beginning from when our n-call visited them and found them busy,

and ending at the arrival time of the new call. The duration of this period

is less than our n-call’s particular service time. Therefore, we argue that

PMT
≈ PMF

. We numerically verify this claim in Subsection 10.2.4.

10.2.2 Intuition Supporting |PMF
− P̃MF

| ≤ |PMT
− P̃MT

|

Relative to EFPA, OPCA increases the proportion of the total intensity

offered to a server that is owing to the stream formed by 0-calls. We prove

this result in Corollary 10.1, which is presented in Subsection 10.2.4. To
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counterbalance this increase, the proportion of the total intensity offered to

a server that is owing to the streams formed by n-calls, n > 0, is decreased.

We argue that this ‘re-proportioning’ of the total intensity offered to a server

is effective in combating the independence error and the Poisson error.

We discussed in Subsection 10.2.1 that in the FM, a new call arriving

at a server engaged with an n-call, n > 0, perceives a limited availability

system. Therefore, the maximum number of servers from which the new call

can overflow is less than if it were in the TM, which is a full availability

system. This is the reason why the proportion of the total intensity offered

to a server that is owing to the streams formed by n-calls, n > 0, is smaller

in the FM.

As we discuss next, the benefit of reducing the proportion of calls that

have overflowed and increasing the proportion of calls that have not is to

reduce the magnitude of the independence error and the Poisson error.

Combatting the Independence Error

Let i1 and i2, i1 6= i2, denote two servers in the FM. The independence er-

ror arises from treating the random variables Xi1 and Xi2 as if they were

independent. The dependence between the random variables Xi1 and Xi2

is decreased in the FM because the combined stream offered to server i1

comprises a larger proportion of 0-calls, which are by definition independent

of the random variable Xi2 ; and vice-versa, the combined stream offered to

server i2 comprises a larger portion of 0-calls, which are by definition inde-

pendent of the random variable Xi1 . Therefore, by increasing the proportion

of the total intensity offered to a server owing to the stream formed by 0-calls,

the magnitude of the independence error is reduced.

Combatting the Poisson Error

The peakedness of the combined stream offered to a server is reduced in the

FM because it comprises a larger proportion of 0-calls, which by definition

form a Poisson stream. Therefore, the magnitude of the error attributable

to treating the combined stream offered to a server as if it were a Poisson
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stream is reduced.

To end this section, we argue that OPCA has the ability to utilise con-

gestion information imbedded in a call that has overflowed. To demonstrate,

suppose a new call arrives at a server engaged with an (N − 1)-call. The

presence of an (N −1)-call indicates the likelihood of a highly congested sys-

tem. Therefore, it is likely that the new call is blocked. But what actually

happens to the new call in the FM and TM?

In the FM, we can instantly transform the new call to an (N − 1)-call at

the instant it arrives. We discussed why this is possible in Subsection 10.2.1.

Therefore, the new call is blocked without ever overflowing from a server.

We argue that there may not have been much benefit in allowing the new

call to overflow in the hope of finding an idle server. This is because not

too long before the arrival of the new call, the original (N − 1)-call visited

all the N − 1 servers and found each of them engaged with a call. There

is a relatively small probability that one of these N − 1 servers became idle

in the period beginning from when our (N − 1)-call visited them and found

them busy, and ending at the arrival time of the new call. It is as if our

original (N − 1)-call tells the new call: “Don’t even bother trying to find an

idle server because I’ve just visited each of them and found each of them to

be engaged.” The new call accepts this advice and leaves the system without

overflowing. From the perspective of our approximation, this is a desirable

feature because it reduces the number of calls that overflow.

Contrastingly, in the TM, the new call must visit all N − 1 servers before

it is blocked, which is a likely outcome given that the new call arrives to a

server engaged with an (N − 1)-call. Unlike in the FM, the presence of the

(N − 1)-call conveys no information to the new call.

10.2.3 Analysis of the Fictitious Model

Let Xi = n if server i is busy with a (0, 1, 2, . . . , n)-call and Xi = −1 if server

i is idle. Let X = (X1, . . . , XN) ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , N − 1}N and rewrite (10.2)

such that

bi(x) = P(Xi = x), x ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , N − 1}.
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As before, the random variables X1, . . . , XN are treated as if they were in-

dependent and thus (10.3) holds except the state-space must be enlarged to

x ∈ {−1, 0, . . . , N − 1}N . Owing to the same rationale described in Sub-

section 10.1.1, all N servers are statistically equivalent and thus it can be

written that b(n) = bi(n).

Parallel to the reasoning leading to (10.4), n-calls arriving at a server

offer an intensity of

a(n) =

{
a, n = 0,

a
(
b(0) · · · b(n− 1)

)
, n = 1, . . . , N − 1.

(10.17)

The stream formed by n-calls, n > 0, arriving at a server is characterised

as if it were a Poisson stream of intensity a(n). Therefore, the blocking

probability perceived by an n-call seeking to engage a server is b(n).

The preemptive priority regime defined by OPC awards highest priority

to 0-calls. A 0-call is therefore oblivious to the existence of n-calls, n > 0,

and only perceives the existence of other 0-calls. It follows that

b(0) = E1

(
a(0)

)
. (10.18)

A 1-call is oblivious to the existence of n-calls, n > 1; however it may be

preempted by a 0-call that competes for a common server. The blocking

probability perceived by a 1-call is equal to the ratio given by the intensity

of the stream formed by 2-calls to the intensity of the stream formed by

1-calls. Taking this ratio gives

b(1) =
a(2)

a(1)
=

E1

(
a(0) + a(1)

)(
a(0) + a(1)

)
− a(1)

a(1)
.

And in general,

b(n) =
a(n + 1)

a(n)

=
E1

(∑n
i=0 a(i)

)∑n
i=0 a(i)−

∑n
i=1 a(i)

a(n)
, (10.19)
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for all n = 0, . . . , N − 1, where a(N) is defined as the intensity of the stream

formed by calls that are blocked and cleared.

A desirable property of OPCA is that the blocking probabilities b(0), . . . , b(N−

1) can be computed recursively in O(N). This recursion is more desirable

than solving the fixed-point equation given by (10.6) and then dealing with

concerns regarding the existence and uniqueness of a fixed-point as well as

convergence of iteration.

Proposition 10.1 Given a > 0, the blocking probability perceived by an n-

call can be computed in O(n) via the recursion

An =

{
a, n = 0,

An−1 + a− An−1

1+An−1
, n > 0,

(10.20)

and then

b(n) =
An+1 − An

An − An−1

, n > 0. (10.21)

Proof: The proof is presented in Appendix 10.5.2.

We remark that numerical computation of this recursion may be awkward

for large a because then the denominator and numerator of (10.21) are both

large. Based on the asymptotic relation

An ∼ (n + 1)a− n, a > 1, (10.22)

it is interesting to note that limn→∞ b(n) = 1, which follows upon substitution

of (10.22) into (10.21). An important interpretation of this limit is that the

probability that a call engages a server for its entire service duration tends

to zero as the number of times it overflows tends to infinity. In contrast, if

EFPA is applied directly to the TM, the probability that a call engages a

server for its entire service duration is irrespective of the number of times it

has overflowed, as given by (10.5).
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Analogous to (10.9), the density function of n-calls can be written as

h(n) = P(c = n-call) (10.23)

=





1− b(0), n = 0,(
b(0) · · · b(n− 1)

)

×
(
1− b(n)

)
, n = 1, . . . , N − 1,(

b(0) · · · b(N − 1)
)
, n = N,

0, n 6= 0, . . . , N,

And analogous to (10.10), the OPCA estimate of blocking probability is given

by

P̃MF
= P(c = N -call) = b(0) · · · b(N − 1). (10.24)

10.2.4 Some Rigorous Results

We claim that for all a ≥ 0 and N ∈ N,

P̃MT
(a,N) ≤ P̃MF

(a,N) ≤ PMT
(a,N). (10.25)

We prove the first inequality in (10.25) and we demonstrate the second

one numerically.

The sequence of inequalities in (10.25) falls short of quantifying the re-

duction in error that is achieved in estimating P (a,N) with P̃MF
(a,N) rather

than with P̃MT
(a,N). To gauge this reduction in error it seems there is no

choice but to settle for an experiment. To this end, we varied the intensity

over the range [0.2, 1] to each of 10 servers. The error in estimating block-

ing probability with P̃MF
(a,N) and P̃MT

(a,N) relative to the benchmark

provided by the Erlang B formula P = EN(Na) is plotted in Fig. 10.4.

Based on Fig. 10.4, there can be no doubt that P̃MF
(a,N) is remark-

ably more accurate in contrast to P̃MT
(a,N). And in view of the fact that

P̃MF
(a,N) can be computed recursively, it seems that OPCA facilitates a

better approximation both in terms of accuracy and numerical robustness.

We have performed extensive numerical tests over a wide range of param-

eters and could not find a case where the second inequality in (10.25) does
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not hold.

Our task now is to prove the first inequality in (10.25), namely, P̃MT
(a,N) ≤

P̃MF
(a,N). Let

νM(n) =
n∑

i=0

aM(i), M ∈ {MT ,MF}, (10.26)

which is the sum of the intensities offered by (0, . . . , n)-calls.

To prove P̃MT
(a,N) ≤ P̃MF

(a,N), we first express P̃MT
(a,N) and P̃MF

(a,N)

in terms of the common function given in Lemma 10.3, which then allows for

the main result stated in Proposition 10.2.

Lemma 10.3 For M ∈ {MT ,MF},

P̃M(a,N) = 1−
νM(N − 1)

(
1− E1(νM(N − 1))

)

a
. (10.27)

Proof: The proof is presented in Appendix 10.5.3.

Proposition 10.2 For all a ≥ 0 and N ∈ N,

P̃MT
(a,N) ≤ P̃MF

(a,N).

Proof: The proof is presented in Appendix 10.5.4.

Finally, we prove the following corollary of Proposition 10.2, which is

pertinent to the discussion we gave in Section 10.2.2.

Corollary 10.1 The proportion of the total intensity offered to a server that

is owing to the stream formed by 0-calls, is larger in the FM than the TM.

In particular,
ãMT

(0)
∑N−1

j=0 ãMT
(j)
≤

ãMF
(0)

∑N−1
j=0 ãMF

(j)
.

Proof: According to the proof of Proposition 10.2, νMF
(N−1) ≤ νMT

(N−1),

N ≥ 1, where the inequality is strict for N = 1. Since ãMT
(0) = ãMF

(0) = a,

it suffices to show that
∑N−1

j=0 ãMF
(j) ≤

∑N−1
j=0 ãMT

(j), which follows from

the fact that
∑N−1

j=0 ãMF
(j) = νMF

(N − 1) ≤ νMT
(N − 1) =

∑N−1
j=0 ãMT

(j). �
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10.3 Circuit-Switched Networks using

Alternative Routing

This section will demonstrate the versatility of OPCA by using it to estimate

blocking probability in a variety of circuit-switched networks using alterna-

tive routing.

10.3.1 A Symmetric Fully-Meshed Circuit-Switched

Network

We adopt the usual model of a circuit-switched network that has been used

in [86, 87, 177]. The network comprises N switching offices. Each pair of

switching offices is interconnected via a trunk group comprising K coopera-

tive servers. Therefore, there exists a one-hop route as well as N−2 two-hop

alternative routes between each pair of switching offices, as shown in Fig.

10.5.

Calls arrive at each switching office pair according to independent and

Poisson processes of intensity a. A call foremost seeks to engage the one-hop

route between the pair of switching offices at which it arrives. A call that

finds all K trunks on this one-hop route busy overflows to one of the N − 2

two-hop alternative routes with equal probability and without delay. A call

continues to overflow as such until either: it encounters a two-hop alternative

route possessing an idle trunk on both of its constituent links, in which case

the call engages both of these idle trunks for its entire holding time; or, it

has sought to engage all N − 2 two-hop alternative routes, in which case it is

blocked and cleared. According to the TM and FM convention, this model

serves as the TM.

Let b be the probability that all K servers are busy on an arbitrary trunk

group. It suffices to consider an arbitrary trunk group as a consequence of

symmetry. It can be verified that applying EFPA to the TM gives

b = EK

(
a + 2ab(1− b)

N−3∑

j=0

(
1− (1− b)2

)j
)

(10.28)
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Figure 10.5: Switching office pair (i, j) of a fully-meshed circuit-switched
network using alternative routing

and that call blocking probability is estimated by

P̃MT
= b
(
1− (1− b)2

)N−2
. (10.29)

Equation (10.28) will be justified on a term-by-term basis. The factor of

two multiplying the summation arises after enumerating all permutations in

which a call can be offered to an arbitrary trunk group. The term
(
1 −

(1− b)2
)j

is the probability that a call overflows from j two-hop alternative

routes, while the term 1− b is the factor by which intensity must be reduced

to ensure that the intensities carried by both links of a two-hop alternative

route are equal.

For example, suppose a two-hop alternative route is offered a Poisson

stream of intensity a. The portion of a that is offered to each of the two links

constituting this two-hop alternative route is calculated as a(1− b) to ensure

that the intensities carried by both links are equal and given by a(1− b)2.

Equation (10.29) states that a call is blocked in the event that it overflows

from its one-hop route, which occurs with probability b, and then overflows

from each of its N − 2 two-hop alternative routes, which occurs with proba-

bility
(
1− (1− b)2

)N−2
.

It is difficult to ascertain properties regarding existence and uniqueness

of solution for (10.28). Of further concern is that it cannot be said if the

sequence {bi}
∞
i=0 generated according to the usual fixed-point mapping bi+1 =

EK

(
a + 2abi(1− bi)

∑N−3
j=0

(
1− (1− bi)

2
)j)

converges.

The FM is defined in a completely analogous manner as in Section 10.2.
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In particular, an n-call is given strict preemptive priority over an m-call,

n < m, given that both calls compete for a common trunk group. The

definition of a n-call must be adjusted to a call that overflows from n routes

before engaging the (n + 1)th route.

Let b(n) be the blocking probability perceived by an n-call, n = 0, . . . , N−

2, seeking to engage an arbitrary trunk group. It can be verified that for the

FM,

b(n) =





EK(a), n = 0,

BnEK(Bn)−Bn−1EK(Bn−1)
Bn−Bn−1

, n > 0,

(10.30)

where Bn =
∑n

j=0 aj and

an = 2ab(0)
(
1− b(n)

) n−1∏

j=1

(
1− (1− b(j))2

)
, n > 0, (10.31)

is the total intensity offered by n-calls to an arbitrary trunk group. Hence,

a0 = a. Call blocking probability is then estimated as

P̃MF
= b(0)

N−2∏

j=1

(
1− (1− b(j))2

)
. (10.32)

Equation (10.30) follows the same justification provided for (10.19).

The term 1− b(n) in (10.31) precludes the use of a recursion to compute

the blocking probabilities b(1), . . . , b(N − 2), and thus an appropriate fixed-

point mapping must be used. In particular, we use a successive substitution

algorithm of the same kind used in Chapters 4 and 5. Our successive substi-

tution algorithm is specified in Algorithm 7, bk(n) denotes the value of b(n)

at iteration k.

Although convergence of Algorithm 7 is not a certainty, we have found

divergence is rare in practice and can often be overcome by periodically

re-initialising with a convex combination of the most recent iterations. In

particular, to improve convergence, instead of computing the new iterate
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Algorithm 7 Calculate b(1), . . . , b(N − 2)

Require: N , ǫ, a // Number of trunks, error criterion and offered load
1: b1(n), b0(n) ∼ Uniform(0, 1) ∀n = 1, . . . , N − 2 // Initialisation
2: k = 1
3: while ∃ |bk(n)− bk−1(n)| > ǫ for any n = 1, . . . , N − 2 do

4: for n = 1, . . . , N − 2 do

5: an = 2abk(0)
(
1− bk(n)

)∏n−1
j=1

(
1− (1− bk(j))

2
)

6: Bn =
∑n

j=0 aj

7: bk+1(n) =





EK(a), n = 0

BnEK(Bn)−Bn−1EK(Bn−1)
Bn−Bn−1

, n > 0

8: end for

9: k = k + 1
10: end while

11: P̃MF
= bk(0)

∏N−2
j=1

(
1− (1− bk(j))

2
)

// Return

bk+1(n), n > 0, with (10.30), we use

bk+1(n) = c1
BnEK(Bn)−Bn−1EK(Bn−1)

Bn −Bn−1

+ c2bk(n) + c3bk−1(n) + · · · ,

where c1 + c2 + c3 + · · · = 1. This tempers the rate of convergence but may

prevent cycling.

OPCA can be generalised to the case of circuit-switched networks pro-

tected with trunk reservation. With trunk reservation in place, an n-call can

be preempted from a two-hop alternative route by an m-call, m < n, in the

usual preemptive priority regime defined by OPC. However, an n-call, where

n > 0, can also be barred from engaging a two-hop alternative route possess-

ing an idle trunk on both of its constituent links if the total number of busy

trunks that are engaged with 0-calls on either of the links is greater than or

equal to a predefined threshold. Let that threshold be denoted by M . If the

total number of busy trunks that are engaged with 0-calls on either of the

links exceeds or equals M , the n-call must seek another alternative route;

or, if it has sought to engage all two-hop alternative routes, it is blocked and

cleared. See [82, 93] for some rules of thumb governing the choice of M .

To generalise OPCA to the case of circuit-switched networks with trunk
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reservation, (10.30) is replaced with

b(n) =





E(a,K), n = 0,

aQ(n)+R(n)
Pn

j=1 aj−
Pn−1

j=0 ajb(j)

an
, n > 0,

(10.33)

where Q(n) and R(n) are functions of the steady-state probabilities of a

one-dimensional birth-and-death process characterising a trunk group. In

particular, Q(n) = πK(n) and R(n) = πM(n) + πM+1(n) + · · · + πK(n),

where for a given n, the steady-state probabilities {πj(n)}Kj=0 are computed

via the recursion

πj(n) =





(a0+a1+···+an)jπ0(n)
j!

, j = 1, . . . ,M,

aj−M
0 (a0+a1+···+an)Mπ0(n)

j!
, j = M + 1, . . . , K.

For each n, the normalisation constant π0(n) is determined by solving
∑K

j=0 πj(n) =

1. Equation (10.31) does not require any modification for the case of trunk

reservation. Trunk reservation will not be considered in the remainder of this

chapter.

We considered estimating blocking probability in a network comprising

four switching offices with ten trunks per trunk group. The error in esti-

mating blocking probability with EFPA and OPCA was gauged against a

simulation and is plotted in Fig. 10.6.

Based on the outcome of this experiment, although EFPA yields a better

estimate of blocking probabilities that are greater than about 0.02, OPCA is

preferred for the range of blocking probabilities less than this value.

10.3.2 Other Circuit-Switched Networks

In this section, the error in estimating blocking probability with OPCA is

gauged for three other general circuit-switched networks and compared to

EFPA as well as a simulation. To conclude, a somewhat artificial example is

constructed in which OPCA yields a poorer estimate of blocking probability
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Figure 10.6: Estimating blocking probability in a fully-meshed circuit-
switched network using alternative routing, N = 4, K = 10
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than EFPA. This example serves as a warning against using OPCA carelessly.

The three circuit-switched networks we consider are shown in Fig. 10.10,

where each double-arrowed line represents two trunk groups aligned in op-

posing directions, each comprising K trunks.

Routing is implemented in a sequential manner in all three networks as

follows. For each switching office pair, the maximum number of alternative

routes that are disjoint with respect to trunk groups are enumerated and

stored in a routing table. We insist that alternative routes for each office pair

are disjoint to avoid the additional complexity of dealing with the conditional

blocking probabilities that would require consideration if this was not the

case. The approach taken in [23] can be used in both OPCA and EFPA to

cope with alternative routes that are not disjoint. The routing table is then

ordered such that the shortest hop route is listed first and the longest hop

route is listed last.

Calls arrive at each office pair according to independent Poisson processes

of intensity a and they sequentially traverse (without delay) the sorted rout-

ing table for an idle route. An idle route is a route that contains at least one

idle trunk on each of its trunk groups at the time of a call arrival. A call is

blocked and cleared if it cannot engage a route for its entire service period.

This routing strategy is often referred to as originating office control with

sequential overflow.

For the networks shown in Fig. 10.10, the blocking probability perceived

by a call may vary according to which switching office pair it is assigned,

even though the ring and wheel topology are symmetric. For example, a

call offered to switching office pair (1, 5) of the wheel network shown in Fig.

10.10(b) perceives a higher blocking probability than a call offered to switch-

ing office pair (1, 9) because the average hop length of the three alternative

routes for the former is higher (10/3 hops) than the latter (5/3 hops). In this

section, we understand blocking probability to mean the blocking probability

averaged over all switching office pairs.

Although more laborious, deriving OPCA for the case of general circuit-

switched networks follows the same principles used in the previous section.

The main difference is that each trunk group as well as each switching office
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Table 10.3: Guide to Numerical Results

Network Topology Blocking

Probability

Eight Node Ring Fig. 10.10(a) Fig. 10.7

Nine Node Wheel Fig. 10.10(b) Fig. 10.8

NSF (T1) Fig. 10.10(c) Fig. 10.9

pair must be treated separately due to asymmetry.

We gauged the error in estimating blocking probability with OPCA and

EFPA for all three circuit-switched networks for the case K = 10. A guide

to our numerical results is shown in Table 10.3. The intensity offered to each

switching office pair was varied over a range that resulted in blocking proba-

bilities that spanned the range [10−5, 10−1]. The set of fixed-point equations

inherent to OPCA and EFPA were solved by iterating as described earlier.

Based on the numerical results presented in Figs. 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9, it

is evident that OPCA provides a more accurate estimate of blocking proba-

bility for all three circuit-switched networks. Since minimal additional com-

putational effort is required to calculate an estimate with OPCA relative to

EFPA, it seems that OPCA is the preferred approximation. The additional

computational effort in calculating an estimate with OPCA is a consequence

of the need to calculate the intensity offered and blocking probability per-

ceived for each of (0, 1 . . .)-calls offered to a trunk group, whereas EFPA only

requires calculation of these two parameters for the single combined stream

formed by pooling together the marginal streams formed by (0, 1, . . .)-calls.

To end this section, we construct an artificial example in which OPCA

yields a poorer estimate of blocking probability than EFPA. In particular,

we reconsider the model of the distributed-server network but now suppose

it is only those calls that arrive at one particular server that are permitted

to overflow in the usual manner dictated by the random hunt. These calls

are referred to as premium calls and arrive according to a Poisson process of

intensity a∗ to this one particular server. Calls arriving at all other servers
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are barred from overflowing and thus either: engage the first server at which

they arrive, in the case that this server is idle; or, are blocked and cleared, in

the case that this server is busy. These calls are referred to as standard calls

and arrive at all the other servers according to independent Poisson processes

of intensity a.

The blocking probability perceived by premium calls and standard calls

as well as the average perceived blocking probability was estimated for a

network comprising four servers (of which one of these four servers is offered

only premium calls) with OPCA and EFPA. We set, a = 0.5 and varied

a∗ within the range [0.3, 1.8]. A simulation was also implemented to gauge

errors. The results are shown in Fig. 10.11.

Fig. 10.11 shows that EFPA provides a better estimate of the blocking

probability perceived by premium calls and standard calls. An interesting
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point is that the estimate of blocking probability perceived by standard calls

is independent of a∗ for OPCA, which is not the case in practice. This is be-

cause for the FM of this network, standard calls are oblivious to the existence

of premium calls since a standard call is always given the right to preempt a

premium call in the FM. Therefore, the result is that OPCA overestimates

the blocking probability perceived by premium calls and underestimates the

blocking probability perceived by standard calls, especially for high intensi-

ties.

Since the blocking probability perceived by a standard call is independent

of a∗ in the FM but clearly increases with a∗ in the TM, the inequality

PMT
≤ PMF

is not tight for this network. This examples serves as a warning

against regarding OPCA to be a universally superior estimate of blocking

probability. We are unable to determine a priori whether or not OPCA is

favourable for a given problem instance.

10.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we saw examples of overflow loss networks for which Erlang’s

fixed-point approximation (EFPA) underestimates blocking probabilities by

several orders of magnitude. We explained that this inaccuracy is due to the

Poisson and independence errors inherent to EFPA. Furthermore, we saw

that strengthened forms of EFPA in which overflow traffic is characterised

not only in terms of its mean but also its variance as well as possibly other

higher moments may offer a marginal reduction in error compared to the basic

analysis-of-means form of EFPA. However, we argued that this reduction is

hardly justified in consideration of the computational burden in dealing with

additional moments.

The main contribution of this chapter was a new approximation for esti-

mating blocking probabilities in overflow loss networks. We referred to our

approximation as the overflow priority classification approximation (OPCA).

OPCA relies on the most basic form of EFPA and hence remains simple and

efficient but through a system transformation implicitly utilises the conges-

tion information imbedded in overflow traffic to combat the Poisson and
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independence errors inherent to EFPA. OPCA was shown to outperform the

conventional EFPA approach for the case of a distributed-server network as

well as several cases of circuit-switched networks using alternative routing.

Given a system for which an estimate of blocking probability is sought,

we first constructed a second system to act as a surrogate for the original

system. The original system was called the true model (TM), while the

second system was called the fictitious model (FM). We obtained the FM

from the TM simply by imposing preemptive priorities on the TM. For many

examples, we saw that estimating blocking probability in the FM with EFPA

provided a better estimate for blocking probability in the TM (the system of

interest to us) than if we were to use the conventional approach of directly

using EFPA in the TM. This is the basic idea underlying OPCA.

On the downside, we saw an example in which OPCA performs poorly.

Moreover, we were unable to determine a priori whether or not OPCA yields

a better estimate of blocking probability than EFPA for a given network.

10.5 Chapter Appendices

10.5.1 Some Background on the Analysis of Overflow

Networks

An age-old problem synonymous with the study of overflow networks is that

of calculating the steady-state blocking probability perceived by each of sev-

eral heterogeneous overflow streams which are pooled together and offered

without delay to a finite secondary trunk group. The history of this problem

can be traced back to the work of Kosten [90] in 1937. It was well-known at

this time that the number of busy servers on an infinite primary trunk group

that is offered a Poisson stream of intensity a is Poisson distributed with

parameter a, assuming service times are of unit mean and exponentially dis-

tributed. Kosten derived the distribution of the number of busy servers on an

infinite secondary trunk group that is offered the overflow stream that would

result if this primary trunk group is no longer infinite but rather comprises
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N servers. Of particular interest is the mean

M = aEN(a) (10.34)

and the variance

V = M

(
1−M +

a

N + 1− a−M

)
. (10.35)

The derivation of (10.34) and (10.35) is given in [62, 160].

Ten years later, Brockmeyer [20] advanced one step further by deriving

the distribution of the number of busy servers on an infinite ternary trunk

group that is offered the overflow stream that would result if the secondary

trunk group now comprises K servers. As well as deriving this distribution,

Brockmeyer confirmed the intuitively pleasing fact that the blocking prob-

ability perceived by the overflow stream offered to the now finite secondary

trunk group is given by the ratio EN+K(a)/EN(a).

The approach followed by Kosten and Brockmeyer involved analytically

solving the steady-state distribution of the underlying Markov process. At-

tempting to generalise this brute-force approach to a cascade comprising an

arbitrary number of trunk groups does however lead to a state-space of un-

manageable size.

A seemingly tractable approach of analysing a cascade comprising an ar-

bitrary number of trunk groups soon arose when it was recognised that the

overflow stream of each trunk group is of renewal-type, provided that the

stream offered to the primary trunk group is also of renewal-type. There-

fore, theory of the GI/M/N/N queue can in principle be used to analyse

any arbitrary trunk group of such a cascade. In particular, explicit for-

mulae to compute the factorial moments of the distribution of the number

of busy servers on an infinite trunk group offered the overflow stream of a

GI/M/N/N queue are provided in [130, 132]. Although in principle this dis-

tribution can be characterised exactly, in practice, numerical methods must

resort to matching its first few moments to a specific renewal process. A

popular approach is to match the first three moments of this distribution
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to the first three moments of an interrupted Poisson process, as was first

considered in [94] in 1973.

Simpler moment-matching approximations of a different guise were ac-

tually proposed much earlier. They arose after it became apparent that

characterising an overflow stream solely in terms of its mean failed to cap-

ture the stream’s larger variance and thus its higher blocking probability. In

[173], Wilkinson introduced the concept of peakedness to give a truer char-

acterisation. A stream’s peakedness is defined as the variance-to-mean ratio

of the distribution of the number of busy servers on an infinite server group

to which the stream is offered. Peakedness is usually denoted as Z = V/M .

It can be shown that the peakedness of a Poisson stream is unity, while

taking the ratio of (10.35) and (10.34) reveals that the peakedness of an over-

flow stream is always greater than unity. To estimate the blocking probability

perceived by a stream characterised by (M,Z) that is offered to a trunk group

comprising N servers, Wilkinson suggested to consider this stream to be the

overflow stream of a fictitious trunk group comprising x servers that is of-

fered a Poisson stream of intensity a. Then, upon calculating the so-called

equivalent random parameters a and x using the formulae in [78], the block-

ing probability perceived by the stream characterised by (M,Z) is estimated

by Ex+N(a)/Ex(a). This is referred to as the equivalent random method or

Wilkinson’s method.

As an alternative to Wilkinson’s method, Hayward [54] later suggested

EN/Z(M/Z) as an even simpler estimate of the blocking probability perceived

by a stream characterised by (M,Z) that is offered to a trunk group com-

prising N servers. It is hard to say which of the two methods is best for a

given model.

More pertinent to the study of overflow networks is the more complicated

problem of calculating the steady-state blocking probability perceived by

each of several heterogeneous overflow streams which are pooled together and

offered to a finite trunk group. We call this the heterogenous case, which is

the case that is most relevant to this chapter. In [95], the superposition of

a Poisson stream and a general stream of renewal-type is solved. However,

the heterogenous case in its most general form has evaded solution mainly
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as a consequence of the fact that the superposition of several independent

streams of renewal-type in general is not itself of renewal-type.

Approximations for the heterogenous case are rather ambitious in their

nature and rely on moment-matching. A combined stream (M,Z) of mean

M =
∑

i mi, variance V =
∑

i vi and peakedness Z = V/M is used to char-

acterise the presence of each overflow stream (mi, vi) offered to a finite trunk

group. The steady-state blocking probability perceived by the combined

stream, say p, is estimated by Wilkinson’s method or Hayward’s method,

though approximations of greater intricacy are possible and entail matching

(M,Z) to a specific renewal process. Therefore, the mean of the distribu-

tion of the number of busy servers on an infinite trunk group offered the

overflow of this combined stream is Mp. Accurately apportioning Mp to

each marginal stream (mi, vi) is a formidable problem plaguing all of these

approximations. Usually one of many empirical formulas is used such as

the simple formula suggested in [96] in which the portion of Mp owing to

stream (mi, vi) is estimated by Mpvi/V . Hence, the steady-state blocking

probability perceived by each stream (mi, vi) is estimated by

bi =
Mpvi

miV
. (10.36)

10.5.2 Proof of Proposition 10.1

Let

An ,
n∑

i=0

a(i),

where a(i) is given by (10.17). Then according to (10.17), for n > 0 and

a > 0, it follows that

b(n) =
An+1 − An

An − An−1

.
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Using (10.19), this can be rewritten as

An+1 − An

An − An−1

=
E1

(∑n
i=0 a(i)

)∑n
i=0 a(i)−

∑n
i=1 a(i)

a(n)

=
1

a(n)

(
A2

n

(1 + An)
+ a− An

)

=
1

(An − An−1)

(
a−

An

1 + An

)

Hence, resulting in the required recursion

An+1 = An + a−
An

1 + An

, n ≥ 0,

where A0 = a. �

10.5.3 Proof of Lemma 10.3

For M = MT , according to (10.5) and (10.10),

P̃MT
= E

(
νMT

(N − 1), 1
)N

. (10.37)

Using (10.6) in (10.37) gives

P̃MT
=

a− E1

(
νMT

(N − 1)
)

a

=
a− νMT

(N − 1)
(
1−

νMT
(N−1)

1+νMT
(N−1)

)

a
,

after which the required result follows from the fact that E(α, 1) = α/(1+α),

α ≥ 0.

For M = MF , according to (10.19),

P̃MF
=

aMF
(1) · · · aMF

(N)

aMF
(0) · · · aMF

(N − 1)
=

aMF
(N)

a

=
νMF

(N)− νMF
(N − 1)

a
. (10.38)
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Let Υ(α) = αE1(α). Note that for n > 0,

aMF
(n) = νMF

(n)− νMF
(n− 1)

= Υ
(
νMF

(n− 1)
)
−Υ

(
νMF

(n− 2)
)
, (10.39)

where νMF
(−1) = 0. Substituting (10.39) into (10.26) gives rise to a tele-

scoping sum that results in the recursion

νMF
(n) = a + Υ

(
νMF

(n− 1)
)
, n > 0. (10.40)

To arrive at the required result, (10.40) is used in (10.38) giving

P̃MF
=

a + Υ
(
νMF

(N − 1)
)
− νMF

(N − 1)

a

= 1−
νMF

(N − 1)
(
1− E1(νMF

(N − 1))
)

a
.

�

10.5.4 Proof of Proposition 10.2

A simple rearrangement of Lemma 10.3 gives

P̃M(a,N) = 1−
νM(N − 1)

a
(
1 + νM(N − 1)

) , M ∈ {MT ,MF}.

Hence, it suffices to show that νMF
(N − 1) ≤ νMT

(N − 1). Induction will be

used to show

νMF
(n) ≤ νMT

(N − 1), n = 1, . . . , N − 1.

According to (10.4),

νMT
(N − 1) = a

N−1∑

i=0

E
(
νMT

(N − 1), 1
)i

(10.41)
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and explicitly writing out the first few terms of (10.40) gives

νMF
(n) = a + Υ

(
νMF

(n− 1)
)

= a + E1

(
νMF

(n− 1)
)(

a + Υ
(
νMF

(n− 2)
))

= a
n∑

i=0

i∏

j=1

E1

(
νMF

(i− j)
)
, (10.42)

where a null product is unity. For the base case n = 1, an immediate conse-

quence of (10.41) and (10.42) is

νMF
(1) = a + aE1(a)

≤ a + aE1

(
νMT

(N − 1)
)
≤ νMT

(N − 1).

The inductive hypothesis is that νMF
(k) ≤ νMT

(N − 1) for all k < n ≤

N − 1. Using the inductive hypothesis and because E1(α) is monotonically

increasing, it follows that

νMF
(n) = a

n∑

i=0

i∏

j=1

E1

(
νMF

(i− j)
)

= a + aE1(a) + aE1(a)E1

(
νMF

(1)
)

+ · · ·

≤ a + aE1

(
νMT

(N − 1)
)

+ aE1

(
νMT

(N − 1)
)2

+ · · ·

= a
n∑

i=0

E1

(
νMT

(N − 1)
)i
≤ νMT

(N − 1)

Since the base case is true and the inductive step is true, νMF
(n) ≤ νMT

(N−

1) is true for all n ≤ N−1. It is noted that the case of n = 0 follows trivially

since νMT
(0) = νMF

(0) = a. �
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10.5.5 Summary of Notation used in Chapter 10

Table 10.4: Summary of Notation

n-call A call that has overflowed from n servers or trunk groups

(0, . . . , n)-call Used to reference either a 0-call or a 1-call, . . . , or an
n-call

a(0) or a Exogenous load offered to a server or source and desti-
nation pair

a(n) Load offered to a server or trunk group by calls that
have overflowed n times

bi(n) Steady-state blocking probability perceived for a call
that after overflowing n times seeks to engage server
or trunk group i

b(n) Used as a shorthand for bi(n) if all servers or trunk
groups are statistically equivalent

b Used only in the context of applying EFPA to the TM;
denotes the probability that a server or trunk group is
fully occupied

EN(a) Erlang B formula for a trunk group comprising N servers
that is offered an intensity a

K Number of trunks per trunk group

M Trunk reservation threshold for circuit-switched net-
works; M < K

MT and MF True model and fictitious model, respectively

P and P̃ Exact and estimated system blocking probability, re-
spectively, perceived by a call; see Table 10.2



Chapter 11

Thesis Summary

Table 11.1 serves to summarise this thesis by chapter. This table consists

of four columns. The first column identifies each of the chapters beyond

Chapter 2. Chapter 1 was an introductory chapter, while Chapter 2 outlined

the contributions of this thesis. The second column identifies the particu-

lar approach to optical switching we considered in each chapter. We have

considered approaches that are popular in the literature such as OBS with

limited wavelength conversion (Chapter 4) and OBS with deflection routing

(Chapter 5). We have also proposed entirely new approaches such as OCS

with dynamic burst length (Chapter 6). The third column describes the type

of model we have developed in each chapter. All the models developed in this

thesis have been open loop loss or delay models for a core network or stand-

alone link. Our core network model consists of edge buffers at which packets

are enqueued before transmission to their destination over a core network

of optical cross-connects. The third column also specifies the traffic arrival

process we assumed. The final column in Table 11.1 indicates the teletraffic

performance measures for which we derived exact results or approximations.
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Figure 11.1: Summary by chapter

Chapter Switching Model Performance

Technique Description Metric

3 Wavelength-routing Core network (integer program
formulation)

Minimisation of congestion

4 OBS with full and limited wave-
length conversion

Core network & stand-alone link
sub-model; Poisson burst arrivals

End-to-end blocking probability

5 OBS with deflection routing Core network; Poisson burst ar-
rivals

End-to-end blocking probability

6, Sec. 6.2 OCS with dynamic burst length Finite-source stand-alone link
with packet queueing at edge
buffers, synchronisation between
sources & slotted time; Poisson
packet arrivals

Packet delay distribution

6, Sec. 6.4 Conventional form of dynamic
OCS proposed in [44, 45]

Finite-source stand-alone link;
on/off arrival process

Mean packet delay & blocking
probability

7 Centrally controlled and time-
slotted dynamic OCS

Core network with packet queu-
ing at edge buffers; fluid packet
arrival process

Packet delay distribution

8 Conventional OBS & centrally
controlled dynamic OCS (com-
parison of the two)

Core network with packet queue-
ing at edge buffers & stand-
alone OBS route with cross-
traffic; Poisson packet arrivals

End-to-end blocking probability,
mean packet delay & capacity
utilisation

9 Optical hybrid switching Finite-source stand-alone link,
augmented Engset-like model
with frozen states for OBS;
on/off arrival process

Blocking probability

10 Arbitrary Arbitrary overflow loss network
with Poisson arrival process

Blocking probability
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